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1 Introduction 

Due to the increase of international contacts, it has become indispensable to be proficient in more 

than one language. In the White Paper on Education and Training, the European Commission 

(1995: 13) has set the proficiency of two foreign languages as the aim of education in Europe. In 

Germany English is most often required in school and in working life. This has among others been 

shown by Finkbeiner (1995: 59), who inquired into the languages used by commercial companies. 

She found that 100% of the companies researched in Baden-Württemberg – the German state 

where the current study was carried out – used German, 52.40% English, 26.20% French and 

11.90% used Spanish (ibid.). Although German is still the main language, more than half of the 

companies regularly made use of English in 1995 already. Meanwhile the German financial 

newspaper Handelsblatt has published findings from their own poll showing that only three out of 

the thirty top companies listed in the DAX index of blue chips exclusively use German as their 

official language, and in fact 18 companies have even switched to English as “their “official” 

business language, meaning that key documents, announcements and guidelines are penned in it” 

(Obmann 2017). Because English is needed regularly and because English also functions as the 

lingua franca, it is necessary for German schools to put a special emphasis on English language 

learning. 

Most students in Germany receive what will be referred to as mainstream or English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL) instruction in this study. EFL students start learning English in year one, three or 

five, depending on the federal state and the students’ year of birth. It used to be the norm for 

English instruction to start in year five. In the meantime, English instruction has been extended 

downwards to elementary school level: one state after the other began to introduce English lessons 

in year three until schools in all 16 German states adopted English instruction from year 3 onwards 

in the school year 2006/2007 (Gompf 2008: 1). Baden-Württemberg, where the present study was 

conducted, has long been ahead of all other states, as about 2,500 schools started to offer English 

classes from year one onwards in the school year 2003/2004 (ibid.: 3). Whereas especially in the 

first two years in elementary school the second language1 (L2) is learnt playfully through games 

and songs, instruction in secondary schools is often centred on language form and function 

(Gibbons 2006: 60), due to large class sizes and the high amount of information that has to be 

conveyed, although obviously the aim remains communication. The early start of English in 

elementary school had been implemented at the time during which the present study was carried 

 
1 L2 or ‘second language’ is to be understood as any language that is learnt after the first 
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out. Meanwhile the Ministry of Education and Sport in Baden-Württemberg has now decided to 

delay the start of English instruction to year 3, in order to focus more on German reading and 

writing skills, as well as on Maths instruction, all of which they consider to have fallen short in 

the first two years instead of an early focus on English (Göres 2017). 

Specific textbooks that are created for the learners’ needs focus on the language form that the 

learner is currently able to use or on the language form the student is supposed to learn next. These 

textbooks often consist of texts specifically created for classroom use with the aim of introducing 

grammatical forms or specific ways of writing. Writing and grammar tasks and vocabulary 

sections often follow the texts. Because of this strict format, the language learnt is rather structured, 

controlled, and artificial. 

Aiming at a more natural learning environment that resembles first language (L1) acquisition, 

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is one of the most innovative methods of the 

last century (Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 2004: 151). As the name suggests, CLIL 

combines content with language learning: CLIL students do not only learn English in their 

language classes as EFL students do, but also receive part of their content instruction in other 

subjects through the medium of English. When regular English instruction started in year five, the 

students were often prepared for this method in their first two years of secondary school where 

they received two more English lessons per week (ibid.: 153). CLIL instruction then started in year 

seven with a certain number of classes or projects being conducted in the L2. Now that the students 

enter secondary school with knowledge of English, special language preparation is not felt to be 

needed and many schools start the subject-content instruction in year five or even in elementary 

school (Zydatiß 1997: 11). CLIL, with its history and aims, will be more closely described in the 

following chapter. 

Especially because CLIL learners receive CLIL instruction on top of EFL instruction, and because 

they are exposed to the language longer and more realistically, CLIL leads to better results in many 

areas of language learning: in comparison to regular EFL learners, CLIL students are better at 

morphology (Zydatiß 2004), other elements of grammar (Varchmin 2007) and writing (Zydatiß 

2007b: 164). Furthermore, CLIL students have a greater active vocabulary (Dalton-Puffer 2007b: 

6), a more positive attitude towards the target-language community (Crawford 1999: 113) and 

more pleasure in using the language (Fehling 2005: 196). 

Although these results may lead to the assumption that CLIL definitely equips students for 

international communication in English better than other teaching methods, more than grammar 

and vocabulary are needed in real-life discussions. As Rintell and Mitchell (1989: 248) point out, 
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“[n]o “error” of grammar can make a speaker seem so incompetent, so inappropriate, so foreign 

as the kind of trouble a learner gets into when he or she doesn’t understand or otherwise disregards 

a language’s rules of use”. It is insufficient to know the language forms if the speaker does not 

know when and how to use the language in various contexts and situations. The language choice 

in these situations depends among others on cultural norms, the setting, the purpose, and the 

participants with their personal background, knowledge and relationships (Bakhtin 2006: 102; 

Saville-Troike 1989: 24; Schiffrin 1994: 142). 

Depending on the situation and the conversation partner, the same utterance can have a different 

meaning. Replying “Oh, yes, certainly. It’s a pleasure.” when asked to help a friend could be seen 

as a very polite answer. The same response from wife to husband, or vice versa, might be 

interpreted as ironical, implying that the speaker is doing too much already. Although the exact 

same words are uttered, the meaning differs. Students need to know what their utterances mean in 

a specific context and what social rules of language to apply. They need to know that they should 

talk differently to their teacher than to their fellow students. This is what the field of pragmatics is 

concerned with. Pragmatics can be defined as meaning in use and meaning in interaction (Thomas 

1995: 1). When students have an adequate pragmatic ability, they are more likely to be understood 

communicatively in the L2. This is why research into pragmatics, and especially into methods that 

lead to adequate pragmatic competences, is necessary. 

At the time this study was designed, only a few studies had been carried out on language learners’ 

pragmatic abilities. In Canada, students who were completely instructed in the L2 were compared 

to native speakers (NS), finding that immersion students’ language skills are still not native-like 

and that especially grammatical and sociolinguistic competences are still lacking (Lyster 1994: 

263). Swain and Carroll (1987) also found that French immersion students only learn one register, 

and have difficulties varying the register when necessary in a different social context. However, 

these studies have not looked at whether CLIL students are ahead of their peers, and if so by how 

much. 

In the non-American context, most studies have compared immigrants or university students’ 

language abilities with that of NS, drawing conclusions as to how their utterances differ (see for 

example Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper 1989b; Edmondson, House, Kasper, & Stemmer 1984; 

Edmondson & House 1991; Færch & Kasper 1983; Færch & Kasper 1984; Færch & Kasper 1989). 

Up to the time at which the present study was carried out, the few studies that had dealt with the 

pragmatic abilities of secondary school students undergoing CLIL instruction only considered the 

language used in the classroom (see for example Dalton-Puffer 2006; Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 
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2006; Dalton-Puffer 2007a; Nikula 2007). Although conclusions from the kind of language the 

students use in the classroom can be drawn, it remains unsure whether or not students would use 

the same kind of language outside the classroom until their behaviour and speech in situations that 

are likely to occur in real-life are observed. The present study is intended to close this gap. Since 

the present study was carried out, other researchers like Nashaat-Sobhy (2014) have also tried to 

close this gap, using written discourse completion tests where the students have to write down 

what they would say in particular situations. The link to Nashaat-Sobhy’s (ibid.) study is made in 

the Conclusion of this dissertation. 

Chapter 3 will more closely deal with the question of which pragmatic features need to be known 

and used in order for communication to work properly outside the language classrooms, and what 

research has been carried out already. 

To start closing the gap in European research on pragmatic competences outside the classroom, 

this doctoral thesis will investigate the pragmatic competences of CLIL and EFL students 

according to the following research questions: 

Do CLIL and other EFL students’ pragmatic abilities differ in regard to speech acts and politeness, 

and if so how? 

Considering that CLIL is time and energy consuming, is CLIL efficient, i.e. does the high work 

load for the teachers and students lead to pragmatic competences that are proportionally higher 

than those of EFL students? 

What can/should be done to improve CLIL and/or EFL students’ pragmatic competences? 

Because it was for obvious reasons impracticable and unrealistic to test the students’ pragmatic 

abilities, i.e. behaviour and speech, in the target language country, the students were observed in 

Germany. As has also been done in other studies that compare the pragmatic abilities of two speech 

communities, role plays/role enactments were used as a data elicitation method (Cohen & Olshtain 

1994: 148; Edmondson et al. 1984: 114; Hinkel 1997: 2; Houck & Gass 1996: 51; Hudson, Detmer, 

& Brown 1995; Kasper 2001b: 513; Rintell 1979; Rintell 1981). In these role plays/role 

enactments, real-life situations were presented to the students who were asked to act out their role 

as realistically as possible. To make sure that all students had a similar background, a questionnaire 

was distributed prior to the role plays/role enactments. After the role plays/role enactments, 

students were interviewed about their performance and were given German DCTs to allow a 

comparison between respective articulations in their L1 and L2. Furthermore, teachers were 

questioned about the speech acts they used in CLIL and EFL classes and their judgements about 
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the students’ possible activities. The choice of this methodology (questionnaires, interviews and 

role plays/role enactments) and its design will be further explained in chapter 4. 

The results of the empirical study will be presented in chapter 5 and discussed in chapter 6. Finally 

in chapter 7 conclusions will be drawn as to whether CLIL or EFL equips students for better 

pragmatic competences. This goes hand in hand with the question whether one of these approaches 

needs to be improved methodologically to make learning more effective and efficient. Based on 

the findings, suggestions for further research will be made in chapter 8. 

The following chapter will give an introduction to CLIL, its history, its aims and possible 

connections that can be drawn to pragmatics. 
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2 Content and Language Integrated Learning 

With the focus on content as well as language learning, CLIL is part of the communicative 

approach (Richards & Rodgers 2008) which has been in existence in Germany since the end of the 

1940s or 1950s (Eurydice 2006: 14). These early programmes were geographically distinctive 

(ibid.) and existed only “in the largest cities” and in regions that were “close to national borders” 

(ibid.: 7). Close to the border, the language spoken in the neighbouring country was used for 

instruction, e.g. Danish was the language of instruction close to the Danish-German border in 

Schleswig-Holstein, and the Slavic languages were used in CLIL programmes in East Berlin 

(Verdoodt 1991: 70; Wolff 2002: 2).  

These early CLIL programmes have hardly been researched and are seldom mentioned in the 

literature. It was not until the first very successful language immersion programme (LIP) came 

into existence in Quebec, Canada, in 1965 (Genesee 1994) that the general interest in programmes 

of bilingual education evolved, and that existing CLIL programmes were amended or reformed to 

fit the learners’ and societies’ needs better.  

2.1 Immersion programmes in Canada 

Before 1965, the French community in Quebec was about four times more likely to know English 

than vice versa (Crawford 1999: 113; Genesee 1994). This was due to the fact that although both 

languages are official languages, students were not taught French, but only English in school. 

Believing that bilingualism is essential for every child, the Anglophonic community called for 

equality and an education in French (ibid.). As a result of this, the first LIP was developed and 

subsequently spread to each of the other nine provinces. It can be defined as: “a type of foreign 

language instruction in which the regular school curriculum is taught through the medium of the 

foreign language” (Richards & Rodgers 2008: 206). 

The amount of instruction in the L2 varied depending on how the individual schools put the 

programme into action. In the first LIPs, students were educated in their L2 French exclusively 

until year two or three when their L1 English was introduced in one class (Crawford 1999: 114). 

Their instruction in the L1 then gradually increased until by year 6 about sixty percent of the 

instruction was in their L1, and forty percent in their L2 (Cummins 1991: 191; Genesee 1987: 12). 

This kind of programme which has the aim of educating students exclusively in the L2 from 

kindergarten onwards, is referred to ‘early total immersion’. It is called “early” because early 

immersion students have learnt to read in their L2 before they learn to read in their L1 (Crawford 
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1999: 114). It is “total” because in the beginning all classes are taught in the L2 and not just a few 

(Genesee 1987: 12). 

Because students are totally immersed in the L2 and because they learn the language in meaningful 

contexts, LIPs provide a natural and authentic learning environment. Meaning and function have 

priority over accuracy and form (Gibbons 2006: 60). Students do not just consciously focus on 

language form by learning the rules of the language, but use the language in meaningful contexts 

as children do when they acquire their L1 (Lightbown & Spada 2006). As is the case when 

acquiring the L1, LIP students are taught the language though content (Paulston 1991: 302). This 

content is culturally-shaped and authentic textbooks are used that convey cultural knowledge 

(Genesee 1987: 17). Of course, immersion has to be seen within its constraints: as LIP and CLIL 

programmes take place in school, no form of immersion can be completely natural, but is 

academically mediated (Zydatiß 1997: 5). 

In contrast to the first programme which was an early total immersion programme, later 

programmes tried to limit the workload by starting the instruction in the L2 later or by lowering 

the number of classes that are taught in the L2. The following kinds of immersion programmes 

evolved: 

- partial immersion programmes where the “language is the language of instruction for just some 

subjects” (Eurydice 2006: 7). 

- delayed immersion programmes where L2 literacy instruction precedes L1 literacy instruction 

(Genesee 1987: 21–22). The programme usually starts in the middle of primary school. 

- late immersion programmes which start at the end of elementary school or the beginning of 

secondary school; sometimes core SLA instruction or special preparatory L2 courses precede 

immersion (Swain 1978). 

- dual-track programmes which offer immersion and non-immersion instruction (Lyster 2007: 

11). 

Despite the variation in the number of classes and the time at which instruction in the L2 starts, all 

of the programmes have the same aims. The main goal of the LIPs is that through the instruction 

in French, the Anglophonic community will develop “a high level of proficiency in the foreign 

language” (Richards & Rodgers 2008: 206). Students are also intended to develop “positive 

attitudes toward those who speak the foreign language and toward their culture(s)” and gain 
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“designated skills and knowledge in the content areas of the curriculum” (ibid.). In connection 

with that, the following pedagogical approaches underlie the LIPs: 

“1. The students are permitted to use their home language in school and in the classroom 
at least during the initial part of the program. 

2. Teachers strongly encourage students who attempt to communicate in the second 
language. Conversely, teachers do not overcorrect the grammatical and structural errors 
the students make when using the second language. 

3. Each language is used for regular curricular instruction in addition to language arts 
instruction. The same curricular material is never taught concurrently in both languages. 

4. The second language teachers in immersion programs act as monolingual models 
(i.e., the French teachers use only French). This approach is important so that the 
socioculturally weaker language will be strengthened.” (Genesee 1987: 18) 

Having been familiar only with English when they start the LIP, students are allowed to use 

English, their L1, for communication if they otherwise do not understand the content or cannot 

articulate themselves. According to Crawford (1999: 114), students are allowed to ask questions 

in English until the end of year one. However, they are encouraged to speak in French, their L2, 

whenever possible. To prevent anxiety while speaking, teachers do not overcorrect students’ 

errors, because errors are seen as a way to master the linguistic system (Day & Shapson 1996; 

Genesee 1994). Furthermore, as in natural settings, corrections with interruptions may be seen as 

rude (Lightbown & Spada 2006: 110). In order not to interrupt a conversation partner, recasts are 

often used as a correction method. However, when CLIL or LIP students are corrected, explicit 

forms of feedback rather than recasts have been found to be most effective, as recasts are often 

understood as a confirmation of a correct content rather than a correction of an utterance that is 

linguistically incorrect (ibid.: 193). 

The language is supposed to be taught incidentally and students are intended to be more conscious 

of their performance in the content matter than their language performance (Crawford 1999: 115). 

It is more important for the students to talk with a few mistakes and thereby practise the language 

than not to speak at all. 

There is no fixed rule which subjects should be taught in the L1 and which in the L2 (Zydatiß 

2004: 89). It is important, however, that the content that is taught in one language is not learnt 

again in another language. Even when the students learn the content in their L2 only, they are able 

to acquire the content (Richards & Rodgers 2008: 206). LIP students have the same knowledge 

about the topics covered in CLIL classes as students who learn the content in their L1. 

LIP students are taught by NS of the language of instruction. This has three main advantages. 

Firstly, NS know what language forms are appropriate to which situations and are able to use the 
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language better than any non-native teacher. They are therefore able to show the students how the 

language is supposed to be used. Secondly, the teacher is able to convey cultural knowledge and 

functions as a link to the target language community. Thirdly, because one of the main aims of 

LIPs is communication with NS of that language, interacting communicatively with a native 

teacher is very realistic. 

As illustrated, the LIP is similar to L1 acquisition in several ways: 

- Especially in the early immersion programme, the language is learnt early (Crawford 1999: 

114), although L1 acquisition happens a few years before the LIP starts. 

- L1 and total immersion students are exposed to the language completely (Genesee 1987: 12), 

i.e. they do not code-switch in between. A parent always uses the same language when talking 

to the child and the teacher also always uses the same language when teaching. Even in partial 

and dual-track programmes, the subject teachers only use the L2 to convey content matters, so 

that a complete exposure takes place. 

- Children as well as LIP students are only seldom corrected so that they are motivated to 

continue trying to use the language (Day & Shapson 1996; Genesee 1994). Children are only 

corrected when – depending on the proficiency they should have according their age – when 

the error is seen as a serious one. Small errors that are made are regarded as a step towards 

learning, and are not seen as primarily wrong. 

- In the LIP as well as in natural language acquisition, the language is learnt through and in 

meaningful contexts. It is learnt in a specific environment, and cultural aspects are conveyed as 

children learn. 

- In the way LIPs are set up, they support both BICS and CALP. The terms BICS and CALP date 

back to the 1979s, when Cummins (1979) differentiated between Basic Interpersonal 

Communication Skills, for short BICS, and Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency, for 

short CALP. While BICS can be acquired after two years, the acquisition of CALP takes longer, 

depending on when the students start to learn the second language between five and seven years. 

Re-analysing a study of immigrants to Canada, Cummins (1981: 148) found that it takes at least 

5 years for CALP to develop when immigrants come to the country after the age of 6. According 

to Collier (1987) the development of CALP can take between four and eight years, whereby it 

is favourable when the start is early. CLIL supports BICS in giving students the possibility to 

communicate in class. CALP is supported through the specific academic vocabulary given in 

class. 
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The above-named similarities should lead the Anglophonic community to possess the same 

language skills as L1 speakers of French. However, this is only partly the case. Because the 

instruction can by definition only take place at school, the students learn the language in only one 

setting unless they use the L2 outside school as well. This might be the reason why Swain (1987) 

found that French immersion students only learn one register, and have difficulties varying the 

register when necessary in a different social context. Register is dependent on the setting, scene 

and topic and is distinguished by varying levels of formality (Saville-Troike 1989: 52, 84). In LIPs 

as well as in any other classroom, the setting or scene as well as formality of speaking are fixed. 

The students use the language at school with a teacher whom they have a distanced relationship to 

and who requires them to use rather formal language. Therefore, LIP students are able to talk 

formally to adults but do not know how to communicate with their peers informally (Tarone & 

Swain 1995).  

Also, it has to be kept in mind that the success of the teaching method depends among other things 

very much on how teachers organize and instruct their class. This has been shown in a study of 23 

immersion classrooms from grades 1 to 3 in Newfoundland, a Canadian province which later also 

adopted this teaching approach: whereas one teacher left room for classroom discussion, another 

mainly gave a lecture-type instruction and used drills (Netten & Spain 1989). Especially in teacher-

centred classrooms, LIP students do not get the opportunities to talk much in the classroom 

(Genesee 1991): In Swain’s (1988) study, only about 14% of the utterances by LIP students are 

longer than a clause in teacher-centred classrooms. Another finding that is caused by teachers 

diverging from the pedagogical approaches is that although the primary focus in LIPs is supposed 

to be discussion and meaning and learning through content, research has revealed that language 

and content are often kept distinct (Swain & Carroll 1987: 191). When language and content are 

kept separate and when the students do not get many possibilities to talk in class, LIPs are not 

implemented in the way that they were intended to be, and are therefore not very distinct from 

regular EFL instruction. 

Although LIPs are not always put into practice exactly as has been proposed in the theory, the 

children of the Anglophonic community that had LIP instruction acquired very high language 

skills in French. They have native-like abilities in reading and listening comprehension, but are 

behind their native speaking peers with their speaking, writing (Genesee 1994), grammatical and 

sociolinguistic, i.e. pragmatic, competences (Lyster 1994: 263). The fact that LIP students have 

native-like abilities in two areas is very striking and underlines the success of this approach. Even 

in the areas where the students are not native-like, LIP students outperform or are at least as good 

as students in mainstream classes. Compared to mainstream students, LIP students have higher 
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strategic competences (Harley 1984) and are more comfortable and confident using the L2 with 

NS, more likely to respond in the L2 when addressed in the L2, and less likely to avoid situations 

in which the L2 is spoken (Lyster 2007: 13). Students in LIPs talk more than non-LIP students and 

as a result of that have better language skills in many areas observed. 

To my knowledge, at the time the present study was carried out there were no studies which 

compared the pragmatic competences of LIP students observed here to those of mainstream 

students. The question to be answered in the present study is whether the LIP students develop 

higher pragmatic competences. This might be expected, as they seek more opportunities to speak 

than non-LIP students, and use the language in more contexts, even outside school. Studies are 

needed to investigate this, especially as the implementation of LIP is teacher-dependent. 

Students in LIPs talk more using the L2 than non-LIP students and practise their communication 

skills regularly. By seeking opportunities to speak with others, LIP students in Quebec were shown 

to develop a more positive attitude towards the L2 community (Crawford 1999: 113). LIP students 

do not only have a positive attitude towards the L2 speech community, but also about the language 

and the teaching method in general. In his study with year 6 and year 11 immersion students, 

Genesee (1978) found that although 29% of the early total immersion students and 35% of the late 

one-year immersion students think that immersion involves more work, they were very happy with 

the programme, and 82% of the early and 77% of the late immersion students would recommend 

it. 

Because the first LIPs were set up successfully and as BICS as well as CALP are supported, new 

LIPs have not only been created in Canada: the kind of instruction has inspired other programmes 

worldwide and has led to the creation of other programmes of bilingual education. The most 

prominent ones are programmes of bilingual education in America and Content and Language 

Integrated Learning (CLIL) programmes in Europe. 

In American programmes of bilingual education, students receive part of their instruction in a 

minority language (Trueba 1991: 43). The main reason for the choice of a minority language rather 

than an official language, as is the case in Canada, is that this way foreigners or immigrants should 

not be excluded from educational benefits but should have the chance to learn the content in their 

L1 (ibid.). Programmes of bilingual education are similar to LIPs firstly in that students are 

educated in a language that is not normally the language taught at school, and secondly in that in 

the long run two languages are used side-by-side, although never for the same content. The same 

is the case for CLIL programmes in Europe, which have been expanded since the first LIP was 

created, as LIPs proved to lead to success in the language. 
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2.2 CLIL in Germany 

Whereas the early CLIL programmes were geographically distinctive (Eurydice 2006: 14) and 

conducted only in the languages that were spoken close to the national border, CLIL programmes 

spread all over the country in the 1970s and 1980s and adapted the use of French following the 

example of LIPs in Canada (ibid.: 7; Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 2004: 152). One 

further reason for the usage of French was the “promotion of international understanding” due to 

the Franco-German Treaty of 1963 (Breidbach & Viebrock 2012: 5). Even now, French is among 

the most widespread languages used for CLIL (Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 2004: 

152). However, due to the political importance English has gained especially since the 1980s, it is 

now as often or even more often used than French (ibid.). Especially in the 1990s a great number 

of English CLIL programmes were implemented (Breidbach & Viebrock 2012: 5). All over 

Europe “English, French and German are the most widespread foreign target languages in 

countries in which provision is in one or several foreign languages” (Eurydice 2006: 18). In 

Germany, statistics from 2005 show that there were more than four times as many German-English 

branches than German-French CLIL programmes with a trend to even more German-English 

programmes (Werner 2007: 22). With English and French as the most common languages used for 

instruction, education in Germany is typical of European CLIL programmes. Because English has 

been gaining importance especially in Germany and because most CLIL programmes are held in 

English (Dalton-Puffer 2011: 183), this thesis will be concerned with English CLIL programmes 

in Germany. 

As is the case in Canadian LIPs, the content classes that are taught in the L2 are part of the regular 

school agenda and seen as “important for every child to acquire” (Genesee 1994). In most German 

CLIL schools, CLIL instruction starts with the content-subject Geography, followed by History, 

Politics and/or Biology (Fehling 2005: 22; Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 2004). In 

general, History, Geography, Social and Political Studies, and less often “Natural Sciences as  well  

as  Art,  Music,  Drama  and Physical Education” are found to be taught with English as the medium 

of instruction in Germany (Breidbach & Viebrock 2012: 7). The CLIL classes are usually taught 

by teachers who have studied the content-subject and English. In some cases, CLIL teachers are 

no language teachers (Zydatiß 1997: 54). Unlike LIP teachers who are NS of the language they 

use, German CLIL teachers are L2 speakers of that language (Dalton-Puffer 2007b: 2). Seeing a 

greater need for specialized training, Ministers of Education and Arts have established specialized 

training courses for CLIL teachers in cooperation with universities, e.g. the “Europalehramt” in 

Baden-Württemberg that can lead to certified degrees in the second phase of teacher training at 
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seminars for example in the German states Baden-Württemberg, North-Rhine-Westphalia and 

Rheinland-Pfalz (Kultusministerkonferenz 2013: 4). 

Summing up research on CLIL, Nikula, Dalton-Puffer and Llinares (2013: 71) outline that some 

researchers differentiate between CLIL and LIP in that the language taught in LIPs is also spoken 

outside the classroom as French and English are official languages in Canada, whereas the 

language spoken in CLIL classes is not part of the social environment the students are in touch 

with. In 95% of the cases it is the lingua franca English that is taught in CLIL classes (ibid.). 

Strictly speaking, “CLIL is about using a foreign language or a lingua franca, not a second 

language (L2)” (Dalton-Puffer 2011: 183), whereby in this context – in contrast to the definition 

in this dissertation – “second language” is not understood as any language following the first 

language but rather as the second of two languages spoken in that local area.  

In contrast to LIPs in Canada which often provide content instruction in the L2 from kindergarten 

onwards (early immersion), CLIL programmes in Europe usually do not start before the end of 

elementary school or the beginning of secondary school (late immersion), and usually do not offer 

all classes in the L2 (partial immersion). Even though elementary schools and lower level 

secondary schools try out CLIL programmes, it is mainly the advance-level Gymnasium that offers 

bilingual education to more privileged students (Breidbach & Viebrock 2012: 6). Until the 

beginning of this century it was the norm in Germany that English instruction began in secondary 

school (Gompf 2008: 1). When that was the case, students in schools that offered CLIL instruction 

were prepared for CLIL programmes by receiving two additional English lessons per week in year 

five and six until CLIL instruction set in in year seven (Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 

2004: 153; Wolff 2002: 4). This goes hand in hand with Zydatiß’ (1997: 94) suggestion that a 

knowledge of at least 1,000 words is the minimum required for text work to take place. Because 

students nowadays even have English languages courses in elementary school (Gompf 2008: 1) 

and because they enter the secondary school with a fairly good command of English, some 

elementary schools now offer CLIL instruction (Zydatiß 1997: 110) and some secondary schools 

start with CLIL instruction from the beginning of secondary education in year five. CLIL 

instruction continues until the end of secondary school. 

With regard to the late start of the CLIL classes, it can be expected that CLIL students have lower 

competences than LIP students if the theory that it becomes difficult or impossible to gain native-

like language abilities after a particular age (probably during puberty) is true (Gass & Selinker 

2001: 335). However, although CLIL students may not have the same competence as LIP students, 

their knowledge may still be sufficient for their needs, as English is needed less often in European 
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monolingual countries than French in bilingual Canada where both French and English are spoken 

regularly (Genesee 1987: 53). 

In monolingual Germany, CLIL is also known as “bilingualer (Sachfach-)Unterricht”, 

“Fremdsprachen als Arbeitssprachen in Sachfächern”, “bilinguale Module”, “bilinguale Zweige”, 

and “Immersion” depending on the amount of time the L2 is used and depending on when CLIL 

was put into practice (Fehling 2005: 22; Helbig 2003: 179). Especially in the beginning, most 

German CLIL schools made use of the terms “bilingualer Zweig” or “bilingualer 

(Sachfach-)Unterricht” referring to partial immersion programmes or dual-track schools where 

two or three content classes are in an L2 (Müller-Hartmann & Schocker-von Ditfurth 2004: 153; 

Wolff 2002: 4). 

One reason for the choice of dual-track schools rather than full immersion schools is that in 

Germany there is a lack of appropriate teaching material for CLIL (Eurydice 2006: 51). When 

starting to prepare CLIL lessons, teachers are reported to have said that they have to invest much 

time in preparing and finding material as there is “a shortage of ready-made resources” (Coyle, 

Hood, & Marsh 2010: 87). CLIL teachers have to use “the internet, television, radio, print media, 

etc.” to look for appropriate material (Wolff 2002: 7), or can use networks with other teachers with 

whom they exchange material (Kultusministerkonferenz 2013: 5). This means an additional 

workload for CLIL teachers, who do not earn more money than teachers in mainstream classes 

(Smit 2008: 296). The new ways to look for appropriate material, and the new ways of lesson 

planning for bilingual instruction fosters the autonomy of teachers, which can also be seen as a 

benefit (Viebrock 2014: 78). Whereas students would be more successful if they were in 

immersion centres, i.e. schools where only the L2 is spoken, the less successful dual-track schools 

do not involve as much work, planning and costs (Lyster 2007: 11). 

Although CLIL schools receive funding and support from and through the 1995 Resolution of the 

Council, the Comenius Action of Socrates, and the European Commission (Eurydice 2006: 8–9), 

this funding cannot cover the costs for CLIL schools which offer many classes in the L2 (Wolff 

2002: 5). In addition to the many dual-track schools, this has led to a trend towards modular 

programmes. In modular programmes, teachers most often deal with particular content topics using 

a project-based modular approach (Coyle et al. 2010: 15). These projects deal “with a topic which 

lends itself to be [sic] taught in a foreign language, for example (…) early industrialisation in 

England in English”, “environmental science or citizenship”, “mathematics, biology, physics, 

[and] chemistry” (Wolff 2002: 5, Coyle et al. 2010: 21). The percentage of CLIL instruction in 

modular programmes has been estimated as being “possibly less than five per cent of the whole 
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curriculum” (ibid.: 15). Thus only some parts of the content classes are taught in the L2, and even 

these are often optional, so that students can choose whether they prefer a project that is conducted 

in the L1 or a CLIL project. In contrast to other CLIL programmes, bilingual modules do not 

require administrative permission and need not be registered (Werner 2007: 20), which makes it 

easier for schools to test CLIL through modules (ibid.: 21). While bilingual modules can be more 

easily employed than other LIP and CLIL classes, their linguistic outcome of them is also weaker 

than that of other CLIL or even LIP classes (Elsner & Keßler 2013). Nonetheless, anything that 

goes beyond the regular English instruction promotes learning the language. One further reason 

for the establishment of modules rather than dual-track schools is that most teachers regard only 

part of the particular content subject syllabus as suitable for CLIL and not all topics (Hüttermann 

2013: 72). Modular programmes allow teachers to use the L2 for topics that they believe to be 

suited to certain personal, cultural or linguistic factors (e.g. sexuality is felt to be better taught in 

the L1) (ibid.). Furthermore, bilingual modules can serve as a starter model where teachers and 

schools test whether they want to extend the range of bilingual instruction later on 

(Kultusministerkonferenz 2013: 9). 

The number and length of projects that are conducted in the L2 greatly depends on the school, the 

experience with CLIL in general, the qualification and interest of the teachers, and the question as 

to whether the particular project or subject lends itself to bilingual instruction. Modules can be 

taught by a content teacher, a language teacher or by both in cooperation (Coyle et al. 2010: 15). 

Preferably the teacher is a language as well as content teacher. In Baden-Württemberg the 

Kultusministerium (ministry of education and cultural affairs) greatly supports the bilingual 

modules and has sponsored a school pilot project since the school year 2007/08 in which five 

schools have been experimenting with CLIL programmes (Bergner 2013: 287). Because 

Realschulen in Baden-Württemberg will be considered for the present study, the following 

Realschulen will will serve as an example of how the structure of modular CLIL instruction varies 

and how each school has adapted its CLIL profile over time to meet changing conditions: 

- school I in the past: in 2007/2008, students in years seven and eight receive CLIL instruction. 

In year 7, the geographical part of the multi-discipline subject Geography-Economics-Social 

Studies, for short EWG, is completely taught in English, while Economics and Social Studies 

as separate disciplines are taught in German. Because each discipline is taught by a different 

teacher and because all three disciplines are taught within one school year, the school year has 

been divided into trimesters instead of semesters. In year eight, the geographical part of EWG 

is still taught in English. In addition to that, History and Social Sciences are each taught in 

English for a semester (Hollm, Hüttermann, Keßler, & Schlemminger 2010: 5–6). 
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- school I in the present: the modular CLIL programme has been extended so that students can 

choose modular CLIL projects starting in year five, whereby the school selects students for the 

programme on the basis of their grade point average in German and English and the interest 

they show in the subjects (ibid.: 5) 

- school II: since 2003/2004 the students in this dual-track school have been able to choose CLIL 

starting in year 5. The students have an introductory course in year five and six as a preparation 

for CLIL. On top of that, the students receive part of their instruction in EWG and Music in 

English during year 5, and part of their EWG instruction in year six. From year seven onwards, 

EWG is completely taught in English, and one further subject is partially taught in the L2. In 

year 10, only one content class is partially taught in English (ibid.: 7). 

- school III: since 2003/2004 this dual-track school has offered CLIL classes for students in years 

5 to 10. CLIL students are taught EWG and History in English for two to four hours every 

week. On top of that, a Chemistry project is conducted in English. Before students enrol in 

CLIL, the head teacher informs the parents and students about CLIL (ibid.: 8). 

- school IV – the school that took part in the present study – in the past: students could choose 

the bilingual branch, i.e. a few modules/projects that were taught in English (ibid.: 9). 

- school IV – the school that took part in the present study – in the present: since 2007/2008 a 

number of CLIL modules have been offered to all students. The length of the modules varies 

depending on the agreement of the bilingual council within the school (ibid.). The projects are 

for to all students (Oster & Hüttermann 2013: 247). 

These examples show that the schools have put modular English CLIL programmes into practice 

in different ways and are still developing. The number of content classes in which the teachers 

offer projects in English, the duration of these projects as well as the number of students that are 

allowed to take part in them vary. As can be seen when looking at the development in school I and 

school IV, CLIL is put into practice step by step. Before offering CLIL to all students, only some 

students are instructed by means of the L2. That way, CLIL can be tested and the structure can if 

necessary be changed so that in the end the best instruction can be offered to all students. There is 

then a trend towards more bilingual education. 

In contrast to partial immersion schools or so-called “bilingual branches”, CLIL modules are 

suitable for a broader variety of students and more heterogeneous groups (Abendroth-Timmer 

2007: 179). According to the “Bremer Konzept”, bilingual modules with a focus on the content 

are offered so that even weaker language students can participate (ibid.: 178). Because the content 
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is taught in the L2 only for a limited amount of time and because the students are not divided 

depending on their language skills, CLIL modules can encompass a greater number of students 

who otherwise would not have chosen a “bilingual branch”. Therefore, more students can be 

reached through bilingual modules than through bilingual branches (ibid.: 180). This is especially 

valuable as CLIL has been criticized for attracting mainly high-achieving learners (Goris, 

Denessen, & Verhoeven 2019: 675). In this contection, the Deutsch-Englische Züge in Berlin 

(DEZIBEL) study by Zydatiß (2007a: 76, 148) has among others shown that students undergoing 

CLIL instruction are willing to accept longer travel-periods to school and to invest more time in 

studying. 

To shortly summarize the development of CLIL in Europe, the first CLIL programmes in the 1940s 

and 1950s were very few and only made use of languages spoken close to the national borders. 

After LIPs showed great success in Canada around 1965, more CLIL programmes were developed 

all over Germany, and adopted the use of French. Since English gained political importance in the 

1980s, English has become one of the most widely used languages in CLIL. As long as students 

did not have any knowledge of English when they entered secondary school, they were prepared 

for the CLIL programme by taking two additional hours of English in years five and six. When 

elementary schools began to offer English language classes in some federal states, the students 

started to have a fairly good command of English in year five, so that the content classes could 

already be taught in English from year five onwards, as was the case in the CLIL school looked at 

in the present study. Offering CLIL classes creates a great amount of additional work and costs: 

although there is funding, this does not cover all the costs that immersion involves, particularly 

because there is currently not yet enough ready-made material for CLIL teachers. To lower the 

amount of work and to offer content instruction in the L2 to more students, there are now also 

modular CLIL programmes where a number of projects are conducted in the L2. All programmes 

offer a learning environment in which the students make use of the L2 regularly, so that they 

should develop better language skills. For a more detailed overview of CLIL in Europe, see e.g. 

Coyle (2010: 14–26) or Breidbach and Viebrock (2012). For a detailed summary of CLIL 

programmes in the different German states and throughout Germany, cf. the report by the 

Kultusministerkonferenz (2013: 4).  

2.3 CLIL students’ language use in the classroom 

From the theory of CLIL that has just been outlined one can assume that although CLIL learners 

are weaker than LIP students, the greater use of the L2 by CLIL students as compared to EFL 

learners leads to better L2 competences. This has mostly been supported by research into CLIL. 
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The main focus of the following discussion of research will be on pragmatic competences of 

students and on their language use in the classroom, not only in Germany but throughout Europe 

and America, as most studies on pragmatic competences of CLIL and LIP students have been 

carried out in other countries than Germany. 

Research in Lower Austria has shown CLIL students to speak more and longer in the L2, to 

produce more accurate speech, and to switch to the L1 less often than mainstream students 

(Mewald 2007: 160). Even in German Hauptschule, the lower level secondary school in Germany, 

students produce longer texts in the CLIL classroom than they do in mainstream classes (Schwab, 

Keßler, & Hollm 2012: 8). Similarly, Zydatiß (2007a: 191) revealed in his DEZIBEL (German-

English branches in Berlin) project in Berlin, Germany, that CLIL students write more and more 

correctly than mainstream students. In addition, they produce more complex sentences than 

mainstream students (ibid.: 193) and have a greater range of lexis and grammar than mainstream 

students (ibid.: 196). Because they are better than mainstream students, it can be supposed that the 

students are more motivated to learn the language and to apply it in different contexts. It is 

therefore likely that the students have better pragmatic competences as they practise using the 

language in various situations. After all studies such as that by Kasper and Roever (2005) have 

shown that pragmatic competence develops together with grammatical and lexical competence 

among L2 learners. In other foreign language learning contexts, however, students are often taught 

how to speak grammatically correctly, but seldom how to communicate pragmatically (Ogiermann 

2010: 117), so that research still needs to be done into the question of whether the promising CLIL 

background also helps to enlarge the pragmatic competences of students. 

In the oral mode, German CLIL students also outperform their peers. CLIL students have higher-

level oral competences than mainstream students in monologue as well as dialogue speech 

production (Zydatiß 2007a: 272). They are also more fluent: while CLIL students utter an average 

of 1.88 words per second, mainstream students produce about 1.46 words per second (ibid.: 251). 

In terms of percentages, mainstream students produce only 75% of the number of words that 

CLIL students utter in the same amount of time (ibid.: 250). While CLIL students can utter 

sentences without noticeable problems, mainstream students make longer pauses than 

CLIL students (ibid.). This is also supported by Mewald. Looking at “word frequency, 

interjections, sentence length and codeswitching” in Lower Austria, Mewald (2007: 158–159) 

found that CLIL students produce 138.3 more tokens on average than mainstream students, and 

make use of the L2 more often: In Mewald’s corpus, 7.07% of the words by CLIL-students are in 

German and 8.55% of the words by mainstream students are in German (ibid.: 159). 
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One of the reasons why CLIL students sometimes switch to their L1 is that their teachers, who 

should be role models for them, also sometimes use the L1 for explanations. In Gierlinger’s (2007: 

107) study in Austria, where CLIL teachers are not NS of the language of instruction, teachers 

reported that they occasionally use the L1 for instructions and disciplinary measures. In figures, 

91% of the comprehensive school teachers and 89% of the grammar school teachers often or 

sometimes explain technical terms in their L1 (ibid.: 109). Dalton-Puffer (2007a: 114) agrees with 

the finding that definitions are often given in L1, even by CLIL teachers. Yet overall, it can be 

said with regard to oral competence that CLIL students are more fluent, speak more and are more 

proficient than mainstream students even though they code-switch occasionally. 

CLIL students’ great amount of language use and the greater exposure to the L2 has further led 

CLIL students to speak more fluently and creatively (Dalton-Puffer 2007b: 6) and overall to 

possess better verbal skills than their peers, even only shortly after CLIL instruction has started 

(Fehling 2005: 194). When speaking, they use the L2 in more situations, and are more comfortable 

doing so (Lyster 2007: 13). They are also better than mainstream students in the fields of 

morphology (Zydatiß 2004), other fields of grammar (Varchmin 2007) and writing (Zydatiß 

2007b: 164). In their second year of CLIL instruction, i.e. in year 10, 50% of the CLIL students 

tested in the DEZIBEL study in Berlin were significantly better with regard to communicative 

competence, written production, reception, general proficiency, and vocabulary (ibid.). In other 

words, even after a short period of time, the positive effects of CLIL become visible in most fields 

of language learning. 

Being more proficient in the L2 than mainstream students, CLIL students also show a greater 

interest and motivation to use the L2. They have more fun learning the L2 (Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 

2006: 248), have a greater interest in the L2 (Fehling 2005: 196), have the L2 as their favourite 

subject more often (Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 2006: 248; Fehling 2005: 196), have better 

intercultural communicative competences (Wode 1994), and read more books in the L2 than 

mainstream students (Fehling 2005: 165). CLIL students invest more for the kind of education 

they receive at the CLIL school and choose a longer way to a CLIL school rather than go to a 

school that only offers mainstream education (Zydatiß 2007a: 76). The fact that this investment 

pays off has been shown by the above-named tests outside the classroom. 

The underlying question of the present study is whether the students’ interest in the L2 even outside 

the classroom, can lead CLIL students to encounter new situations and to develop high 

communicative and pragmatic competences. Researching interlanguage pragmatics, Matsumura 

(2003: 484) found that in his sample the amount of exposure to English showed significant positive 
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correlation with the pragmatic competences of Japanese students of English. However, as he 

remarks, this needs to be replicated as the sample size was small and as only one method was 

employed (ibid.: 486). The impact of the additional exposure in the CLIL classes on the pragmatic 

competences therefore needs to be investigated further in order to generalize his findings. 

Nevertheless, these findings already indicate beyond reasonable doubt that CLIL instruction is 

favourable for pragmatic and communicative competences. 

However, language use in the classroom mainly has the aim to convey or show knowledge 

gathered in class in order for the teacher to assess the current state of knowledge and to be able to 

grade the student’s performance. Strategies by the teacher to request information from the students 

or strategies by the student to request, answer or show uncertainty are usually not necessary. 

Furthermore, during the school year, students and teacher become familiar with each other, so that 

directness rather than indirectness is normal in the language classroom (Dalton-Puffer 2008: 18). 

Thus the language use is different from the language use outside the classroom (ibid.). How this 

experience in the language classroom is transferred to real-life situations still needs to be observed, 

especially against the background of Matsumura´s (2003: 484) finding that more exposure could 

still lead to higher pragmatic competences. 

So far, only a few studies have been carried out on language learners’ pragmatic and 

communicative abilities. Lyster (1994: 263), who observed French LIP students’ sociolinguistic 

competence by gathering data from year 8 students, found that although there is extensive 

comprehensible input, LIP students’ language skills are still not native-like; especially 

grammatical and sociolinguistic competences are still lacking (ibid.). According to him, the best 

results in pragmatics can be achieved with a mixture of immersion teaching and a focus on 

functional-analytic teaching, i.e. more explicit teaching of pragmatics (ibid.: 280). CLIL or LIPs 

alone do not lead to high pragmatic competences. Instead, as supported by Swain and Carroll 

(1987), French immersion students only learn one register, and have difficulties varying the 

register when necessary in a different social context. Nevertheless, even though LIP students are 

weaker than NS, LIPs and CLIL programmes may still equip the students with better pragmatic 

competences than other language programmes do. 

In Zydatiß’ (2007a: 249) communicative test for the DEZIBEL study that tested the students’ 

general ability to communicate successfully rather than their pragmatic competences, 

CLIL students generally got higher marks (1- to 3) while EFL students’ marks were more spread 

(2+ to 4-). According to this study, there are CLIL as well as mainstream students who have high 

communicative competences, but no CLIL students who score weakly. The fact that CLIL students 
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are generally better may either be due to the fact that the students in Berlin can only take part in 

CLIL classes if they have good marks in elementary school and therefore are more intelligent or 

due to CLIL instruction generally teaching communicative competences in a way that all students 

have the necessary knowledge.  

Attempting to observe the effect of CLIL on lower performing students, Keßler and Schwab (2015) 

looked at questions and negations of students at Hauptschule (lower German secondary education 

school). Even though the language use in the classroom was at stage 2 according to the 

Processability Theory, and therefore at the stage that is typical for the year of study, students with 

modular CLIL instruction were at a “surprisingly high” stage of language learning, i.e. up to stage 

4, during interviews (ibid.: 199). Therefore, even low-performing students can benefit from the 

extra input they receive through CLIL lessons, even when they do not regularly practise these 

questions and negations in normal classroom activity (owing to the fact that short replies by the 

students and questions in German are also accepted). 

Because the language use in the classroom plays an important role for L2 learning and the 

acquisition of pragmatic competences, it needs further consideration. The utterances in the L2 

often differ from those that would be used in real-life communication. In contrast to real-life 

conversations where adjacency pairs such as greeting-greeting or question-answer are used (see 

more in 3.1), classroom talk is usually divided into three parts: an opening move, an answering 

move and a follow-up move (Sinclair & Coulthard 1975: 26–27), also referred to as initiation-

response-feedback (IRF). In classrooms that follow the IRF-cycle the teacher initiates the talk with 

a question or a request (initiation), which the student then answers or reacts to (response). After 

that, the teacher provides feedback and possibly corrects the student (feedback). In teacher-led 

classrooms that make use of IRF-sequences, students only perform one kind of move, are 

restricted, and do not practice turn-taking as it occurs in other kinds of conversations (Trosborg 

1995: 126). IRF sequences that are teacher-led are therefore unproductive for pragmatic and 

discourse learning (Kasper 2001a: 518). 

The teacher dominance and IRF-sequence has among others been observed in Austrian CLIL 

classes: CLIL students’ input consists of teacher questions, teacher feedback, answers and 

presentations of the students and their peers, and reading aloud (Dalton-Puffer 2007b: 11) instead 

of an even distribution of talk where both the teacher and the students are able to initiate 

communication equally often. Because the conversation in the classroom is structured differently 

from real-life situations and because it is mostly the teacher who initiates the talk and then chooses 

the person to answer, “self-nomination, deciding when to speak, fighting for the floor and ceding 
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speaking rights are not activities which are part of the student’s role repertoire in whole-class 

interaction” (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 288). When students follow the IRF-cycle, they are neither 

taught when and how they can start talking without being selected by another speaker, e.g. their 

teacher, nor do they know how they can defend their right to speak without being interrupted. This 

finding goes hand in hand with the fact that in Austrian CLIL classrooms, most time is devoted to 

teacher-led whole-class activities, while there are student presentations and group work 

occasionally (Dalton-Puffer 2006). Also, in the DEZIBEL study both CLIL and mainstream 

students subjectively report that they mostly receive teacher-up-front style instruction or teacher 

lectures, and do single rather than pair or group work (Zydatiß 2007a: 355). 

In the Finnish classroom, Nikula (2008: 104) observed the situations where the students do 

question the teacher. She found that the students have a right to ask for information and thus do 

not use indirectness in these situations (ibid.). However, when questioning the teacher's actions 

the students are more hesitant (ibid.: 105). This indicates that the students can vary their politeness 

and directness depending on the impact of the request. Opportunities to practise pragmatics are 

given (ibid.: 107). Whether or not these variations observed in class are also transferred to 

situations outside the classroom still needs to be observed (ibid.: 110). 

Even though CLIL students like pair and small group work most (Zydatiß 2007a: 356) and even 

though group activities “resemble ordinary conversation relatively closely” and give CLIL 

students the chance to communicate more naturally (Trosborg 1995: 127), IRF-cycles are present 

in CLIL classes because this structure enables teachers to control what is going on (Dalton-Puffer 

2007b: 32–33) and guarantees that the curriculum is taught. Also, even in the content classes, 

teachers need to know whether the students have understood the content, so that they need to check 

their comprehension by asking questions and then giving feedback to the students. Because IRF-

cycles still occur in CLIL classes, a closer look at each move and findings in CLIL-classes is 

needed. 

Initiations differ from the first part of an adjacency pair in many ways. First parts of an adjacency 

pair (see section 3.1) can usually be uttered by both conversation partners, whereas in typical IRF 

cycles such as those in the observed CLIL classes, it is mostly the teacher who initiates the talk. 

In this sense, student-teacher talk is a typical example of stable, asymmetric roles that “lead to 

asymmetries in the turn taking mechanism” (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 20). The teacher has priority 

rights over the student as only the teacher can initiate the talk and a student usually cannot (ibid.). 

Students do not usually request anything, but are mostly addressees of requests uttered by teachers 
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(ibid.: 197). Students therefore mainly practise the role of the inferior passive-receptive 

conversation partner. 

The level of politeness when initiating the IRF cycle depends very much on the teacher. In her 

study in Austria, Dalton-Puffer (2005) found that CLIL teachers vary their strategies and use 

directness as well as indirectness. When asking for information that the students are expected to 

know, the request strategy is direct, whereas when the students are expected to put bits of 

information together to gain new knowledge, more indirectness is used. This could give CLIL 

students the possibility to witness and later copy the politeness strategies. In the Finnish classroom, 

however, teachers utter potentially face-threatening speech acts directly (Nikula 2002). Requests 

are not uttered politely in Finnish classrooms, but directly with the aim being to gather information 

fast. No modifiers are used in Finnish CLIL classrooms (ibid.). If this was copied by their students 

in everyday situations, the students could appear rude. Despite the differences in the two countries, 

both Dalton-Puffer and Nikula found that there is a tendency towards uttering requests for 

information more directly and requests for action less directly (Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 2006: 241). 

Students and teachers adjust their politeness strategies depending on how necessary the 

information is assumed to be. 

Trying to find out how the initiation of IRF cycles depends on the teaching method, Nikula (2007: 

187) compared CLIL and mainstream students in Finland. She discovered that 9.7% of all IRF 

cycles in mainstream and 35.6% in CLIL classes are student-initiated. Although both groups of 

students hardly initiate talk, CLIL students get strikingly more opportunities to do so compared to 

their peers. In contrast to the Finnish CLIL students, Austrian CLIL students do not ask questions 

that often. In the classrooms videotaped by Dalton-Puffer (2007a: 119), the teacher hardly makes 

any comprehension checks, and resulting from that the students only seldom get the opportunity 

to raise questions. If there are comprehension checks, hardly any student asks a question because 

they claim not to have any questions. In Dalton-Puffer’s data, the students choose not to ask 

questions. Therefore, they are not experienced in the role of the initiator who puts the conversation 

partner, i.e. the teacher in the role of someone who has to respond to their question. Looking at the 

findings in Austria, one finds it difficult to discern whether the reason for the lack of opportunities 

for students to ask questions is due to the students’ unwillingness to address problems, or due to 

the teachers’ small number of comprehension checks and offers to tackle questions. 

Except for the promising exceptions in the Finnish CLIL classroom, it is often the teacher who 

initiates the IRF-cycle. The initiations made by the teacher are mostly questions and requests, 

although a large proportion of such questions are ones that the teacher knows the answer to, rather 
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than real questions (McCarthy 2004: 18). As an example, only 10% of all questions are non-fact 

questions in Austrian CLIL classrooms, i.e. “explanations, descriptions, rationales, opinions, and 

meta-cognitive” utterances (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 117). These questions are asked directly by the 

teacher, who does not politely request the students to do something, but directly tells the students 

to reply. “[I]f exposure to classroom discourse encourages students to also use such direct forms 

of questioning in contexts outside the educational domain, the interpersonal outcomes might not 

be the best possible” (Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 2006: 249). Such directness is not used outside the 

classroom when requests for information or actions are made. 

When stating an opinion or explaining something, the student is required to give reasons for the 

answer, so that the response is more extended. However, in 90% of the cases, the questions are 

factual and require shorter responses than non-factual questions (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 126). Here, 

the teacher often only wants to check whether the student has understood the topic, and accepts 

short replies and different display methods. Factual questions that require explanations usually 

lead to short explanations by students which resemble definitions (ibid.: 152). Even though 

students are theoretically able to define something, when asked for a definition, they often translate 

whereas a teacher paraphrases (ibid.: 137). The translation of the word is often accepted as well, 

as the content rather than the language is checked. By translating the student shows that he has 

understood what is being talked about. 

At this point it needs to be mentioned that the authenticity of the questions does not necessarily 

lead to longer and ‘better’ student responses (ibid.: 124). Also, whether the question is a display 

or referential question does not have an effect on the students’ answers, but rather whether the 

question is open or closed (ibid.). How and why-questions are found to be more extended (ibid.: 

114–115), while what-questions are usually answered briefly (ibid.: 113). It depends on the word 

choice and on the teacher’s expectations towards the student how long the student’s reply is. 

Because open questions lead to longer answers, researchers in the area of language studies such as 

Zydatiß (1997: 104) suggest that students should utter longer texts through more open questions 

by the teacher or more group work. In general it can be said that the length of the student’s reply 

depends on how the teaching method is employed and how the teacher engages the students by 

asking specific kinds of questions and accepting answers of different lengths. 

While the kind of talk in the classroom diverges from real-life conversations, the restrictions in the 

CLIL classroom can be an assett also as the students are familiar with classroom discourse in their 

L1 and as they are able to give short answers using the L2 also when their linguistic ability is still 

limited (Dalton-Puffer 2006). At a beginning level, the classroom community can help the students 
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to give replies as they are also allowed to be short. With regard to pragmatically complex 

utterances, these are not always expected. 

Whether or not the students practise talking in a pragmatically acceptable way and are able to use 

the L2 in various contexts is also dependent on the teacher’s familiarity with the pragmatics of the 

L2 they are teaching; if the teacher is unfamiliar with pragmatics, he or she is unable to teach it 

(Kasper 2001b: 522). Only when the teacher has pragmatic competences and decides to teach those 

to the students, can the students act as conversation partners as they would be in everyday life. 

Also, it is the teacher who can correct the student and give feedback if a response has not been 

uttered correctly. 

After the student’s response, the teacher gives feedback to the student (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 290). 

A student usually does not have the right to repair others’ utterances (ibid.), so that he does not 

take the role of the feedback giver. Concerning the amount of feedback that the teachers give to 

the students, teachers face the difficulty that they “must either interrupt communication for the 

sake of formal correction or let errors pass ‘untreated’ in order to further the communicative goals 

of classroom interaction” (Chaudron 2004: 134). They therefore tend to concentrate on specific 

kinds of errors in their feedback. In Austrian CLIL classes vocabulary is most likely to be corrected 

(26%), followed by pronunciation (21%), grammar (18%), factual (17%), processing (11%), 

channel (6%), and discourse (1.2%) errors (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 230). Overall, utterances are 

most often corrected when the errors change the meaning of what is said, as the content and not 

the language is most important in CLIL classes. 

The errors that Dalton-Puffer (2007a: 230) found to be corrected in oral talk in Austria were also 

reported to be marked in written tests in Germany. In all German states except for Rheinland-Pfalz, 

where two-thirds of the mark is for the content and one-third for the language, only the knowledge 

in the content is graded in content-classes unless the language changes the meaning of an utterance 

(Lenz 2004: 103). Only when the use of wrong syntax, lexis or idiom changes the meaning, is it 

marked as an error (ibid.: 105–106). Morphology, syntax, lexis, pragmatics and phonology, etc. 

which are used incorrectly but do not have an impact on the comprehensibility, e.g. “The tomato 

fields *has” instead of "the tomato fields have”, are corrected but do not have an impact on the 

mark, as these errors would not lead to downgrading the student in German content classes either 

(ibid.: 106). Because the German equivalent has the same meaning as that of the L2, translation is 

also tolerated from years five to ten (ibid.: 105–106). The errors that would be marked in the 

equivalent L1 content classes are also marked in the L2 content classes because overall the 
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meaning of CLIL students’ utterances is more important than the language form. In the feedback 

given to the students, pragmatic competences therefore do not play an important role. 

As this overview should have illustrated, the L2 is used in a more limited number of contexts in 

classrooms with IRF-cycles, compared to real-life conversations: 

- Many teachers employ a teacher-centred method instead of group activities, so that the students 

mostly listen and do not practise talking most of the time. 

- Classroom talk usually does not consist of adjacency pairs (see section 3.1) but of IRF-

sequences. Although CLIL students sometimes initiate the talk, it is mostly the teacher who 

does so. Students then reply to the questions and get feedback from the teacher. 

- Teachers often ask factual questions that require one-word answers where a keyword is 

sufficient. 

- To keep the conversation flowing, teachers usually refrain from correcting all errors. In fact, 

they are more or less strongly selective in their correctional behaviour, choosing often to repair 

only those errors that have an obvious impact on the meaning. Discourse errors, for example, 

are only seldom addressed, although the best way to study pragmatics is by being directly taught 

it. 

The most important issue to take into account for this study is the question of how the above- 

named findings point up factors that affect students’ communicative and pragmatic competences. 

According to Lyster (1994: 263), LIP students have lower sociolinguistic competences than NS. 

However, even if LIP students’ competences are not on a native level, the hypothesis of the present 

study is that the LIP students’ competences are still higher than those of their peers who are not 

taught using a communicative method. Zydatiß’ (2007a: 249) communicative test of the 

DEZIBEL study and the observations of classroom talk by Dalton-Puffer (2007b) and Nikula 

(2007) give an impression of how CLIL and EFL students’ language abilities differ. Yet none of 

these studies test the pragmatic competences of students when they encounter real-life 

conversations. However, as students’ long-term goal should be learning for life and not for marks, 

it is essential that they have the competence to communicate in an appropriate manner.  

While Zydatiß does look at communicative competences, he takes other factors than the pragmatic 

competences into account for his analysis. Dalton-Puffer and Nikula give good insights into the 

students’ input and output in the language classroom, but do not show how students would react 

in meaningful contexts outside the school building. As Dalton-Puffer (2007b: 6) summarizes her 
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study about the pragmatic ability of CLIL students in the classroom: “An interesting issue (…) is 

the question in how far the pragmatics acquired in the classroom translate into pragmatically 

adequate behaviour outside school and in how far CLIL students differ or do not differ from their 

peers with regard to their pragmatic learning.” Although there are some studies on pragmatic 

competence in the classroom, it has been unclear in how far this reflects the pragmatic abilities 

needed and used in real-life conversations when the present study was started. That is why the 

present study observes language use outside the classroom through role plays and role enactments 

where the students imagine themselves as being in diverse everyday situations (for more 

information about the methodology used, see section 4.2). The role plays and role enactments take 

place without the teacher, so that the communication partners are on the same level. With another 

student instead of a teacher as the communication partner, the students need to find new ways of 

initiating the talk and taking turns in a dialogue without an explicit selection of a next speaker by 

a superior party. When engaged in role plays and role enactments, the students show whether they 

can transfer knowledge gathered in class, or assumed on the basis of what they observe in class, 

to everyday situations. CLIL students have good pre-conditions for successful pragmatic 

development. For one thing they practise using the L2 more often than mainstream students (with 

regard to the number of lessons, length of utterances, see Zydatiß 2007a, and less code-switching, 

see Mewald 2007: 160). Secondly, they show great interest in the language (Fehling 2005: 196), 

and thirdly, they are generally better than EFL students (as shown in the present section 2.3), also 

with regard to grammar and lexis. After all, pragmatic competence develops together with 

grammatical and lexical competence among L2 learners (Kasper & Roever 2005). Furthermore, 

CLIL students use the language in an authentic environment, where they communicate not only to 

practise speaking but to convey knowledge and meaning. Subjects that are linked to intercultural 

learning are selected, and they encounter more real-life situations than they could in exclusively 

EFL lessons. If CLIL is set up as well as the theory suggests, the students should also be able to 

communicate outside the language classroom in such ways that they are understood not only 

grammatically, but also pragmatically. 

To make sure that CLIL instruction is the basis of the possible differences in the articulatory skills 

of CLIL and EFL students, the students are selected on the basis of a questionnaire ruling out other 

factors which may influence the outcome, such as the language background, their exposure to the 

language, and their attitude towards the L2 (see section 4.1 for the methodology). In addition, they 

are asked to comment on their language choice in a subsequent student interview (see section 4.3 

for the methodology). 
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The way CLIL is actually practised in the classroom seems to play a decisive role as well, as seen 

especially when comparing the outcome of Nikula’s studies in Finland with those of Dalton-

Puffer’s studies in Austria, where the students in the former initiated IRF cycles more often and 

were also familiar with indirectness to the teacher, whereas those in the latter were used to a 

teacher-initiated and teacher-directed classroom style (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 119, Dalton-Puffer 

2008: 18, Nikula 2007: 187, Nikula 2008: 105). In order to account for such factors in this study, 

teachers were also surveyed on the question of which speech acts the students should be able to 

perform on the basis of the lessons (see section 4.5 for the methodology). The theory of speech 

acts will be outlined in the following chapter (see section 3.3). 

In order to find out whether CLIL students have better pragmatic competences than their peers, a 

closer look needs to be taken at what pragmatic competence actually is and why it is important. 
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3 Pragmatic ability 

Pragmatics studies the usage of language in its dependence on the context of utterance and 

especially considers the “directness, politeness and deference” employed by speakers (Lightbown 

& Spada 2006: 100–101). Within the field of pragmatics, Leech (1983: 11) coined the terms 

pragmalinguistics and sociopragmatics to identify important sub-categories. In this view, 

pragmalinguistics refers to “the particular resources that a given language provides for conveying 

particular illocutions” (ibid.). These are the linguistic resources which speakers need to utter 

speech acts such as requests, thanks, complaints, apologies, refusals and advice (for a detailed 

discussion of speech acts see section 3.3). Sociopragmatics refers to the influence of social 

conditions on pragmatic performance (ibid.), e.g. when it is appropriate in a certain culture to 

request something. The present study concentrates on pragmalinguistics and chooses situations in 

which the same speech acts are expected in German and in English. 

Because the context in which something is uttered is of importance, pragmatic skills go beyond 

grammatical skills. As stated by Gregory & Carroll (1981: 56): “While the student may leave the 

class knowing what to say, less often does he know when to say it and to whom.” Although 

students may know all the words that are necessary to say what they want, they might not know 

how to phrase it in a certain context. The formulae used depend on the relationship between 

speaker and addressee, the situation, setting, topic, function, etc. (Holmes 2001; McCarthy 2004: 

17). This can be exemplified by looking at requests: whereas the powerful can use imperatives to 

tell others what to do, people who are inferior need to be more polite and use interrogatives or 

declaratives instead (Holmes 2001: 261). Students therefore have to be able to observe the 

hierarchy between themselves and their communication partners, as well as knowing ways of using 

polite or more direct forms of language. 

Besides the differences that exist within each language, there are also divergences between various 

languages. To give an example: whereas it is appropriate to use an imperative and bitte [please] in 

German, imperatives with the ending please are less common and often even considered impolite 

and too direct or peremptory in British English (House 1989; Holmes 2001: 268). Generally, bitte 

is used more frequently and differently from please (House & Kasper 1981), whereby requests are 

formulated with different and more extended politeness strategies and paraphrased so that the word 

please is not always necessary. Not observing the differences may make German speakers of 

English appear rude and impolite. There is therefore the risk that if students are not directly taught 

pragmatic rules, they will transfer the habits, knowledge and attitudes of their mother tongue and 

culture to the L2 (Gregory & Carroll 1981: 56). Transfer from the L1 can occur on the level of 
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phonology, syntax, lexis, and pragmatics (Benson 2002: 69). When learning an L2, some of the 

old habits, such as the frequent use of bitte have to be suspended (Gregory & Carroll 1981: 56). 

Students should not only learn the L2 words and grammar, but also how to use the language in 

varying contexts and what rules to follow when structuring the utterances. Learners need to know 

in which contexts a specific word can be uttered as well as how extended their utterances should 

be. With regard to the latter, it has been observed in mainstream lessons that German NNS of 

English tend to use complete responses, repeating part of what the interlocutor has said, instead of 

ellipsis (Stemmer 1981). Utterances by German speakers of English can therefore sound odd or 

even impolite if they are not taught how to use the words and grammar correctly in spoken 

discourse. In order to communicate successfully, the other culture needs to be understood 

(Samovar, Porter, & Jain 1981: 18). If they want to talk with speakers of English without appearing 

rude, CLIL as well as EFL students need to be able to use pragmatic strategies that NS of English 

would also employ – and expect others to employ as well. 

Students need to be familiarized with the differences between their L1 and the target language as 

well as with specific rules that underlie the L2. Kasper and Schmidt (1996) suggest that the 

pragmatic rules are taught directly as even parents instruct their children in this area when the 

children are learning the L1. Yet, Trosborg (1995: 429–430) found that pragmalinguistic 

knowledge of an L2 is not usually taught at school. Whether or not this is also the case in the 

classrooms looked at here was investigated with the help of questionnaires and will be discussed 

later (see section 4.5). 

However, there are certain pragmatic rules that the students should be able to apply. Among others, 

these are rules of turn-taking, politeness, and speech acts which can be uttered directly or indirectly 

depending on the level of directness that one would like to employ. These three phenomena in the 

field of pragmatics will now be discussed. 

3.1 Turn-taking and adjacency pairs 

According to Schegloff and Sacks (2006: 263), the necessary features of conversations are: “(1) at 

least, and no more than, one party speaks at a time in a single conversation; and (2) speaker change 

recurs.” In order for conversations to take place, the parties need to communicate with each other 

and manage turn-taking when communicating with each other. Therefore, one of the abilities 

necessary for participation in a conversation is to know when to start talking, i.e. how the current 

speaker marks the end of an utterance and how the next speaker can follow on with a speech turn, 

either on their own initiative, or at an appropriate prompt from another participant. He should 

know what kind of utterance expects a response and how the current speaker marks the intention 
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to continue the utterance. In contrast to sentences, which follow grammatical and lexical features 

such as the SPO-sequence, an utterance is a pragmatic phenomenon and refers to a single concrete 

linguistic expression on any one particular occasion that lasts until there is a change of speaker 

(Bakhtin 2006: 101). Utterances are therefore by definition dependent on a change of speakers. 

In turn-taking a next speaker has to be selected or select himself on a certain occasion, i.e. at a 

“transition-relevance place” (TRP). This TRP, i.e. the place where a unit of talking is about to end 

and where a next speaker can start talking (Hutchby & Wooffitt 1988: 48), is usually marked. This 

can be done by speakers looking directly into each others’ eyes (Beattie 1983), by pausing (Carroll 

2005), by a shift in tone at the end of a word, a hand movement, an interjection using a filler phrase 

such as “you know”, decreasing pitch, loudness or giving grammatical cues (Duncan & Fiske 

1979) at certain points of the utterance, such as at the end of a sentence (Coulthard 1985: 61). 

Because learners may also use pauses for the purpose of thinking or raise their tone to show 

insecurity about the correctness of the utterance, a possible TPR can also be misinterpreted by the 

hearer, so that overlap of speech occurs. In this case, vocabulary or grammar competences are 

shown rather than pragmatic knowledge about how to mark the end of an utterance. As CLIL 

students have an advantage over EFL students regarding vocabulary and grammar competences 

(see section 2.3 for more details on the competences of CLIL students in comparison to EFL 

students), the present study does not observe TPRs and correctness of turn-taking, but only 

acknowledges that turn-taking in everyday situations is different from turn-taking in the classroom, 

and that turn-taking is expected to take place when one speaker expects a certain reply from the 

hearer. 

When the TRPs are understood correctly, the roles of speaker and hearer change with hardly any 

overlap or silence (ibid.: 59). The next speaker can signal that he wants to start his new turn with 

a change in his body position, breathing or by an introductory phrase (Ingrim 1992: 6). As an 

introductory phrase, a discourse marker can be used. As Fung and Carter (2007: 412) state: most 

discourse markers “occur in turn or utterance initial position” to mark among others boundaries of 

talk or topic initiation. They can be used to start new topics “(now, OK, right, well, by the way, 

let’s start, (…))”, to indicate “topic shifts (so, now, and what about, how about)” or to mark 

“sequential relationships (first, firstly, second, next, then, finally)” (ibid.: 415). 

Unless the topic is changed, the next speaker orients his utterance directly towards the utterance 

of the previous speaker. Especially when the first part of an adjacency pair is uttered, a second part 

needs to follow. 
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“An adjacency pair is a sequence of two utterances which are: adjacent; produced by 
different speakers; ordered as a first part and second part; typed, so that a first part 
requires a particular second (or a range of second parts)” (Wooffitt 2001: 53). 

Possible adjacency pairs are greeting-greeting, question-answer and invitation-response (Brown 

& Yule 1985: 230, Wooffitt 2001: 53). When the current speaker greets the next speaker, the latter 

is expected to greet back. When asked a question, a conversation partner is expected to reply with 

an answer rather than a question or command. The second part of the adjacency pair is 

“conditionally relevant” (ibid.). If the reason is clear, adjacency pairs “can be disrupted by an 

‘insertion sequence’”, as observed by Schegloff (Brown & Yule 1985: 230), given that the second 

part of the adjacency pair follows later on. Because the second part of an adjacency pair is 

mandatory, it shows whether the first part of the adjacency pair has been understood (Hutchby 

& Wooffitt 1988: 41). In contrast to other items in a conversation that may be missing without 

anyone noticing, it is noticed when the second part of an adjacency pair is missing (Coulthard 

1985: 70). 

When these rules are obeyed, a conversation is likely to go on for an extended period of time. 

Because conversations obviously end at some time, it is necessary not only to know how to hold 

the floor or to start a new turn, but also how conversations are closed. A closure can become 

necessary either when at least one party needs to leave or when at least one party does not want to 

continue talking to the other party. 

A closure can occur sooner or later when someone does not want to speak, when a subject is shut 

down (Schegloff & Sacks 2006: 267) or when the parties agree on a certain topic (ibid.). As 

agreement on a topic as well as closure of a topic could also lead to the opening of a new topic, 

the next speaker can signal that he or she does not want to take the turn by not looking at the 

interlocutor when given a turn (Duncan 1975), or by remaining silent. When the next speaker then 

remains silent, the current speaker uses a pre-closing utterance (Coulthard 1985: 65). In the 

transcription, the silence is attributed to the person who is expected to speak (ibid.: 63), i.e. to the 

next speaker who remains silent. 

Pre-closings can among others be warrants like “We-ell”, “O.K.”, “So-oo”, etc. with downward 

intonation contours (Schegloff & Sacks 2006: 266, 268).  These are only potential pre-closings, as 

they may or may not be picked up as such (ibid.: 266). An acknowledgement of a pre-closing may 

lead to a “first part of the closing section” (ibid.). The first part of a closing section can consist of 

expressions such as “good-bye”, “ok”, “see you”, “thank you”, “you’re welcome” and other 

utterances (ibid.: 265). The whole conversation then ends with attributable silence (ibid.: 264). 
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Researchers who looked at NS’ and NNS’ turn-taking utterances found that NS used more routine 

formulae for openings and closings, whereas NNS, who do not know about the rules of turn-taking 

would use lengthy, nonroutinized, content-oriented expressions instead (House-Edmondson 

1982). Routine expressions by NS are such as: 

“Territory Invasion Signals (‘Excuse me’) and Topic Introducers (‘There's something 
I’d like to ask you’) as well as certain closing moves such as Extractors (‘I really must 
go now’) and Sum-ups (‘Let’s leave it at that, then’).” (Edmondson et al. 1984: 119) 

Obviously, one reason why NNS do not use routine formula is the fact that they do not come across 

these expressions often in the language classroom where the set lesson time controls the end of the 

overall ‘conversation’. Also, opening sequences in classrooms are simpler than in real life 

(Lörscher 1986: 14), so that turn-taking as it would occur in real-life is not learnt by the students. 

Conversational openings in classrooms usually begin with the teacher greeting the students, the 

students responding and the teacher then beginning the official discourse by signals such as Right 

and Okay (Lörscher 1983). In contrast to that, anyone can initiate the greeting and open up a topic. 

When two people accidentally meet, there is no fixed rule about who can start talking, so that they 

may need to fight for the floor. It is therefore interesting to observe how students with different 

teaching backgrounds manage turn-taking. 

In the ordinary classroom, students are not familiarized with pre-closings (Lörscher 1986: 20). In 

the classroom, the length of the conversation between the students and the teacher is 

predetermined, so that a closure occurs at the end of the lesson without a need to use pre-closing 

elements. Whether or not the students are theoretically able to close a conversation without a 

specific time frame has yet to be observed. 

When managing turn-taking as well as when speaking, the participants follow several rules in order 

to be accepted by other members and to save the face of the other party and one’s own. They need 

to know what kind of behaviour is considered to be polite and what is said to be too direct. 

3.2 Face work – how (not) to be polite 

As previously discussed, politeness rules are one issue that L2 learners should be familiar with in 

order not to sound rude. If a speaker uses the grammar and vocabulary of a language correctly but 

does not observe the politeness rules, this may harm his reputation. Politeness can be defined as 

the act of “showing awareness and consideration of another person’s face” (Yule 2010: 135). The 

positive as well as the negative face of a person needs to be considered. 
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Negative face is defined as an individual’s wish to have the freedom to act without being impeded 

(Brown & Levinson 1987b). A person wants to make decisions independently of someone else 

and does not want to be told what to do. To give an example, he wants to be able to utter “No” as 

a reaction to a request. To save the negative face of a person, the imposition should not be too 

strong, so that the possibility to choose how to react is given. 

Positive face is defined as the individual’s wish to be accepted and valued by others (ibid.). A 

person wants to be part of a group in which he or she is accepted. To stay with the example of 

requests, when a conversation partner is asked to spend time together with an interlocutor, a 

negative reply could be construed as a threat to the interlocutor´s positive face. This in turn could 

invite a reciprocal face threat or potentially damage the relationship to the interlocutor in some 

other way. 

With consideration of the theoretical need to save one’s own and the other’s face, Brown and 

Levinson (2004: 60) created a model which shows which politeness strategies can possibly be used 

(see Illustration 1 below).  

 

Illustration 1: Choice of politeness strategy (ibid.) 

According to Brown and Levinson’s model, the first decision that a speaker has to make is whether 

or not he wants to perform the act that could possibly threaten the face of the other person, i.e. a 

face-threatening act (FTA). By definition an FTA refers to an act that can threaten another person’s 

self-image (Yule 2010: 135). To give an example: A and B are sitting in B’s room in winter. A 

feels cold and would like B to close the window. A could choose not to say anything, but just wait 

for B to notice the coldness too (Don’t do the FTA). However, because B may not feel cold himself, 
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or may not otherwise be able to guess that A is cold, the likelihood that something is done is higher 

when the FTA is performed. 

The FTA can be performed directly (on record) or indirectly (off record). With reference to the 

example above, when performing the FTA off record, A could mention that it is a bit cold (off 

record) rather than asking B directly to close the window. B would then have to infer what is 

implied in A’s statement. Thus B could either understand and close the window, or simply agree 

or disagree and not do anything. Depending on B’s reaction, the next steps can be taken: if B does 

not agree that it is cold, a face-threatening refusal when asked to close the window more directly 

is possible. However, if B does agree that it is cold, it is likely that B also would not mind the 

window being closed when asked more directly in the next step, so that the face-threatening refusal 

is likely not to be uttered. Performing the FTA off-record can therefore also function as a pre-

request to an actual request. 

 The request is clearer when A asks B directly to open the window. This would be a direct strategy 

and therefore on record. There are two different ways to address an issue directly: baldly (without 

redressive action) or with the help of a politeness strategy (with redressive action). While a bald 

request would for example be: “Open the window”, politeness strategies try to appeal to the 

positive or negative face of the conversation partner. 

Positive politeness strategies are used to express solidarity with, familiarity with, and acceptance 

of the hearer’s wants (Brown & Levinson 1987b). The hearer wants to feel integrated and part of 

a community. Typical strategies that “emphasize[] a person’s positive face will show solidarity 

and draw attention to a common goal (Let’s do this together…; You and I have the same problem, 

so…)” (Yule 2010: 135). 

In contrast to positive politeness strategies which try to include the hearer and make him or her 

part of a group, negative politeness strategies stress that the hearer is an individual who can make 

his own decisions. Negative politeness strategies are used to preserve the hearer’s negative face 

and express distance and restraint (Brown & Levinson 1987b). Therefore, the strategies chosen 

“will show concern about imposition (I’m sorry to bother you…; I know you’re busy, but…)” 

(Yule 2010: 135). 

Of course, the higher the risk that the hearer will lose his face, the higher also the possibility 

becomes that the act will not be performed in the way the speaker has intended. When nothing is 

stated, the FTA is not performed, but at the same time the action that would have been requested 

will probably not be done. On the other hand, saying something baldly – especially with the use 
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of imperatives – makes it very likely that the hearer will perform the action. However, the hearer 

is then not completely free from imposition, being more constrained to comply. It is now more 

difficult for the hearer not to do as the speaker wishes, and at the same time likely that the speaker 

will be seen as rude, or at least tendentially impolite. 

Positive politeness strategies are more face-threatening than negative politeness strategies, because 

positive strategies appeal to a feeling of togetherness that the hearer does not want to hurt. Negative 

politeness strategies, on the other hand, give the hearer the option to disagree, so that they are less 

face-threatening for the hearer, but – and this is again the disadvantage for the speaker – may make 

it less likely that the action is performed. 

The fact that the more face-threatening strategies go along with a higher possibility that the act is 

performed in a way that the speaker prefers, leads to one major difficulty that a speaker faces when 

deciding on a strategy: trying to save one’s own face can lead to loss of the other’s face; trying to 

save the other’s face may lead to loss of one´s own face (Goffman 2006: 302). When a speaker 

gives the hearer the possibility not to perform the act by using negative politeness strategies, the 

speaker may lose his positive face in the sense that his wish to be accepted and approved of is not 

fulfilled if the hearer decides not to perform the act. When someone’s stance is supported, he 

maintains face (ibid.: 300). However, when he is not agreed with, he is said to be ‘in wrong face’ 

(ibid.). As one might expect, feelings are attached to face, to how a person is seen, and the feelings 

for one’s own face are stronger than those for the face of others (ibid.: 299). Yet, as a golden rule, 

one should also try to treat others the way one wants to be treated oneself (ibid.: 303). 

How face-threatening an issue will be for the current speaker depends on the addressee of the FTA 

who eventually gets the role of the next speaker. As a next speaker the addressee also has to stick 

to the politeness rule that the face of the other person should not be threatened. Therefore, when 

something is requested from him, he knows that the preferred answer is Yes. If he disagrees with 

the previous speaker, the strategies he can choose from are also the ones from Brown and 

Levinson’s model (Brown & Levinson 2004: 60). 

Varghese and Billmyer (Varghese & Billmyer 1996: 43) have a simpler model for politeness 

strategies. There are only  

“three main categories 

1) Direct strategies, D, where the understanding relies on syntactic devices or the 
semantic content of the utterance, such as 

Clean up this mess, please. 
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2) Conventionally indirect strategies, CI, where interpretation is aided by conventional 
usage, 

How about cleaning up? 

or reference to a preparatory condition, 

Could you clean up the kitchen, please? 

and finally, 

3) Nonconventionally indirect strategies, NI, which includes strong or mild hints as in 

You left this kitchen in a right mess.” 

Varghese and Billmyer’s (1996: 43) direct strategy resembles Brown and Levinson’s (2004: 60) 

bald-on-record strategy: the speaker utters the FTA directly in the form of imperatives or other 

equivalent structures. A politeness marker such as “please” can also be used to soften the impact 

on the hearer. 

Next to this direct strategy there are also indirect ones which resemble Brown and Levinson’s 

(ibid.) off record strategy. The first indirect strategy named is the conventionally indirect strategy 

(CI). As the word “conventionally” suggests, this indirect strategy is uttered in a way that is typical 

for and understood by the members of the language community. This model recognizes that the 

perception of politeness depends on the individual culture. In contrast to this, Brown and 

Levinson’s politeness principle claims that there are universal principles of politeness (Brown & 

Levinson 1987a), for which it has often been criticized, as differences are in fact found among 

different languages (Hurley 1992: 263).  

The second indirect strategy named by Varghese and Billmyer (1996: 43) is the nonconventionally 

indirect strategy (NI). In contrast to CI, NI requests are not uttered with an interrogative to function 

as a request to do something, but as a declarative that functions as a statement. In contrast to CI, 

which expects an answer due to the question format, NI could also be misunderstood as a simple 

statement that does not require a reaction by the hearer. This NI allows the hearer to save his face, 

as he is neither given the fault for a situation nor is he asked to do something. It is therefore more 

polite than CI, but there is the risk that the act might not be performed in the end. 

Part of what falls into the category of politeness is the question of how agreement and disagreement 

can be expressed without threatening the face of the other or one’s own. In order to save the face 

of the other, a strategy that was often found to be used is that a partial agreement is uttered before 

disagreeing (Pearson 1986). That way, the hearer can maintain face through the partial agreement, 

and at the same time give his true opinion through the disagreement. The imposition on the person 
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who is disagreed with is thereby lowered, but the dissenting interlocutor can still represent his 

standpoint truthfully. 

Another way to lower or raise the imposition on a speaker is through the use of modal verbs. 

Depending on the force of these modals, they also signal different levels of directness (Trosborg 

1995: 256). Stating that one “ought to” do something or “must” do something is more direct than 

saying that something “can”, “may” or “should” be done. 

The variety of politeness rules governing speech situations gives interlocutors a range of possible 

behaviour roles. Lakoff (1989) distinguishes between: 

- non-polite behaviour: politeness rules are neither expected nor used 

- rude behaviour: politeness is expected but not observed 

- polite behaviour: rules of politeness are obeyed whether or not that was expected 

Because not every situation requires politeness (e.g. conversations with the purpose of 

communicating information do not require any) (ibid.: 101–104), a speaker will not always use 

politeness strategies. When no politeness is expected in ordinary conversations, this behaviour is 

referred to as “non-polite”. By contrast, when politeness is expected but not used, this is considered 

to be “rude behaviour”. In this dissertation “rude behaviour” is called “impolite”. It needs to be 

kept in mind that “rude behaviour” is not defined in terms of what the speaker knows, but rather 

what is expected of him. Therefore, if a learner does not know the rules of the L2 and consequently 

does not use a politeness strategy when expected, he is perceived as rude. The present study 

considers how students use a language especially with regard to politeness strategies that are or 

are not employed.  

When someone uses a politeness strategy, no difference is made by Lakoff (1989) as to whether it 

is expected of the speaker or not. In either case it is considered as “polite behaviour”.  

Whether or not politeness is required depends among other factors on the speech act used.  

3.3 Speech acts – how to do things with words 

In his lectures in 1955, Austin talked about the use of performatives, e.g. I criticise (Austin 1962: 

79), to point out that in uttering certain words, the speaker not only says something, but also does 

something (ibid.: 6). Austin expanded his notion of speech acts to all other utterances, claiming 

that the speaker always has a specific aim when speaking and is thereby performing a behavioural 

action (ibid.: 14, Thomas 1995: 31). The so-called performatives can be contractual (such as “I 

bet”), or declaratory (such as “I declare war”) (Austin 1962: 7). This means that when saying “I 
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bet”, for instance, the speaker not only states something but also makes the bet as he speaks. That 

is, the action of betting is actually performed in and through the utterance, and the speaker thereby 

enters into a contract with the other person to fulfil the bet. By saying “I declare war”, the speaker 

does the same thing that he says, i.e. brings about the state of war simply through the utterance 

itself. The declaration, in other words, amounts to the performance of an action over and above 

that of simply speaking. 

To make the act of performing more explicit, the word “hereby” can be used (ibid.: 61). “Hereby”, 

in the sense of “by saying this I do”, strengthens the fact that an action is performed by uttering 

something. It therefore also functions as a test to see whether a performative has been used. In 

practice, however, it is often too formal to utter a performative with “hereby” (ibid.). 

Performatives “do not ‘describe or report’ or constate anything at all, are not ‘true or false’”, and 

“the uttering of the sentence is, or is a part of, the doing of an action, which again would not 

normally be described as saying something” (ibid.: 5). Performatives are used to perform an action 

rather than to give information or to report something. Because they do not carry information, they 

cannot be seen as true or false. 

It is possible under certain conditions to use performatives without performing the act. The 

circumstances always have to be appropriate (ibid.: 8). The speech act has to be seen within the 

total situation in which it is uttered (ibid.: 52). 

Some performatives are not used to perform an action, but for politeness reasons. Examples of this 

are expressions of emotion and wishes such as “I thank”, “I am grateful”, “I feel grateful”, “I 

apologize”, “I am sorry”, “I repent”, “I criticize”, “I blame”, “I am shocked by”, etc. (ibid.: 79). 

Verbalized emotions and wishes can certainly convey feelings that are genuinely present, but they 

can also be used simply when they are thought to fit the circumstances (ibid.: 78). The following 

expressions of emotion do not need to be construed as representing the actual feelings so named, 

but in common usage can simply be seen as vehicles of politeness (ibid.: 81): 

“‘I have pleasure in calling upon the next speaker’. 

‘I am sorry to have to say . . .’. 

‘I am gratified to be in a position to announce . . .’.” 

The above-named examples of speech acts uttered for politeness reasons do not actually conform 

to the principle expressed in the following: 

“(C. 1) Where, as often the procedure is designed for use by persons having certain 
feelings, (…) then a person participating in and so invoking the procedure must in fact 
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have those thoughts or feelings, and the participants must intend so to conduct 
themselves” (ibid.: 15). 

It is a fact of usage, however, that saying one is “pleased to introduce the next speaker” or “gratified 

to announce” something normally signifies a social stance rather than a real feeling. These phrases 

are merely used to positively acknowledge the next speaker or turn an audience´s attention to the 

issue that is to be named. In the same way, saying “I am sorry” does not necessarily mean that the 

speaker truly regrets having to say what follows. He merely reckons that the following part of the 

utterance will be unpleasant for the hearer. It is, however, a polite way to express apologies and 

regret, and therefore a possible politeness strategy that students could employ. The fact that not 

always the same act is performed as uttered leads to Austin’s theory of locutionary, illocutionary, 

and perlocutionary acts. 

3.3.1 Locution, illocution, perlocution 

Central to Austin’s notion of speech acts are illocutionary acts, which he defines as “acts such as 

informing, ordering, warning, undertaking, &c., i.e. utterances which have a certain (conventional) 

force” (ibid.: 108).  If performatives are explicit and felicitous, the illocutionary act is the same as 

the locutionary act, which can be defined as “roughly equivalent to uttering a certain sentence with 

a certain sense and reference” (Levinson 1983: 229). Roughly speaking, the locutionary act refers 

to the actual words uttered, while the illocution is the force or intention behind the words. In order 

for a speech act to be understood the way the speaker intends, the words uttered should directly 

reflect whether the utterance is to inform, order, warn, etc.  

The illocutionary act depends on the context in which the utterance is used (Chierchia & 

MacConnell-Ginet 1991: 47). To illustrate this, I will consider the question “Can you clean your 

car?”. Searle (1975: 60) claims that questions starting with Can you… are most likely to be meant 

as requests. The illocutionary force therefore is the request Would you clean your car?. This is at 

least a very likely interpretation when the conversation partners are somewhere near the hearer’s 

car and the car is dirty. If the speaker expects the hearer to clean the car, the car is logically not 

clean when the request is made. The hearer must also, at least theoretically, be able to carry out 

the task personally. The speaker and the hearer should be related to each other in a way that it is 

reasonable for the speaker to ask the hearer to perform an action, while expecting the hearer then 

to make an attempt at it. Depending on the relationship between the speakers (Thomas 1995: 124), 

the illocutionary force can also be an order: Clean the car! A possible context where the 

illocutionary force is an order is at a garage where the boss talks to one of the personnel who is 

responsible for fixing and later cleaning the car of a customer. 
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The most factual way of approaching the question Can you clean up your car? is to see the question 

as a request for information, wondering whether the person is capable of doing so (illocutionary 

act). A possible context for this is at a company that sells cleaning products. Here, the employee 

may ask the customer whether he has the knowledge of how to clean the car best.  

Last but not least, if the hearer has just told the speaker that he has a broken arm and has an 

important event coming up for which he needs his car, the illocutionary act of asking Can you 

clean up your car? may be an offer to help. 

Although questions are often seen as requests, the illocutionary force can also be to state or to 

offer. Everything said is said for a purpose (Thomas 1995: 121) and every locutionary act has an 

underlying illocutionary force which might either be the same as the locutionary act or only 

implied by it (ibid.: 46). Depending on the context, the meaning can go in different directions, in 

fact, almost opposite directions. If it is a request, for example, it is the hearer who is intended to 

do the job, whereas if it is an offer, the intended performer is the speaker. In direct speech acts, the 

speaker says directly what he means; in indirect speech acts, the speaker says something different 

from what he means (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 2). The indirect strategies are considered to be 

more polite and more face-saving (for an explanation of face see section 3.2). 

As the illocutionary force differs depending on the context and the intension of the speaker, the 

interpretation may also go in different directions. The “‘speaker meaning’ (what speakers intend 

by an utterance)” may differ from the “‘utterance interpretation’ (what hearers make of an 

utterance)” (Cameron 2001: 68). Austin’s third act is the ‘perlocutionary,’ which is “what we bring 

about or achieve by saying something, such as convincing, persuading, deterring, and even, say 

surprising or misleading” (Austin 1962: 108). The perlocutionary act is concerned with the hearer 

and the effect the utterance has on him. 

In the scenarios given above, possible perlocutionary acts are the following: 

- An act of rejection. The hearer may choose not to clean the car and therefore reject by either 

saying No or by not doing anything. 

- An act of acceptance. The hearer may choose to start cleaning the car. The perlocutionary force 

may be that of being forced and frightened (Levinson 1983: 229), knowing that there will be 

negative consequences in the case the of disobedience, e.g. being fired. 

- Act of explanation. The hearer may give an answer with respect to his capability, so that the 

perlocutionary act would be stating Yes or No. 
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- Act of thanking. If the question Can you clean up your room? is understood as the illocutionary 

offer to help, the perlocutionary act would be to answer with thanks to the previous speaker. 

Communication is successful when the hearer understands the sender’s communicative intention 

and responds appropriately (Lyons 1978: 34). It is successful when the illocutionary force has been 

understood and is responded to with the adequate perlocutionary act. Inferences the hearer makes 

are based on the contextual information given as well as on the hearer’s knowledge of the world. 

Both need speech act knowledge, which is defined as “knowledge about what are possible verbal 

acts within a given socio-cultural community and its institutions (...), and what their constituting 

conditions are” (Færch & Kasper 1984: 215). The hearer as well as the speaker should know that 

a speech act can be uttered in several ways. Even though Austin and Urmson (Austin & Urmson 

1978) claim that speech acts operate by universal principles, newer studies have shown that there 

are indeed different speech act realizations among the various countries such as the countries 

involved in the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization Project (CCSARP) (Blum-Kulka et al. 

1989b: 11). Speech acts are culture-dependent (Wierzbicka 1985). 

Some of the most important speech acts, i.e. requests, thanks, complaints, apologies, invitations 

and refusals, as well as advice, will now be examined closely, especially in relation to their 

articulation in English. 

3.3.2 Request 

Due to the fact that requests threaten the face of the hearer, i.e. the negative face, there are various 

strategies that can be used when uttering a request (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 11). The main 

difficulty for the speaker is that on the one hand he does not want to impose strongly on the hearer, 

but on the other hand wants the hearer to understand and react to the request positively. 

In the largest project on the articulation of speech acts so far, known as the Cross-Cultural Speech 

Act Realization Project (CCSARP), requests and apologies were looked at and the different 

possibilities to articulate requests were defined (ibid.). Because the descriptions are very detailed, 

and because these descriptions have been referred to in most of the studies on pragmatics ever 

since (e.g. Schauer 2009, Nashaat-Sobhy 2014), they will be drawn upon in this study. 

Strategies can even be used before the actual request is made. The prerequisite for all of the 

strategies is that they are uttered in an appropriate context and that they are meant sincerely. As a 

first step, a so-called alerter may be uttered to get the hearer’s attention. One way of achieving this 

is by using an attention-getter such as “Excuse me” (Blum-Kulka, House, & Kasper 1989a: 276–

277). That way the hearer realizes that something will be requested of him. To make the appeal 

more concrete, an appropriate form of address can be used “e.g. title/role, surname, first name, 
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nickname, endearment term, offensive term (“stupid cow”) [or] pronoun (you)” (ibid.). When 

called by name, the hearer knows that he is meant. A different semantic item that reflects the 

relationship between the speaker and the hearer can also be used. When this reflects the 

relationship between the speaker and the hearer, the alerter “darling” flatters the hearer and appeals 

to his or her positive face, so that the hearer is probably more willing to fulfil the wish of the 

speaker. In contrast, the alerter “stupid cow” threatens the positive face of the hearer and 

immediately makes clear that there is less group solidarity if the hearer does not react to the request 

in an appropriate way. In both ways, the speaker will most likely achieve the aim that the hearer 

reacts to the request positively, but the first example is more polite and therefore socially more 

accepted than the latter. 

As the speaker should not only try to save the face of the hearer but also his own face, the requests 

are often also preceded by supportive moves. The moves can be checks on availability, attempts 

to get precommitment, grounders, promises and threats (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 17). In order to 

save face and not to be rejected, the speaker may ask in a first turn whether a question may be 

uttered, whether the interlocutor is available at a specific time or whether he is busy. A preparatory 

asking “for potential availability” can be phrased as: “I’d like to ask you something”, “May I ask 

you a question” (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 287) or “May I disturb you” (Trosborg 1995: 216). 

While the supportive move “May I ask a question?” indicates the speech act that is to be performed, 

“May I ask you?” refers more to the general check on availability. Other questions could be “Are 

you busy?” or “How is work? Do you still have a lot to do?”. With these rather neutral and open 

questions the speaker cannot, at least, be rejected for time reasons. The costs can be minimized by 

stating how long something will take or the speaker making clear that he or she will take the costs, 

etc. (ibid.: 218). 

If the speaker knows that the hearer is busy or may have difficulties doing what is requested, he 

can stress this by using a disarmer: “I know you don’t like (...) but could you (...)” (Blum-Kulka et 

al. 1989a: 288), “I hate bothering you but” or “I hope I’m not disturbing you but” (Trosborg 1995: 

217). That way, the speaker recognizes the reason why the hearer may turn down the request. He 

thereby gives the hearer the possibility to use the same reason as an excuse, so that the latter´s 

negative face is threatened less. However, because the speaker recognizes that he has good reasons 

for requesting something despite knowing that the hearer would not like doing it, a negative reply 

is less likely. The speaker could also influence the hearer by flattering him. Sweetness can be used, 

e.g. “I’ve never known anyone who makes such delicious pies as you do” (ibid.).  
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Another strategy is to ask for a precommitment even before stating what is requested. A possible 

question would be “Would you do me a favour?” Before or after the request, a grounder can also 

be given. Grounders give a reasons, explanations and justifications for the request (Blum-Kulka et 

al. 1989a: 287), e.g. “My arm is broken and I have an important appointment coming up.” The 

grounder serves as an explanation and helps the hearer to understand why a request is being made. 

That way, the hearer may understand the speaker better, and feel more obliged to help. Last but 

not least, promises and threats can be used as supportive moves. Both promises (e.g. “If you help 

me out, I will buy you a coffee later.”) and threats (e.g. “If you do not clean up your room now, 

you will get no pocket money this week.”) are intended to persuade the hearer to perform the act 

requested, though obviously with different degrees of face-threat. According to Levinson (1983: 

357–358), off-record pre-requests can be used prior to the actual request as a face-saving element 

to the speaker, especially if a refusal is likely to follow. 

Strategies cannot only be used prior to the request, but also when the head act, i.e. the request 

proper, is being performed (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 17). “The Head Act is that part of the 

sequence which might serve to realize the act independently of other elements” (ibid.). Head Acts 

can vary with regard to perspective as well as strategy type (ibid.). 

There are four different kinds of perspectives that can be taken. The requests can be speaker-

oriented (‘Can I look at your notes?’), hearer-oriented (‘Can you do me a favour?’), inclusive (‘Can 

we learn together?’) or impersonal (‘It needs to be done.’) (ibid.: 19). The imposition on the hearer 

is greatest when he is directly addressed, i.e. when the perspective is hearer-oriented. The imposing 

nature of requests can be avoided when a different perspective is chosen (ibid.). 

On top of these four perspectives, the CCSARP describes “[t]he nine strategy types (on a scale of 

indirectness) (…) as follows: 

1) mood derivable: utterances in which the grammatical mood of the verb signals 
illocutionary force (‘Leave me alone’; ‘Clean up that mess’). 

2) performatives: utterances in which the illocutionary force is explicitly named (‘I am 
asking you to clean up the mess’). 

3) hedged performatives: utterances in which the naming of the illocutionary force is 
modified by hedging expressions (‘I would like to ask you to give your presentation a 
week earlier than scheduled’). 

4) obligation statements: utterances which state the obligation of the hearer to carry out 
the act (‘You'll have to move that car’). 

5) want statements: utterances which state the speaker’s desire that the hearer carries 
out the act (‘I really wish you’d stop bothering me’). 
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6) suggestory formulae: utterances which contain a suggestion to do x (‘How about 
cleaning up?’) 

7) query preparatory: utterances containing reference to preparatory conditions (e.g., 
ability, willingness) as conventionalized in any specific language (‘Could you clear up 
the kitchen, please?’; ‘Would you mind moving your car?’). 

8) strong hints: utterances containing partial reference to object or element needed for 
the implementation of the act (‘You have left the kitchen in a right mess’). 

9) mild hints: utterances that make no reference to the request proper (or any of its 
elements) but are interpretable as requests by context (‘I am a nun’ in response to a 
persistent hassle).” (ibid.: 18) 

As can be seen when comparing the length of the example sentences above, the first strategy, i.e. 

the mood derivable, where the imperative signals what needs to be done, is the shortest. The 

illocutionary force is obvious and the hearer knows exactly that the utterance is a request and what 

he is requested to do. The illocutionary force is also salient through linguistic means when a 

performative is used. The speaker directly states that the speech act he is using is a request. Possible 

phrases are: I am asking you to, I request you to, I demand you to, I appeal to you to or I beg you 

to. To make the utterance more polite, a subjunctive can be used together with the performative, 

forming a hedged performative. With each of these three strategies the locutionary act resembles 

the illocutionary act. The hearer linguistically makes clear that he is requesting something. 

The fourth and fifth strategy can be understood with the help of semantic content (ibid.). Using 

strategy four, the obligation statement, the hearer tells the speaker what he is obliged to do by 

uttering the modal verb have to. Here the focus is on the hearer. In contrast to this, the fifth strategy, 

want statement, focuses on what the speaker would like the hearer to do. In a want statement the 

speaker states what he wants, likes or wishes the speaker to do. In contrast to the first three 

strategies, the illocutionary act can only be understood when the speaker infers that obligations 

and wishes are linked to requests. The syntactical structure, which is a statement, however, does 

not reflect the request, which is more easily understood in question form or with the indicator of a 

performative. Yet, all of the five strategies are direct strategies as the illocutionary force can easily 

be derived from the utterances (ibid.). 

The “interpretation [of the sixth and seventh strategy] is aided by conventional usage” (ibid.). As 

can be concluded by the name, the suggestory formula suggests that something can be done. 

Conventionally it is understood that a suggestion to do something needs to be interpreted as a 

polite request. It is also clear through convention that a query preparatory where the ability or 

willingness to do something is asked about is meant to be a request. As discussed in section 3.3.1, 

the question “Can you clean your car?” is only very unlikely to be answered with Yes or No, but 
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will rather be understood as a request to do something. The suggestory formula and the query 

preparatory are conventionally indirect strategies (ibid.). 

The last two strategies, strong hints and mild hints, are also indirect strategies. In contrast to the 

sixth and seventh strategy, they are nonconventionally indirect strategies (ibid.). They are only 

understood with the help of the context. As the examples in the CCSARP (ibid.) show, more needs 

to be inferred when a mild hint is uttered. Conversational inference is a “‘situated’ or context-

bound process of interpretation, by means of which participants in a conversation assess others’ 

intentions, and on which they base their responses” (Gumperz 2006: 78). It is the deduction of 

something from evidence (Thomas 1995: 58). Taking “You have left the kitchen in a right mess” 

as an example of a strong hint (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 18), one can assume the hearer to 

understand that the kitchen is not in the state that it should be in and that it was his fault. Using 

this evidence, the hearer can infer that he needs to clean up the kitchen. In contrast to the strong 

hint where some information that is directly linked to the request is given, e.g. reference to the 

kitchen, mild hints carry information that is understood with the help of general background 

knowledge. The statement “‘I am a nun’ in response to a persistent hassle” (ibid.) can be 

understood when the hearer knows what semantic information is linked to a nun, i.e. that a nun 

follows certain religious beliefs that do not allow any hassle. With this knowledge the hearer can 

infer that he is requested to stop hassling. 

Studying requests, Trosborg (1995: 205) uses similar guidelines and sums up the request strategies 

as follows: 

Cat. I Indirect Requests 
 Str. 1 Hints (mild) I have to be at the airport in half an hour. 
                    (strong) My car has broken down. Will you be using 

your car tonight? 
Cat. II Conventionally indirect (hearer-oriented conditions) 
 Str. 2 Ability Could you lend me your car? 
           Willingness Would you lend me your car? 
           Permission May I borrow your car? 
 Str. 3 Suggestory formulae How about lending me your car? 
Cat. III Conventionally indirect (speaker-based conditions) 
 Str. 4 Wishes I would like to borrow your car. 
 Str. 5 Desires/needs I want/need to borrow your car. 
Cat. IV Direct requests 
 Str. 6 Obligation You must/have to lend me your car. 
 Str. 7 Performatives (hedged) I would like to ask you to lend me your car. 
                                (unhedged) I ask/require you to lend me your car. 
 Str. 8 Imperatives Lend me your car. 
            Elliptical phrases Your car (please). 
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As was the case in the CCSARP, mild hints are considered to be most indirect, followed by strong 

hints. Conventionally indirect strategies are mentioned in the CCSARP as well as by Trosborg. 

Trosborg (1995: 205) adds the perspective of the interlocutors, that is, she distinguishes between 

hearer-oriented conditions and speaker-based conditions. In the CCSARP only the hearer-oriented 

conditions are to be found in the category of conventionally indirect strategies. Trosborg’s speaker-

based conditions, in contrast, are considered as direct in the CCSARP. 

The different strategies have similar names in both of the projects. One exception is the query 

preparatory in the CCSARP. It is listed as Str. 2 Ability, Willingness and Permission by Trosborg 

(1995: 205), i.e. does not have a common name but is treated individually. Trosborg picks up two 

preparatory conditions that were directly named in the CCSARP: ability and willingness (Blum-

Kulka et al. 1989b: 18). Other preparatory conditions are not directly named in the CCSARP, but 

are only understood from the statement that ability and willingness are only examples from a range 

of possibilities. Trosborg is therefore more concrete, but leaves out the possibility that there are 

even more preparatory conditions. The other conventionally indirect strategy is named “suggestory 

formula” by both sources. 

Wishes and desires/needs are regarded as speaker-based conventionally indirect strategies by 

Trosborg (1995: 205), but as a direct strategy in the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 18). The 

fact that the speaker states his wishes indicates that he has a request. The grammatical form, 

however, is different from a request. Both terms, direct as well as indirect, can therefore be 

understood as applying here. Independent of the categorization as a conventionally indirect 

strategy or a direct strategy, the ranking of them as being more direct than suggestory formula, but 

more indirect than obligations is the same. 

Obligations are categorized as a direct strategy in the CCSARP as well as by Trosborg. These 

obligations, which are characterized by the usage of the modal verbs “must” or “have to”, appeal 

to the hearer to do something. Further direct strategies that are mentioned in the CCSARP and by 

Trosborg are hedged performatives and (unhedged) performatives. Trosborg stresses that the 

strategy is unhedged, while the CCSARP labels it as a performative. The most direct strategy is 

labelled mood derivable in the CCSARP, but described in the same way as Imperatives, which is 

Trosborg’s most direct strategy. As a sub-category of the most direct request, Trosborg names 

Elliptical phrases, which are phrases that consist of one or two words referring to what what is 

requested rather than modifiers. 

Modifiers are used to make a request more polite or the impact stronger. Internal modifiers “may 

act both as indicating devices, used to signal pragmatic force, as well as sociopragmatic devices, 
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meant to affect the social impact the utterance is likely to have” (ibid.: 19).  Without the internal 

modifiers the utterance can still clearly be understood to be a request (ibid.). The impact on the 

hearer is different, however. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989b: 19) give the following 

examples:  

Examples of lexical and phrasal downgraders are consultative devices (‘Do you think 
I could borrow your notes?’) and understaters (‘Could you tidy up a bit before they 
come?’), and examples of upgraders are intensifiers (‘Clean up that disgusting mess[’]) 
and expletives (‘Why don’t you get your bloody ass out of here’). 

As these examples show, downgraders are used to soften the impact on the hearer and to make the 

request more polite, while upgraders stress the importance of the request. In the following I will 

comment on downgraders as well as upgraders. 

The most frequent downgraders are lexical and syntactic downgraders. Lexical downgraders 

“soften the difficulty that the speaker experiences when asking the hearer to perform a request by 

modifying the Head Act lexically” (Takimoto 2007: 8). According to the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka 

et al. 1989a: 283–285) the following can function as lexical downgraders: 

- appealers (appealing to the “hearer’s benevolent understanding” such as “will you?” / “okay?”, 

“aren’t we?”), 

- cajolers (conventionalized items such as “You know”), 

- politeness markers (“please”, “Do you think you could”), 

- subjectivizers (where subjective opinion is expressed such as in “I’m afraid”, “I wonder if”, “I 

think/believe/suppose”), 

- understaters (e.g. adverbial modifiers such as “a bit”, “a little”), and 

- hedges (adverbials used by a speaker when he or she wishes to avoid a precise propositional 

specification in order to avoid the potential provocation of such precision” such as “somehow”). 

Trosborg (1995: 212–214) adds the following: 

- downtoner, e.g. “just”, “simply”, “perhaps”, “possibly”, “rather”, etc. and 

- hesitator, e.g. “er”, “erm”. 

Appealers as well as cajolers like “you see” address the hearer directly, seeking to engage him. 

This is intended to lead the hearer to understand the speaker’s request and to respond to it 

positively. 
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The politeness marker “please” has two main functions. First, as the name politeness marker 

suggests, it makes the request a polite one, showing good manners and acknowledging that the 

hearer has to invest something when replying to the request positively (as opposed to an imperative 

form where the speaker stresses dominance). Second, the politeness marker please is only uttered 

in requests. Thus, the speech act becomes obvious. 

Subjectivizers take on the perspective of the speaker, stating his feelings and wishes. This can be 

done to express apologies for the impact the request will have on the hearer or to state an opinion 

about what should be done. The opinion given is subjective from the speaker’s point of view so 

that the force is lowered. 

Understaters, downtoners and hedges also lower the impact of the request. With understaters 

(Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 287, Trosborg 1995: 328) and downtoners the request appears to be 

smaller, which makes it easier for the speaker to utter this request and more likely for the hearer 

to reply positively. These understaters soften the speech act of requests so that the speaker appears 

to request less than he actually does. Hedges have a similar effect. The vagueness of words like 

“somehow”, “kind of”, “sort of” and “more or less” (ibid.: 213) also decreases the impact of the 

request on the hearer. 

A hesitator may have a similar function as a pause. As Seinfeld (1993) humorously remarked: 

“There’s [sic] two types of favors, the big favor and the small favor. You can measure 
the size of the favor by the pause that a person takes after they talk to you. “Do me a 
favor.” Small favor – small pause. “Can you do me a favor, hand me that pencil.” No 
pause at all. Big favors are, “Could you do me a favor...” Eight seconds go by. “Yeah? 
What?” “...well.” The longer it takes them to get to it, the bigger the pain it’s going to 
be.” 

Hesitators function like pauses: When a big favour is asked for, the speaker may pause or hesitate. 

This hesitation shows that he acknowledges the impact the request will have on the hearer.  

In addition to these lexical downgraders, which euphemistically request less, show politeness and 

address the hearer, syntactic downgraders can also be used. Here, syntactic elements are played 

with (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 19). As Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989b: 19) explain: 

“Being linked to the grammatical systems of the respective languages, this aspect of the analysis 

is realized by language specific sub-categories, such as the distinction between different types of 

modal verbs (can/could; will/would, etc.) in English.”  

According to the CCSARP (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 281–283) and Trosborg (1995: 210–212) 

the following can function as syntactical downgraders: 
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- interrogatives (can/could I/you do P), 

- negation (“Can’t you (...)”/ “I don’t suppose you’d”), 

- modals (“Would you like to do P?”), 

- subjunctives, 

- conditional clauses (“I was wondering if you could”, “It would fit in much better if you could”) 

and 

- tense (often past tense such as “I wanted to ask you”). 

These syntactic downgraders all modify the request grammatically. 

Interrogatives can be used for two main reasons: first, they make clear that the speech act is a 

request. Second, interrogatives are polite, in contrast to imperatives, as interrogatives give the 

hearer the possibility to answer and choose himself. An interrogative with negation is even more 

polite. The way the question is structured supposes that the hearer may not fulfil the request. It 

therefore does not threaten the hearer’s face but acknowledges his possible wish to be independent 

and not involved in what is requested. Yet it also challenges the hearer to say that he is indeed able 

to do what is requested of him. 

Additionally, modal verbs can accompany a request. The modals can concern the ability (can) or 

the willingness (will) to do something. Grammar books often advise the use of conditionals in 

requests as a more polite form (Murphy, Craven, & Viney 2004: 36), e.g. “could” and “would”. 

Besides interrogatives, conditional clauses (if-clauses) can be used. In the main clause the speaker 

can promise a reward (e.g. “I will help you as well if you need help”), name the consequence of 

the request (e.g. “It would fit in much better”), or state his wishes or thoughts (e.g. “I was 

wondering”). The main clause can be in the present tense (“I am wondering”, “I want to know”) 

or in the past tense (“I was wondering”, “I wanted to know”). In the conditional clause the request 

can be uttered. 

All these downgraders soften the impact of the request. In contrast, upgraders/uptakers intensify 

the impact of the request (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 287). The following can function as uptakers 

(ibid.: 287–288, Trosborg 1995: 214–215): 

- lexical intensification, e.g. “a darling”, “damned”, 
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- adverbial intensifiers, e.g. “such”, “so”, “very”, “quite”, “really”, “terribly”, “awfully”, 

“frightful”, 

- expletives (“bloody”, “damn”), 

- time intensifiers (“right now”, “immediately”), 

- the do-construction, 

- commitment indicators (to heighten the degree of commitment, such as with “I’m 

sure/certain/surely/certainly”), 

- suprasegmental emphasis (marked with pausing, stress and intonation), 

- repetitions of request (literally or by paraphrase), 

As was the case with downgraders, the impact of upgraders can be marked lexically. Lexical 

intensifiers can be positive and flattering (darling) as well as negative and vulgar, i.e. ‘swear 

words᾽ (damned). They can furthermore be used in a specific function, e.g. adverbially. Adverbial 

intensifiers usually modify a noun phrase (e.g. “That is such an incredible mess.”) or an adjective 

(e.g. “This is very nice.”), but can also modify verb phrases (e.g. “There are days where I’m just 

like so wanting to capture everything I think and just feel good, it’s amazing.”) (Quaglio 2009: 

117). Depending on where the adverbial intensifier is, the respective adverb, adjective, noun or 

verb is intensified and stressed. The adverbial intensifier can among other pragmatic meanings be 

used to show how desperately someone wishes that something is done (e.g. “I so want it”), to 

illustrate how awful the current situation is (e.g. “This is such a mess.”) or to blame the hearer for 

the current situation (e.g. “You have really messed this up.”). Additionally, and subject to an 

appropriate context in terms of register, expletives like “bloody” and “damn” can be used to further 

stress how negative the current situation is. Also, the time in which something needs to be done 

can be intensified. Utterances like “right now” and “immediately” emphasize that an action needs 

to take place without delay. 

Further ways of intensifying an utterance, and especially the force of what needs to be done, are 

with a do-construction (e.g. “Please do help me.”) or a commitment indicator (e.g. “I’m sure”). 

The do-construction, which precedes the verb, puts emphasis on the action that needs to take place. 

The commitment indicator stresses the speaker’s commitment with regard to what he requests. 

The above-named uptakers, as well as other parts of the utterance, can be marked with 

suprasegmental emphasis. The portion of utterance requiring profile is given an especially high or 
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low intonation, or parenthesized using pauses. Another emphasis of a specific part of the utterances 

can be achieved through repetitions of the request that are made literally or by rephrases. 

Use of individual downgraders and uptakers / intensifiers depends on the hierarchical relation and 

social distance between the speakers (Trosborg 1995: 276), the urgency of the situation (Rintell 

& Mitchell 1989) and amount of time and effort the hearer needs to invest in order to fulfill the 

wish of the speaker (Seinfeld 1993).  

Requests for action are the most direct requests (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 4). Especially in 

emergencies, or when the hearer has already agreed to perform the requested act, directives can be 

used without creating the appearance of impoliteness (Rintell & Mitchell 1989). Despite the fact 

that directness is only suitable in these two instances, House (1989) observed in her study of 

requests in English and German that German L1 speakers mostly use direct requests, especially 

statements of obligation (37.1%). German students of English frequently use direct requests - as 

they would in German (Kasper 1981). It is therefore essential that German students of English 

understand the politeness rules of English and the fact that more indirect strategies need to be used 

as well. To give an example, when requesting, NS of English have a tendency when requesting (in 

this study in 40.9% of all cases) to use preparatories (House 1989). Britons also use more hints for 

requests than Germans (ibid.). A greater variety of strategies is therefore needed by German 

students of English, especially preparatories and hints. These strategies enable students to be more 

indirect and to save the face of the conversation partner. 

Observing CLIL classrooms in Austria, Dalton-Puffer (2003: 11) mapped the requests found in 

her study into Trosborg’s (1995: 205) directness scale, finding that except for suggestory formulae 

and performatives all request forms were present in the classroom. Thus the students in the present 

study are also expected to have been familiarized with the different forms in the one or other way, 

so that a pragmatically-based decision can be expected to be made. 

In summary, it can be said that requests are uttered with different kinds of directness. These can 

be mood derivable (imperatives), explicit performances (“I am asking you (...)”), hedged 

performatives (modal verbs used to modify an illocutionary verb), locution derivable (“(...) you’ll 

have to/should/must/ought to (...)”), want-statements (“I’d like to (...)”), suggestory formula 

(“How about (...)”), preparatories (related to ability, willingness or possibility), strong hints (where 

“locution refers to relevant elements of the intended illocutionary and/or propositional act”) and 

mild hints (where the locution does not contain relevant elements of the intended illocutionary act) 

(Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 278–280). Furthermore, downgraders and upgraders can be used to 

lower or intensify the force of the request. The present study inquires into whether EFL and CLIL 
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students use these strategies for requests, and if so, how the distribution varies. As CLIL learners 

are exposed to the language in more contexts, it can be assumed that they have heard the various 

strategies named above more often than EFL students, which might then lead to greater use of 

these strategies among CLIL learners. Whether or not this is the case will be analysed in detail in 

chapters 5 and 6. 

3.3.3 Thanks 

In response to a fulfilled request, the initiator is expected to thank the hearer who has helped him. 

In order to observe the kinds of moves made when expressing thanks, Edmondson, House, Kasper 

and Stemmer (1984) looked at “three groups of speakers: native speakers of English, representing 

the target norm; native speakers of German, representing the learners’ native communicative 

behaviour, and German learners of English” (ibid.: 113) in order to observe the kinds of moves 

taken when thanking. The subjects were involved in a longer interaction, where turn-taking 

occurred naturally (ibid.). According to the researchers, learner performance diverged from that of 

NS in the following ways: 

“The learners have a smaller range of linguistic means for the realization of a particular 
pragmatic function at their disposal than the NS. 

Example: In connection with the speech act of thanking, the learners express 
appreciation exclusively by formulae like that’s very nice/kind of you, but do not use 
alternatives such as that’s fantastic/great, you ‘re a mate/real friend/lifesaver, which 
are employed by the English NS in our corpus.” (ibid.: 120) 

According to Edmondson, House, Kasper and Stemmer learners of the L2 have a more limited 

active vocabulary than NS. The alternatives to “thank you” are specific formulae learnt in class, 

e.g. “that’s very nice of you” or “that’s very kind of you”. These formulae address the hearer 

directly and acknowledge what he has done, making him a compliment.  In contrast to NS, NNS 

were not found to use exaggerated thanks like “that’s fantastic” and “you’re a lifesaver”. These 

exaggerations used by NNS, however, would flatter the hearer even more and show greater 

appreciation. Generally speaking: the greater the variety of forms used to express thanks, the closer 

the learner is to NS performance. 

After the act of thanking, no verbal response needs to be made in English, i.e. although one may 

be uttered, it would not be regarded as obligatory (ibid.: 119). In contrast, “in German an 

acknowledgement is obligatory after an act of thanking (cf. the adjacency pair ‘Danke’ – ‘Bitte 

[thank you – you are welcome]’)” (ibid.). Thanking in English can rather be seen as the second 

part of the adjacency pair getting help (verbally or non-verbally) – thanking (verbally). An overuse 

of “you’re welcome” or other appreciations of thanking therefore signal divergence from NS talk. 
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3.3.4 Complaint 

A third speech act that features in this study is that of complaints. Because complaints are face-

threatening, indirect strategies are usually used (Tanck 2002: 3). The different complaint strategies 

that can be used are summed up by Trosborg (1995: 319): 

Cat. I Str. 1 Hints My car was in perfect order when I last drove it. There was 

nothing wrong with my car yesterday. 

Cat II Expression of 

disapproval 

 

 Str. [2] Annoyance There’s a horrible dent in my car. Oh dear, I’ve just bought it. 

 Str. III [sic] 

consequences [sic] 

How terrible! Now I won’t be able to get to work tomorrow. 

Oh, damn it, I’ll lose my insurance bonus now. 

Cat. III Accusation  

 Str. 4 Indirect You borrowed my car last night, didn’t you? 

 Str. 5 Direct Did you happen to bump into my car. [sic] 

Cat IV Blame  

 Str. 6 Modified Blame Honestly, couldn’t you have ben [sic] more careful. [sic] You 

should take more care with other people’s cars. 

 Str. 7 Explicit blame 

[sic] 

It’s really too bad, you know, going round wrecking other 

people’s cars. How on earth did you manage to be so stupid. 

[sic] 

 Str. 8 Explicit blame 

[sic] (person) 

Oh no, not again! You really are thoughtless. Bloody fool! 

You’ve done it again. 

  
The first category, hints, is the most indirect strategy. The hearer is neither addressed directly, nor 

is anybody accused. Instead, the speaker only indicates a change from the good state that the item 

complained about used to have. The complainee neither accuses anybody directly nor does he state 

his feelings and dissatisfaction directly. The speaker expresses his disapproval more directly with 

the use of the two indirect strategies of the second category. The speaker does not address the 
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hearer directly, but conveys the fact that he is annoyed with what happened (second strategy) and 

the consequences that result from the incident (third strategy). 

Contrary to the first two categories, the strategies of the third category address the hearer directly. 

He is accused of having something to do with the incident. This accusation can be made indirectly 

(fourth strategy) or directly (fifth strategy). Indirectly the hearer can be asked whether he had any 

contact with the issue that the speaker complains about. Directly the speaker can ask the hearer 

whether it was he who was involved in the incident. 

A more direct way to complain is that of blaming the hearer. The hearer is not only addressed 

directly, but his responsibility is also stressed. The blame can be modified (sixth strategy) using 

modal verbs in the conditional form like could and should. The hearer is told what he should have 

done to avoid the incident, and he is blamed for not having done so. Using the seventh strategy, 

the speaker makes his complaint and blame more explicit. He blames the hearer for what he did, 

using words that make the blame explicit (e.g. bad, stupid). The blame can also focus on the person 

rather than on the action (eighth strategy), stating that the hearer as a person is at fault, possibly 

using vulgarity and insult (e.g. bloody fool). 

To justify a complaint or “provide face-saving arguments”, supportive moves are made (ibid.: 

329). These face-saving moves can be as follows (ibid.: 329–331): 

- preparatories which prepare the speech act 

- disarmers, e.g. “I don’t want to be horrible about it”, “I understand” 

- providing evidence, i.e. showing that something untoward has been done by the person that is 

complained about 

- substantiation – “the complainer must “prove” that he/she is justified in interpreting P as bad 

for him/her”  

Preparatories allow the hearer to anticipate the nature of the speech act that is going to follow. 

Possible preparatories are: “I need to talk to you about [the incident]”, “There is something I need 

to talk to you about” or “I am not very happy about what happened.” In this way the hearer is made 

ready to receive the complaint that will follow. Additionally, preparatories give the hearer the 

possibility to explain what happened or to apologize even before the complaint itself is actually 

made. 

When planning to make the complaint, the speaker can minimize the impact on the hearer by using 

a disarmer, stating his understanding for the speaker and acknowledging that the complaint he is 
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going to express is face-threatening for the hearer. In addition, the speaker can justify his point of 

view by outlining the hearer’s responsibility with regard to the incident (providing evidence) or 

by pointing out the difficulties the speaker had, has or will have because of the incident 

(substantiation). 

All of these strategies and supportive moves can make use of downgraders and upgraders. 

According to Trosborg (1995: 328) the following can function as downgraders: 

- downtoners, e.g. “just”, “simply”, “perhaps”, “maybe”, “possibly” 

- understaters, e.g. “a little bit”, “a second”, “not very much”, etc. 

- hedges, e.g. “kind of”, “sort of”, “somehow”, etc. 

- subjectivizers, e.g. “I think”, “I suppose”, “I’m afraid”, “in my opinion”, etc. 

- cajolers, e.g. “you know”, “you see”, “I mean”, etc. 

- appealers, e.g. “okay”, “right”, “don’t you think?” 

The downgraders named here are the same as the ones that can be used to lower the imposition of 

a request (see section 3.3.2 for more information). The speaker can use downgraders in complaints 

to downplay the incident (usage of downtoners, understaters, hedges), to make clear his opinion 

(usage of subjectivizers) or to address the hearer and to appeal to his understanding (cajolers, 

appealers). 

To “increase the impact [of] a complaint”, upgraders are employed (ibid.: 327). The following can 

function as upgraders (ibid.: 328–329): 

- intensifiers, e.g. “such”, “so”, “very”, “quite”, “really”, “terribly”, “awfully”, “frightfully”, 

“absolutely”, etc. 

- commitment upgraders, e.g. “I’m sure”, “I’m certain”, “I’m positive”, “it’s obvious”, “surely”, 

“certainly”, “positively”, “obviously”, “unfortunately”, etc. 

The intensifiers can be used to strengthen the unfavourable effect of what happened, the action 

itself, the speaker’s opinion about the hearer, or his opinion about the hearer’s action. The 

speaker’s opinion is taken into consideration even more when he uses a commitment upgrader, 

stressing his commitment with regard to what happened. 

As the commitment upgraders show, the speaker can include his perspective (I) or make a more 

general complaint. The complaint can be made from the “speaker-perspective – I” or “speaker-
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perspective – we” (ibid.: 323). It can be made directly towards the hearer – “you” or implicitly – 

“it” (ibid.: 325). A neutral agent, such as “one, someone, they, people, etc.” is also possible (ibid.: 

326). 

Independent of the perspective and strategy used, complaints can occur with other speech acts, e.g. 

a request for repair (ibid.: 320), asking the hearer to make up for something that he has done, a 

request for forbearance – requesting that the act will not be done again (ibid.: 322) or a threat 

(ibid.: 321). 

In various studies (e.g. Edmondson et al. 1984, Trosborg 1995) the difference between the 

articulation of complaints by NS of English and NNS has been researched. It was found that NS 

“expressed their annoyance, disapproval, dislike, etc. much more frequently than learners did” 

(ibid.: 341). Even though NS complain more than NNS, the strategies used differ. The general 

behaviour of NNS can be summed up as preferring “structurally simple ways of realizing a 

pragmatic function [compared] to more complex realization choices. Example: Complaints are 

most frequently realized by means of the structure you did P, whereas more complex alternatives 

such as you could have done Q instead of P are avoided.” (Edmondson et al. 1984: 120). NNS are 

more direct than NS and use fewer strategies to modify the complaint. They use hardly any 

preparatories, sweeteners, and disarmers (Trosborg 1995: 364). Also, downgraders, as well as 

upgraders, are more often found among NS than among NNS (ibid.: 358). Their usage of 

supportive reasons, however, is adequate (ibid.: 364). Generally speaking, NNS hardly use any 

indirect strategies as a preparation for direct complaints (ibid.: 345). As a result, their accusations 

are perceived as impolite (ibid.). In contrast, NS of English tend “to downgrade the illocutionary 

force of the complaint by adding formulae such as “Don't worry about it” or “Oh it doesn’t matter”, 

or by prefacing it with expressions such as “I don't mean to be picky but...”” (Ogiermann 2010: 

127). Even though NS complain frequently, they ensure that the force of the complaint is low, as 

they show understanding for their conversation partner. The perspective also varies. In Trosberg’s 

(1995: 356) study, NS mostly used the “defocalizing reference to the complainee (it), whereas 

NNS mostly used the focalizing reference “you””. NNS therefore tend to blame the hearer more 

directly than NS. 

The kind of strategy used by NS varies greatly depending on the relationship between the hearer 

and the speaker. NS use most politeness strategies, i.e. indirectness, when talking to authorities 

(ibid.: 365). Downgraders are found most often when talking to authorities, followed by friends 

and strangers (ibid.: 368). Upgraders are used more to authorities and friends than to strangers 
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(ibid.). Most directness is found among friends. With friends, NS mostly use annoyance, direct 

accusations, and modified blame (ibid.: 365). 

In order to show a native-like ability, learners should therefore be able to apply a number of 

indirect strategies when they complain to strangers or authorities. Towards friends more directness 

can be used. In general, a more complex alternative to “you did x” shows that the speaker is able 

to communicate on a higher language-level.  

3.3.5 Apology 

After a complaint, or ideally even before the complaint, an apology is usually made. The accused 

person has two main choices after hearing the complaint: accepting it and apologizing or not 

accepting the complaint (ibid.: 377). Only the acceptance of the complaint is regarded as an 

apology; otherwise no apology counts as being made. The accused person may choose not to take 

the responsibility for the complaint if he (1) does not accept that the action complained about has 

occurred (ibid.). In this case he not only does not feel responsible, but claims that there is nothing 

wrong and that the incident that he is accused of has never happened. He can either (a) explicitly 

or (b) implicitly deny what has happened (ibid.). 

Even if he (2) accepts that the object of complaint has occurred, he can choose not to take the 

blame, by either (a) justifying himself or (b) attributing blame to the complainer himself or to a 

third party (ibid.), e.g. “It wasn’t my fault” (Flores Salgado 2011: 255). If the choice falls on self-

justification, the accused person may use strategies and minimize the degree of offence. He can 

either minimize what happened, e.g. by saying “Oh what does that matter, that’s nothing” or 

employ querying preconditions, uttering something like “Well, everybody does that.” (Trosborg 

1995: 379) or “Are you sure…?”. In using querying preconditions, the accused person claims that 

his actions were reasonable and conventional and should not lead to a complaint. Apart from that 

he may use an expression of self-deficiency, e.g. “I was confused” (ibid.: 379–380), conceding 

that he was responsible, but in a situation that was difficult for him. By contrast, the accused person 

acknowledges fully that the incident is something to complain about when he blames a third party 

or the complainer. However, he makes clear that it was not his fault. In the CCSARP the strategy 

of self-justification or blame of another party is called “explanation or account” and described as: 

“A common reaction to the need to apologize is a search for self-justification by 
explaining the source of the offence as caused by external factors over which the speaker 
has no control. Depending on the situation, such an explanation can act as an apology. 
Explanations vary by specificity and relevance: being late can be explained by reference 
to the specific event that caused it (‘The bus was late’) or by a general statement which 
is implicitly brought forth as relevant to the situation (‘Traffic is always so heavy in the 
morning’).” (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 21) 
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When using the strategy explanation or account the accused person does not apologize directly but 

blames a third person or event for being responsible. In the example given, i.e. “The bus was late”, 

the accused person came late, but blames the bus for having caused this. An explanation or account 

can be given referring, as in this instance, to an external human or non-human circumstance that 

caused the objectionable condition or incident (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 293). Even though the 

accused person is involved, that is, he does not take the blame.  

In contrast to not acknowledging that something happened, or to blaming someone else, the 

reaction can be seen as an apology when responsibility is taken. The complaint is thereby accepted 

and the accused person recognizes his fault. The complaint can be acknowledged implicitly or 

explicitly (Trosborg 1995: 379). Examples of an implicit acknowledgement are “I can see your 

point” or “Perhaps I shouldn’t have done it” (ibid.: 380). In the first example the accused person 

acknowledges the complaint brought forward but does not explicitly state that he had something 

to do with it. In the second example, the accused person acknowledges his fault, but minimizes it 

by using the word “perhaps” and the conditional “should”. The implicit acknowledgement can 

make use of internal modifiers, such as downgraders or upgraders (ibid.: 385). The following can 

function as downgraders: 

- a future/task-oriented remark, defined as “diverting attention from what has been done to 

something different that needs to be done in the future” (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 194), e.g. 

“Let’s go now” 

- humour (ibid.), e.g. ““If you think that's a mistake, you ought to see our fried chicken!” 

(spoke[n] by a waiter who brought the wrong dish).” (Flores Salgado 2011: 256) 

- subjectivizers, e.g. “I think”, “I suppose”, “I’m afraid”, “in my opinion”, etc. (Trosborg 1995: 

386) 

- downtoners, e.g. “perhaps”, “maybe”, “possibly” (ibid.: 385) 

- understaters, e.g. “a little bit”, “a second”, “not very much”, etc. (ibid.) 

- hedges, e.g. “kind of”, “sort of”, “somehow”, etc. (ibid.) 

- appeasers, defined as “compensatory offers which are unrelated to [the] offence” (Blum-Kulka 

et al. 1989a: 194), e.g. ““I'll buy you a cup of coffee.” (Spoken after speaker had kept [the] 

hearer waiting for him)” (Flores Salgado 2011: 256) 

These downgraders are used to minimize the guilt (Trosborg 1995: 385) or to distract from the 

offence (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 193). Depending on the strategy of the speaker, he can choose 
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not to apologize but to distract the hearer from what has happened (future/task-oriented remark, 

humour). Challenging the hearer, the speaker can choose to ask rhetorical questions about whether 

the object of complaint and thus the issue to be apologized for has actually occurred (acting 

innocently) or state his own opinion about what has happened (subjectivizers). The speaker may 

also play down what has happened using downtoners, understaters and hedges.  

In contrast to the above-named remedial support of the offer of repair (Trosborg 1995: 383) where 

compensation for the “damage or inconvenience” is promised (Flores Salgado 2011: 255), a 

downtoner can also offer repair that is unconnected to the offence. 

Similarly, the following upgraders minimize the apology (Trosborg 1995: 385): 

- commitment upgraders, e.g. “I was sure/certain/positive that you wouldn’t mind.../that you 

would forgive me” (ibid.: 386) 

- cajolers, e.g. you know, you see”, “I mean”, etc. (ibid.) 

- appealers, e.g. “okay”, “right”, “don’t you think? ” (ibid.) 

- intensifiers, e.g. “I really didn’t mean any harm” (ibid.) 

By assuring the hearer that the speaker was sure of being forgiven (commitment upgrader), that 

the hearer would understand the speaker (cajoler and appealer) and that no harm was intended 

(intensifier), the speaker plays down the need for an apology. He appeals to the hearer’s 

understanding.  

More explicitly and without any modification, the accused person can justify the hearer’s opinion 

(“You’re right to be angry”) (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 292). By doing this he acknowledges the 

other party’s feelings and opinions, shows understanding and agrees that the other party is right to 

be upset. Another way of explicitly acknowledging what happened is by showing lack of intent (“I 

didn’t mean to upset you.”) (ibid.: 291–292). The accused person affirms that even though he 

harmed the other party, he had positive intentions and did not aim to cause the other party harm or 

offence.  

Another way in which the accused person can clearly state his fault is with an explicit 

acknowledgement like “I’ll admit I forgot to do it.” (Trosborg 1995: 380), thus admitting his error 

and taking responsibility. A similar method of accepting and articulating liability for the action is 

by explicit self-blame (e.g. “My mistake.”) (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 291–292). Here, the accused 

person openly acknowledges his error. A first person singular pronoun used as well as a term 

suggesting defective or erroneous conduct (e.g. “mistake”, “fault” or “error”). Similarly, an 
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expression of embarrassment (“I feel awful about it.”) can be uttered (Flores Salgado 2011: 255). 

The accused person’s negative feelings towards the incident are stressed, showing a self-critical 

view of his actions. 

As a politeness strategy the hearer can use an indirect speech act and express his regret (e.g. “I’m 

sorry”) (Trosborg 1995: 381). Alternatively, a direct speech act of apology may be uttered (e.g. 

“I apologize”) (ibid.: 382), whereby the act of apology is the utterance itself, as in “I apologize”. 

In greater orientation towards the hearer, who then has to respond, a request for forgiveness may 

be made (e.g. “Excuse me”, “Please forgive me”) (ibid.). These three politeness strategies are 

summarised as “illocutionary force indicating devices (IFIDS)” by Blum-Kulka, House and 

Kasper (1989a: 290). These IFIDS are “formulaic, routinized expressions” which make the 

apology explicit (e.g. “Sorry”, “Excuse me”, “I apologize for”, “Forgive me”, “Pardon me for”, 

“I regret that” and “I’m afraid”) (ibid.: 290). The fact that these expressions are described as 

routinized illustrates how often they are and should be used – the hearer is likely to expect 

conveyance of apology through the usage of these very expressions. 

In order to increase the likelihood that the apology is accepted, remedial support can be offered 

referring to future actions. This can be done by expressing concern for the hearer (Trosborg 1995: 

382), which can relate among other factors to the hearer’s well-being or condition (ibid.). A second 

form of remedial support that relates to future behaviour on the part of the speaker is the promise 

of avoidance or prevention (e.g. “It won’t happen again, I promise”) (ibid.: 383). Flores Salgado 

(2011: 255) explains that this kind of promise is used “whenever the feeling of responsibility is 

strong enough”. A third possibility for remedial support is the offer of repair (Trosborg 1995: 383) 

in the case that the “damage or inconvenience” can be compensated for (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 

21). An example of this is paying for the item that has been damaged (ibid.). 

To stress regret, the following intensifiers can be used to accompany the strategy employed: 

- intensifying adverbials (“very”, “terribly”, “so”, “really”, “awfully sorry”) (Blum-Kulka et al. 

1989a: 290) 

- emotional expressions/exclamations (“Oh”, “Oh no”) (ibid.) 

- expressions marked for register (“I do apologize”) (ibid.: 291) 

- double intensifiers or repetitions of an intensifying adverbial (“really dreadfully”, “very, very”) 

(ibid.) 

- the use of please (ibid.) 
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- concern for the hearer (“I hope I didn’t upset you.”) (ibid.) 

By marking the apology lexically in the manner indicated, the speaker stresses his regret at what 

has happened. Directing the focus towards the hearer, the speaker can show understanding for the 

situation the hearer has been placed in due to the fault (concern for the hearer). 

Whichever strategy is applied, according to Trosborg (1995: 386), the apology can only count as 

such when the act is acknowledged. In order for the apology to be accepted, students of English 

should use a strategy that NS are likely to accept. To give an example, NS do not acknowledge 

reasons as apologies (Wolfson, Marmor, & Jones 1989: 180), but require different strategies. 

NS of English realize apologies differently from NNS speakers of English. Observing L2 speakers 

of English with various L1s, Rintell and Mitchell (1989: 253) found that L2 speakers produce 

longer utterances orally. They use more and longer ‘supportive moves’, hesitations and recyclings 

(ibid.). “The oral apologies were an average of 12.7 words longer than the written ones” of NS 

(ibid.). In contrast to those of NNS, NS’ apologies are of similar length when speaking and writing 

(ibid.: 254–255). Trosborg’s (1995: 391) Danish learners of English opt out, i.e. do not take the 

responsibility, more often than NS. The number of times the learners opt out depends on their level 

of learning. Intermediate learners opt out more often than beginners; advanced students opt out the 

least among NNS (ibid.). 

Possibly because of the divergent linguistic ability, NS employ more strategies than NNS. NS use 

more explanations than NNS (ibid.: 398). The more proficient the learner, the more they explain 

(ibid.). NS were found to explain the situation each time they apologize (ibid.). Furthermore, NS 

use more internal modifiers and appear more polite than NNS (ibid.: 399). 

Despite the above-named differences between the articulations of NS and NNS, some strategies 

are applied by Trosborg’s (1995) Danish learners of English as well as by NS of English. When 

NS and NNS apologize, they mostly use expressions of regret such as “I’m sorry” with adverbial 

modifiers (ibid.: 399). Not only are there preferences for some strategies by NS and NNS, but there 

are also strategies that neither Trosborg’s (1995: 400) NS nor her Danish learners of English utter: 

they use neither concern nor promise of forbearance. 

In summary, there are various strategies a speaker can employ when an apology is expected. The 

least preferred strategy is not to apologize and not to accept the complaint, followed by explicit or 

implicit denial that the issue complained about has happened. Preferably, the speaker recognizes 

that something has happened, and apologizes instead of blaming somebody else. The apology can 

be uttered implicitly or explicitly. Implicitly internal modifiers such as downgraders to mitigate 
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the guilt or upgraders to get the understanding of the speaker and to minimize the apology can be 

employed. Explicitly the speaker can blame himself, express his embarrassment or regret and then 

offer an apology and request forgiveness. To make up for the fault, the speaker can express concern 

for the hearer, promise that it will not happen again and offer repair. Intensifiers can also be used 

to strengthen the apology. As especially NS express their regret with adverbial modifiers, as in 

“I’m terribly sorry”, and explain what led to the situation, it seems valid to recommend that 

learners of English also use this approach to apology (modifier with expression of regret, plus 

explanation) whenever possible. Strategies like concern or promise of forbearance can, but need 

not be, part of the strategies employed additionally. Repetitions and pauses are signs of less 

knowledge of vocabulary and appropriate phrases, and are not needed when making a straight-

forward apology. The number of strategies employed is overrated by NNS. 

3.3.6 Refusal of an invitation 

An apology is not only uttered after or before a complaint but also in connection with the refusal 

of an invitation (Tanck 2002: 9). The polite articulation of these refusals is essential, especially 

because they are face-threatening as they contradict expectations (ibid.: 2). The preferred strategy 

of a refusal is an indirect one (ibid.). According to a study by Tanck (ibid.: 9), refusals were 

structured in the following way independent of the social status of the interlocutor: 

“(1) an expression of regret, “I’m sorry;” 

(2) an excuse, “I have to pick up a friend at the airport;” and, 

(3) an offer of alternative, “Can we meet again tomorrow?”” 

In a first step the speaker expresses his regret and therefore already hints at the fact that a refusal 

is about to follow. As discussed in the previous section (see 3.3.5), the regret can be stressed with 

the following intensifiers: 

- intensifying adverbials (“very”, “terribly”, “so”, “really”, “awfully sorry”) (Blum-Kulka et al. 

1989a: 290) 

- emotional expressions/exclamations (“Oh”, “Oh no”) (ibid.) 

- expressions marked for register (“I do apologize”) (ibid.: 291) 

- double intensifiers or repetitions of intensifying adverbial (“really dreadfully”, “very, very”) 

(ibid.) 

After the apology with the expression of regret, the speaker gives an excuse for not being able to 

accept the invitation. Through the grounder the speaker shows that he would have been interested 
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in meeting if no other event was taking place at that time as well. As a final step the speaker should 

offer an alternative to meeting at a different time. That way the speaker again shows that only the 

time led to the refusal and neither the conversation partner nor the event suggested did so. 

This pattern is almost completely confirmed by McCarthy (2004: 121), who “segment[s] the polite 

refusal of the invitation into appreciation (‘thanks very much’), softener [(]I’m afraid’), reason 

(‘I’m booked up’) and face-saver (‘what about...’).” This pattern, which he found to be typically 

used “between adult friends, colleagues, etc. in informal but polite situations” (ibid.) adds one 

more step to the three steps already mentioned by Tanck (2002: 9): The speaker first shows his 

appreciation of the invitation and thanks the hearer for the invitation. Afterwards the three steps 

of refusal already mentioned by Tanck (2002: 9) are given: with a softener that functions as an 

expression of regret for the object of apology (i.e. what the speaker is apologizing for). The speaker 

then gives the excuse or reason why the invitation cannot be accepted before suggesting a new 

date and thereby saving the positive face of the conversation partner. 

According to McCarthy (2004: 121) an appreciation as an introduction is therefore favourable but 

may be left out as Tanck (2002: 9) shows. Appreciation does, however, add politeness. To talk in 

a manner that is preferred by NS of English, the refusal of an invitation should always have the 

sequence: expression of regret with a softener, excuse/reason, offer of an alternative, thereby 

saving the positive face of the interlocuter. Intensifiers may, but need not, be uttered. 

Because the refusal is face-threatening and because the person inviting the other knows that a 

possible regret could follow, English NS often preface invitations with phrases such as “I was 

wondering” (McCarthy 2004:121) to save their own face. In McCarthy’s (ibid.) study, NNS were 

often found not to preface invitations that way. In order to keep one´s own face, this would, 

however, be a helpful strategy. It also gives an indication of the speaker’s learning level. 

3.3.7 Advice 

The last face-threatening act that the present study focuses on is that of advice. A piece of advice 

is face-threatening (Brown & Levinson 1987b) because the speaker suggests the hearer doing 

something that the hearer may not prefer to do or hear. Contrary to this general assumption that 

advice is face-threatening, NS of English in Hinkel’s (1997: 12–13) study did not perceive it as 

such and “often view[] the giving of advice as appropriate to both status equals and dominants”. 

In Hinkel’s (1997: 11–13) study, three main strategies were found: direct advice, hedged advice 

and indirect comments. In the case of direct advice the hearer is told what he should do, as the 

following example by one NS of American English shows: “You shouldn't buy the book in this 
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store. This place is expensive.” (ibid.: 11). To hedge a sentence such as “Professor, you look tired. 

It's time to go home and get some sleep.” (ibid.) several downgraders can be used: 

- softeners such as “I think”, “I feel”, “It seems to me” (ibid.) 

- questions such as “Why don't you ?”, “Don't you (think / feel) ?” “Aren't you ?” and  “Isn't it 

better (for you/that you) ?” (ibid.) 

- impersonals, such as “It's important for you/that you”, “It's necessary (for you/that you)” (ibid.) 

and 

- tags like “don't you”, “can't you”, “aren't you” (ibid.) 

As the softeners have also been referred to as “subjectivizers” when talking about the other speech 

acts (Trosborg 1995: 386), this phrase will be used here in the following as well. The speaker 

shows his feelings towards something and states his personal opinion. To soften the impact, the 

advice can be given in question form instead of in the form of an imperative, either by directly 

phrasing it as a question, or through question tags. The benefit for the speaker can further be 

outlined through impersonals. 

Putting the focus more on the hearer or on the situation in general, the focus can shift towards an 

indirect comment such as: “I would never drive this heap to New York. It's pretty dangerous.” 

(Hinkel 1997: 12). Among these three strategies Hinkel (ibid.) found that NS use direct advice as 

well as hedged advice more often than NNS of English. With reference just to NS utterances, 

hedged advice was found the most, followed by direct advice. The fact that direct as well as hedged 

advice is uttered shows that advice is accepted among NS of English. 

In a “Dear Abby” letter DeCapua and Dunham (2007: 330) found further strategies in addition to 

hedging to be used by NS speakers. NS tend to give the conversation partner several choices about 

what to do, i.e. not only tell the speaker that there is one alternative to what the speaker is doing 

currently, but at least two (ibid.). Almost one-fifth of the NS thereby pointed that it is the individual 

choice of the hearer what to do with the advice (ibid.: 333). As was the case in Hinkel’s (1997: 13) 

study, imperatives are used by NS, but usually accompanied by downtoners (DeCapua & Dunham 

2007: 334). 

In a situation with peers students can therefore directly give advice instead of being too polite and 

assuming that nothing should be said. This is especially important because the teachers featuring 

in the present study have a dominant role which leads to a different articulation of feedback by the 
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students towards the teacher, if there is any. However, a preferred way to being direct is to give 

modified advice with downgraders and hedges. 

3.4 Relevance for the present study 

It has been outlined in this chapter how utterances can be articulated politely (see especially section 

3.2) and that the illocutionary force needs to be derived from the locutionary act (see section 3.3.1). 

When wanting to carry out conversations successfully in a foreign country, students need to learn 

that there are different ways to achieve an aim and that although the most direct way is the easiest 

way to be understood, it is usually not the most polite way to reach an aim. The students therefore 

need to learn to understand the illocutionary force and need to find ways to articulate their requests 

politely in order to save their own face and the face of the conversation partner. Various words 

and phrases that can be used to perform requests (section 3.3.2), thanks (section 3.3.3), complaints 

(section 3.3.4), apologies (section 3.3.5), refusals to invitations (section 3.3.6) and advice (section 

3.3.7) and appear more or less direct or polite have been given as examples in this chapter. Sample 

formulations have been given to downgrade or upgrade the effect of a speech act. The present 

study observes whether and how frequently EFL and CLIL students make use of these politeness 

markers and how they articulate utterances in everyday situations. The usage of politeness markers 

and different levels of directness by the students in the role plays and role enactments in the present 

study gives an indication of the usage of phrases in ELF and CLIL lessons – indirectly through 

conversation or directly through explicit language teaching. 
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4 Research methodology 

The present study looks at whether or not and how CLIL students from year 6 to 9 articulate 

English speech acts differently from EFL students in videotaped role plays and role enactments 

outside the classroom and how their usage of the politeness markers outlined in the previous 

chapter (chapter 3) varies from that of EFL students. To evaluate this, it needs to be ensured that 

the teaching background and no other factor is the source of the articulation. The students are 

therefore selected on the basis of questionnaires handed out in a CLIL and an EFL school, before 

they can take part in the role plays and role enactments. 49 CLIL students and 32 EFL students 

participated in the main study. As neither the questionnaire nor the role play and role enactment 

scenarios have been tested by other researchers before, a pilot study with 24 CLIL students always 

precedes the main study. This pilot study will not be evaluated regarding the pragmatic knowledge 

of the students, but only serves the further development of the methodology. As this pilot study is 

used to test the scenarios used, and therefore also the methodology of the presentation of the 

questionnaire, as well as the role play and role enactment scenarios to the students, this is included 

in the methodology chapter only. As the students’ answers are only evaluated with regard to how 

well the methodology has been chosen and not with regard to the language choice during the 

utterances, they will not be commented on when presenting and discussing the results of the 

students’ pragmatic competences. 

After the students are videotaped during role plays and role enactments, they are subsequently 

asked to evaluate their behaviour, trying to find out if the acting resembles their actual active 

knowledge of English speech acts and politeness rules. In addition, teachers are also asked to 

comment on the students’ knowledge. 

Prior to the main research through role plays and role enactments it has to be ensured that possible 

differences in the articulation of speech acts originate only in the teaching method, and that no 

further possible background of the students has to be taken into account for the analysis as well. 

The pragmatic competences of students can be influenced by a number of factors such as the 

students’ L1, the languages they know, their age, their gender, their contact to English, and other 

factors that need to be accounted for (see e. g. Cass 1983: 109, Matsumura 2003: 484; for a 

discussion of the factors influencing L2 learning see section 4.1.2). To avoid deviances caused by 

these other factors external to the teaching method, only students who have a similar language 

background were selected for the study. Before the main study took place, all students who were 

interested in participating therefore had to fill out a questionnaire (see section 4.1) on the basis of 

which subjects were selected. To make sure that the final questionnaire was understood by the 
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students, the questionnaire was tested in a pilot study (see section 4.1.3), so that adaptations could 

be made in the design of the questionnaire used in the main study (see section 4.1.4). The pilot 

study is considered part of the methodology as the aim of the study is the validation of the research 

methodology. Adaptations to the methodology were made in dependence on the outcome. The 

pilot study therefore functions as a test and development of the methodology. 

In section 4.2.1 there will be a discussion on which methods are most widely employed to measure 

pragmatic competences, and a reflection on the advantages and disadvantages. For the study at 

hand, role plays and role enactments with situations from discourse completion tests were chosen 

to test the students’ English pragmatic competences. Role plays and role enactments vary in that 

the participants react as if they were someone else in role plays (Crookall & Sounders 1989: 15), 

while the role given to the students in role enactments is part of their “normal life or personality” 

(McDonough 1981: 80) (both will more closely be defined in section 4.2.1). When the students 

were videotaped performing role plays and role enactments with their fellow students, the 

individual politeness markers named in chapter 3 could be observed regarding their occurrence or 

non-occurrence and set in relation to the teaching method applied. The role plays and role 

enactments show the output of the learners and their active knowledge. The role play and role 

enactment scenarios were chosen on the basis of literature and other studies in the field of 

pragmatic research. To further verify that the situations are suitable, they were tested in a pilot 

study with 24 Realschule students in years six to eight (see section 4.2.2-4.2.3) and adopted for 

the first and second data elicitation depending on the outcome of the pilot study (see sections 4.2.4-

4.2.5). The pilot study therefore does not contribute to the initial stages of analysing students’ 

pragmatic competences, but functions rather as a validation of the research methodology. It is 

therefore integrated into the chapter on the research methodology, and the outcome of the pilot 

study is not discussed in chapters 5 and 6 of the present study. 

Due to the fact that a pure analysis of the role plays and role enactments would only include the 

researcher’s point of view and would therefore be subjective, a number of researchers who test 

pragmatic competences carry out interviews after the main data collection (see for example 

Edmondson et al. 1984: 114). In the interviews, the students are asked for their reflections on their 

general performance as well as about their opinion with regard to the individual role play and role 

enactment scenarios. A semi-structured interview can also shed light on the question of whether 

the students’ reactions and acting is caused by their school instruction or by other factors like their 

personality, lack of knowledge of the L2 vocabulary or rules, or transfer from rules employed in 

the L1 (see section 4.1.1 for the importance of all students having the same L1). 
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A more valid insight into divergences from the L1 can be gained when students produce an 

appropriate dialogue in their L1 using the DCT scenarios that have been given to them in the role 

plays/role enactments. In this way the utterances in the L2 can be compared to those in the L1. The 

reason for the choice of the written mode and this methodology will be outlined in section 4.5. 

While the students’ comments and actions indicate whether they can apply the rules of the L2 and 

produce the polite output, the teachers can give more reliable information about the input the 

students get in the traditional English classes, as well as in the CLIL lessons. In contrast to intake, 

which the learner internalizes, input is what the language learner is exposed to (Gass & Selinker 

2001: 260), and can therefore best be commented on by a teacher. In a teacher’s questionnaire, 

which will be presented in section 4.6, the teachers were asked about the language use in their 

classes and their opinions as to whether the students should be familiar with the role-play scenarios 

and speech acts presented to them. 

After the presentation of the methodological considerations, a discussion about the actual design 

of the main empirical study and a description of the subjects of the two data elicitations will follow 

(sections 4.7 and 4.8). This design will consist of the above-named questionnaires for students, 

English role plays/role enactments and German DCTs with students, interviews with students, as 

well as questionnaires for teachers. 

First, the questionnaire aimed at discovering factors that could influence the students’ language 

choice will be described. 

4.1 Student Questionnaires 

The questionnaire which checks factors other than the teaching method that can influence the 

pragmatic competences of the students was chosen for the first part of my data collection because 

it is the most efficient quantitative research measurement in terms of researcher time, researcher 

effort, and financial resources (Dörnyei 2003: 9). The categories chosen for the questionnaire are 

based on previous research, and were validated in a pilot study. In the first sub-section, studies that 

are the background for the individual questions as well as the structure of the questionnaire for the 

pilot study will be discussed (see section 4.1.1). Afterwards, findings from the pilot study will be 

discussed (see section 4.1.2).  

4.1.1 Questionnaire used in pilot study – theoretical considerations 

The use of questionnaires makes it possible to survey a large number of students. In the pilot study, 

the students were queried about who they are (questions 1-4), their language background 
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(questions 5-11), their exposure to the language by reading, writing, watching TV, listening to the 

radio and talking in the L2 (questions 12-14, 16-20), and their attitude towards the L2 (questions 

15, 21-28) (see Appendix 10.1). These categories, which will be commented on in depth in this 

section, were chosen on the basis of previous studies on second language acquisition (SLA), 

including consideration of the outcomes of those studies, and on the questionnaires used, as well 

as on questionnaires that were used in the Bachelor’s and Master’s thesis of the author of this 

dissertation (Varchmin 2007; Varchmin 2008). 

As the questionnaire was aimed at getting relevant background information for use in selecting 

students for the main study and when doing the final analysis, it was felt that the work-load should 

be as low as possible for the students, particularly in view of the fact that they were later to invest 

more time when the pragmatic competences were tested. Importance was therefore attached at this 

stage to multiple-choice answers where possible, and to open-ended questions aimed at just short 

answers rather than extended ones. In terms of quantity, this resulted in two open ended questions 

requiring one- or two-word answers (questions 1-2), eleven questions where a number had to be 

filled in (questions 3, 5, 7-8, 12-20), and fifteen multiple-choice questions (questions 4, 6, 9-11, 

13, 15, 21-28). Multiple-choice questions were chosen whenever there was a very limited range of 

possible answers or when an opinion could be given on a scale. 

As with many questionnaires, the one used here in the present study also required personal 

information to be given, such as the students’ names, age and gender. Although it has been argued 

that personal questions are best asked at the end of a questionnaire (Dörnyei 2003: 61), these can 

also be seen as ice- ice-breakers, since they can be answered easily (Dörnyei 2007: 137). The 

researcher of the present study adopted the latter view. The students were therefore first asked 

their name (question 1), age (question 3) and gender (question 4). Due to the fact that the study is 

about CLIL, the students further had to give the number of CLIL projects that they had taken part 

in (question 5). Furthermore, to make the study more appealing for them, students were given the 

opportunity to choose “an artist’s name” for the role plays and enactments, in order to preserve 

anonymity in the transcriptions appearing in this dissertation (question 2). The term 

“Künstlername” (“artist’s name”) rather than “pseudonym” was chosen to put a focus on the 

method being a video study and on the students having to act out different scenarios. Also, the 

term “artist’s name” was intended to make participating in the study more appealing for the 

students. 

After these basic questions, research into SLA was considered for questions about factors that 

influence language learning. Research in the field of SLA has been guided by the two questions: 
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What influences SLA? And why are some learners better than others? When considering research, 

not only the current point of view was considered but also standpoints that are older. This was 

done to emphasize that the factors included in the questionnaire have been under investigation for 

a long time, and that older (maybe even outdated) research, as well as state-of-the-art research 

(that may still need to be validated through longer research), agrees on the importance of the items 

chosen. 

4.1.2 Factors that influence language learning 

In the era of behaviourism, language learning was explained with transfer from the L1 to the L2 

(Gass & Selinker 2001: 66), maintaining that the L1 plays a major role in SLA. Lado (1957: 2) 

argued that “individuals tend to transfer the forms and meanings, and the distribution of forms and 

meanings of their native language and culture to the foreign language and culture – both 

productively when attempting to speak the language and to act in the culture, and receptively when 

attempting to grasp and understand the language and the culture as practiced by natives.” 

According to Lado’s (1957: 2) stance, known forms and meanings in regard to the L1 and to the 

native culture are applied to the L2. Previously learned skills to master a language are adopted, as 

habits have already been formed. These habits are applied to all levels of language learning; some 

habits are more influenced by the culture, others by the language. Related to the culture, transfer 

happens on the discourse level, e.g. politeness. Related to language, features of grammar and 

pronunciation are transferred. Mixing of language happens on the phoneme, word, phrase, 

sentence, and discourse level. The language learner therefore has to be able to examine the 

differences between the languages in order to speak the L2 with native-like ability. If the 

differences are not observed, transfer from the L1 and application of the same rules and parameters 

may occur. 

When there is frequent transfer from the L1 on all levels of language learning, researchers like 

Lado believed in a contrastive analysis that can also predict difficulties of L2 learning e.g. due to 

differences between the L1 and L2 (Tarone 2010: 134). However, not all of the errors that learners 

made could be explained in this way, so that a strict view of contrastive analysis failed (ibid.: 135). 

As an explanation of errors that can be explained by differences between the L1 and L2 as well as 

other errors that are unrelated to these differences, Selinker (1972) introduced the phrase 

“interlanguage (IL)“ to refer to the language spoken by foreign language learners whose language 

skills are as yet between those of  their L1 and the native-like command of L2 forms, with features 

of both. Interlanguage is believed to fossilize at some point, so that target-language ability can 

never be reached (Tarone 2010: 134). 
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Challenging behaviourism, a constructivist or innatist perspective was developed. From a 

constructivist perspective, language “learning is a process of structuring meaning in an active way 

and […] a language teacher is to take the role of the facilitator rather than the knower” (John 2016: 

5). Language learning is dependent on the individual and develops as learners interact and 

construct meaning. Some of the most prominent constructivists are Piaget (1967) and Vygotsky 

(1978). According to Piaget, children's language is built on their cognitive development, e.g. 

concepts like size need to be understood before they can learn to use the word “more” (Piaget 

1967). Vygotsky (1978) also sees developmental steps in language learning. According to him, 

language develops from interaction and can best take place within the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD) that he defines as “the distance between the actual development level as 

determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined 

through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (ibid.: 

86). Only when the input through interaction is at a stage slightly above the learner’s current 

knowledge, can learning take place. If the level is beyond this ZPD, no learning can take place, as 

the input is too difficult for the learner to comprehend. This understanding can also be seen in 

Krashen’s (1982: 21) Input Theory saying that second language is acquired by receiving input on 

an i+1 level, whereby i is the current level of the speaker. Krashen assumes that there is a Language 

Acquisition Device which is an innate mental structure capable of handling first and second 

language acquisition.   

One current approach that also acknowledges learning in stages is the Developmentally Moderated 

Transfer Hypothesis (DMTH) that is based on Pienemann’s Processability Theory (PT) 

(Pienemann 1998, Pienemann 2005). According to PT, the acquisition of a language follows a set 

of stages that are the same for all learners (Pienemann 1998, Pienemann 2005), whereby L1 and 

L2 learners follow different stages when learning English (Pienemann 2008: 18). Regarding the 

transfer of the L1, Pienemann, Di Biase, Kawaguchi and Hâkansson (2005: 85) have “two 

hypotheses:  

(i) that L1 transfer is constrained by the processability of the given structure and 
(ii) that the initial state of the L2 does not necessarily equal the final state of the L1, 
because there is no guarantee that the given L1 structure is processable by the under-
developed L2 parser.”  

Following the DMTH, the stages of L2 acquisition are followed irrespective of the closeness of 

the L1 and the L2 at the latter stages. As the learner’s language proficiency develops following the 

individual stage there may be transfer from the L1 at each individual stage. Thus according to the 

DMTH, there is transfer of the L1 even though the main factor of development consists of the PT 

stages gone through. 
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Although there are also other factors than the L1 that are seen as influential for L2 learning, the 

L1 is still ascribed a major role. For this reason, the students were asked about their L1 in the 

questionnaire (question 6). Only students who solely have German as their L1 could take part in 

the main study, so that transfer can only happen from the same language. 

Even speakers of the same L1 differ in their ability to speak the L2. There are individual 

differences SLA. In their book Second Language Acquisition, Gass and Selinker (2001: 76) 

summarize today’s viewpoint: 

“Language learning cannot be seen as just a matter of ‘linguistic hiccups’ from native 
to target language […]. There are other factors that may influence the process of 
acquisition, such as innate principles of language, attitude, motivation, aptitude, age, 
other languages known, and so forth.” 

4.1.2.1 Age 

One of the factors named is the highly debated topic of age. The first studies on the best age at 

which to learn a foreign language were carried out several decades ago. They are still the 

background for current discussions on the age factor. There are a number of hypotheses as to when 

it is best to learn a language, with the answers ranging from birth to adulthood: 

- The younger the better: Two common hypotheses exist as to why it is better to learn a language 

when young. The first version (maturational state hypothesis) explains age differences in terms 

of biological factors, i.e. a capacity to learn. The biological reason is that the brain plasticity 

decreases with age and then does not allow for successful language learning (van Els 1984: 

104). The second version (exercise hypothesis) argues that language learning is linked to 

practice, and that if an individual starts learning a language early, he can keep the ability to 

learn throughout his life. Linked to practice, younger children communicate more with their 

peers and are therefore better at the language than older L2 learners (Macnamara 1973). 

- Birth: In alignment with the ‘the younger the better’ hypothesis it is argued that the best time 

to start learning a language is birth (Titone 1964: 47).  

- Age of 4: Even though a language should be learnt early, simultaneous bilingualism may not 

be ideal, as one language may interfere with the other. The L1 and L2 are learnt 

simultaneously/successively if learnt before the age of three. Therefore the age of four might 

be a good starting point (ibid.).  

- Beginning of elementary school: “[S]uppleness of the phonation organs, spontaneousness in 

oral imitation, sensitiveness to utterance forms, natural tendency to repetition” may make it 
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easier for children aged six to ten to learn a language (ibid.: 89). According to Titone, the critical 

age for language learning is six: children before the age of six can acquire languages more 

easily than older people for biological reasons: firstly, their body is in a better condition so that 

they are more aware of the utterances they have to learn. Secondly, they repeat utterances 

naturally and thereby practise the language more than people who are older than six. Long 

(1990: 251) also claims that loss in ability is cumulative, and spreads over time, starting at the 

age of six. He believes that biological factors cause a lack of ability to acquire a language after 

the age of six. 

- Puberty: Penfield and Roberts (1959) were the first to suggest that there is a biological critical 

period for language learning which starts at puberty. Lenneberg and Chomsky (1967: 142-174) 

agree with them and argue that no longer both hemispheres but only the left deals with language 

processing after puberty, so that languages have to be learnt more consciously afterwards. 

Krashen (1973) maintains that after puberty formal instruction is required, whereas before that 

a language can be learnt naturally. Patkowski (1980) also says that with few exceptions only 

those who learnt the L2 before the age of 15 can achieve native-like pronunciation. In his study 

on pronunciation, those who had learnt English after puberty were usually judged to be of 

roughly average level, while those who had learnt English pre-puberty were assessed as being 

high on the ability scale. 

-  Adulthood: There are also studies supporting the thesis that it is not children, but adults who 

are better language learners. “[A]dults have some cognitive and affective advantages over 

children” (van Els 1984: 107), and are able to think more abstractly (Titone 1964: 75), though 

they may be unable to formulate rules for everything (Schumann 1979: 113). They make use of 

“more systematic memory efforts and a greater power of active application” (Titone 1964: 89). 

One popular example of a good adult language learner is the writer Joseph Conrad, who was 

successful although he was not a NS (Lightbown & Spada 2006: 68). 

- No specific time: There may not be a specific time when the critical period starts. Localization 

happens continuously, which means that there may be “many critical periods, successive and 

perhaps overlapping, lasting probably throughout one’s lifetime, each closing off different 

acquisition abilities” (Seliger 1978: 16). According to this stance, a person loses the ability to 

acquire a language over time. Thus younger language learners should be better in general but it 

cannot clearly be defined when acquisition becomes difficult or impossible. 

- Success dependent on field of language: In research on French language immersion students, 

Swain (1981: 3–4) found that early immersion children were better at listening comprehension, 
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while the late immersion children were better at reading comprehension. Fathman (1975) who 

compared several age groups observed that younger learners aged six to ten were better at 

phonology, children aged eleven to 15 better at morphology and syntax. In alignment with that, 

adult learners in Krashen et. al.’s (1979) study were best in syntax and morphology. 

- No correlation between age and success in the L2: Spolsky (1989: 205) found no difference for 

various ages in his Hebrew case study. Both children and adults transfer from L1 to L2 (Odlin 

1989: 152). Everyone can have equal opportunities to learn; it only matters how much they are 

integrated into society (Schumann 1979: 119). 

In the meantime most researchers agree that younger learners tend to gain a higher proficiency in 

the L2 than older learners of the L2 (Singleton 2003: 3). Following Lenneberg, a number of 

researchers believe that older learners need to make more effort to learn a language, whereas 

younger learners learn an L2 more automatically (ibid.: 10). Why this is the case, i.e. whether there 

is a critical period linked to maturation or whether there are other age-related factors, is still being 

debated (ibid.: 3). For an overview of the different stances, Singleton's (2003) summary can be 

considered. Summing up studies on the age-dependency factor in language learning, Singleton 

(2003: 16) comes to the conclusion that individuals vary in their ways of learning a language, so 

that no critical period can exist at a specific age for all humans. In the final analysis, an early start 

to language learning is not a guarantee for a native-like mastery of the L2 (ibid.: 15) and there are 

some adult learners who acquire at least a portion of their language knowledge intuitively (ibid.: 

11). Factors other than language learning play an important role for the mastery of a language as 

well. Among other aspects it depends on the kind of input learners receive, i.e. whether they are 

immersed in the L2 or whether they have contact to the L2 occasionally. When learners start to be 

fully immersed early and stay immersed, this would be the best precondition (ibid.: 15). 

A more detailed discussion of when SLA should best start is beyond the scope of the present study. 

However, from the theory outlined it should have become clear that a similar starting point for L2 

learning should be common to the participants in the present study for the resulting data to be 

comparable. For this reason a question about when the students started learning English was 

included in the questionnaire (question 7). 

4.1.2.2 Exposure 

Students who have started to learn the L2 at the same age are likely to have had a similar amount 

of exposure to the L2 – assuming that they have hardly had contact with the L2 outside the 

classroom. If students regularly use the L2 outside the classroom, they are likely to be better in the 
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L2. There are two main reasons for this assumption, the first being concerned with the difference 

between conversations in and outside the classroom, and the second with the amount of input in 

general. 

Firstly, transfer “occurs more in classrooms than in naturalistic settings”, and “decline[s] with 

proficiency” (Benson 2002: 69). Thus natural settings are more profitable than the classroom 

environment. This is also because not all features of L2 learning are focussed on in the classroom. 

Although pragmatics, prosody, and non-verbal communication are important for face-to-face 

interaction, these areas are often not taught in L2 classrooms (Hurley 1992: 259). 

Secondly, there is a tendency that “the more input they [the learners] receive, the more and the 

faster they will learn” (Ellis 2005: 217). Of course, this view is a simplification as the learning 

process depends on the input and on the learner’s acquisition state determining how this input can 

be processed. And there are further key factors involved, such as the learner’s intake, the output 

and the feedback received, e.g. through negotiation of meaning (see e.g. Gass & Mackey 2015: 

183 for a summary; as well as Swain 1993 and Long 1996: 451–452 for approaches on negotiation 

of meaning and the necessity of output). Nonetheless, according to the interaction approach as well 

as other approaches such as input processing, “[i]nput, along with negative evidence obtained 

through interaction (...), is believed to be crucial for acquisition to occur” (Gass & Mackey 2015: 

183). This has for example been shown in Matsumura’s (2003: 470–484) explorative study with 

Japanese students of English. According to that study, in which the participants were asked about 

their exposure to English in- and outside the classroom (e.g. watching movies, writing e-mails, 

talking with friends) in a self-report questionnaire, the amount of exposure to English correlates 

positively with the pragmatic competences of Japanese students of English significantly. Of 

course, this finding needs to be seen in correlation with the first assumption that the input needs to 

be varied and include all levels of language learning. Furthermore, the students need the 

opportunity of negotiation of meaning, including clarification and confirmation through language 

practice by the students and feedback, ideally by a NS (Long 1996: 451–452). In the classroom 

negotiation of meaning would work best if teachers and students can both ask for clarification 

(Walsh 2011: 52). 

To include the variables exposure and contact with NS in the present study, the students were 

asked about whether they had been to an English-speaking country (question 8), and if so, for how 

long, i.e. whether only for a short period of time allowing hardly any contact to NS, or whether 

they had been there for stays of more than two weeks (question 9). The question concerns an 

English-speaking country rather than any foreign country, as the input in an English-speaking 
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country is almost certain to be that of NS, while English-speaking stays in NNS countries do not 

guarantee error-free input. Because contact to NS of the L2 can take place outside the L2 country 

as well if the students have friends (question 10), family (question 11) or pen-friends (question 13) 

in an English-speaking country, whom they talk to (question 19) or chat with (question 20) 

regularly, or if they read (question 12), watch TV or movies (question 14), listen to the radio 

(question 16), music (question 17) or audio plays (question 18) in English, the students were also 

asked about their contact to NS outside the classrooms. 

4.1.2.3 Attitude 

Whether or not and how much time students invest in speaking, reading or listening to the L2 is 

mostly related to their interest in the L2 and their attitude towards it. The experiences the students 

have with speakers of the L2 affect their attitudes towards them and the L2 and thus the degree of 

success (Gardner 1985: 39). When learners like speakers of the L2, they want more contact and 

invest more in learning the L2, leading to greater success (Lightbown & Spada 2006: 63). Attitudes 

are interrelated with investment in the language and contact with speakers of the L2. If students 

correspond with speakers of the L2 outside the classroom, they spend more time learning the 

language, which again leads to success (see e.g. van Els 1984). 

In the language classroom, interest in the L2 and the success in the L2 shape the attitude towards 

it (Gardner 1985: 6–7). Therefore, success and a positive attitude are circular: when someone is 

successful, i.e. gets good marks at school, he has a more positive attitude towards the language, 

and is more motivated to invest time in the study of it. As this shows, motivation and attitude are 

closely connected; the first is determined and defined by the latter (Gardner & Lambert 1972: 3). 

When motivated, the learner has the goal to learn a language, invests in learning and has a positive 

attitude towards learning the L2. 

There are four kinds of motivation mentioned in the literature: integrative and instrumental as well 

as intrinsic and extrinsic.  

Integrative motivation refers to the interest in the people of the cultural community, wanting to get 

to know more about it/them and eventually becoming a group member (ibid.). When integratively 

motivated, the L2 is learnt for communicative purposes rather than for pragmatic reasons, as would 

be the case when instrumentally motivated. Similarly, intrinsic motivation refers to positive 

behaviour due to personal interest and enjoyment (Deci & Ryan 2002: 37). In contrast, 

instrumental motivation is related to the “utilitarian value of linguistic achievement, such as getting 

ahead in one’s occupation” or getting good marks (Gardner & Lambert 1972: 3). Extrinsic 
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motivation is also externally motivated, trying to “attain contingent outcomes” (Deci & Ryan 

2002: 37). 

In the case of the German learners of English, it can be supposed that both kinds of motivation 

lead to success. On the one hand, a good knowledge of English is needed in order to communicate 

with people worldwide. On the other hand, the knowledge of English is also linked to educational 

goals because the interest in English and the time the students invest in studying it lead to better 

marks. Therefore, the students are questioned in regard to integrative as well as instrumental 

motivation. 

With regard to instrumental motivation, the students were asked how much they like English as a 

school class (question 21). In relation to integrative motivation, the students had to state how much 

they like English in general (question 22), how they like NS of English (question 27), and on a 

more detailed level how much they enjoy talking in English (question 23), and listening to others 

speaking English (question 24). They were additionally asked whether they think English is fun, 

whether they would like to speak more in English (question 26) and whether they would like to 

get to know more NS of English (question 28). 

In summary, factors such as the L1, age, exposure to the L2, attitude towards the L2, L2 speakers 

and countries in which the L2 is spoken, as well as the motivation to learn the L2 influence L2 

learning. These factors were therefore integrated into the questionnaire. 

Despite the fact that similar studies that have used questionnaires to gather information about the 

participants’ language background have been conducted in the L2, the present study will make use 

of the students’ L1 (see Appendix 10.1). This is done because the author of the present study has 

witnessed difficulties of students answering a questionnaire in English, especially when there are 

specific terms such as “audio plays” which either could not be defined by the students or were 

construed as radio broadcasts (Varchmin 2008). In that case, correctness of the answers is more 

important than choice of English. 

At the end of the day, students were selected for the main study on the basis of their answers in 

the questionnaire. Great differences among participants, for example in respect of language 

background, were avoided by selecting only students who have got German as their L1. That way, 

it becomes more likely that it is the teaching method and not other factors that influence the 

outcome of the study with regard to pragmatic competences. 
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4.1.3 Evaluation of the questionnaire used in pilot study 

The questionnaire constructed (see section 4.1.2) was tested in a pilot study in a Realschule that 

offers bilingual programmes. Before the study, the researcher and a teacher, who is part of the 

bilingual committee and the main contact at the school for the present study, asked all teachers 

whether the researcher could interrupt the classes so that pairs could participate in the study for 15 

to 20 minutes during the lesson. Unless there was a class test, the teachers were all very supportive 

and showed great interest in the study, which indicates a good environment in which CLIL takes 

place at that school. 

The students, and – due to the students’ age – their parents, received information about the study, 

which to them was presented to them as a “video project”, and were asked for their consent. From 

the students who got their parents’ declaration of consent, 24 students in years six to eight were 

chosen to participate. There are two reasons for the choice of 24 students. Firstly, the Realschule 

offered one day of video-taping and no more than 12 pairs could be taped within that time. 

Secondly, Hinkel (1997: 9) also selected 24 students for her pilot study in which she tested her 

methodology of DCTs. So Hinkel has shown that this number is sufficient for a good assessment 

of whether the methodology is appropriate. The students participating in the present study were 

chosen proportionally to how many students in each year returned the permission document that 

their parents and they had signed (Appendix 4). In more precise figures, eight students that 

participated were in year six, six in year seven and ten in year eight. 

In the pilot study the students were asked to fill in the information silently and to contact the 

researcher rather than turn to their fellow students if there were any questions. Most of the students 

returned the questionnaire without any requests for information. The few students who had 

questions wondered what bilinguale Module (bilingual modules) were (question 5 in Appendix 

10.1). After an explanation they seemed to be familiar with the concept of projects or classes that 

are held in English, but unfamiliar with the term ‘bilingual programme’. A definition will therefore 

have to be added to the question in the main study: The short question “Wie viele bilinguale 

Module hast du belegt?” [“How many bilingual modules have you participated in?”] (question 5 

in Appendix 10.1) will be modified to “Wie viele bilinguale Module (Projekte auf Englisch) hast 

du bis jetzt belegt?” [“How many bilingual modules (projects in English) have you participated in 

so far?”] (changes underlined; question 5 in Appendix 10.2). 

Another question that was raised was whether the students had to choose an ‘artist’s name’ 

(question 2 in Appendix 10.1). This was of course is not necessary as it was only intended to 

distract the students from the researcher’s intention to look at the language used rather than the 
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role plays/role enactments themselves. This question was thus moved to the end of the 

questionnaire rather than remain at the beginning in the main study. To show that the choice of an 

‘artist’s name’ was not mandatory, a new category with the heading “Wünsche für die 

Videostudie” [“Wishes for the video study”] was created. In addition to the question about the 

artist’s name that was moved into that category (question 30 in Appendix 10.2), the students were 

asked who they would like to act out the role plays/role enactments with, in order to create a better 

atmosphere (question 30 in Appendix 10.2). 

Concerning the question on how much they read outside of school (question 12 in Appendix 10.1), 

one student jokingly remarked that he reads something for school outside school as well. Although 

he understood what was meant, this statement was specified in the main study. Instead of “Wie 

lange liest du durchschnittlich außerhalb der Schule auf Englisch?” [“For how long do you usually 

read in English outside of school?”] (question 12 in Appendix 10.1), examples were added to the 

question as follows: “Wie lange liest du durchschnittlich außerhalb der Schule auf Englisch (Chat-

Nachrichten, Zeitung, Magazine, Briefe, etc.)?” [“For how long do you usually read in English 

outside of school (chat-talk, newspapers, magazines, letters, etc.)?”] (changes underlined; question 

12 in Appendix 10.2). The example of books was not given so that the difference between reading 

for school and reading for pleasure becomes more obvious. 

The need of for concreteness was found when the answers of the students were looked at. Nine out 

of 24 students, i.e. slightly more than one-third, only wrote down their first name when asked “Wie 

heißt du?” [“What is your name?”] (question 1 in Appendix 10.1). In the main study it was 

therefore specified that first and last names were required: “Wie heißt du (Vor- und Nachname)?” 

[“What is your name (first and last name)?”] (changes underlined; question 1 in Appendix 10.2). 

That way students with the same first name could not be mixed up. 

Although there were no difficulties with the question about the age (question 3 in Appendix 10.1) 

and the pen-friend (question 13 in Appendix 10.1), the gap for the age-question as well as the 

formulation of the pen-friend-question were modified and specified to: “______________ Jahre 

alt.” [“________________ years old”] (changes underlined; question 2 in Appendix 10.2) and 

“Hast du derzeit eine/n englische/n Brieffreund/in?” [“Do you have an English pen-friend at the 

moment?”] (change underlined; question 13 in Appendix 10.2). 

To conclude, hardly any changes had to be made in the questionnaire as most of the questions were 

understood by the students. Due to remarks by students as well as incomplete answers, three 

formulations were specified in the main study. This specification was also made with two other 

questions so that the degree of concreteness was the same for all questions. 
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4.1.4 Design of the student questionnaire in the main study 

The questionnaire in the main study (see Appendix 10.2) was mostly structured like the 

questionnaire used in the pilot study: the students were again asked about who they are (questions 

1-4), their language background (questions 5-11), their exposure to the language through reading, 

writing, watching TV, listening to the radio and talking in the L2 (questions 12-14, 16-20), and 

their attitude towards the L2 (questions 15, 21-29). In the main study, two new questions as well 

as a new category were integrated into the questionnaire. 

The first new question is concerned with the students’ class and year of study. As the researcher 

went into the different classes to collect the students for the pilot study, their class was obviously 

known so that no question regarding the year of study had to be included in the pilot study. 

However, in the main study, this question was included when the students were asked who they 

are (question 3). 

The second question added deals with the students’ English mark. In research colloquia it has been 

suggested that the question on the students’ marks be included because this shows how the teacher 

judges the students’ knowledge, which may also correlate with the students’ performance. Even 

though pragmatic errors usually do not have an impact on the mark of students who are enrolled 

in a bilingual or non-bilingual programme (Lenz 2004: 106), it may have an influence on the 

students’ motivation (Gardner & Lambert 1972). Because the mark can influence motivation or 

vice versa, this question was integrated into the category concerning the students’ opinion about 

the language (the last of questions 21-29). 

As explained in the previous section (see section 4.1.3), a new category under the heading 

“Wünsche für die Videostudie” [“Wishes for the video study”] was created. Additional to the 

question on the ‘artist’s name’ that was moved into that category (question 30 in Appendix 10.2), 

participants’ wishes concerning a partner were also enquired into in this category (question 30 in 

Appendix 10.2). 

The edited and complete version of the questionnaire that was used in the main study can be found 

in Appendix 10.2. The wording in the edited questionnaire is clearer than the questionnaire used 

in the pilot study, so that misunderstandings are unlikely. 

On the basis of the questionnaire, the students who have German as their L1 were chosen for the 

main data elicitation. A further criterion was that at least an average interest in the L2 was present. 
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4.2 Role plays/Role enactments 

In the literature, several methods of measuring the pragmatic competences of students in an oral 

as well as written mode have been discussed. The most widely used method is a discourse 

completion test (DCT) (Mackey & Gass 2005: 89). Other methods employed are the observation 

of open and closed role plays (Kasper 2001b: 513), authentic conversations (Edmondson et al. 

1984: 113), and natural classroom discourse with field notes (Dalton-Puffer 2007a: 49,78), as well 

as sociolinguistic interviews (Kasper & Rose 2002: 85), multiple-choice questionnaires 

(Matsumura 2003: 468–469), silent films (Mackey & Gass 2005: 88), picture tasks (ibid.: 89), 

listening tests (Takimoto 2007: 12), and acceptability judgement tests (ibid.: 13). The most often 

used methodologies will be presented in the following sub-section (see section 4.2.1). 

After the advantages and disadvantages of all the methods are briefly discussed, the method chosen 

for the pilot study of the present study will be presented: role plays/role enactments that are based 

on DCT scenarios and – due to the usage of a video recorder – not only yield text but also 

paralinguistic features (see section 4.2.2). The evaluation of the role play/role enactment scenarios 

used in the pilot study (see section 4.2.3) follows, together with a presentation of the changes that 

are made in the first and second data elicitation (see sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). 

4.2.1 Methodology to measure pragmatic competences 

Since the 1980s, written discourse completion tests have been the most widely used method of 

exploring pragmatic competences, i.e. speech acts such as apologies, invitations, refusals, etc., of 

L2 learners and NS (Hinkel 1997: 1; Mackey & Gass 2005: 89). In a DCT, the participants get a 

short description of a situation, including the setting, the role relationship between the participants, 

and the context (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989a: 273). The length of this description can vary, and can 

be as short as a few words in the standard DCT version, or as long as a text in the elaborated 

version (Varghese & Billmyer 1996). After the description, a dialogue follows in which usually 

one turn is given and the other one has to be filled in by the participants. In a few studies (e.g. by 

Rose & Ng 2001) – especially in the early designs – the participants have to fill in more than one 

slot (Hinkel 1997: 3; Kasper & Rose 2002: 90). 

It has been found that the mean length of the utterances that are filled in is longer in the elaborated 

DCT version, where more background information is given (Billmyer & Varghese 2000: 537). 

The elaborated DCT version further leads NS and NNS to make requests in a more personal tenor 

“where the need to mitigate or express urgency was strong” (ibid.: 540). This personal tenor can 

be found in “more personal information, expression of attitudes or feelings, use of nicknames or 
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terms of endearment” (ibid.). The more the participant knows about the background and the more 

realistic the situation thereby seems, the more he is able to mitigate and explain himself. 

Not only the length of the description can vary but also whether the participants have to fill in the 

first or the second slot, as these two examples of DCTs illustrate: 

Example 1 – taken from Roever (2005: 130): 

“Ella borrowed a recent copy of TIME Magazine from her friend Sean but she 
accidentally spilled a cup of coffee all over it. She is returning the magazine to Sean. 

Ella:……………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Sean: “No, don’t worry about replacing it, I read it already.”” 

Example 2 – taken from Tanck (2002: 21): 

“A classmate that you have known for a couple of years stops by your desk at the library 
and invites you to lunch. You want to leave school early today, so you would rather 
work through lunch and get ahead on your project. 

Classmate: Hi. How have you been? Hey, do you want to go to the cafeteria and get a 
bite to eat? 

You:_________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________” 

One of the advantages of Example 1 where the second turn is given is that the participants use the 

required speech act. However, when a reply is given, the participants are restricted in the kind of 

utterances and speech acts they use, so that their utterance may not reflect their ordinary language 

use (McNamara & Roever 2006: 68). As Hinkel (1997: 18) points out: “In spoken interactions, 

discourse is managed and negotiated on a turn-by-turn basis, and speakers cannot always predict 

that they will need to perform a certain linguistic task”. Because speakers do not know the response 

they will get in real-life conversations, it is naive to assume that the participants need to be given 

an answer for the conversation to be realistic. In fact, the more open the conversation, the more 

realistic it is. 

In both examples the scenario is given to the participants in the written mode, at the risk that the 

participants copy part of that text. That they do copy some phrases was found to be the case by 

Billmyer and Varghese (2000: 541), who nonetheless remark that most of the wording used was 

the participants’ own. Although the participants use their own formulations for the most part, it is 

arguable how the copied sentences should be taken into account in the analysis, as copying would 

not be possible in real-life conversations.  

DCTs further vary from real-life conversations when the participants are forced to fill in the gaps 

and cannot opt out, i.e. not say anything. If the participants chose to opt out, it would not be clear 
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whether they opted out by choice or whether they did not know what to say (McNamara & Roever 

2006: 69). Therefore, in some newer versions of the DCT, participants are asked to give a reason 

for not answering. This is done, for example, by means of introductory questions, such as, “What 

would you say in this situation? If nothing, why not?” (Hinkel 1997: 24). In this regard, newer 

DCTs have become more authentic. 

A disadvantage of DCTs that cannot be ruled out is that the number of turns and the predetermined 

space restrict the participants in what they say. Whereas the short number of turns is considered to 

be sufficient for the first DCTs, which were designed for requests and apologies, more turns are 

needed for advice and other complex speech acts (ibid.: 17). If the participants wanted to include 

everything, they would be forced to put the content of several turns into just one (Beebe & 

Cummings 1996: 71). Thus the participants do not have the possibility to use a preface or to check 

on availability. Instead, they need to squeeze everything into one turn, which they would not 

usually do. They may even leave out prefaces if it sounds odd to use them in the same turn as the 

main speech act. 

The space constraints as well as the written mode further cause the respondents to leave out hedges 

and negotiations, and to use different words and semantic formulas from the ones normally heard 

in real-life oral conversations (ibid.: 71, 159). To give figures for this finding, Beebe and 

Cummings, who compared DCTs with real-life telephone conversations, found that “[t]here were 

more than four times as many words spoken, 3.8 times as many sentences spoken, almost twice as 

many semantic formulas used, and more than four times as many turns taken” in the telephone 

conversation (ibid.: 70). Kasper and Dahl (1991) support the finding that DCT statements are 

shorter than real-life communications and have also shown that data collected via open-ended 

methods is considerably longer, more complex and richer in pragmatic competences than data 

gathered by written DCTs. Rintell and Mitchell (1989: 253) observed that NNS produce longer 

utterances when requesting or apologizing orally: NNS use more and longer ‘supportive moves’, 

hesitations and recycling. In precise figures, “[t]he oral apologies were an average of 12.7 words 

longer than the written ones, and the oral requests were 14.4 words longer” (ibid.). Only NS’ 

requests and apologies were of similar length when speaking and writing (ibid.: 254–255). 

Another difficulty of DCTs is that there is only an imaginary conversation partner. When this is 

the case, when the outcome does not need to be negotiable, and when the participants’ utterances 

are not answered, the participants do not face the same social and psychological constraints as they 

do in real-life. There are no consequences for the participants who fill out a DCT if they are 

intrusive and use non-acceptable utterances (Aston 1995). The participants therefore do not need 
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to worry about turn-taking or impoliteness and can be as direct as they wish without facing any 

consequences. In this regard, DCTs “do not provide any information about learners’ ability to 

participate in conversations in real time, take turns, or generally be skilled communicators. 

However, they do provide information about whether learners have semantic formulas at their 

disposal to realize certain speech acts, and to a limited extent, they might also provide some 

information about learners’ sociopragmatic awareness” (McNamara & Roever 2006: 66). 

As has been outlined, the main criticism of DCTs is the written mode: Because the participants 

write their response to the scenario, the length is predetermined and there is no factual conversation 

partner. Owing to this, the written mode differs from the spoken in terms of redundancy and 

wording, and does not fully resemble what the participants would have said in reality, especially 

when they are NNS of the language. Nonetheless, a written DCT has the main advantage that it is 

especially easy to use (Varghese & Billmyer 1996: 39), and that a large amount of data can be 

collected in a short amount of time (Houck & Gass 1996: 46). It is therefore not surprising that it 

has been used for the largest study in pragmatics, the Cross-Cultural Speech Act Realization 

Patterns (CCSARP) project, which looked at the realization of speech acts in several languages 

such as English, French, Danish, German, Hebrew and Russian (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 13). 

In summary, the advantages and disadvantages of DCTs are as follows: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Discourse 

Completion 

Test 

- required speech act has to be used 
because background situation and 
part of the conversation are given 

- participants use mostly their own 
formulations despite the described 
situation and given answer 

- depending on DCT, a possibility to 
opt out and to give a reason why are 
given 

- DCTs provide information about 
the participants’ sociolinguistic 
awareness 

- easy to use 

- large amount of data can be 
collected in short amount of time 

- part of the description of the 
scenario can be copied when 
writing the response 

- with part of the conversation being 
given, the participant is restricted 
in what he wants to say 

- depending on DCT, there is 
possibly no chance to opt out 

- number of turns are given, so that 
participants often squeeze many 
turns into one and leave out parts  

- participants leave out hedges and 
negotiations in written mode 

- without an actual conversation 
partner, participants are not 
confronted with the consequences 
of what they say 

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of DCTs 
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DCTs are beneficial for the study at hand in a number of ways. The conversation the participants 

are engaged in is meaningful because a scenario with the necessary background knowledge is 

given. The participants therefore know about the familiarity between the conversation partners and 

resulting from that the level of directness that should be used. Due to the fact that the situations 

are the same for all participants, the utterances produced can be compared reliably. Because the 

author of the present study would like to profit from the benefits of DCT situations in her thesis 

but wants to guarantee that the students do not copy part of the phrases used for the description of 

the scenario, DCT situations and the language in which they should be presented to the students 

were observed in a pilot study. The questions to be answered here were whether the written or oral 

mode should best be used and whether the situations should be given in the L1 or L2, as the L1 of 

the students would not enable copying when producing utterances in the L2 (see section 4.2.3). 

The author of the present study acknowledges the criticism of DCTs and also believes that due to 

the written mode and space constraints, the participants are restricted in their speech. If they only 

have the possibility to give a one-turn response, they cannot initiate speech acts or use hedges as 

they would in real-life. In general, writing is more redundant than speech (Jahandarie 1999: 141): 

“We speak about ten times faster than we can write” (ibid.: 144). There is more time to think about 

what will be written and thus written texts “are more elaborate and dense than what we can produce 

while speaking” (ibid.). DCTs therefore resemble the kind of language that would be used in 

writing, such as in letters or emails, but not the language that is spoken such as that heard in 

everyday conversations. 

Acceptability judgement tests and multiple-choice questionnaires are fixed on the written mode 

even more than DCTs. In acceptability judgement tests, the participants have to rate written 

utterances, i.e. they have to score the first request on their form on a scale, e.g. an 11-point scale, 

and rate the other responses proportionally higher or lower (Takimoto 2007: 13). As was the case 

with DCTs, the written mode allows the researcher to test many participants at the same time and 

to evaluate the data easily. Acceptability judgement tests are even easier to evaluate than DCTs 

because the numbers are already coded. However, in contrast to DCTs, perception and not 

production is tested here. Thus the answers do not fully indicate whether the participants would 

use the utterance in their speech. Possibly, the participants guess rather than know which utterance 

is more acceptable. Even if the participants knew which was more suitable, this does not mean that 

they would choose the appropriate utterance in their conversations. The data gathered has therefore 

to be seen with its constraints and does not clearly allow generalizations as to whether the students 

would use the utterances seen as acceptable. Also, it is unclear why the participants make the 
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particular choices that they do: is this coincidence, for example, or has a particular word or phrase 

influenced them? 

The advantages and disadvantages of acceptability judgement tests are therefore the following: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Acceptability 

Judgement 

Test 

- great number of participants 
can be tested at the same time 

- quantitative evaluation can be 
made in a short amount of time 

- perception and not production is tested 

- participants may guess rather than 
know how appropriate the utterance is 

- knowledge of appropriateness does not 
imply usage 

- unclear why the participants have 
chosen an answer, i.e. whether one or 
more accompanying language features 
has influenced the choice 

Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of acceptability judgement tests 

As the long list of disadvantages shows, acceptability judgement tests allow testing a great number 

of students, but do not clearly give an indication of the phrases that would be used in real-life. 

Because the present study focuses on the production of students, none of the features of 

acceptability judgement tests were adopted. 

Due to the oral mode of the conversations, listening tests are more suitable than acceptability 

judgement tests. In listening tests, the tape-recorded conversations by one or more speakers are 

presented to the participants, who have to rate the appropriateness of the conversations on a scale, 

e.g. a 5-point-scale (ibid.: 12). Because the participants could base their decision on the speakers’ 

accents, listening tests often use a matched guise technique, where the same speakers are taped 

using different words or speech acts when they communicate (Mesthrie, Swann, Deumert, & Leap 

2005: 149). That way, the participants are only influenced by the textual information and not by 

the speakers’ voices or accents. Because the texts are spoken, hedges and other paralinguistic 

features can be part of the tape-recordings and can therefore realistically be taken into 

consideration. 

As the participants do not produce their own utterances but only rate given utterances, a great 

number of participants can easily be tested at the same time, and the researcher can quantitatively 

evaluate the answers quickly. The given possibilities, however, lead to the same constraints as 

those prevailing in acceptability judgement tests. With the answers given, the participants may 

guess rather than know how appropriate the utterances are. Even if the participants knew that an 

utterance was suitable, this does not imply that they would use the same utterance in a specific 
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context. Furthermore, it is unclear why the participants have chosen a particular answer, i.e. 

whether one or more co-textual linguistic components have influenced the choice. The ratings in 

listening tests therefore do not completely indicate what the participants would say in real-life 

conversations. 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Listening Test - choice of utterance made depending 
on wording, not on speaker 

- spoken and therefore realistic texts 
are rated by the participants 

- great number of participants can be 
tested at the same time 

- quantitative evaluation can be made 
in a short amount of time 

- unclear why the participants have 
chosen an answer, i.e. whether co-
textual language features have 
influenced the choice 

- perception and not production is 
tested 

- participants may guess rather than 
know how appropriate the 
utterance is 

- knowledge of appropriateness 
does not imply actual usage 

Table 3: Advantages and disadvantages of listening tests 

Although listening tests share a number of disadvantages with acceptability judgement tests, they 

are more realistic because they make use of spoken texts which can include paralinguistic features.  

In contrast to this, multiple-choice questionnaires are again based on the written mode. In multiple-

choice questionnaires, a limited number of possible answers representing different discourse styles 

are given and the participants have to choose the most likely context (Lyster 1994: 270–271). With 

the answers given, perception instead of production is tested. Assuming that only three possibilities 

are given, as suggested by Lyster (ibid.), the chances are 33.33% that the correct answer is chosen. 

Because the participants do not have to give a reason for their choice, it is unclear whether they 

choose the answer due to a politeness marker or because of the level of directness (Kasper & Rose 

2002: 97). Also, as long as specific answers are given – which usually is the case –, the participants 

cannot opt out. Newer versions now offer a fourth answer labelled as “(D) nothing”, so that the 

participants can choose not to use any of the given utterances, i.e. they can opt out (Hinkel 1997: 

25). 

As was the case with the other methods presented above, the participants’ use of the written mode 

allows the researcher to survey a great number of participants at the same time, and to evaluate the 

questionnaire with relative ease. The evaluation of multiple-choice questionnaires involves even 

less effort than the evaluation of acceptability judgement tests, because the students only choose 

one out of three or four answers, and usually not from a larger number of utterances. Again, the 
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answers do not reflect what the students would say in real-life conversations, but only what their 

intuitions about the utterances are or what they remember from school. The multiple-choice 

responses are connected to memory, not to spontaneous speech (Kasper & Rose 2002: 97). 

The advantages and disadvantages of multiple-choice questionnaires are therefore the following: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Multiple-

Choice 

Questionnaire 

- newer versions give possibility 
to opt out 

- great number of participants 
can be tested at the same time 

- quantitative evaluation can be 
made in a short amount of time 

- perception and not production is tested 

- in most multiple-choice questionnaires, 
participants have a 33.33% chance of 
guessing the correct answer 

- unclear why the participants have 
chosen an answer, i.e. whether certain 
co-textual features have influenced the 
choice 

- with answers representing different 
discourse styles given, no chance to opt 
out 

- responses are connected to memory, 
not to speech 

Table 4: Advantages and disadvantages of multiple-choice questionnaires 

Although multiple-choice questionnaires will not be used in the present study because the students 

do not produce their own tests but only rate the utterances of others, the short discussion of the 

disadvantages has shown that it is necessary for the students to give reasons for their choice. If the 

students only tick the answer that seems best to them but cannot explain why, there is no proof 

that the students have understood the rules and that they would apply that answer in real-life. The 

present study thus also surveyed the students in such a way as to guarantee that their opinion is 

taken into account as well. 

As the advantages and disadvantages of the three written methods that have just been discussed 

show, written data is easier to evaluate because the transcription is already present. However, the 

written mode usually does not make use of hedges, prefaces, stress, etc. and thereby differs from 

the spoken mode. Furthermore, when a number of possible answers are already given in the written 

mode, it is unclear what caused the participants to tick the specific answer. A survey in which the 

participants give reasons for their choice is therefore necessary. 

It is a lot easier to understand the participants’ vocabulary choice and their current proficiency 

when the participants have to produce their own utterances. This is the case with the methods silent 
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film, picture tasks, sociolinguistic interviews, authentic conversations, natural classroom 

observations, and role plays/role enactments. 

Although silent films enable the participants to produce their own utterances, this method is used 

rather seldom to measure pragmatic competences. Silent films can be used in two ways: After 

watching a film without sound, the participants can either come up with their own dialogue while 

they watch the film a second time, or they can re-tell what they have seen after watching the film 

the first time (Mackey & Gass 2005: 88). The main advantage of the silent film is that the 

participants produce their own utterances to a fixed film. That way, the topics are comparable, and 

lead to valid data. Although it can be established what speech acts the participants are able to use, 

silent films do not allow generalizations as to whether the participants would actually use those 

utterances in real-life conversations. After all, the participants do not utter what they would say 

but rather what the actors are likely to have said in the situations, according to their facial 

expressions and gestures. Because the utterances are spoken and because each participant has to 

be recorded individually, the data collection and the evaluation with the transcription take some 

time. 

To sum up, these are the advantages and disadvantages of silent films: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Silent Film - production of own utterances 

- participants talk about same 
topic/film 

- it can be measured which speech 
acts participants are able to use 

- because participants re-tell story 
or imagine what actors would have 
said, it does not allow 
generalizations about what they 
would say if left to themselves 

- time-consuming to record every 
participant individually and to 
transcribe everything 

Table 5: Advantages and disadvantages of silent films 

As the advantages and disadvantages illustrate, some components of silent films can be beneficial 

for the present study: The students were intended to produce their own utterances instead of rating 

the speech of others. Furthermore, the topic the students talk about was the same for all of them, 

so that the data is more valid and comparable. Therefore, the students who participate in the present 

study had to produce their own speech and orient themselves towards the same situation. 

Similar conclusions can be drawn from picture tasks. Instead of inventing stories on the basis of a 

film, the participants have to make up a story on the basis of the pictures they are presented when 

this method is employed (ibid.: 89). Because the participants are taped individually, the recording 
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and the transcription are time-consuming. As was the case with silent films, the participants use 

their own words and can be influenced to use specific speech acts. They all have the same pictures 

to look at so that the data is comparable. But again, the participants only describe what others 

would do and say and do not act and speak as they would in real conversations. 

The advantages and disadvantages of picture tasks are similar to those of silent films because the 

two methodologies are similar. 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Picture Task - production of own utterances 

- it can be measured which speech 
acts participants are able to use 

- participants talk about same 
pictures 

- time-consuming to record every 
participant individually and to 
transcribe everything  

- because participants re-tell story 
or imagine what people in the 
picture would have said, it does 
not allow generalizations about 
what they would say in free 
contexts 

Table 6: Advantages and disadvantages of picture tasks 

Because of the similarity to silent films, the advantages and disadvantages of picture tasks do not 

need to be discussed any further. 

Picture tasks and silent films can both be criticised because the participants only imagine what 

others would say in a specific situation and within specific time constraints. In contrast to that, 

sociolinguistic interviews elicit natural data, i.e. the participants use utterances that are typical for 

them. As the name “sociolinguistic interview” suggests, one party, mostly the researcher, asks a 

question, while the other, usually the participant, answers (Kasper & Rose 2002: 85). In the 

original design by Labov, the participants were asked about something highly emotional, on the 

assumption that they would use vernacular speech (ibid.). When the participants have to talk about 

something emotional, they are likely not to think about how they talk, but rather speak the way 

they would without being observed. In newer versions of this research methodology, the 

interviewer usually asks about the participant’s life history, experiences and attitudes (ibid.). Even 

with these less emotional questions, the participants talk without having to worry about the 

correctness of their utterances. Their utterances are therefore likely to resemble those they would 

use in real-life. However, because the participants are interviewees, they normally do not use the 

first part of an adjacency pair and do not ask or request anything, but only reply to the researcher’s 

questions. Sociolinguistic interviews are therefore always influenced by the researcher as he is the 
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interview partner. To get reliable data, the same interviewer has to be present in all interviews. 

This also implies a high workload for the researcher/interviewer. 

Despite the great workload for the researcher and the participants, sociolinguistic interviews have 

a great advantage: Because the participants produce their own utterances and because they are 

more concerned about the topic than about the language, sociolinguistic interviews yield realistic 

data concerning the participants’ language use, i.e. the vocabulary, grammar and the length of 

utterances. 

The advantages and disadvantages are therefore the following: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Sociolinguistic 

Interview 

- participants produce their own 
utterances 

- length of sentences the participants 
produce is not limited 

- with emotional questions, the 
participants are likely to use 
vernacular speech and not to worry 
about how they talk 

- participant who is interviewee 
does not initiate talk (similar to the 
position of participants in the 
classroom) 

- researcher who is conversation/ 
interview partner influences 
outcome and talk 

- high workload to gather 
qualitative data 

Table 7: Advantages and disadvantages of sociolinguistic interviews 

The present study adopted the first two advantageous features named: The students had to produce 

their own utterances and were given topics that lead them to focus on the content rather than on 

the language, though not in an interview but in role-play scenarios (this will be examined more 

closely when role plays are discussed). As the students would only use first parts of an adjacency 

pair if they were interviewees, the interview style will not be adopted. 

The participants have the chance to use both parts of an adjacency pair when they are taped during 

authentic conversations. The kind of talk that is observed can vary: everyday dyadic face-to-face 

conversations where interactional complexity such as conflicts can often be found (Edmondson et 

al. 1984: 113), or longer interactions about a topic the participants choose can be observed (ibid.). 

In the latter case, it is assumed that the speech act under observation as well as turn-taking occur 

naturally. However, when the participants can choose their own topics, there is no guarantee that 

the talk will lead in the direction that the researcher has intended. Possibly, the speech acts that 

were intended to be considered hardly occur in the conversation concerned. Authentic 

conversations without pre-given questions or topics should therefore only be used for proficient 

participants; less proficient speakers should rather be given specific guidelines. Because the 
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participants should be involved in a longer conversation, this method is time-consuming for the 

participant as well as for the researcher.  

Taping authentic conversations– as the term “authentic” suggests – is by far the most genuine way 

to gain material. This can be used to measure pragmatic competences by setting specific language 

cues used by the speakers in these conversations in relation to their overall occurrence in speech 

and in relation to the level of politeness. Nonetheless, it has to be kept in mind that a method can 

never yield completely natural and realistic data: researchers want to observe how the participants 

behave and speak when they are not observed. This problem is what Labov (1972: 61) referred to 

as the “Observer’s Paradox”. Although these conversations and the students’ reactions would, of 

course, only be authentic and realistic (a) if the students found themselves in that situation and had 

to take the new role and (b) if they were not observed (see Labov’s ibid.: 61 yearonly “Observer’s 

Paradox”), this is neither practicable nor possible. In addition to that, in order for larger samples 

of data to be valid and comparable, the situations must be alike and in some ways similarly 

structured also. The Observer’s Paradox cannot be avoided with any method employed, especially 

when the researcher wants to keep control over the situation. This has therefore to be kept in mind 

when considering the advantages and disadvantages of authentic conversations: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Authentic 

Conversation 

- real-life is observed 

- authentic if it takes place in 
the L2 country or with a NS 
of the L2 

- speech act may not occur in a conversation 
that is lacking guidelines 

- especially low proficiency speakers may 
not be able to engage in a longer 
conversation 

- time-consuming for researcher to find 
specific features 

- time-consuming for participants to talk for 
an extended period of time 

- impossible to observe how participants 
speak when they are not observed 

Table 8: Advantages and disadvantages of authentic conversations 

Compared with other methods, the observation of authentic conversations yields the most genuine 

data, but at the cost of loss of control by the researcher. Because the participants’ data can only be 

comparable in regard to specific speech acts if the students talk for an extended period of time – 

which cannot easily be achieved with school children – authentic conversations were not taped. A 

more controlled atmosphere was needed, despite the fact that the same amount of authenticity 

could not be achieved. 
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An environment that is more clearly controlled is the language classroom where a school class can 

be observed during natural classroom talk. The students are audio- or video-recorded during their 

language lessons, i.e. in their natural learning environment (Dalton-Puffer 2007a). Concerning the 

choice of audio or video recorders it has to be kept in mind that when the students are audio-

recorded, non-verbal cues are lost (Dörnyei 2007: 139), whereas “prosody and extra-linguistic 

signs such as posture, gesture, and gaze” can be taken into account when using a video-camera 

(Dalton-Puffer & Nikula 2006: 243). Naming the main arguments for and against audio and video 

recordings, Dörnyei (2007: 139) states: “Although video data is obviously richer than audio 

recordings, the video recording process is much more difficult and obtrusive than switching on a 

small dictaphone, and analysing video data is not an easy task either.” As is the case with most 

methodologies, the more detailed the data is supposed to be, the more time is needed and the more 

difficult it gets to analyse the material. Here, the researcher needs to weigh the advantages against 

the loss of non-verbal features and the difficulty of analysis. In pragmatics, non-verbal cues are 

often considered to be more important than the workload (see for example studies by Dalton Puffer 

2007a; Edmondson et al. 1984: 115; and Houck and Gass 1996: 51). Another reason for the choice 

of video-recordings rather than audio-recordings is that the speech can be assigned to a specific 

person by listening to the voice and by seeing mouth movements. 

In addition to the audio and video-tapes the researcher often also considers field notes, teaching 

material and official and semi-official materials (Dalton-Puffer 2007a). A difficulty that needs to 

be considered when taping a group of students is that background noises can make the individual 

speakers hard to identify, so that the transcription of taped classroom interaction may be erroneous 

(Gibbons 2006: 87). Furthermore, when group interaction is recorded, one student may take the 

teacher role while the other students are passive (Trosborg 1995: 143). As a consequence of this, 

conclusions can more easily be drawn about the class as a whole than about the individual student. 

All in all, the data gathered in the classroom gives a good indication of the language the students 

have just learnt and are capable of using. It allows generalizations as to how the instruction and 

the language use of the students differ from one class to the other. Possibly the students are only 

familiar with the utterances used in the language classroom, so that they use the same kind of 

phrases in real-life as they do in class. Whether the students actually use the same utterances in 

real-life as they do in the school setting will not be known until the students are tested in real-life. 

It is possible that students adopt words or phrases from their teacher when they are engaged in 

real-life conversations and do not solely use the phrases found in classroom talk among the 

students. 
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The following advantages and disadvantages can therefore be named for the observation of natural 

classroom talk: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Observation of 

Natural 

Classroom 

Talk 

- recording takes place in natural 
learning environment 

- facial expression, gestures and 
other non-verbal features can be 
observed through video-recordings 

- differences of language use in 
various classes can be observed 

- whole groups can be compared with 
other groups 

- background noises can make 
transcription difficult, so that 
individual students may not be 
identified 

- in a group, one student may take 
the teacher role while the others 
are passive 

- conclusions about individuals 
cannot easily be drawn 

- possibly in real-life students use 
words or phrases they heard from 
their teacher but have never used 
themselves in the classroom 

Table 9: Advantages and disadvantages of observations of natural classroom talk 

Overall, the observation of natural classroom talk is a good indication of the kind of utterances the 

students usually use and are exposed to, especially when video-recordings are used that allow the 

analysis of non-verbal features. Nonetheless, it does not fully give an indication of the language 

the students would use in real-life. After all, as discussed in section 2.3, in the IRF-cycles that are 

present in many classrooms and even in the CLIL-classroom, it is usually the teacher’s obligation 

to initiate the talk, while the students only reply (Dalton-Puffer 2007b: 11). In real-life, the students 

would be required to initiate a conversation as well as to reply. Taping classroom talk therefore 

does not resemble natural everyday talk as found in situations where there is no clear role 

allocation. The present study therefore only made use of video-recordings but looked at 

conversations occurring in real-life, i.e. outside the classroom. 

Conversations occurring in real-life can be imitated with open and closed role-play scenarios 

(Rintell 1981). In role plays, a number of participants react as if they were someone else, i.e. they 

act “within a predefined social framework or situational blue-print (a ‘scenario’)” (Crookall 

& Sounders 1989: 15). The fact that the students acting out a role that is not their own can lead to 

more risk-taking in speech production, so that a good insight into the students’ knowledge is given 

(Wedel 2007: 200). Information about the initial situation, the actor’s role and goals and other 

information are presented on a role card (Kasper & Rose 2002: 87). The specific information is 

given to the participants as they would have similar background knowledge when conversing in 

real-life. In contrast to authentic conversations where the participants naturally talk about topics 
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of their interest, there is a risk that the researcher chooses situations and topics that would not 

occur in the participants’ real-life (Rintell & Mitchell 1989). On the one hand, some participants 

may refuse to react to these situations because they seem unrealistic. On the other hand, this gives 

the researcher the possibility to test whether the participants are able to handle a situation that they 

have not as yet been familiar with. 

Because all participants get the same role-play cards, it is guaranteed that the participants talk 

about the same topics, so that the data is comparable and valid. The students all have the same 

basis on which they can choose either to opt out and not perform the speech act without special 

request of the conversation partner, or to utter a speech act with any level of politeness chosen. 

The same kind of possible behaviour is therefore being aimed at. Nonetheless, one disadvantage 

of role-play cards is that the participants can copy the words and phrases from them when the role-

play situations are described in the L2 (Cohen & Olshtain 1994: 152). 

Generally, it is likely that the number of words that are the participants’ own will increase the more 

they speak. The number of turns and words depends on the design of role plays. Depending on the 

number of turns by the participants, the role plays can be defined as open or closed. In open role 

plays, two or more people act out a given situation with an unlimited number of turns (Mackey 

& Gass 2005: 91). The outcome of the role play is open and not predetermined (Kasper & Rose 

2002: 87). In contrast to this openness, participants give a one-turn response to a situation 

presented in closed role plays (Mackey & Gass 2005: 91). Both open and closed role plays have 

their advantages and disadvantages. 

Because open role plays do not have any limits in the number of turns, the participants might 

‘waffle on’ and use speech acts that were not expected to occur. This can be troublesome when a 

specific result or speech act is aimed for that occurs barely or not at all because the participants 

are concentrating on other topics in their conversation. Nevertheless, as the outcome is not 

predetermined in open role plays, the participants are likely to talk as they would do in real-life. 

Contrary to that, the participants’ answers are limited in closed role plays: they only give a short 

reply and do not face any consequences/complaints from the conversation partner. Also, prefaces 

cannot be used in a single turn before requesting or complaining. 

Due to the constraints in closed role plays in regard to the length of the reply and the number of 

turns, the participants may squeeze many turns into one or leave parts out. The data gathered with 

closed role plays is therefore biased. Nonetheless, a short answer is time-efficient for the 

researcher, who does not need to transcribe much, as well as for the participants, who do not need 

to invest much time in the role play. In contrast to this, open role plays are time-consuming for 
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both the researcher and the participants, but allow the researcher to get a more profound insight 

into the speech of the participants and to analyse the conversation qualitatively. 

In both open and closed role plays there is the risk that while acting as if they were someone else, 

the participants exaggerate and use stronger or weaker words than they would if they played 

themselves. This cannot be avoided if the researcher wants to make sure that the situations that are 

of interest to him occur. It can also be argued that because the role-play cards are given to the 

participants shortly before they have to act out the situations, the role plays are spontaneous and 

the participants are likely to keep their own identities (Kasper & Rose 2002: 86). 

To increase the probability that the participants act realistically and do not exaggerate, role 

enactments can be used. In role enactments, the participants play a role that is part of their “normal 

life or personality” (McDonough 1981: 80). As was the case with ordinary role plays, instead of 

waiting for a situation to occur in real-life, the researcher presents a pre-determined scenario the 

participants. Role enactments are thus controlled by the researcher, so ensuring that specific speech 

acts occur – which is not the case, for example, in authentic conversations. 

As the introduction of open and closed role plays and role enactments has shown, there are 

different facets within role plays that can be focussed on depending on the emphasis that is made 

and the disadvantages that are seen as negligible. The following table shows the main advantages 

and disadvantages of all kinds of role plays, as well as those that are specific to the different foci 

(open, closed, enactment): 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Role Play - with given background, 
conversation resembles real-life 

- acting as someone else, students 
may take more risks and show how 
well they know the language 

- data is comparable because the 
participants talk about the same 
subject and have the same 
background information 

- because the researcher provides 
background information for the role 
play, the participants can be tested 
in situations they are not usually 
confronted with 

- production is tested 

- participants can copy words or 
phrases from role-play cards 

- some participants may refuse to 
react to situations if they seem 
unrealistic to them 

- the participants may exaggerate if 
they have to play someone else 

- high workload 
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Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Open Role 

Play 

- without a predetermined outcome, 
the participants are likely to talk the 
way they would in real-life 

- participants directly face 
consequences of what they say 
because they have a conversation 
partner whom they talk to for an 
extended period of time 

- detailed qualitative analysis 
allowed 

- participants may not use the 
particular speech acts under 
observation because the outcome 
is open 

- time-consuming 

Closed Role 

Play 

- compared with open role plays, 
closed role plays are time-efficient 

- participants do not face 
consequences of what they say 

- number of turns are given, so that 
participant often squeezes many 
turns into one and leaves parts out 

Role 

Enactment 

- students play themselves, which is 
very realistic 

- the number of situations that can 
be given to the participants is 
smaller than in other role plays 

Table 10: Advantages and disadvantages of different kinds of role plays and role enactments 

Although role plays/role enactments do not completely mirror the speech that the participants 

would use in real-life because role-play scenarios that the participants are unlikely to experience 

are included, they give a good indication of the words and phrases the participants would use in 

real-life if they did come across that situation. Because the students that are the focus of the present 

study usually do not naturally talk to NS of English in their leisure time, role plays/role enactments 

are beneficial for the present study. With role plays/role enactments, the researcher has the 

necessary control over the data, so that the speech acts that are aimed at are likely to occur among 

all students unless they opt out. Yet despite the control, which often limits the participants’ 

freedom to produce real-life utterances, the students can produce their own utterances on the basis 

of a meaningful background situation. In contrast to DCTs and other written methodologies, the 

participants can talk to a real-life conversation partner, so that the data gathered through role 

plays/role enactments should be more realistic. Thus in the present study the students were paired 

up and asked to participate in role play/role enactments scenarios. 

Concerning the kind of role play used, the author of this thesis believes that although this involves 

more time for the researcher and students, the students should not be restricted in the number of 

turns they take. Instead, the role plays should be open, so that the students can use prefaces, 

interruptions, etc. as they wish. Furthermore, in open role plays the students have to think ahead, 
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have to plan the next turn and make assumptions about the reaction of the conversation partner – 

just as they have to in real-life. 

With regard to role plays or role enactments, the author of the present study wants to acknowledge 

the advantages and disadvantages of both. On the one hand, more different situations and roles can 

be acted out in role plays. On the other hand, role enactments are probably more realistic because 

the participants play themselves. To balance these factors, the aim of the present study was to 

include a number of situations but to mostly have the students play themselves. By using a greater 

number of situations in role-play scenarios, the transferability of pragmatic competences aquired 

in class can be tested in a more varied context. The students have the opportunity to show their 

repertoire of strategies in situations that they usually do not come across in their everyday life as 

students and teenagers. As school should prepare students for life after school also, role plays can 

among other things include work and business situations that the students should be fit for by the 

time they leave school. The use of role enactment scenarios in which the students play themselves 

allows participants to show how they apply their knowledge in situations that affect them more. 

To sum up, as the introduction of the most often-used methodologies in pragmatics has shown, 

every methodology has its own foci: perception or production, quantitative or qualitative analysis, 

detailed or short texts, imitated or authentic, controlled or uncontrolled, etc. The present study 

looked at the production of students, as this is assumed to resemble real-life conversations most. 

The analysis is supposed to be quantitative as well as qualitative so that the participants were 

expected to produce detailed texts that were controlled by the researcher to a certain degree. 

Therefore, the following features of methodologies that have similar foci were taken into account 

for this study: 

- Because the scenarios in DCTs are highly developed, and because the same background 

situation for all students makes the data more comparable, some scenarios were adopted from 

the DCT. DCTs require a specific speech act, so that the researcher can control which speech 

acts should be observed regarding the politeness strategies used by the students. 

- As the students should produce their own speech and because hedges and other paralinguistic 

features have to be taken into account as well, an oral methodology was used. That way there 

was no given limitation of the number of turns and the students could decide when and if they 

wanted to perform a speech act. 

- To be able to take non-verbal factors into account and to be able to clearly see who is talking, 

the students were videotaped during their conversation. 
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- Due to the fact that the students’ proficiency was too low to talk about topics of their choice for 

an extended period of time, they were given guidelines through role plays or role enactments: 

the students were given a specific role and setting on the basis of which they had to act. That 

way the data was comparable and the students all had the same background. 

Thus real-life situations were imitated through video-taped role plays and role enactments, 

whereby the scenarios were taken from DCTs. Because DCTs usually involve two speakers, and 

focus on individual students rather than groups, and because a greater number of speakers would 

lead to more overlap of speech and possible background noises, thereby making the transcription 

of the tapes more difficult (Gibbons 2006: 87), the role plays/role enactments with DCT situations 

were designed for pairs of students. Because of the great success of DCTs, the topics and speech 

acts used in DCTs was adopted for the present study. 

Before the role play/enactment scenarios were used in the main study, similar scenarios had been 

tested in a pilot study. On the one hand the scenarios were tested to make sure that all of the 

students – from years six to eight – were able to act out the scenarios and to understand the 

descriptions. On the other hand a test was done to see if changes of the methodology had to be 

made regarding the language used (L1 vs. L2) and the form of presentation (i.e. written or oral). 

In order to establish this, the role play and role enactment scenarios were evaluated and a short 

analysis of the articulation was carried out. Even though the length and directness of the 

articulations were also mentioned in this chapter, this was done solely in order to assess the 

methodology and not for the purpose of analysing the employment of strategies when using speech 

acts. Before changes in the scenarios are commented on in reference to the outcomes of the pilot 

study, the role-play scenarios are described. 

4.2.2 Role plays/Role enactments used in pilot study 

In the literature most of the DCTs are designed for university or school students and compare NNS 

to NS. In the belief that the participants should keep their identity or everyday life, most of the 

DCT situations in use are concerned with university or school life rather than situations outside of 

school or university where the students need to take on a different role (e.g. Blum-Kulka et al. 

1989b: 14–15; Hudson et al. 1995; Hinkel 1997: 25; Roever 2005: 130; Varghese & Billmyer 

1996: 55). In everyday life situations, however, the participants either stick to their identity as an 

ordinary person or take on a different role such as that of a shop assistant, instructor, president of 

an association, etc. The main advantage of the latter, also called role play, is that a greater variety 

of role plays can be used and that it can be tested how the students might behave in the future once 

they have an adult occupation. However, there is the risk that students exaggerate, which would 
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not be the case if they played themselves, i.e. if they were involved in role enactments. In order 

for the students to act realistically, the author mostly included situations where the students had to 

play themselves, i.e. scenarios that were concerned with school and everyday life. 

To cover a number of speech acts, DCT scenarios that elicit advice, apologies, complaints, refusals 

and requests were selected and reformulated according to the students’ needs. The vocabulary was 

changed to make it intelligible to students of lower proficiency and to confine its relevance to 

school rather than university life situations. The following table (which can also be found in 

Appendix 10.3) shows the original DCT situations, the changes that have been made, as well as 

the props that will be needed in the pilot study (for an evaluation of the pilot study see section 4.5):  

School life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You stay at school to study with a friend. Then you hear loud music coming from a room close 

by. You don’t know the student who is in the other classroom listening to music, but you want 

to ask him/her to turn the music down. What would you say?” (Rose 1994: 13) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You cannot take a bus directly after 

school. You stay in your classroom 

and study because you have a test 

soon. Then you hear very loud music 

from another classroom. You know 

there is no music lesson. You want 

the student to stop the music. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You stay in your classroom after 

school and listen to music because 

your school bus does not come until 

later. 

Props: 

book to study 

Everyday life – request 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You get on the bus to go home and you are carrying a lot of books. You are tired and you want 

to sit down. You do not find any free seats until you see that a student is taking up two seats. 

You want to ask this student to move over so you can sit down. What would you say?” (ibid.) 
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(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have been shopping and have 

bought a lot. Now you have many 

bags, and you decide to go home by 

bus. There is only one free seat next 

to someone. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You are sitting in a full bus. The only 

free seat is next to you where you 

have your bag. 

Props: 

bags 

Everyday life – request 

(Original DCT-situation) 

 “You are having dinner with your friend’s family. The food is good, and you want to ask your 

friend’s mother/father for more. What would you say?” (ibid.) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You visit your friend and have 

dinner. You like the food and after 

eating one plate you are still hungry. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have invited a friend home and 

have made dinner. You are now 

sitting at the table with your friend, 

eating. 

Props: 

food 

School life – apology/complaint 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You borrow a classmate’s notes because you and your lab partner missed class. You photocopy 

the notes and then give the notebook to your lab partner to photocopy as well. Your lab partner 

returns the notes to you and you return them to the classmate. When your classmate opens her 

notebook, she notices that coffee has been spilled on some of the pages and they are ruined. 

Classmate: Hey, what happened here? 

You: __________________________________________________________________” 

(Tanck 2002: 21) 
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(Adaptation for student 1) 

You borrow a classmate’s notes 

because you and your friend did not 

understand the topic. You then 

photocopy the notes, and give them 

to your friend to photocopy as well. 

You have just got the notes back 

from your friend when you see your 

classmate. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have lent your notes to a 

classmate who has not understood 

the topic. Your classmate just gives 

the notes back to you and you see 

that black tea has been spilled on 

some pages. 

Props: 

dirty notes 

Everyday life – refusal 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“A classmate that you have known for a couple of years stops by your desk at the library and 

invites you to lunch. You want to leave school early today, so you would rather work through 

lunch and get ahead on your project. 

Classmate: Hi. How have you been? Hey, do you want to go to the cafeteria and get a bite to 

eat? 

You: __________________________________________________________________” 

(ibid.) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

It is your birthday in a week – 

November 30th. You want to invite a 

friend to come to your birthday. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You want to meet a friend on 

November 30th. 

Props: 

- 

Everyday life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

 “The waiter in an expensive restaurant brings fried chicken instead of bœuf à la maison to a 

surprised customer.” (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 15) 
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(Adaptation for student 1) 

You sit in a restaurant and order a 

coke. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You work in a restaurant. A guest has 

ordered something to drink, and you 

bring him/her a Sprite. 

Props: 

picture of a 

Sprite 

Everyday life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“At the College teacher’s office 

A student has borrowed a book from her teacher, which she promised to return today. When 

meeting her teacher, however, she realizes that she forgot to bring it along. 

Teacher: Miriam, I hope you brought the book I lent you. 

Miriam: __________________________________________________________ 

Teacher: OK, but please remember it next week.” (ibid.: 14) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have borrowed a book from a 

friend and promised to bring it with 

you today and return it. When you 

see your friend, you notice that you 

have forgotten it. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have lent a book to a friend. You 

have said that you want it back today. 

Props: 

- 

Everyday life – advice 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You see N H working in the library very late in the evening. N H looks tired. What would you 

say in this situation?” (Hinkel 1997: 24) 
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(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have met a friend in the city. 

He/She tells you that he/she wants to 

watch his favourite movie all night 

today. He/She looks very tired and 

you think he/she should sleep 

instead. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You look tired today. You are in the 

city and meet a friend there and tell 

him/her that you plan to spend the 

coming night watching your 

favourite movie. 

Props: 

- 

Table 11: Original DCT situations with adaptations for pilot study 

These everyday-life and school-life situations are to be acted out as realistically as possible.  

4.2.3 Evaluation and analysis of role plays/role enactments used in pilot study 

The role plays/role enactments as they have just been presented were tested in the pilot study with 

the 24 students from Realschule who also tested the questionnaires (see section 4.1.2). Although 

the situations were based on ones presented in the literature, a validation was needed to see whether 

the difficulty of the wording was suitable, whether the situations should be given on role-play 

cards with the risk that students copy part of the text or repeat it orally, whether the situations 

should be presented in German or in English, whether the changes made still led to the expected 

reactions by the students and whether props should be presented to the students in order to make 

their acting more realistic. The pilot study was needed in order to develop the methodology further 

and to create the necessary methodology for the main data collection. Therefore, this evaluation 

and analysis of the role plays and role enactments is part of the description of the methodology. 

Before the actual data collection that took place in the school cafeteria, the students were picked 

up from their classroom, were asked how they felt and were told the most important facts about 

the “video project”, i.e. that they would get really easy tasks, that the teachers would not see the 

videos, etc. This short conversation aimed at reducing possible anxiety and getting to know the 

students better. If students were nervous, they were told that they should not have any problems 

acting out the scenarios, as they only needed to be themselves. They were not told what would be 

tested so that they did not concentrate on politeness but simply on acting out the scenarios. 

In the cafeteria more details about the study were given: the students were told that they would get 

several scenarios on a role-play card and had to act on the basis of this background information. 

The students were given as many scenarios as they could act out within the time given, which 

meant that not all of the eight scenarios to be tested were acted out by every pair of students. The 
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number of times the individual scenarios were tested therefore varied slightly although the 

researcher tried to attain an even distribution or else tested a scenario as long as a visible trend 

regarding the difficulty became clear. The students were asked to act as realistically as they could. 

After this introduction, they could ask anything they wanted to know about the study, the 

dissertation of the researcher and the researcher. Because the study was announced as a “video 

project”, the students who did have questions wanted to know whether the videos would be on TV 

or the Internet and whether they would have a chance to become famous. As these questions show, 

the students were very interested, excited and motivated to participate in the study. In general, no 

clarification requests were made, which indicates a good understanding of the task at first sight. In 

fact, most of the students were fairly easily able to articulate themselves and to act out the situation 

as required. 

However, some students had minor difficulties with four issues when everything was put into 

practice, as the observation of the scenarios revealed. Four students read out the scenarios on the 

role-play cards thinking that the cards exactly prescribed their utterances and that the conversation 

would be two turns long. They did not understand that the scenario given was the background on 

the basis of which they had to act and formulate their own utterances. When this was 

misunderstood, it was either the other student or the researcher who explained the task again. All 

but one student did not have any difficulties with the task after it was described to them the second 

time. One student acted out the particular scenario that was talked about correctly, but repeatedly 

read out the role-play card when the next scenario came up. It was not until the next, i.e. third, 

explanation that the student understood what to do. 

A second problem that occurred in the pilot study was that although the researcher chose easy 

words and tested them with six students in Hauptschule (secondary school for students of low 

proficiency) and Realschule, some students in the pilot study still had problems understanding the 

situation, especially the words “classmate”, “lend” vs. “borrow”, and “spill”. To give an example, 

in the following situation, the word “classmate” was misunderstood by one pair: 
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(Student 1) 

You borrow a classmate’s notes 

because you and your friend did not 

understand the topic. You then 

photocopy the notes, and give them 

to your friend to photocopy as well. 

You have just got the notes back 

from your friend when you see your 

classmate. 

(Student 2) 

You have lent your notes to a 

classmate who has not understood 

the topic. Your classmate just gives 

the notes back to you and you see 

that black tea has been spilled on 

some pages. 

Props: 

dirty notes 

Table 12: Tea on notes situation in pilot study 

When student 1 gave the notes back to student 2, he said: “Here is your classmate back”, thinking 

that classmate meant notes. Student 2 did not correct student 1, and seemed not to see that student 

1 had made an error. 

The third issue that seemed to be complicated for some students was to act naturally. Although 

most of the students had no problems acting realistically, one pair exaggerated so that almost all 

situations they were involved in ended up in an argument, with shouting, and a lot of negations. 

Even though negations are not necessarily a sign of not acting realistically, the negations here 

occurred – as the students also testified – because the students aimed for a dramatic effect as they 

knew it from TV. The two girls, both in year 6, especially struggled with the following situation: 

(Student 1) 

You visit your friend and have 

dinner. You like the food and after 

eating one plate you are still hungry. 

(Student 2) 

You have invited a friend home and 

have made dinner. You are now 

sitting at the table with your friend, 

eating. 

Props: 

food 

Table 13: Dinner situation in pilot study 

As this transcript shows, the students exaggerated at different points: 

Eating too much 

((student 1 and student 2 are sitting at a table with food, i.e. three bags of sweets in the 1 
middle)) 2 

((student 1 and student 2 grab one sweet each)) 3 

((student 1 and student 2 look at each other)) 4 
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Student 1: I’m hungry. Can I - can I ((moves hand in a circle)) have more? {quiet:} - 5 
another one? 6 

Student 2: ((gives student 1 the sweet she has just taken)) Yes. 7 

Student 1: {high tone} Thank you! 8 

((student 2 “eats” one sweet)) 9 

((student 1 and student 2 start grapping more food; student 2 takes one sweet, student 2 10 
takes her hand back and stares at the sweets)) 11 

Student 1: ((“eats” one sweet)) Have you – 12 

Student 2: You are – hungry? 13 

Student 1: {long duration:} Yes 14 

((student 2 gives student 1 her one sweet, looks away while doing so*2)) 15 

Student 1: {high tone} Thank you! ((eats one sweet)) (pause) Can I have another one? 16 

Student 2: {quickly} No 17 

Student 1: No. Can ((points at herself three times)) I have ANOTHER one? 18 

Student 2: ((takes a package of sweets and empties it before student 1)) 19 

Student 1: {laughter} Thank you! ((puts the sweets in some order in front of her)) Thank 20 
you very much. {laughter} Can I have ANOTHER one? ((looks at other 21 
students with the head towards the side)) {quiet} I’m still hungry. 22 

Student 2: You are – have – seven things on your (pause) {quieter:} table. And I – have 23 
NOT EATEN. 24 

Student 1: But you’re ((hands up a bit)) full you said. 25 

Student 2: Yes. 26 

Student 1: Yeah. 27 

Student 2: ((takes out three sweets from another bag and puts them in front of student 1)) 28 

Student 1: {laughter} Thank you. Have will you some one? ((throws one sweet in front 29 
of student 2)) 30 

Student 2: No. Thank you – very much. ((puts the sweet back into the bag)) 31 

Student 1: ((grabs sweet that student 2 had put in the bag and puts it in front of her)) Then 32 
for ME. 33 

Student 2: ((nodding)) Eating. 34 

Student 1: ok 35 

Student 2: ((“drinks”)) 36 

Student 1: ((puts her sweets in some order)) 37 

 
2 the sweet that she had just “eaten” 
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Except for the laughter (ll. 20, 21, 30) the conversation appears to be rather direct, as the short 

sentences show (see especially l. 35-36). The whole conversation is focused on student 1’s hunger, 

and no other ordinary topics that would usually be touched on at the dinner table occur in their 

conversation. Furthermore, there are no prefaces or hints such as “I’m hungry” or “The food is 

really delicious”, but only direct requests for something to eat by student 1. In contrast to this pair, 

other students who played more naturally at least talked about the food being delicious and the 

recipe.  

In addition to the unexpected focus on food, student 1, who had to ask for something to eat also 

seemed not to understand that asking for one “plate” would be sufficient. Instead, she asked for 

more directly or indirectly five times (ll. 5-6, 12, 16, 18, 21) and once took more without asking 

(l. 33-34) so that the conversation partner started to get angry and complained that she had not 

eaten anything, even though student 1 had eaten a lot (ll. 23-24). Not only student 1 exeggerated 

in her acting, but also student 2: even though student 2 had acted like eating a sweet (l. 9), she later 

neglects having done so (ll. 23-24). 

Last but not least, there were difficulties connected to the particular situations. One of the situations 

that some students had problems with was the music situation:  

(Student 1) 

You cannot take a bus directly after 

school. You stay in your classroom 

and study because you have a test 

soon. Then you hear very loud music 

from another classroom. You know 

there is no music lesson. You want 

the student to stop the music. 

(Student 2) 

You stay in your classroom after 

school and listen to music because 

your school bus does not come until 

later. 

Props: 

book to study 

Table 14: Music situation in pilot study 

In this situation, two students have to stay at school after school because their bus is scheduled 

some time after school ends. While student 1 wants to practice for a forthcoming test, student 2, 

who is in a different class and classroom from student 1, is spending his time listening to loud 

music. The two students sit in two different rooms that are represented by two different tables. In 

order to talk to each other, student 1, who had the information that student 2’s music is from 

another room, has to go to student 2’s table/room. Half of the four students who acted out this 

situation walked towards the other students’ table and thus handled the situation correctly. The 
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other half remained sitting at different tables, i.e. in different rooms, and talked although they 

theoretically could not have heard each other. 

Another situation that half of the students struggled with was the one in the restaurant: 

(Student 1) 

You sit in a restaurant and order a 

coke. 

(Student 2) 

You work in a restaurant. A guest has 

ordered something to drink, and you 

bring him/her a Sprite. 

Props: 

picture of a 

Sprite 

Table 15: Restaurant situation in pilot study 

Student 1 has to order a coke in the restaurant student 2 works in. Accidentally student 2 brings 

student 1 a Sprite (lemon pop). The Sprite was represented by a picture of a Sprite, which comes 

in a green bottle rather than a transparent one through which you can see the brown coke. It can 

be expected that student 1, who gets the wrong drink, politely lets the waiter know that he has 

made a mistake and that student 1 would like the drink he has ordered instead. Three out of six 

students asked for coke after a Sprite had been brought to them. However, the other three students 

acted out the drinking of the Sprite without making complaints. 

Some of the students also did not act as expected in the birthday situation: 

(Student 1) 

It is your birthday in a week – 

November 30th. You want to invite a 

friend to come to your birthday. 

(Student 2) 

You want to meet a friend on 

November 30th. 

Props: 

- 

Table 16: Birthday situation in pilot study 

In this scenario it is student 1’s birthday in a week, and he wants to invite student 2 to come. 

Unfortunately, student 2 is meeting another friend that day. Because of that it can be supposed that 

student 2 either cancels the meeting he has or refuses student 1’s birthday invitation. Four out of 

six students refused student 1’s invitation, whereby one of these pairs got an explanation in 

German beforehand. Two students did not understand that student 1 is not the friend they planned 

on meeting, and therefore said they would come. 

The last scenario not all students understood is the situation in which one student was tired: 
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(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have met a friend in the city. 

He/She tells you that he/she wants to 

watch his favourite movie all night 

today. He/She looks very tired and 

you think he/she should sleep 

instead. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You look tired today. You are in the 

city and meet a friend there and tell 

him/her that you plan to spend the 

coming night watching your 

favourite movie. 

Props: 

- 

Table 17: Tired friend situation in pilot study 

Here, student 1 and student 2 meet in the city and talk about their plans for the evening, i.e. student 

2’s plan to watch movies all night, although he looks tired already. Student 1 therefore finds the 

information that he thinks that student 2 should sleep on his role-play card. Ideally, student 1 would 

politely give student 2 the advice to sleep and not to watch movies. Two out of four pairs did so 

correctly. One student incorrectly used the past tense and asked student 2 what he did this [sic] 

evening, but then correctly suggests that student 2 should not to watch more movies. One student 

asked the partner about last night’s plans, not linked to being tired or a suggestion for the coming 

night. 

The other four scenarios that were given to the students (one free seat in the bus; dinner with friend, 

tea on notes; forgotten notes) were acted out as expected, i.e. with no observable difficulties. 

To validate or falsify the researcher’s observations, the students were briefly interviewed about 

their perception after each role play and had to answer additional questions that were attached to 

the questionnaire (see more in Appendix 10.4). The questions were mainly concerned with 1) an 

overall opinion about the individual scenario on a scale, 2) whether or not the situation was familiar 

to the students from the language classroom, CLIL classroom or conversations outside school, and 

3) how they liked the scenario, giving an extended statement. These questions are not related to 

their ability to perform a speech act politely and the difficulty they attach to doing this, so that it 

is not part of an analysis of their behaviour. The interview after the role plays and the questionnaire 

were in German to make sure that the students understood everything and could articulate 

themselves in any manner that suited them. The following are detailed examples of the kind of 

questions asked: 

Wie fandest du die [Nummer der Situation] Situation ([Name der Situation])? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 
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[How did you find the [number of situation] situation ([name of situation])? 

 Very easy    Quite easy    Ok    Rather difficult    Very difficult] 

Kommt dir die [Nummer der Situation] Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht)  

Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

[Is the [number of situation] situation familiar to you? 

  Yes, from school lessons  (  form the modules in English   from English classes)  

Yes, from conversations outside school    No] 

Wie würdest du die [Nummer der Situation] Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

[How would you judge the [number of situation] situation altogether?] 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

In the questionnaire given to the students in the pilot study, they were asked to grade the difficulty 

of the situation, to tick where they had come across the situation and to give more details regarding 

their general judgement afterwards. The information gathered was used to find out whether the 

scenarios chosen were suitable for the present study or whether they had to be adapted, as the 

language choice or the situation itself was too difficult for the students. Only when the situations 

were clear, could the students be expected to articulate the speech acts observed in the present 

study. 

Especially in the oral interview after the role plays/role enactments, though not always in the 

questionnaire, the students agreed to the findings stated above: 

The four students who read out the role-play cards instead of acting out the situation talked about 

this misunderstanding after the situation. They then repeated the task correctly. Despite the 

obvious difficulties the students had, none of the students who did not understand what they had 

to do after the first explanation commented on this in the written feedback they had to give. 

The two students, who exaggerated extremely when acting out the situations such as the restaurant 

scenario that has been transcribed above, laughed after almost every scenario, said how much they 

had enjoyed role playing and asked the researcher whether she also thought that they acted really 

amusingly. Student 1 underlined this in the feedback she gave in the questionnaire: “gut war aber 

auch lustig” [“was good but also funny”]. The fact that the students thought that the scenario was 

funny illustrates the lack of seriousness attached to their acting. After all, a request for food is a 
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face-threatening act rather than an ordinary or amusing one. Possibly, the students exaggerated 

because they were not playing themselves but someone else. Student 2’s comment “Ich habe es 

aber schon mal in einer Serie gesehen” [“I have seen it before in a TV series”] is a hint at role 

playing, i.e. playing a character they know from a TV show rather than acting as they would in 

reality, as well as a lack of understanding that the outcome was supposed to resemble their real-

life actions rather than comedies on TV. 

The students only asked the meaning of unknown words prior to acting out the scenario. In the 

students’ feedback after the situation was acted out, only one student mentioned vocabulary 

difficulties: “lustig, da wir nicht wussten, was “Fleck” heißt!” [“funny because we did not know 

what “Fleck”/spot was [in English]”] (S14). The other students such as the pair that used 

“classmate” for “notes” did not comment on vocabulary difficulties in their feedback. 

Concerning the different situations, the students agreed with the researcher’s findings in the 

interview and – in the case of difficulties – stated that they (respectively) forgot that the students 

in the music situation were in different rooms, that they thought it was the partner they were going 

to meet in the birthday situation, that they did not notice having got a Sprite instead of coke in the 

restaurant scenario, and that they did not understand the situation in the city with the tired friend. 

In contrast to the oral feedback, the students’ written answers in relation to their perception of the 

easiness of the situations partly diverge from the researcher’s and students’ own observation. 

Having to grade the difficulty of the scenarios on a scale with five categories: very difficult – rather 

difficult – ok – quite easy – very easy, the students ranked the music, bus, dinner, tea on notes, 

birthday, restaurant, forgotten notes and tired friend situation as follows: 

  

situation very 
difficult 
(value: 0) 

rather 
difficult 
(value: 1) 

ok 
(value: 2) 

quite easy 
(value: 3) 

very easy 
(value: 4) 

average/ 
standard 
deviation 

music 0 1 4 2 1 µ=2.38 
σ=0.86 

bus 0 1 0 6 9 µ=3.44 
σ=0.79 

dinner 0 1 0 4 7 µ=3.42 
σ=0.86 

tea on notes 0 0 2 6 4 µ=3.17 
σ=0.69 

birthday 0 0 2 7 8 µ=3.35 
σ=0.68 

restaurant 0 0 4 4 8 µ=3.25 
σ=0.82 
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Looking at the average rating (left-hand column), one sees that the bus situation is rated easiest, 

followed by the dinner, birthday, restaurant, tea on notes and forgotten notes situation. With a 

number of ratings between “ok” and “rather easy” the tired friend and music scenario were rated 

the two most difficult situations. The students hereby agree with the findings that the bus, dinner, 

tea on notes and forgotten notes situations were easy for the students and that the tired friend and 

music situations led to problems for some students. Surprisingly, the birthday and restaurant 

situations were rated quite high although the students had difficulties with the scenarios. 

The individual feedback by the students in their rating and in their responses to an open question 

gives a more detailed perspective. 

The music situation was generally rated most difficult. The students hereby agree with the 

researcher’s findings that some students had difficulties acting out the scenario. 

In contrast to the low rating of the music scenario, the bus situation was seen as the easiest. The 

student who found it difficult stated: “Ich wusste nicht so genau was ich sagen soll” [“I did not 

exactly know what I was supposed to say”] (S16). The overall opinion is however mostly 

represented by the following statement: “Einfach da man [sic] die Situation so ehnlich [sic] gibt 

im Leben” [“Easy because there are similar situations in real-life”] (S2). The overall opinion also 

reflects the researcher’s observation that the students seemed not to have any difficulties with that 

scenario. 

The dinner situation was generally rated easy or very easy. Despite the high rating, one of the 

students who said that the dinner situation was “very easy” claimed in the extended feedback: “war 

etwas schwerer” [“was a bit more difficult”] (S7). An example of positive feedback is the 

following: “Sie war etwas einfacher war auch leichter vom Text her. Weil man auch viel dazu 

sagen konnten.” [“It [the situation] was a bit easier and the text was easier because one could say 

a lot about it.”] (S15). The observation underlines the thesis that the students understood the text 

and were able to say as much as needed (except for the two students who exaggerated and only 

talked about the want of food).  

situation very 
difficult 
(value: 0) 

rather 
difficult 
(value: 1) 

ok 
(value: 2) 

quite easy 
(value: 3) 

very easy 
(value: 4) 

average/ 
standard 
deviation 

forgotten 
notes 

0 1 0 9 2 µ=3 
σ=0.71 

tired friend 0 0 2,5 4 1,5 µ=2.88 
σ=0.70 

Table 18: Students’ rating of the scenarios used in pilot study 
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Because the tea-on-notes situation allowed the students to find a solution (see e.g. S9’s comment 

“Einfach da wir eine Lösung gefunden haben”), it was also rated as rather easy. The two students 

who ticked that it was “ok” stated in their general feedback: “Schwer” [“difficult”] (S5) and “Ja 

einfach aber auch schwer” [“yes easy but also difficult”] (S18). The other seven students who rated 

the situation as being easier either gave a very general judgement about the situation such as that 

the situation was not nice (S3), that it required creativity to come up with something (S10) and 

that it was funny (S14), or stated that it was good and easy (S6, S9, S13, S17). Thus the researcher’s 

observation that the students were able to act out the situation without difficulties was mostly 

agreed with. 

Although the birthday situation was observed not to be acted out correctly, the students mostly 

rated it very easy or easy: only two students ticked that it was “ok”, whereas seven said it was 

“quite easy” or “easy”. The two students who ticked that the situation was “ok” nonetheless stated 

that it was good in their extended feedback (S19, S20). In contrast to these two students, who gave 

positive overall feedback despite the lower rating, two students who argued that the situation was 

“quite easy” said: “Ich wusste nicht was ich sagen sollte” [“I did not know what to say”] (S23) and 

“wir haben ganz wenig gesagt” [“we said very little”] (S24). 

Similarly, in the restaurant situation the students’ own observations as stated in the interview 

diverged from their rating on the scale from very difficult to very easy. When asked after acting, 

the students who acted as if they were drinking the Sprite said that they did not notice it was the 

wrong drink. In the written feedback, two students stated that they did not understand that a 

complaint was expected and that a wrong drink had been given to them: “ich habs [sic] irgendwie 

nicht geblickt das [sic] wir dann noch diskutieren hätten sollen” [“I did not get it that we should 

have had a discussion afterwards”] (S10); “Wir wussten nicht, das das vertauschen zum Text 

gehörte, deshalb war es lustig.” [“We did not know that mixing it up was part of the text. That is 

why it was funny.”] (S14). Whereas S10 then rated the whole situation as “ok”, S14 ticked that it 

was “very easy”. The fact that a situation was not understood correctly did not result in S14 scoring 

it as difficult. S13’s partner seems to distinguish between the quality of the situation and their 

performance and evaluated the scenario as follows: “gut und oft passiert einem sowas auch” 

[“good and often that happens to one as well”] (S13). The high rating despite the problems and the 

other six students’ positive general feedback led to a high overall result: four students ticked that 

the situation was “ok”, four that was “quite easy” and eight students said that it was “very easy”. 

Neglect of the students’ problems leads to a very positive feedback, so that the restaurant situation 
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was rated easier than for example the forgotten notes situation that none of the students seemed to 

have had problems with. 

The forgotten notes situation was mostly rated as “quite easy”. The student who evaluated it as 

difficult stated in the open question: “Na geht noch” [free translation: “well it just about works”] 

(S20). Except for that one student, all others stated in their answer to the open question that it was 

easy. One student ascribed the good acting to personal experience: “Ich konnte es gut spielen da 

mein Freund oft sachen [sic] vergisst” [“I could play it well because my friend often forgets 

things.”] (S13). Whether or not it was because of personal experience, the students were all able 

to act out the situation without visible difficulties. 

The fact that the scenario with the tired friend was not perfectly understood is reflected in the low 

rating of this situation in comparison with others as well as in the indecisiveness in regard to their 

rating. The tired friend situation is the only one where some students, i.e. two, ticked two degrees 

of difficulty. One student could not decide between “ok” and “rather easy” (S3) and the other 

student was unsure as to whether it was “rather easy” or “very easy” (S4). In the extended 

feedback, S3 only gave a general judgement about the scenario, i.e. that it was “Ratschlagend” 

[“advice giving”]. The rating between “ok” and “rather easy” was not commented on in S3’s 

feedback. In contrast to S3, S14 gave an in-between evaluation by stating: “Leicht, es hatte nur 

irgendwie kein „richtiges Ende”” [“Easy but it did not have a “right ending””]. 

To sum up the researcher’s observations and the students’ own evaluations with regard to the 

difficulty of the scenarios, it can be said that the students understood the bus, dinner, tea-on-notes 

and forgotten notes situations more or less perfectly. The students uttered the request (bus) and the 

complaints/apologies (tea on notes and forgotten notes) as expected, and evaluated the just-named 

scenarios mostly positively. The few students who said that the situations were “rather difficult” 

or “ok” were nonetheless able to articulate themselves in a few turns. The fact that some students 

did not talk as long as they wished was evaluated as negative by them. 

Although the researcher’s observations and the students’ responses in the interview revealed that 

the students had problems with the birthday and restaurant situation, they were evaluated fairly 

positively when the students had to rate the situations on a scale from “very difficult” to “very 

easy”. Nonetheless, in their extended written feedback, some students acknowledged that they did 

not understand that a Sprite instead of a coke had been brought to them in the restaurant situation. 

In the main study, either a better illustration than a picture or a clear statement that the wrong drink 

will be brought was needed. Regarding the birthday scenario, none of the students mentioned the 
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difficulty, i.e. not having understood which friend they were going to meet on the day of the 

birthday party. With this ignorance the rating was high. A different outcome could have been 

expected if the students had been directly told that a wrong dish would be brought to them. Even 

though this could possibly have influenced the way the drink was ordered – a strategy that is not 

focussed on in the analysis of the speech acts – the speech act of the complaint could then clearly 

have been expected. 

In the questionnaire and in the interview, the students correctly reflected that there were problems 

with the music as well as the tired friend situation. The fact that a representation of two different 

classrooms by two tables requires the abstract imagination of a wall inbetween and the fact that 

some students talked to each other without getting up was not mentioned in the extended written 

feedback. A possible reason for not mentioning this problem is that the students were able to 

communicate despite this misunderstanding. Thus situations that require abstract thinking in 

regard to the setting were avoided in the main study. The exact reason why the students had 

difficulties with the tired friend situation were not given by them. The situation was therefore not 

included in the main study. 

After the individual situations had been looked at thoroughly, three questions that affected all role-

play scenarios had to be answered. In a questionnaire (Appendix 10.4), the students were asked 

whether they preferred role plays or role enactments (question 53), whether they liked oral or 

written instructions better (question 54), and whether acting with or without props was easier for 

them, i.e. whether it mattered at all (question 55). 

In response to the question about playing oneself or someone else (question 53), nine students 

ticked that they preferred role plays, nine that they preferred role enactments and six ticked both. 

In other words, the students’ rating was completely even. 

The students’ reaction to the question of whether the instructions should be given orally or in 

written format on role-play cards, was a bit clearer: nine students ticked that they liked written 

instructions better, and fifteen that they prefered the instruction orally. One student in year eight 

who had good English skills, ticked written and specifically stated: “falls Mündlich [sic] nur auf 

Englisch” [“if orally, only in English”] (S14). In contrast to this one proficient student, less 

proficient and especially younger students did not understand the situation unless it was explained 

orally in German. 

Concerning the use of props, the students’ response was obvious: none of the students liked acting 

without props best, nine thought it didn’t matter whether or not props were used and fifteen 
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students ticked that props should be provided. In correspondence with the feedback that props 

should be given, the researcher observed that the students demanded props before they started to 

act out a situation. To give an example, one student directly asked for a bag after reading the bus 

scenario. With the help of props, the situations can be acted realistically as not much imagination 

is needed. 

4.2.3.4 Adoptations of the main study 

To conclude, there are pros and cons of role play and of role enactments in theory as well as in 

practice as the students’ balanced feedback shows. In the main study, role plays and role 

enactments were therefore included. After all, in many cases a disadvantage of role plays is an 

advantage of role enactments and vice versa. In the main study, the role enactments and role plays 

were not acted out on the basis of role-play cards that were written in English as was the case in 

the pilot study. Although some students acknowledged that they prefered reading what they had 

to do silently, an oral explanation in German was given in the main study so that misunderstandings 

especially of low-proficiency learners could be avoided. In alignment with these changes, the first 

problem that was observed when the role plays and role enactments were put into practice could 

be avoided: because there are no role-play cards, the students could not read aloud what they found 

on them but could immediately understand that they had to act out the given scenario on the basis 

of what they were told. Furthermore, with regard to the language, the second issue that some 

students had difficulties with, i.e. the fact that they did not understand all the words, could be 

avoided when the instruction was given in German. Because German is their L1, the students were 

able to understand everything. In addition to that, the students could not copy words from the 

explanation, but had to produce their own utterances, which was intended to then resemble the 

word choice in real life more closely. 

The change to the oral mode and to the students’ L1 is also likely to make for a better understanding 

of some situations. A scenario similar to the tired friend situation is likely to be comprehended 

when the instruction is given orally in the students’ L1. Particularly the oral mode allows a 

dialogue with the students in which they can directly ask back if they have any questions. Also the 

restaurant scenario was hoped to be understood by all students as the students directly heared that 

a wrong drink will be brought to them. This does of course happen at the expense of naturalness: 

in real-life the students do not know what will happen next and can only react spontaneously. If 

they know that they will get the wrong drink, and that this is part of a scenario, two things in 

particular are very unrealistic: first, the students know that it is not the waiter’s fault that a wrong 

drink is brought but that it is simply the scenario that requires them to act in that way. Secondly, 
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the students are prepared for what will happen and can plan ahead on what they are going to say. 

Among other factors, it is probably these two reasons which led to the use of written instructions 

in the L2 in most of the existing studies. Nonetheless, it is more important for the study at hand 

that the students understand the role plays/role enactments than that they act naturally but in a way 

that later cannot be analysed because different speech acts are used due to misunderstandings. 

Furthermore, the use of the students’ L1, German, guarantees that the students only use the kind 

of language they are familiar with and do not copy parts of the English instruction. This is 

important for two main reasons: first, if the students use the same wording as given in English, it 

is difficult to judge whether this simply reflects the wording of the situation given or genuinely 

shows their own language style. Second, the situation can be avoided in which the students 

misunderstand the meaning of a word presented in the role play/role enactment description, as was 

the case in the “Here is your classmate back” example. 

In addition to the change in the mode and language of the role play/role enactment scenarios, the 

number of props used was also increased in the main study. The students clearly stated that they 

prefer acting with the help of props to acting without any. The fact that the participants had 

difficulties with the music situation in which they abstractly had to imagine that there were two 

rooms, also underlines that a certain level of scenery and props is needed. 

The other two issues that were addressed above had to be solved more individually. Although the 

students had certainly been told that they should act naturally, they had to be reminded of it more 

thoroughly in the main study. This was done in a friendly and ironic way by telling them that they 

could act best when they play themselves and do not exaggerate. They were also given examples 

of how not to act so that the instruction and necessity to act realistically became clearer. Of course 

there is always the risk that some students exaggerate as they are being recorded during role plays 

and are not observed in real life communication with L1 speakers of English. However, with a 

good enough explanation this risk should be small. 

The reason why the students partly accepted the birthday invitation despite having a date that day 

is probably that the information that student 2 is meeting a friend can be ambiguous. In the main 

study either it had to be clearer that student 2 is meeting a friend that is not student 1 or the 

appointment that has been set is to be with someone who has a different social function (i.e. not 

student or friend, etc.) from student 1. 
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With the change of the mode, language, amount of scenery and prop material and the length and 

explicitness of instruction, the few problems that the students had with the role plays/role 

enactments could be eliminated. 

4.2.4 Design of the role plays/role enactments in the first main data elicitation  

In the main study, the above-named difficulties were either addressed directly (e.g. by telling the 

students to act naturally) or ruled out situationally (e.g. by changes made in the role play/role 

enactment scenarios). 

Before the role plays/role enactments the students were briefly given an introduction to the “video 

project” and the most important factors relevant to the acting: 

- No anxiety. The situations given to the students should be easy for them according to their 

answers given in the questionnaire. They therefore need not be anxious, but will undoubtedly 

be capable of acting out the situations well. 

- Playing oneself; no exaggeration. The best results in acting can be achieved when playing 

oneself. There is no need to play someone very shy or rebellious, especially because that would 

lead to unrealistic acting. Actors are often asked how they can relate to the person they are 

playing, and often the best actors are those that play a person that they have similarities with. 

- Anonymity. The videos will only be shown to the researcher and to the professors grading the 

dissertation. It will not be shown to the students’ teachers, nor to the greater public. 

Furthermore, actor names can be chosen for more anonymity. 

- Acting. The students should speak loudly enough for their voices to be captured by the 

microphone attached to the camera. They should furthermore try not to turn their backs on the 

camera. 

In contrast to the role plays/role enactments in the pilot study (see Appendix 10.3), the students 

were not each given a role-play card with instructions in English. Instead, the researcher gave an 

oral instruction in the students’ L1, i.e. in German, when both students were present (see scenarios 

in Appendix 10.5). The scenarios chosen for the first main data elicitation were more or less similar 

to, but never exactly the same as those used in the pilot study. The situations chosen and the 

changes made were based on existing literature, as well as on the observations and the feedback 

gathered in the pilot study. That is, only situations were chosen that did not require abstract 

thinking and could be represented with little scenic support. In accordance with this, the music 
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situation was not part of the main data elicitation. Only the other seven situations were considered 

and partly changed, depending on the students’ performance and feedback. 

The tea-on-notes situation that was adopted from Tanck (2002: 21) was acted out as expected by 

the students in the pilot study. Tanck (ibid.) suggested the situation as follows: 

“You borrow a classmate's notes because you and your lab partner missed class. You 
photocopy the notes and then give the notebook to your lab partner to photocopy as 
well. Your lab partner returns the notes to you and you return them to the classmate. 
When your classmate opens her notebook, she notices that coffee has been spilled on 
some of the pages and they are ruined. 

Classmate: Hey, what happened here? 

You: 
_____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________”  

In Tanck’s (ibid.) description, the background information is given that one student has borrowed 

the other students’ notes. Because asking for notes requires the speech act request, because Rose 

(1994: 13) also includes the scenario “You are talking to your friend after class. You missed the 

last class and you want to borrow your friend’s notes. What would you say?” and because the 

students had shown that they were able to request something by asking for a seat in the bus or for 

food at the dinner table, the first part of Tanck’s (2002: 21) background information was taken up 

so that the students could act out that background information separately. The situation was given 

to them in the following way: 

“Übermorgen schreibst du eine Klassenarbeit in Französisch. Da du gestern krank warst 
und nicht zur Schule kommen konntest, hast du die wichtige Vorbesprechung nicht 
mitbekommen und brauchst Notizen von einem Freund/einer Freundin, um die 
Klassenarbeit gut bestehen zu können und möchtest sie zu Hause abschreiben” (scenario 
1 in Appendix 10.5). [“The day after tomorrow you are scheduled to take a French test. 
Because you were ill yesterday and could not go to school, you missed important 
preliminary discussions and need notes from a friend in order to pass the test well. You 
would like to copy the notes at home.”]  

As the setting (school, schoolyard, bus, city, etc.) does not affect the speech act but only the chat 

around it, it could be chosen by the students in a way that sounded reasonable to them. The only 

prop that was needed for the situation to be acted out more realistically was a folder with 

notes/papers that one student could lend the other. The choice of a class test in French was made 

on the grounds that naming a specific class made the situation concrete and that students who were 

good at English may be more likely to have a favourable opinion about languages in general – 

whether or not they know it – than about sciences. Furthermore, French was chosen to emphasize 

that a discussion of the topic is not expected but only a request for the notes. 
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After the students had borrowed notes from a friend (speech act: request), they could use that 

situation as a background for the next scenario, which was a situation similar to the one that was 

given to Tanck’s (2002) students as well as to the students that participated in the pilot study of 

the present thesis. Due to the fact that the students that participated in the pilot study rated the tea-

on-notes situation quite high, not many changes were made regarding this situation, as shown here: 

“Du hast dir von einem Freund/einer Freundin Notizen ausgeliehen und mit nach Hause 
genommen. Als du kurz außer Haus warst, hat sich dein kleiner Bruder/deine kleine 
Schwester, der/die erst 3 Jahre alt ist, über die Notizen her gemacht und diese bekritzelt” 
(scenario 2 in Appendix 10.5). [“You have borrowed notes from a friend and have taken 
them home. Shortly after you have got home, your little brother/little sister, who is just 
three years old, has taken (colloquial) the notes and scribbled/drawn on them.”] 

Instead of tea (pilot study) or coffee (Tanck’s study) having been spilled over the notes that are 

returned later, the students’ brothers or sisters have drawn on the notes in the situation presented 

to the students in the first main data elicitation. In this situation, the same material could be used 

as was used in the scenario that was acted out previously. The only additional thing that was needed 

was a piece of paper with drawings on it. This situation required the students to use the speech acts 

of apology (by the student who returns the notes which the brother or sister has drawn on) and/or 

complaint (by the student to whom the notes belong). 

Whereas these first two scenarios are based on situations that were comprehended by the students 

in the pilot study and therefore hardly needed to be adapted, a situation that is based on the advice-

giving tired friend scenario needed more changes. There was a general misunderstanding about 

the tired friend situation in the pilot study that may or may not have been resolved by giving the 

instruction in the students’ L1. Therefore two other of Hinkel’s (1997) advice-giving DCT 

scenarios are used for the present situation. The first is the following:  

“You and the instructor are in a bookstore. The instructor is considering buying an 
expensive book. However, you think that another store may sell the book at a lower 
price. What would you say in this situation?” (ibid.: 25) 

Because Hinkel’s DCT scenarios were given to university students (ibid.: 10), the example of an 

instructor is given. To lower the distance between the conversation partners so that it equals that 

of the tired friend situation more closely, the conversation partners were said to be friends. 

Furthermore, because not all students enjoy reading books and can relate to the situation, sweets 

instead of a book was now the object to be purchased. Another reason for the choice of sweets was 

that all participants got sweets as a reward. The sweets were therefore already present and could 

reinforce the students’ acting positively. The third situation in the first main data elicitation was 

thus as follows: 
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“Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich gerade überteuerte Süßigkeiten kaufen. Du 
weißt, dass es gerade bei Aldi ein Angebot gibt und möchtest deinen Freund/deine 
Freundin darauf hinweisen” (scenario 3 in Appendix 10.5). [“Your friend is just about 
to buy overpriced sweets. You know that there is a special offer at Aldi’s and would 
like to tell your friend about it.”] 

A second advice-giving scenario that is adopted from Hinkel (1997: 25) is one that is set in a 

restaurant:  

“You and the instructor are in a restaurant. The instructor says something about ordering 
a hamburger. You ordered hamburger in this restaurant before and, in your opinion, it 
was really greasy. What would you say in this situation?”  

Again, the term instructor was avoided in the scenario in the present study and substituted by the 

word friend. Because hamburgers are seldom on offer at German restaurants, the background 

information was given with pizza to make the situation more realistic for German students. The 

situation was changed in the following way: “Du bist mit einem Freund/einer Freundin im 

Restaurant. Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich eine Pizza bestellen. Da du schon mal in dem 

Restaurant warst, weißt du, dass die Pizza dort nicht sonderlich gut schmeckt” (scenario 5 in 

Appendix 10.5). [“You are in a restaurant with a friend. Your friend would like to order a pizza. 

As you have been in the restaurant before, you know that the pizza here does not taste good.”] 

The scenario that one student knows that the pizza does not taste good in a restaurant he is visiting 

resembles the restaurant scenario in the pilot study where one partner got a Sprite, which is a 

German brand name for a lemon pop, instead of a coke. Therefore, a similar situation to the 

restaurant situation in the pilot study was presented to the students prior to the advice-in-restaurant 

situation just outlined. 

When the students are given clear instructions that the food they get is not what they ordered or 

how they wanted it, the scenario violation that occurred when some students accepted the Sprite 

despite having ordered a coke could be avoided. To fit with the advice-giving situation, it was 

neither fried chicken/bœuf à la maison as in the original scenario by Blum-Kulka, House and 

Kasper (1989b: 15) nor Sprite/coke as in the pilot study but pizza that the waiter has difficulties 

with. The situation was given to the students as follows: 

“Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst eine Pizza. Als du die Pizza 
bekommst, merkst du, dass die Pizza völlig kalt und ungenießbar ist, so dass du gerne 
eine neue möchtest. Schüler B: Du bist die Bedienung” (scenario 4 in Appendix 10.5). 
[“Student A: You are in a restaurant and order a pizza. When you get the pizza you 
notice that it is cold and inedible so that you would like a new one. Student B: You are 
the waiter.”] 

The “cold pizza” experience is likely to provide participants with clearer and more concrete 

arguments for their case, thus enabling them to give more realistic advice. For both restaurant 
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situations the only props that were needed were a picture of a pizza (no real pizza is needed as it 

was not eaten anyway and would be a waste of food) and a piece of paper that can be construed as 

the menu. 

Last but not least, a situation similar to the well-rated birthday situation was included as the sixth 

scenario in the first main data elicitation. In the birthday situation, the fact that student 2 was 

invited by a friend and for the same occasion had a competing date with another friend, turned out 

to be a source of ambiguity. In the amended situation, therefore, it was a different person from a 

friend that student 2 has an appointment with. To guarantee that student 2 did not nevertheless 

immediately accept the friend´s invitation, a good reason for the existing commitment is given. 

The situation was given as follows: 

“Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem Freund/deiner Freundin am Sonntag 
verabreden, um mit ihm/ihr ins Kino zu gehen. Schüler B: Am Sonntag wird dein Vater 
50 Jahre alt und du wirst den ganzen Tag bei der Familienfeier sein” (scenario 6 in 
Appendix 10.5). [“Student A: You would like to invite your friend to go to the cinema 
with you on Sunday. Student B: On Sunday your father turns 50 and you will be at a 
family party all day.”] 

Student A has to invite student B to the cinema and can use prefaces or a direct invitation. Student 

B then has to reject this invitation or offer to ask his dad whether he could leave the family party 

early. Re-scheduling the cinema appointment would be the most polite way of reacting. For this 

scenario no scenic material was explicitly given to the students. It would have been possible to 

give the students a mobile phone or a diary, but that would influence the students’ acting in a 

specific way, such as calling the father or looking at the diary to find a different date that would 

fit better. Instead it was assumed that the students can remember appointments and that they can 

use their hand as a symbol of a phone. 

In summary, six scenarios that are based on the findings in the pilot study as well as on existing 

literature and studies conducted by various researchers were included in the first main data 

elicitation. In these scenarios the speech acts request (once), apology and/or complaint (twice), 

advice (twice), complaint (once) and invitation with refusal (once) were likely to be used. 

Although the students only acted out four or five scenarios in the pilot study, and although it would 

be reasonable to suggest the same number for the main data elicitation, a total of six role play/role 

enactment scenarios were included in the main data elicitation. Of these six scenarios two 

situations function as the background for two others: the first scenario was meaningfully connected 

to scenario two and the fourth scenario was the basis for scenario five. Because less explanation 

was needed as one situation was the background for another, the students were intended to act out 

the following situations faster and probably also more realistically. 
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4.2.5 Design of the role plays/role enactments in the second main data elicitation  

About one year after the first main data collection the second main data collection took place. With 

a post-test taking place after one year, not only the learning process within one school year could 

be observed, but also more data was gathered about one school year by adding the number of 

candidates from the first study in years 7 and 8 to the number of students in year 7 and 8 the 

following year.  

Before the second main data elicitation the same instructions were given as in the first data 

elicitation (see section 4.2.4), in which the recipients, of course, also participated. That is, they 

were assured once more that they will be anonymously presented in the dissertation at hand, that 

there was no need for them to be nervous and that they would achieve the best results if they played 

themselves without exaggerations. 

The scenarios chosen were similar to those in the first data elicitation and required the students to 

use the same speech acts: requests, advice, apologies/complaints (twice), and refusals. To save 

time for other tasks, the students only got five scenarios – instead of six as was the case in the first 

data elicitation. There was some variance in the role play/role enactment scenarios so that the 

students did not fall back into their behaviour during the first elicitation but varied their speech. 

The first scenario was again centred on a student’s need for help with regard to a forthcoming class 

test. This time, no notes were requested from a fellow student (scenario 1 in Appendix 10.5) but 

the student had not understood the topic so that he needed help revising for the test (scenario 1 in 

Appendix 10.6): “Kommende Woche schreibst du eine Englischarbeit, findest das Thema aber 

etwas schwierig. Dein Freund/deine Freundin beherrscht das Thema sehr gut, und du würdest es 

dir gerne von ihm/ihr erklären lassen.” [“Next week you are taking an English test but find the 

topic difficult. Your friend is very good at the topic and you would like him to explain it to you.”]. 

As an additional piece of information, the students were told that they did not need to play a 

tutoring lesson but could make an appointment to meet some time. This scenario was chosen with 

regard to Rose’s (1994: 13) DCT situation: “Next week there is a test in a class that is difficult for 

you. Your friend seems to understand the class better than you. You and your friend are having 

lunch together, and you want to ask your friend to help you get ready for the test. What would you 

say?” 

The situation just outlined is connected with the next one: in the second scenario, the student who 

has just been asked for help is instructed to give advice and tell his friend about a book that has 

helped him revise and understand the topic better (scenario 2 in Appendix 10.6): “Dein 
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Freund/deine Freundin hat etwas Probleme mit dem aktuellen Thema in Englisch. Du hast dir 

selbst zum besseren Verständnis ein Buch über das Thema gekauft und denkst, dass es gut wäre, 

wenn dein Freund/deine Freundin dies auch lesen/kaufen würde.” [“Your friend has problems 

understanding the current topic in English. You have bought a book about the topic in order to 

understand it better and you think that it would be good if your friend read/bought the book, too.”] 

As was the case with the restaurant-advice-giving situation in the first data elicitation (scenario 5 

in Appendix 10.5), the previous scenario was the background of the situation, and the advice is 

given in the interest of the conversation partner. 

Similar to the first data elicitation, the next scenario was that the advice-giving student has lent his 

notes to his partner. Instead of the sibling colouring the notes as was the case in the first data 

elicitation (scenario 2 in Appendix 10.5), the student has left the notes at home by mistake: “Du 

hast dir nach dem Lernen das Englischbuch deines Freundes/deiner Freundin ausgeliehen und 

versprochen, es am nächsten Tag zurückzugeben. Als du ihn/sie siehst, merkst du, dass du es leider 

zu Hause vergessen hast.” (scenario 3 in Appendix 10.6) [“After learning you borrowed your 

friend’s English book and promised to bring it back the next day. When you see your friend, you 

notice that you have forgotten to bring the book with you.”] This scenario is chosen with reference 

to Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper’s (1989b: 14) DCT situation with the following background: 

“At the College teacher’s office 

A student has borrowed a book from her teacher, which she promised to return today. 
When meeting her teacher, however, she realizes that she forgot to bring it along. 

Teacher: Miriam, I hope you brought the book I lent you. 

Miriam: ______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________ 

Teacher: OK, but please remember it next week.” 

In this third scenario the student who has forgotten the book is expected to apologize, whereas the 

student who lent the book may complain about not getting it back on time. The complaint is 

optional, the apology is expected. 

In the next scenario, a complaint as well as apology were likely to be uttered. The fourth scenario 

in the second data elicitation was modelled on the restaurant situation (Appendix 10.3; scenario 4 

in Appendix 10.5). In the scenario of the pilot study, the customer mistakenly got a Sprite instead 

of a coke (Appendix 10.3); in the first data elicitation, a cold pizza was given to the customer 

(scenario 4 in Appendix 10.5). Again, the waiter was supposed to have given a wrong dish to the 

customer: “Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst Spaghetti Bolognese. Schüler B: 
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Du bist die Bedienung und bringst versehentlich Spaghetti mit Tomatensauce” (scenario 4 in 

Appendix 10.6). [“Student A: You are in a restaurant and order spaghetti Bolognese. Student B: 

You are the waiter and mistakenly bring spaghetti with tomato sauce.”] 

Last but not least the students got a scenario that elicited an invitation as well as a refusal. Similarly 

to the sixth scenario in the first data elicitation (scenario 6 in Appendix 10.5), student A wants to 

invite Student B somewhere, but Student B already has a different commitment at the suggested 

time. The background was phrased as follows: “Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem 

Freund/deiner Freundin am Samstagnachmittag zum Filme gucken verabreden. Schüler B: Am 

Samstag bist du mit deinen Eltern einkaufen, weil sie dir versprochen haben, dir die neue 

Kleidung/den neuen Elektroartikel zu kaufen, die/den du schon immer wolltest” (scenario 5 in 

Appendix 10.6). [“Student A: You want to meet your friend on Saturday afternoon to watch 

movies. Student B: On Saturday you will be shopping with your parents because they promised 

you to buy the new clothes/new electronic article that you have always wanted to have.”] Student 

A wants to watch a movie with Student B and needs to find out whether Student B is available that 

day. Student B, however, has the chance to go shopping at that time with his parents, who are 

going to buy him something he badly wants. In order for the present to be attractive to males and 

females, the choice of clothes or electronic articles is given. 

To sum up, the scenarios used in the second data elicitation were very similar to those of the first 

data elicitation, so that the students’ pragmatic skills are comparable and their progress could be 

analysed and assessed. The situations again required the students to use the speech acts requests, 

advice, apologies, complaints, and refusals, but in a different order than in the first data elicitation. 

Not only the order but also the description wordings of the scenarios varied, so that the students 

were forced to create other utterances than in the first elicitation. 

4.3 Student interviews 

In a number of studies on pragmatic competences, the participants are interviewed after the role 

plays to find out how familiar they were with the situation and how they felt acting within the 

given scenario (Edmondson et al. 1984: 114; Cohen & Olshtain 1994: 152). This is done because 

interviews allow the researcher to gather data on different topics in a very natural and socially 

acceptable way (Dörnyei 2007: 143). Interviews are used to objectify the study, so that not only 

the researcher but also the students can reflect on their pragmatic abilities, the role taken and the 

language used. After all, unless it is clearly articulated, it is not clear if and where a 

misunderstanding has occurred (Gass & Selinker 2001: 292). Only students can say reliably if a 
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particular way of acting is due to difficulties with the language or due to personal behaviour. 

Without an interview, the researcher could make fewer inferences. Interviews were therefore also 

used in the present study. 

The methodology interview with its advantages and disadvantages can be defined as follows: 

“The interview is a natural and socially acceptable way of collecting information that 
most people feel comfortable with and which can be used in a variety of situations and 
focusing on diverse topics to yield in-depth data. The interviewer’s presence allows for 
flexible approaches, probing into any emerging new issue, while the interview guide 
helps to maintain a systematic coverage of the domain. (...) The main weakness of the 
interview is that it is time-consuming to set up and conduct, and that it requires good 
communication skills on the part of the interviewer, which not all of us have naturally.” 
(Dörnyei 2007: 143) 

According to Dörnyei (ibid.) an interview can be used as long as the researcher/interviewer has 

the skills that are needed for the kind of interview he wants to use, i.e. he needs to be organized 

(in structured interviews), flexible (in unstructured interviews) or a mixture of both (in semi-

structured interviews). While the same questions are given to all participants in the same order in 

structured interviews, the researcher adapts to the situation spontaneously in unstructured 

interviews. In semi-structured interviews a mixture of structured and unstructured parts are used: 

a number of questions are set and need to be followed in the interview (therefore -structured), but 

the interviewer can also ask the interviewee to elaborate on specific issues (thus semi-) (ibid.: 136).  

The main advantage of unstructured interviews is that the participants can be questioned in a 

flexible manner and can directly be asked about a particular utterance or a specific way of acting 

shortly after it has occurred, i.e. when the students have finished acting out the scene. This requires 

a lot of attention and spontaneity of the interviewer, but leads to good qualitative results. 

Nonetheless if only spontaneous questions are asked, it is very likely that the questions and 

answers will not be comparable. 

In contrast to unstructured interviews, structured interviews do not adapt the questions depending 

on the participant but make use of a pre-defined set of questions. They are therefore quite 

economical as the interviewees cannot talk off-topic and as the interviewer does not need to pay 

too much attention to issues that need to be elaborated on. Thus a range of questions can be given 

to the participants independent of their answers and the interviewer’s subjective feeling that 

something needs to be talked about further. With structured interviews a valid quantitative analysis 

becomes possible. 

In semi-structured interviews the advantages and disadvantages of structured and unstructured 

interviews are combined: The participants are questioned spontaneously to gather qualitative data 
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as well as with a prepared list of questions to get quantitative data. This requires the interviewer 

to be flexible and organized. 

In summary, the following table shows the advantages and disadvantages of the three interview 

methods named: 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Unstructured 

Interviews 

- most people feel comfortable with 
this method 

- participants are treated 
individually, so that a qualitative 
analysis is possible 

- spontaneous questions are asked in 
the way they are needed 

- the interviewer needs to be 
flexible – a characteristic which 
not everyone has 

- the interviewer needs to have good 
communication skills – a 
characteristic that not everyone 
has 

- the data is not easily comparable 
quantitatively 

Structured 

Interviews 

- most people feel comfortable with 
this method  

- no differences between the 
participants are made, so that the 
questions and answers are 
comparable and can be analysed 
quantitatively 

- the participants focus on a specific 
topic 

- the interviewer needs to be 
organized – a characteristic that 
not everyone has 

- the interviewer needs to have good 
communication skills – a 
characteristic that not everyone 
has 

- the data is not as rich as that of 
unstructured interviews because 
the interviewer does not ask for 
more information 

Semi-

Structured 

Interviews 

- most people feel comfortable with 
this method  

- qualitative and quantitative data is 
gathered as a mixture of 
predetermined and spontaneous 
questions are asked 

- rich data 

- the interviewer needs to be 
flexible – a characteristic which 
not everyone has 

- the interviewer needs to be 
organized – a characteristic that 
not everyone has 

- the interviewer needs to have good 
communication skills – a 
characteristic that not everyone 
has 

Table 19: Advantages and disadvantages of interviews 

In the present study, semi-structured interviews were held. The structure allows the researcher to 

compare the students’ answers. The flexibility ensures rich data and the possibility to go in-depth 

when questions arise due to the participants’ answers. The qualitative unstructured questions are 

essential for the analysis as they help to interpret the participants’ utterances. 
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In the main study, the aim of the questions was to understand the students’ behaviour and to get a 

better idea of where they had learnt to talk the way they do, i.e. whether they had received 

instruction in CLIL or EFL classes or whether they had acquired the necessary skills with the help 

of NS, their parents or some kind of media. In addition to the question of where the students had 

acquired their knowledge, it was necessary for them to also reflect on their language choice with 

the help of a few questions/instructions: 

- They had to comment on the difficulty of the situation. It can be assumed that the students 

among other reactions hesitate more or make longer pauses when they find the situation 

difficult. On the other hand, the students should be able to talk more confidently when they 

consider the situation to be easy. 

- They were asked about their perception about how close the situations were to reality. The more 

realistic they judge the situation to be, the more natural they can be expected to talk and act. 

Such a likelihood-based investigation has also been carried out in other studies on the pragmatic 

competence of students (Jianda 2006: 7). 

- With regard to strategies taken, they had to reflect on whether politeness or directness was 

needed in the situations. That way they could show whether they had learnt and understood the 

rules of English, and in what way their actions reflect their knowledge. 

- Because not only the knowledge about the L2 but also the L1 influences the language choice, 

the students were further asked whether they would act differently in German than in English, 

and if so why. Here the students could show whether they transfer rules from the L1, apply new 

rules that they had learnt or know the rules of the L2 but find it easier to communicate using 

rules of the L1. 

The above-named questions were used as a structured guideline for the interview. When the 

students’ answers or their previous acting led to more questions, more topics were tackled. These 

unstructured questions led to a greater insight into how students judge their language ability.  

4.4 German dialogues 

As an additional insight into the students’ familiarity with English rules, the students were not only 

asked about whether they would act differently in German (see section 4.4), but proof of this was 

given by considering German dialogues where the same speech acts as in the English role 

plays/role enactments had to be used. With the help of scenarios that require the students to 

produce the same speech acts as in the English scenarios, it could be discovered whether students 
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do indeed use different or the same markers in English as they do in German. Here, it needs to be 

pointed out that differences or similarities in language use cannot only be explained with regard 

to the students’ observation of differences or similarities in the language use, as the following table 

illustrates. The interpretations of the language use that seem self-evident are in a regular font; those 

that can also account for differences in language use are marked in grey. 

  Feature needed in L2 

utterance 

Feature not needed in L2 utterance 

Features 

used in L1 

utterance 

Feature used 

in L2 

utterance 

- knowledge: participant 
knows rules of L2 

- luck: participant’s correct 
use is caused by transfer 
or guessing 

- lack of knowledge: 
participant would have 
applied other rules (if 
known) but due to a lack 
of knowledge can only 
transfer from L1 

- personal traits: 
participant’s personality 
becomes visible 

- lack of knowledge: participant 
transfers knowledge from L1 
assuming that there is a 
similarity 

- only theoretical knowledge: 
participant theoretically knows 
the rules but is unable to apply 
them due to lack of knowledge 
in grammar or vocabulary 

- personal traits: participant’s 
personality becomes more 
important to him than the rules 
of the L2 

Feature not 

used in L2 

utterance 

- lack of knowledge: 
participant does not know 
that there is a similarity 
between the L1 and L2 

- only theoretical 
knowledge: participant 
theoretically knows the 
rules but is unable to 
apply them due to lack of 
knowledge in grammar or 
vocabulary 

- knowledge: participant knows 
rules of the L2 

- luck: participant’s correct use 
is caused by transfer or 
guessing 

- lack of knowledge: participant 
would have liked to transfer the 
rules from the L1 but was 
unable to do so due to a lack of 
knowledge in grammar or 
vocabulary 
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  Feature needed in L2 

utterance 

Feature not needed in L2 utterance 

Feature not 

used in L1 

utterance 

Feature used 

in L2 

utterance 

- knowledge: participant 
knows rules of the L2 

- lack of knowledge: 
participant would have 
liked to transfer the rules 
from the L1 but was 
unable to do so due to a 
lack of knowledge 

- assumed knowledge: 
participant has applied a false 
rule of the L2 

- only theoretical knowledge: 
participant theoretically knows 
the rules but is unable to apply 
them due to lack of knowledge 
in grammar or vocabulary 

- personal traits: participant’s 
personality becomes more 
important to him than the rules 
of the L2 

Feature not 

used in L2 

utterance 

- lack of knowledge: 
participant transfers 
knowledge from L1 
assuming that there is a 
similarity 

- only theoretical 
knowledge: participant 
theoretically knows the 
rules but is unable to 
apply them due to lack of 
knowledge in grammar or 
vocabulary 

- personal traits: 
participant’s personality 
becomes more important 
to him than the rules of 
the L2 

- knowledge: participant knows 
rules of L2 

- luck: participant’s correct use 
is caused by transfer or 
guessing 

- lack of knowledge: participant 
would have applied other rules 
(if known) but due to a lack of 
knowledge can only transfer 
from L1 

- personal traits: participant’s 
personality becomes visible 

Table 20: Reasons for students’ language use when uttering (not) needed features in L2 

The correct usage of a feature does not always imply that the student has understood the rules. It 

can also be a coincidence, the personality that becomes visible or the lack of knowledge to apply 

an assumed different rule. Especially when the rules of both languages are the same it is difficult 

to judge whether the student has understood or transferred the rules. As this illustrates, the German 

dialogues can only be seen as an addition to the students’ answers in the interview and can by no 

means be considered alone. However, along with the interview in which the students were asked 

whether they would behave differently in German than in English – getting an explanation that 

shows whether the students are familiar with similar and different pragmatic rules of the two 

languages –, the German dialogues could be used as in illustration of what the students perceive 

to be correct. 
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In order for the German dialogues and English role plays/role enactments to be comparable, the 

same speech acts had to be elicited, and the scenarios were as similar as possible. Because the 

study aimed at gathering data twice within a one-year interval, the same role play/role enactment 

scenarios as in the first data elicitation could be used, so that the best possible comparison could 

be achieved (see Appendix 10.7). The situations from the second data elicitation were left out as 

the short time interval between English role plays/role enactments and the German DCTs could 

lead to more similarities in students’ acting and judgement. 

Even though, as stated in section 4.2, there are space constraints in the written mode and written 

texts are more dense and give the participants more time to think about their text (Jahandarie 1999: 

144), the students had to produce the German dialogue in written form. The written rather than the 

oral mode was chosen here because this allowed the researcher to videotape two students while 

another pair of students wrote the German dialogues. If each pair of students was engaged in oral 

German and English role plays/role enactments before the pair following could be videotaped, the 

whole study would have taken longer and the lessons would have been disturbed for too long. 

Furthermore, Rintell and Mitchell (1989: 253–255), who looked at requests and apologies, found 

that even though NNS’ apologies and requests were longer in the oral mode, NS’ oral and written 

utterances were of similar length. Therefore, it can be supposed that the written mode is sufficient 

for the German dialogues, especially with regard to the fact that the dialogues are only an addition 

to the students’ statements in the interviews. 

4.5 Teacher questionnaires 

The interviews and German dialogues are a good basis for taking the students’ evaluation into 

account. Yet their opinion on the speech acts they should be able to carry out is subjective, because 

the students may not have grasped the teachers’ aims for the individual lessons and may not have 

understood what they were taught implicitly. To get a more objective point of view, the CLIL and 

English teachers were also surveyed about whether the students should know the kinds of situation 

or the speech acts needed to act out the situations in the present study (for the speech acts and 

scenarios chosen in this study see section 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). That way not only the intake by the 

students but also the input through the teachers could be taken into account. 

Questionnaires were chosen as a methodology for two main reasons. Firstly, the teachers should 

be able to choose the time at which they wanted to fill out the questionnaire. Not having an 

additional appointment at school and not being forced to talk to the researcher at a specific time, 

they should be more motivated to answer the questions. Secondly, the teachers should have the 
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time they need to research when they have covered which topics with whom. If they have more 

time, the answers can be given more reliably. 

At first the teachers are asked for some background information (questions 1-3 in Appendix 10.8): 

their name (question 1), the classes they had given English instruction to (question 2) and whether 

they taught CLIL, and if so what subject and to which classes they had taught it (question 3). As 

all of the CLIL teachers surveyed were also English teachers, no further information about the 

teachers’ educational background had to be given. Even though the teachers’ name was not directly 

of interest for this study as the data was kept anonymous, they were asked for their name so that 

connections could be made to the students’ comments. The reference to classes the teachers had 

taught is important in order to know which students were influenced by which teachers. 

After these general pieces of information, the individual situations that had been part of the first 

data elicitation (see Appendix 10.5) were presented to the teachers, and they were asked to 

comment on them. The structure of the questions about the situation was the same for all situations. 

It was as follows: 

1) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

[From your point of view, from which year onwards is this situation appropriate? 

 from year 6  from year 7  from year 8  from year 9] 

2) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „[Name des Sprechaktes]“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

[Have you covered the speech act “[name of speech act]” in your class? 

 Yes  No] 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

[If yes: In which kinds of classes is this or a similar situation covered? 

 CLIL class  English lesson] 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

[If yes: In which years is this or a similar situation covered? 

 6  7  8  9] 
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c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

[If yes: Please comment on the situation on a more detailed level] 

3) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen? 

 Ja  Nein 

[Should the students know this or a similar situation from your lessons? 

 Yes  No] 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

[If yes: In which kind of classes is this or a similar situation covered? 

 CLIL class  English lesson] 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

[If yes: In which years is this or a similar situation covered? 

 6  7  8  9] 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

[If yes: Please comment on the situation on a more detailed level] 

After the speech act was given to the teachers, they were required to judge from which year 

onwards they thought the situation was appropriate. Here, the teachers had to give a general 

judgement about whether they think the students should be able to act out the situation – 

independent of the instruction they had given the students. As the words that followed the linguistic 

term “Sprechakt” [“speech act”] gave the name of the speech act, no further definition of this term 

was given in the questionnaire. The teachers were only given a general overview of the study’s 

aims when the questionnaires were handed out to them. 
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The following questions were concerned with the instruction the teacher had given to the students. 

With regard to the speech act as well as to the situation the teacher had to tick whether or not the 

students should know the speech act/a similar situation from their lessons. If so, they had to state 

whether the speech act/situation had been covered in the English or CLIL lesson and in which 

years. Because not much variance was possible in the answers, a predetermined set of answers was 

given to the teachers, who had to tick the answer that applied to them. This was done to lower the 

work-load for the teachers where possible and to make sure that the questions were answered in 

the same way by all teachers. Last but not least the teachers were asked to comment on the situation 

on a more detailed level. Here, the questions were open and the teachers could give examples in 

the manner that pleased them. 

If the teachers thought that other issues had to be taken into account as well, they could make 

further comments at the end of the questionnaire (question 22 in Appendix 10.8). The comment 

was, of course, optional and only aimed at giving the teachers the possibility to make further 

statements or to express something they did not like about the questionnaire. 

As Dörnyei (2003: 90) suggested, at the end of a questionnaire, the participants can be asked 

whether they want to have the results of the study. This was also done in the present study (question 

23 in Appendix 10.8). The teachers should have the chance to find out how their students 

performed with regard to the pragmatic competences. The teachers’ reaction to the offer of the 

results was also interesting for the researcher, because a general interest in the students and the 

teaching method can be assumed when the teachers are interested in the results. 

4.6 Design and conducting of the first main empirical study 

The researcher’s intention was to carry out the first main empirical study with CLIL as well as 

traditionally instructed EFL students in years six to eight at four Realschulen in Baden-

Württemberg, Germany, that offer bilingual modules. In each school thirty CLIL and thirty EFL 

students per year of study were expected to participate, making up a total of 720 students. The aim 

was to have a good base for a quantitative and qualitative analysis of the study. 

In order to achieve this aim, in addition to the school that was contacted for the pilot study, a 

number of other schools were also asked for their cooperation. Unexpectedly all schools but the 

one that had already been supportive in the pilot study withdrew their confirmation. It often took 

a long time for the principals finally to make a decision and they also sometimes diverged from 

their confirmation of cooperation with a final withdrawal. Because the principals had previously 

said that they would participate and because all of the schools were offered a time-consuming 
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analysis of their students’ performance, not many other schools could be contacted in the 

meantime. By the time all of the principals had replied negatively, the school year was over and 

the time that would allow data to be comparable had passed. Therefore, only the school that had 

already taken part in the pilot study could also participate in the first data elicitation.  

At the participating Realschule, some teachers offer CLIL modules. The length of the modules 

varies depending on the agreement of the bilingual council within the school. While the study was 

being conducted, most students received 1.5 hours of CLIL projects each week, i.e. one of the 

classes in the field of natural science and geography that comprised two school lessons each week 

was held in English. 

Prior to the first main data collection, the researcher went to all year six to year eight classes during 

one of their school lessons to promote the “video project” and to invite all students to participate. 

As an incentive to take part in the study the students were told that they could learn to act in front 

of a camera and that they could practise the kind of speech they would need if they ever wanted to 

go to an English-speaking country. Furthermore, 10 euros were raffled among all of the 

participants, and every participant was to get a small gift as well as a certificate of participation. 

Everyone who was interested got the questionnaire (see Appendix 10.2) and the declaration of 

consent was to be returned a week later. 

All but one teacher were really supportive and tried to involve the students. The one teacher who 

was not very helpful told the students that they could not participate if they did not hand in the 

questionnaire and declaration of consent on time or if the “video project” took place at the same 

time as one of the projects she was responsible for. With regard to the teacher’s project the 

researcher gave an assurance that she would be conducting her video project at a time that did not 

clash with other projects, exam preparations or exams. All other teachers underlined the benefits 

of the project and called some students by name and asked them directly whether they would like 

to participate. This helped to win over a few more students, although not everyone whom the 

teachers asked was willing to take part in the study. 

In the classes it was generally found that the overall opinion was dependent on the first reaction of 

the loudest students: in the classes where the first student said that the “video project” sounded 

boring, hardly anyone raised their hand to get more information, whereas in classes where the first 

student said that he had liked participating in the pilot study, that it sounded cool or that it would 

be a good way of skipping part of a class (the study was to be conducted during the lessons as was 

the case with the pilot study), a lot of students raised their hands and asked for the questionnaire 
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(see Appendix 10.2) and declaration of consent. Possibly due to the class constellation or due to 

puberty, the interest of year seven students was generally lower than that of year six and year eight 

students. In one of the four classes in year seven, only three students showed interest in the study, 

whereas in all other year seven classes at least seven students were interested. The questionnaires 

and declarations of consent were only distributed to those students who said that they would 

definitely like to take part in the study and that had not already participated in the pilot study. After 

all, those students who had already taken part in the pilot study had already filled out 

questionnaires and had already given their consent. The few questions that had been added to the 

questionnaire (see section 4.1.2 for details about changes) could be asked orally when the students 

took part in the study. 

All in all, on top of the students that had been involved in the pilot study a total of around 130 

students showed interest and got the questionnaire and declaration of consent to be returned within 

the next few days. Surprisingly, only about half of the students responded. As previously 

mentioned (see chapter 3), transfer from the L1 can occur among others in the field of pragmatics 

(Benson 2002: 69).  Researching the pragmatic ability of students, it is therefore essential for all 

students to have the same language background in order for the data to be comparable. Because 

not all of the students who returned the sheets were NS of German (question 6 in Appendix 10.2), 

the number of students who could take part in the study was 46, including the students that had 

already participated in the pilot study. In agreement with the teacher that was the main contact at 

the school, the deadline was extended for another week and the students were reminded of the 

“video project” by their teachers. After one week, another three students had handed in the 

questionnaire and declaration of consent, so that a total of forty-nine students could be included in 

the first main data elicitation. To give exact figures, 16 students in year six, 11 students in year 

seven and 22 students in year eight could and wanted to participate. 

The experience that fewer questionnaires than expected were returned is familiar to most 

researchers. For example Gierlinger (2007: 86) reports that in his study about modular CLIL 

programmes in lower secondary education, 96% of the head teachers replied and gave him 

information about whether they offered CLIL classes. When he contacted the CLIL teachers in the 

schools, only 64% returned his questionnaire (ibid.). Albert and Koster (2002) give more dramatic 

figures from their experience. According to them, often only around 20% of the questionnaires are 

returned (ibid.: 26). 

However, it needs to be said that the questionnaire of the present study is shorter than Albert and 

Koster’s (2002: 27) and that the researchers mentioned above did not approach the subjects 
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individually but handed out questionnaires to everyone. The number of potential participants for 

the present study had already been lowered as questionnaires and declarations of consent were 

only given to the students who showed interest – which were already a minority of all the students 

in years six to eight. 

Although the researcher and the very supportive school staff had expected more students to give 

positive feedback and to participate, none of the students could be forced to take part. After all, 

motivation, i.e. favourable attitudes towards the activity in question, influences the students’ 

performance positively (Gardner 1985: 50). If some students have a negative attitude towards the 

“video project” it can be expected that they will perform more weakly than motivated students. 

This would then change the results of the study noticeably. Furthermore, because the students are 

under age and because video data is collected, the parents’ consent and not just the principal’s 

consent is needed. Thus, no more students could be included without their parents’ and their own 

consent and the small number of students in general as well as the lack of interest especially of the 

year seven students could not be avoided without impacts that would change the validity of the 

outcome. 

The students who returned the questionnaire and declaration of consent and are NS of German 

were paired up according to the year of study and the partner they said they would like to act with 

(see question 30 in Appendix 10.2). In the case that the students did not say anything about a 

partner or if more than one student had selected the same partner, the students were paired up 

according to their class whenever possible. When the students were paired up by the researcher, 

they were previously surveyed about whether the choice was acceptable for them. In year seven, 

one student had to act out the scenarios twice as an odd number of students had been included in 

the study. 

For the first data elicitation, the students were presented with the role play/role enactment scenarios 

as described in section 4.2.4 and found in Appendix 10.5. Prior to acting out the scenarios they 

were asked whether they had any questions and got the time they needed to discuss what they had 

to do. Up to two minutes were given to the students if they had vocabulary difficulties and wanted 

to go through the dialogue before being filmed. However, not too much time was offered, so that 

the students were still able to act spontaneously. After all, real-life situations usually cannot be 

prepared but happen spontaneously, e.g. complaints in a restaurant cannot be practised in advance 

as no wrong dish is expected at the time the order is placed. 
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After each role play/role enactment, the students were interviewed about their behaviour with the 

focus on whether they would act the same way in reality (see section 4.3 for details). The interview 

in the first data elicitation did not contain as many questions as the interview in the second data 

elicitation, so that the students did not concentrate on the real focus of the study, i.e. their pragmatic 

competences, too much and then act differently during the second data elicitation.  

4.7 Design and conducting of the second main empirical study 

4.7.1 School 1 

The second data elicitation took place one year after the first. Again, the school where the first 

data elicitation took place was contacted and the students were assigned to each other as was the 

case in the first data elicitation. The Realschule started to introduce CLIL lessons in the 1990s. 

Some of the classes taught in English are Natural Sciences, Arts, Music, Geography and History. 

Especially the latter two are quite typical choices for CLIL.  

The school is approximately 10 km north of Stuttgart City. The staff consisted of almost 50 

teachers and 700 students attended the school. Approximately 28.5 students were in each class. 

The language background of the students was varied; about three-quarters of them had German as 

their mother tongue. Therefore it was especially important for the current study to include only 

these students in the data elicitation as a different cultural background could lead to articulations 

that are influenced more by the different culture than by the teaching background.  

In consultation with the main contact of the school, a schedule was drawn up. The main contact 

informed all teachers in advance and distributed the schedule prior to the data elicitation. 

Unfortunately, not all students could participate: one student in year seven was sick, and another 

student in year seven had left the school. Their partners were then paired up, so that they could 

participate again and no other pair had to be split. Even though the date for the data elicitation was 

chosen by the main contact of the school and even though it was assumed that all the participants 

would be available, three students in year eight were on a class trip. Two of the students were 

partners, so that a complete group was thereby missing. In the first data elicitation the third person 

was paired up with a student who acted out the scenarios twice due to the odd number of students. 

Thus no student had two partners in the second data elicitation. At the end of the data elicitation, 

one teacher who had not read the notice about the study told two of the students who had started 

to participate, to come back into the classroom. He forbade two more students to participate. After 

the study he apologized and explained that he felt that too many studies were taking place at that 
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time and that his classes had been disturbed too often. The explanation that too many studies were 

taking place at that time is also the reason why no further appointment could be made. 

The students who did participate were given scenarios that were similar to but not the same as the 

ones in the first data elicitation (for the new scenarios see the description in section 4.2.5 and the 

list of them in Appendix 10.6). After each scenario, the students were interviewed about whether 

their acting was realistic. After all of the scenarios, a more detailed interview was set up (for the 

methodology see section 4.3). Here, the students had to reflect on whether they had acted 

realistically, whether they would act differently in German and if so why and how. As the interview 

was semi-structured, individual questions were asked whenever the acting of the students diverged 

from the average observation or when statements made by the students were unclear. 

In order to check whether the students use different phrases in German, the students had to write 

German dialogues with the scenarios from the first data elicitation as a background (see section 

4.4 for the background and Appendix 10.7 for the design). 

Subsequent to the students’ reflection on their behaviour, the teachers got a questionnaire to 

comment on whether the students should be familiar with the scenarios given (see section 4.5 and 

Appendix 10.8). 

4.7.2 School 2 

To compare the school that had already participated in the study with others, more Realschulen 

were contacted and told about the study. As was the case before the first data elicitation, most of 

the principals showed interest at first but then neglected their cooperation. In the end one school 

was found. This school used to offer CLIL modules some years ago but was mostly an EFL-school 

at the time the study was conducted. The principal as well as the main contact from that school 

were therefore especially interested in the pragmatic differences between EFL and CLIL students. 

This school is about 50 km southeast of Stuttgart City. As was the case with school 1, this school 

comprised about 50 teachers. As school 2 is more rural than school 1, only slightly fewer than 400 

students attended this school. As the number of students with a non-German background was lower 

at this school, fewer of these students had to be excluded for the data elicitation. 

Because the students of the first school that participated were in year six to eight during the first 

data elicitation and in years seven to nine during the second data elicitation, the students at the 

second school had to be in years six to nine in order to serve as a comparison with the students of 

the first school. 
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The main contact at the school, who is an English teacher, greatly supported the researcher with 

her study in the first step towards finding students. She chose and contacted teachers and students 

in years six to nine, told them about the study and handed out the questionnaires (see Appendix 

10.2) and declarations of consent on behalf of the author of the present study. One class per year 

was contacted. In the class that the main contact was the English teacher of, all but one student 

returned the questionnaire and declaration of consent. In all other classes, and especially in years 

seven and eight, the participation was much lower: in year seven nobody wanted to take part, while 

in year eight only a few students did. After sorting out students who were not NS of German and 

who had extraordinary opinions about English, eight students in year six, no student in year seven, 

three students in year eight and 18 students in year nine could participate. Again, as explained in 

the previous section, no students could be forced to participate. All students at the school who had 

handed in the questionnaire and declaration of consent were eager to participate. 

The participating students were paired up according to the year of study and the partner they said 

they would like to act with (see question 30 in Appendix 10.2). In year eight, one student had to 

act out the scenarios twice as an odd number of students was included in the study. On the day of 

the data elicitation, one student in year nine was sick, and his assigned partner came with a NS of 

Turkish who wanted to participate but was theoretically ruled out because of his L1. So as not to 

openly discriminate against the student because of his nationality, the author decided not to exclude 

him from the test phase itself. However, his utterances were not taken into account for the analysis. 

The students in year six were compared with the students who were in year six during the first data 

elicitation; the year eight students were compared with the year eight students from the first school 

during the first data elicitation. The ninth graders were contrasted to the students from the first 

school who were in year nine during the second data elicitation. Due to this, the year six and year 

eight students had to act out the scenarios chosen for the first data elicitation (see section 4.2.4, as 

well as Appendix 10.5), while the year nine students got the situations from the second data 

elicitation as a background (see section 4.2.5, as well as Appendix 10.6). The students got the same 

instruction as the students from the first school, i.e. that they needed not be nervous about acting 

as they would not be graded and would perform well if they acted the way they would in reality 

and did not exaggerate. Furthermore, they should speak loudly enough for the camera microphone 

to record them well and should not turn away from the camera while acting. Before acting out the 

scenarios they were able to ask questions if they had any. 

After each role play/role enactment, the students were interviewed about their behaviour (see 

section 4.3 for details). At the end of all of the role plays/role enactments, a detailed interview 
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followed. The students had to comment on whether the scenarios chosen seemed realistic and 

whether they would act differently in German. If so, they had to give examples. Further questions 

were asked depending on the students’ answers. 

Afterwards, the students had to write down German dialogues which were used to underline the 

students’ reflection about differences between their acting in German and English. Because it 

would be likely that the students were influenced by the English role plays/role enactments if they 

had been given the same situations, they only got similar scenarios: the year nine students of this 

school got the same role play/role enactment scenarios that the year nine students of the other 

school got during the second data elicitation (see section 4.2.5 and Appendix 10.6). Just as the 

students of the first school were given the scenarios from the first data elicitation, the students 

from the second school could write down German dialogues using the scenarios designed for the 

first data elicitation, i.e. the same ones that the students from the first school got (see Appendix 

10.7). For the role plays/role enactments the year six and year eight students were given the 

scenarios that the students from the first school got during the first data elicitation (see section 

4.2.4 and Appendix 10.5). They therefore had to write down German dialogues using the scenarios 

designed for the second data elicitation (for the scenarios see section 4.2.5 and Appendix 10.6). 

The sheet the students got was changed accordingly. 

Just as was the case in the first school, the English teachers also got a questionnaire where they 

were asked about which speech acts and situations the students should be familiar with from the 

teachers’ English lessons (see Appendix 10.8). 

For the analysis, the role plays/role enactments and the student interviews were transcribed and 

the student and teacher questionnaires as well as the German dialogues were digitalized. Due to 

the number of students, the outcome of this study can mainly be seen as explorative and qualitative 

rather than quantitative. The pragmatic ability of more students should be looked at outside the 

classroom in order to get more generalized insight into CLIL. The researcher of the present study 

hopes that her results, which will show a tendency as to whether there are differences between 

CLIL and EFL students, will encourage further researchers to look into this field and to help 

schools develop methods that lead to greater pragmatic abilities. She also hopes that the results of 

this study will help the very encouraged teachers of the schools she visited to explore more ways 

to improve pragmatic skills in their English lessons. 
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5 The empirical study: Considerations and results 

The role plays/role enactments were videotaped and transcribed following the example of 

conversation analysis (CA), which has its roots in studies by Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) 

and Schegloff, Jefferson and Sacks (1977) and has been defined as “the study of recorded, naturally 

occurring talk-in-interaction” (Hutchby & Wooffitt 1988: 13–14). CA observes what is said, and 

is bound to text (Schiffrin 1994: 278). The conversations of the present study are gathered through 

role plays/role enactments that imitate naturally occurring data and are developed turn by turn, and 

the following transcription is text-bound, which is why CA is suitable. As the role plays and role 

enactments resemble natural talk, all features that are included in the role plays/enactments that 

need to be assessed can be shown through CA transcription. CA analysis, however, is not used for 

the present study. 

The transcription is not made following the standard orthography of the language (Ochs 2006: 

177), but it symbolizes the way the speaker actually talks. To give an example, colloquial speech 

can be written as “wanna” or “gonna” instead of “want to” and “going to” if it is articulated with 

the equivalent coarticulation. In addition to the fact that the orthography is not standard, there are 

further symbols that are used to mark the turn-taking as well as the prosody of the utterances. 

Atkinson and Heritage (2006: 158–165) sum up Jefferson’s transcript notation as this is the one 

most often used for CA (see section 5.1). 

Often, discourse analysis is linked to qualitative studies, whereas the analysis can also be done 

quantitatively (Taylor 2001: 10). For the present study, the different strategies named in section 4 

are quantitatively analysed. A t-test was intended to be used, but due to the low number of 

participant pair situations, the standard error was high and a significant correlation could hardly 

be found even though differences were clearly visible in terms of numbers or the mean. Explained 

simply, when considering one group of 8 students in which two of them utter a strategy and 6 do 

not, i.e. with 25% doing so, to a different group of 8 students of which none utter a strategy, the 

means would not be seen as significantly different at p <0.05 with t = 1.5277 and the critical value 

of 2.145. If it were four out of 16 students in the first group, i.e. 25%, and none out of 16 students 

in the second group applying a strategy, the means would be rated as significantly different at p 

<0.05 with t = 2.2363 and the critical value being 2.042. The same percentage should make it clear 

that it is only the number of students and not the distribution that changes the outcome. The 

significance of the differences of the means is found even less when the distribution of the strategy 

is lower, as can be seen when comparing the usage of preparatories for apologies by CLIL students 

in the first empirical study (none of the year 6 and year 7 students, but seven out of 22 year 9 
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students used them) and EFL students (none of the students articulated preparatories), the t-test 

shows no significant correlation: 

Summary of Apology – Preparatory 

 First study with CLIL students EFL students 

Mean 0.06 0 

Variance 0.0576 0 

Stand. Dev. 0.24 0 

N 50 30 

T 1.7699 

degrees of freedom 49 

critical value 2.011 

The means of First study with CLIL students and ELF students are not significantly different at 

p<0.05. 

 

The total number of students using a preface is low among CLIL students, as it is only the oldest 

group that utters them, so that the overall difference between CLIL and EFL students is not great. 

However, it is only CLIL students who utter preparatories, so that at least a slight dependency on 

the teaching background CLIL can be observed. Furthermore, the usage of preparatories is greater 

the older the CLIL students are, which is also not seen as significant when considering t-tests. 

Thus for this small sample, only the numbers and percentages are considered and possible 

correlations are discussed in the following chapter (see chapter 6).   

Striking conversations, e.g. conversations that are especially short, impolite, polite, challenging, 

etc. are analysed more qualitatively (see sections 5.2-5.7). For the quantitative analysis the results 

are summarized in a table, although the speakers are not looked at individually but together with 

their partner. For each speech act, each politeness strategy as discussed in the Pragmatics section 

(3.3.1-3.3.7) is listed in rows together with the numbers and percentage of students in each year 

and study using this strategy.  

Prior to the actual role plays the partners had the possibility to ask questions and thereby come up 

with possible phrases together. They sometimes worked together during the talk. Here, it was 

important for the researcher not to give possible wordings but to let the participant pairs cooperate 
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and thus look at them as a team in the analysis too. An example of how S6+_16 and S6_15 

cooperated without further help by the researcher (R) is the following: 

S6+_16: eh (4.52) you: (1.12) (whispering) wie heißt denn das? 

S6+_15: (whispering) buy 

S6+_16: (2.5) 

S6+_15: (whispering) (XXX) 

S6+_16: (0.87) wie heißt das? (3.32) eh wie sagt man noch mal dass ob er's auch kaufen will? 
(2.99) 

R: was willst du davon wissen? (0.82) 

S6+_16: ja= 

S6+_15: =would you like to buy it? 

S6+_16: (1.92) ja ich will ja sagen dass er's auch kaufen (0.37) dass es ne gute idee is wenn 
er's auch kaufen würde 

R: mh? (0.79) 

S6+_16: nur wie soll man es da so auf english sagen? (2.24) 

S6+_15: would you like to buy it? 

S6+_16: (1.93) 

R: zum beispiel da 

S6+_15: [(XXX)] 

R: [gibt es ganz ver]schiedene arten das zu sagen 

S6+_16: (1.93) ok (0.52) m: (1.71) would you like a (0.41) eh 

S6+_15: (whispering) to buy it 

S6+_16: to buy it (h) (1.22) thi:s book (0.35) 

S6+_16 asks the researcher for a translation of a request which the researcher does not make as 

the speech act was under observation. Instead the conversation partner S6+_15 helped. 

CA only takes the interpretations of the participants into account (Wooffitt 2001: 52). The author 

of the present study also believes that nothing should be inferred that the speakers do not articulate 

directly. Therefore what is analysed is only which of the strategies are actually used to articulate 

the speech acts requests, thanks, complaints, apologies, invitations, refusals and advice as 

described in section 4. That is, no strategies are inferred that cannot be directly observed on the 

word, phrase or sentence level (for the analysis see sections 5.2-5.7). The only other sources that 

are considered subsequently are the interviews with the students and teachers (see sections 5.8-

5.9). 
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Before the results are presented, the way the role plays are transcribed is described on a more 

detailed level. 

5.1 Considerations regarding transcript notation according to Conversation Analysis 

When transcribing utterances, a balance needs to be found regarding how much is transcribed and 

marked with symbols. Transcripts have to contain enough information and still have to be readable 

(Hutchby & Wooffitt 1988: 77). Therefore, transcripts have to be selective, as too much 

information is difficult to access (Ochs 2006: 167). In the case of the present study where the 

conversations were not just recorded on an audio-tape but with a video recorder, an even broader 

selection had to be made. Theoretically, every expression can be transcribed along with a 

description of how it is articulated (e.g. stress, loudness, etc.) and what is done simultaneously 

with facial expressions and gestures (e.g. gaze direction, walking from one place to the other, 

waving, etc.). Because texts are usually represented and understood through letters, verbal 

behaviour is easier to represent than non-verbal behaviour, especially when a lot of non-verbal 

behaviour is looked at (ibid.: 171). The gaze direction is only one example of this non-verbal 

behaviour that can be transcribed additionally. According to Jefferson’s notation, the gaze 

direction is transcribed above the utterance: when there is no gaze, nothing is written down; 

transition movement is marked by dots (....); when somebody fixes his gaze, this is marked with 

an X; gaze is marked with a line (_____________); dropping of gaze is marked with commas 

(,,,,); ad hoc gaze is marked with an asterix (*) (Atkinson & Heritage 2006: 163). If this is 

transcribed, there are twice as many lines as needed when only the utterances articulated orally are 

transcribed. However, as the gaze is not critical for the analysis, this is one of the cues that are left 

out in the transcription of the present study.  

As Taylor (2001: 38) says, it depends on the research question how detailed the transcript should 

be. For the present study, mainly the strategies are of interest. Therefore, the words uttered and 

pauses made are interesting, as well as behaviour that could explain deictic utterances (e.g. in 

alignment with section 5.5 showing the notes that the sibling drew on when the speaker is making 

the excuse) or the absence or presence of a student (e.g. walking away to get some pizza). The 

notation will be limited to the basic cues. 

The conversations are transcribed as dialogues, with the character symbolizing the speaker given 

first, followed by a colon and the utterance as colloquial text. The way turn-taking takes place is 

shown as follows: 
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- simultaneous, i.e. overlapping, speech is indicated by square brackets: left square brackets ([ or 

[[) for the beginning of simultaneous speech and right square brackets (] or ]]) for the end of 

simultaneous speech (Atkinson & Heritage 2006: 158). 

- contiguous utterances where one utterance latches on to the other, is indicated with an equals 

sign (=) (ibid.: 159) 

- When there are pauses in the stream of talk, there are two possibilities to transcribe them: A) 

timed, e.g. in tenths of a second, and inserted in parenthesis ((0.1)) (ibid.) and B) untimed and 

described within double parenthesis (((pause))) (ibid.: 160). The present study used timed 

intervals so that an interpretation of turn-taking becomes possible. 

In transcriptions silence is attributed to the person who is expected to speak (Coulthard 1985: 63), 

e.g. the current speaker if the grammatical sentence is not complete, and the next speaker if a 

question has been raised towards him. 

Additionally, the prosodic features and generally the way something is uttered can be shown by 

symbols:  

- Extensions of a sound are indicated as a colon (:) (Atkinson & Heritage 2006: 160) 

- A stopping fall of tone is indicated as a period (.) (ibid.). With usual orthography this sign is 

used just at the end of a sentence; here it can occur anywhere where the tone falls. 

- Similar to the period sign (.) that is already known in standard orthography, the question mark 

(?) also occurs in the transcription. Rising intonation is indicated as a question mark (?) (ibid.). 

As is the case with falling intonation, rising intonation does not only occur at the end of a 

question but can occur anywhere in an utterance. 

- Emphasis is indicated by underlining (ibid.: 161) and loudness is indicated by capital letters 

(ibid.). Because the author found that the utterances that are stressed with emphasis were often 

pronounced more loudly, only capital letters and no underlining were used here. 

- Audible aspirations are indicated with ‘h’s in brackets ((hhh)); inhalations are indicated at the 

point where they occur, e.g. (·hhh) (ibid.). 

- In cases where it is unclear what has been said, this can be transcribed as an empty parenthesis 

(     ); it is also possible to have two different possibilities, with one above the other (ibid.: 162). 

In the present study there were no cases where there was more than one interpretation option as 

to what the content of an utterance could be, although there were rare cases in which nothing 
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could be understood because of simultaneous or quiet speech. To illustrate this, XXX is written 

in brackets where nothing could be understood ((XXX)). 

In addition to speech, the behaviour of the speakers as well as certain other audible or visual 

phenomena can be described: 

- Such phenomena are illustrated in double parentheses, e.g. (((cough)), ((sniff)), ((snorts))) 

(ibid.). 

Even though there are clear guidelines, it needs to be mentioned that transcriptions are objective 

within limits. Transcriptions are a selection by the researcher (Ochs 2006: 166) as the features 

have to be limited in order for the transcriptions to be readable. The transcriber has to decide what 

and how much to transcribe (Gibbons 2006: 90). The transcriptions are, however, comparable as 

the same guidelines are used for students with and without CLIL modules; none of the features 

favour one or the other group. 

In the following sections, there will be a quantitative analysis with a description of how often the 

strategies were used. This is underlined by different examples where the above-named 

transcription can be seen. The dialogues presented as examples are the clearest for the respective 

politeness strategy, independent of the year in which they are articulated. 

5.2 Request 

As discussed in section 3.3.2 there are various ways to articulate requests, from mild hints to 

imperative forms. These various request strategies are used unless, as was the case in a very limited 

number of conversations, the partner makes an offer before a request can be uttered; this is the 

case in the following conversation: 

S6_3: hi ((moving the chair [towards S6_4's seat))] 

S6_4: [that's the (XXX)] from the first hour? (0.54) 

S6_3: ok? 

S6_4: m: you must learn the vab vocabular? (h) and then you may sentences? (0.45) on the 
book? 

S6_3: mhm? (0.47) 

S6_4: m: (0.67) yes? (1.26) it's all the vocabulary 

S6_3: uh {laughter} oh no (h) 

S6_4: yes m: but you don't m: must do the all when m but (0.96) this (0.64) 

S6_3: ah ok good {laughter} (0.62) an m homework? (0.51) 
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S6_4: m homeworks m: you must learn this (0.77) an:d (1.99) and and an:d (0.92) yes senten 
make sentences? and in the book on the book on page twenty-four? (0.42) m: number 
one and two (0.51) 

S6_3: oh (0.8) oh (0.42) ok (0.92) m: (1.75) 

S6_4: yes (0.86) 

S6_3: can i have this then? 

S6_4: yes (h) m: (0.37) and you must go shopping and look for (0.47) for m: mathe table and 
m: what the costs (0.72) 

S6_3: o[kay {laughter}] 

S6_4: [yes] 

S6_3: (h) okay (0.48) thanks (0.35) bye? 

S6_4: bye 

This section deals with the strategies that are used by students with and without bilingual modules. 

The rows in the following table represent all the strategies employed by the students in schools 

with and without bilingual modules. The strategies that are not listed did not occur. The columns 

represent the type of instruction (CLIL modules vs. no CLIL modules) as well as the different 

years the students are in (years 6, 7, 8, 9). 

Because only the speech act request is analysed, role plays where the partner offered help without 

a previous request – which was especially the case in year 7 – are not listed here. In the first study 

with the CLIL participants, there were eight participant pairs in year 6, six pairs in year 7 and 

eleven pairs in year 8 where the partner did not make an offer before the request. In the second 

study that was carried out one school year later, the number of pairs was lower due to a change of 

school, sickness or out-of-school activities. There were eight pairs in year 7, three pairs in year 8 

and nine pairs who made a request. In the control school without CLIL modules, there were four 

pairs in year 6, two pairs in year 8 and eight pairs in year 9 that are relevant for requests. Due to 

the number of pairs, the numbers can only be seen as a tendency and the results cannot be 

generalized for all CLIL or EFL students. It can therefore only be seen how often the strategies are 

used in the equivalent schools and years in this study, and whether they have been used at all; it 

cannot be predicted how all students with and without bilingual modules would act and talk. 

For each strategy two further rows are given. The top one gives the number of pairs who use the 

equivalent strategy; the button one shows the resulting percentage of pairs who used the strategy 

in relation to the total number of pairs who used requests. 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Request” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

8 6 11 8 3 9 4 2 8 
pairs pairs pairs 

Alerter 5 2 10 7 2 7 3 1 7 
63% 33% 91% 88% 67% 78% 75% 50% 88% 

Supportive move: 
Preparatory 

0 0 0 1 1 3 1 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 13% 33% 33% 25% 0% 0% 

Supportive move: 
Mild hint 

0 1 3 2 0 1 0 0 3 
0% 17% 27% 25% 0% 11% 0% 0% 38% 

Supportive move: 
Strong hint 

3 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
38% 17% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Grounder / Explanation 1 1 5 7 2 7 3 1 4 
13% 17% 45% 88% 67% 78% 75% 50% 50% 

Perspective: 
Hearer-oriented 

2 3 5 7 3 9 1 1 8 
25% 50% 45% 88% 100% 100% 25% 50% 100% 

Perspective: 
Speaker-oriented 

5 2 6 0 0 0 3 1 0 
63% 33% 54% 0% 0% 0% 75% 50% 0% 

Modal verb 
4 2 9 6 3 8 4 2 7 

57% 100% 82% 75% 100% 80% 100% 100% 88% 
Conditional form of 
modal verb 

0 0 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 
0% 0% 9% 13% 34% 20% 0 50% 0 

Conventionally indirect 
conditions: willingness 
(would) 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Conventionally indirect 
conditions: ability (can / 
could) 

5 5 8 6 3 8 4 2 7 
63% 83% 73% 75% 100% 89% 100% 100% 88% 

Future-oriented request 
(will) 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 

Conditional clause 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 

Downgrader: 
Cajoler 

0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 

Intensifier: Time 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 13% 

Lexical intensifier 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 

Politeness marker 
“please” 

1 0 3 3 1 1 3 0 2 
13% 0% 27% 38% 33% 11% 75% 0% 25% 

Interrogative 7 5 11 8 3 7 4 2 8 
88% 83% 100% 100% 100% 78% 100% 100% 100% 

Table 21: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Request” 

 
Alerters, i.e. greetings and/or names, occur among all types of instruction and in all years. Some 

students utter both greeting and name, others use one. The alerters are used by the majority of 

students with and without CLIL modules except in the first study with the CLIL students in year 

7 where only a third employed the strategy. When used, the alerters occur as an initiation of the 
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talk. Therefore it can be arguable whether they are used with the intention of an alerter or as a 

conventionally learnt way of greeting someone. 

In the first study with CLIL students, no preparatories were used. In the second study, however, 

one student in year 7, one student in year 8 and a third of the students in year 9 made use of this 

strategy. Among the students with an EFL teaching background only one student in the lowest 

year, i.e. year 6, used a preparatory: “can you help me? (0.91) i was: (0.39) ill yesterday (0.46)” 

(D6_3). This EFL student asks for help before stating what this help is about. Also, the student 

gives a grounder before uttering the request more directly. 

Mild hints occur mostly among the older learners. In the first study with CLIL students, none of 

the students in year 6, but one student in year 7 and about a quarter of the students in year 8 used 

mild hints. Similarly, in the study with students without CLIL modules, mild hints are only made 

in year 9 and the younger students do not use them. The kind of a mild hint used in the comparative 

group is “m: do you understand the english? for the cl eh class test (0.44)” (D9_7). Instead of 

requesting help directly, the conversation partner is asked about his ability, implying that the 

ability of the speaker is lacking. The second study with CLIL students is an exception to the 

observation that mild hints are used more by the older students: one quarter of the students in year 

7, but none of the students in year 8 and only 1 out of 9 students in year 9 use the supportive move 

of mild hints. 

The risk of using mild hints only is that the conversation partner does not understand the intention 

of the utterance as the following conversation between two CLIL students in the second study 

shows: 

S8+_17: TObi i: don't understand this th::ing for the english exam next week (0.79) 1 

S8+_18: eh yeah what do you want from me? (0.32) 2 

S8+_17: can you explain it to? me or: (0.27) give me some: tricks or tips for it? (0.7) 3 

S8+_18: and when? (0.48) 4 

S8+_17: eh maybe on a free time after school or something like this? 5 

S8+_18: eh sorry the time is not possible (0.56) 6 

S8+_17: whe (0.35) the whole week? or (0.56) any time (0.27) 7 

S8+_18: yes i have to learn i also have to learn and eh (0.65) it's sorry (0.4) 8 

S8+_17: ok (0.89) bye 9 

After the mild hint, which is also a grounder (l. 1), the conversation partner directly asks about the 

intention, i.e. “what do you want from me?” (l. 2). The initiator therefore performs the request 
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using the conventionally indirect condition about the ability (l. 3). They then get more specific 

about meeting or rather in this case not finding a suitable time (ll. 4-9). 

Strong hints are only made by a minority of CLIL students in the first study, although the younger 

students make them more often than the older students. Strong hints are neither used by the CLIL 

students in the second study nor by the control group. An example of a strong hint made by a CLIL 

student in year 6 in the first empirical study is the following:  

S6_5: oh my god on friday is the france eh arbeit (0.53) m: (0.82) and i don't know what i: learn? 1 
(0.51) 2 

S6_6: i can lend you my notes (1.12) 3 

S6_5: really? 4 

S6_6: yeah 5 

S6_5: (h) oh very (0.59) thanks (0.92) m: i: (0.81) give you the: notes on (0.83) monday (0.72) 6 

S6_6: um eh i i must learn: (0.85) too (0.93) 7 

S6_5: ok i copy this 8 

S6_6: ok 9 

The student uses an exclamation followed by a grounder and the strong hint that the student does 

not know what to do (ll. 1-2). The strong hint immediately leads to an offer by the other student to 

lend the notes to the conversation partner (l. 3). An even stronger hint is used by a year 8 CLIL 

student during the first study: 

S8_7: have you done some (0.49) have you do some m notes about (0.38) french? 1 

S8_8 yes m this is are these are the sheets (0.44) which we get yesterday? (0.54) an:d 2 

S8_7: mhm 3 

S8_8: {laughter} du sollst look 4 

S8_7: yes 5 

S8_8: these are the whole vocabularie:s and: the grammar and you can: take it with you 6 

S8_7: oh [ok] 7 

S8_8: [i] write it down for [you] 8 

S8_7: [oh] thank you {laughter} 9 

S8_8: {laughter} (h) it's very much but i think you can learn it for tomorr[ow] 10 

S8_7: [o]k i give it you later 11 

S8_8: ok {laughter} 12 
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The student does not ask about whether the notes can be lent to him, but asks about the availability 

first (l. 1). The partner then shows them (ll. 2-9) and in the course of the conversation offers them 

to the student (ll. 6). 

Grounders, i.e. explanations why something is requested, are used the least in the first study with 

CLIL students: Only one student in year 6 and year 7 and five out of eleven students in year 8 give 

reasons. One year later, all but one of the youngest students who were then in year 7 gave a 

grounder; two-thirds of the students in year 8 gave one and about three-quarters of the students in 

year 9. Among the EFL students, the youngest students give explanations the most – three-quarters 

of them do. Half of the EFL students in year 8 and 9 use a grounder. 

Regarding the perspective, none of the students decided to use the inclusive-we. Rather, a hearer-

oriented perspective was most prominent. In the first study with CLIL students it was used the 

least often, with about one quarter of the students in year 6 and about half of the students in year 

7 and 8 using it. In the second study with CLIL students a hearer-oriented perspective occurred 

the most: all but one student in year 7, and all of the students in year 8 and 9 talked to the hearer 

directly. In the study with students without bilingual modules there was a clear increase of the 

hearer-oriented perspective the older the students got: one quarter of the students in year 6, half of 

the students in year 8 and all of the students in year 9 used this perspective. Corresponding to this, 

the speaker-oriented perspective was mostly used as an alternative to the hearer-oriented approach, 

so that more than half of the CLIL students in years 6 and 8 and one-third of the students in year 

7 used this perspective in the first study. Also, three-quarters of the EFL students in year 6 and 

half of the EFL students in year 8 oriented the request towards themselves.  

Modal verbs are generally widely used in the conversations. Except for the year 6 CLIL students 

in the first study, where about half of them articulated the request with a modal verb, at least three-

quarters of the students used modals. All of the CLIL students who were in year 7 during the first 

study and in year 8 during the second study used modals in both cases. Also all of the students of 

the comparative group in years 6 and 8 articulated modals in their requests. 

Conditional forms of the modals occur seldom compared to the general use of modals. In the first 

study with CLIL learners none of the students in years 6 and 7 used conditionals; in year 8 it was 

one student. In the following study one year later, there was an increase of one student in each 

school year: one student in years 7 and 8 and two students in year 9 used conditional forms of the 

modal verb. In the study with the comparative group, only one student in year 8 used the 

conditional form; in the other years it did not occur. 
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One CLIL student in year 8 used a conventionally indirect condition connected to willingness, i.e. 

would, when formulating the conditional form of a modal verb during the first study. None of the 

other students uttered the request with the word “would”. 

A conventionally indirect condition that is more prominent is that of the ability, i.e. can and could. 

In the first study with CLIL students about two-thirds of the students in year 6, all but one student 

in year 7 and about three-quarters of the students in year 8 uttered a modal verb referring to ability. 

In the second study with CLIL students there was an increase in the usage by one student in the 

two lowest years, so that three-quarters of the students in year 7 and all of the students in year 8 

referred to the ability to do something. In year 9 all but one student used this strategy. In the 

comparative group with EFL students, all of the students in years 6 and 8 and all but one student 

in year 9 asked about the ability to do something. 

A third modal that is used in the second study is that regarding the future-oriented request with 

“will”. One CLIL student in year 9 employs this as: “[i] have a a big problem (0.3) m what w m 

we are doing in english right now i: don't understand nothing and m: it (1.21) will be great if you 

m can explain me eh eh what we are doing in english right now (0.42)” (S8+_15). As can be seen 

in this utterance, the usage of the future-oriented modal is linked to a conditional clause, and the 

speaker stresses the benefit the action requested from the hearer has for the speaker. No other 

student makes a future-oriented request or uses a conditional clause. 

Of all the possible downgraders and upgraders that can be used, three are prominent in the speech 

of the students in the present study: the downgrader cajolers, the upgrader intensifications of time 

and the upgrader lexical intensifications. One-third of the year 9 CLIL students downgrade their 

utterances with a cajoler such as “you know” in the second study. An utterance is intensified by 

one CLIL student in year 6 during the first study and by one student in year 9 in the EFL group. 

One CLIL participant pair in year 9 uses a lexical intensification in the second study:  

S8+_15: ((looking towards S8+_16)) max (0.34) 1 

S8+_16: ya[:] 2 

S8+_15: [i] have a a big problem (0.3) m what w m we are doing in english right now i: don't 3 
understand nothing and m: it (1.21) will be great if you m can explain me eh eh what 4 
we are doing in english right now (0.42) 5 

S8+_16: yeah i can (0.55) 6 

S8+_15: ok?= 7 

S8+_16: =ya when can we meet us? (0.44) 8 

S8+_15: m::: p:: let's meet us m: (0.31) at m friday (0.99) 9 
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S8+_16: yeah it (0.42) were good= 10 

S8+_15: ok good 11 

The student starts with an intensification of the difficulties: “a big problem” (l. 3) and the double 

negation “don’t understand nothing” (ll. 3-4). This “big problem” is also the preparatory and 

grounder (l. 3) leading to the request politely marked with a conditional and a modal verb (ll. 4-

5). The misery of the current situation is intensified (ll. 3-4) so that the hearer can feel for the 

speaker and will then be more likely to accept the request. 

The politeness marker “please” can neither be found among year 7 CLIL students in the first study 

nor among EFL students in year 8. In most of the other years it is seldom used – either by one 

student only, as in year 6 in the first CLIL study and in years 8 and 9 in the second CLIL study, or 

by about one-quarter to one-third of the students –, but the most by EFL students in year 6, where 

three-quarters mark their utterance with politeness. 

Almost all of the requests are made in the interrogative form. In the first study with CLIL students 

only one student in year 6 and one student in year 7 did not use an interrogative, while in the 

second study with CLIL students two students in the most advanced year did not use the 

interrogative. In all of the other years and in the EFL group everyone used an interrogative. 

In most of the conversations, rules of politeness are obeyed with various strategies. Out of all of 

the conversations only one is strikingly face-threatening for the party making the request. 

D9_11: eh: i can understand eh please can you tell me:: tomorrow? (0.41) 1 

D9_12: m: ok yes m: (0.4) eh why? it's (0.23) very easy {laughter} (0.51) 2 

D9_11: no: i don't think i: un (0.21) don't understand it (0.59) 3 

D9_12: yes m: i ca m: m (1.37) 4 

D9_11: (whispering) explain 5 

D9_12: {laughter} explain this m: for you (0.71) 6 

D9_11: m: (0.44) have you time tomorrow: at m: two o'clock? (0.49) 7 

D9_12: m: yes {laughter} 8 

D9_11: ok i come to you 9 

D9_12: ok {laughter} 10 

The speaker opens the talk by mentioning the difficulties in understanding the topic – this can at 

least be seen from the context, even though the modal verb is positive (can) and not negative 

(cannot) (l. 1). She then asks the conversation partner for help using the politeness marker (l. 1). 
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The first reaction is a positive one, as it is an agreement with “ok yes” (l. 2). This, however, follows 

the question as to why help is needed, explaining that it should be easy for her (l. 2). This reaction 

is face-threatening as the student uttering the request subsequently loses face again and talks about 

the lack of knowledge which the partner had just judged as not understandable. She uses a 

subjectivizer, talking about her own thoughts without going into detail (l. 3). The conversation 

partner then accepts this and agrees to explain the topic (ll. 4-6). 

Naturally, the more the students talk, the more strategies are used. Instead of briefly stating what 

they want and then going over to the next role-play situations, students who talk a lot and enjoy 

talking use many different strategies to articulate the speech act. 

In the first study with CLIL students examples of short conversations can be found in year 6 as 

well as in year 8, with the main difference being a weaker command of grammar among the year 

6 students. In year 8 the short conversations included the use of modal verbs, with and without the 

conditional form: 

S8_3: hi can i can i have a look at notes from the: french test? 

S8_4: yes (0.65) 

S8_3: thank you: 

and 

S8_21: hey eh melanie would you lend me your notes? (0.4) 

S8_22: yes of course (1.19) 

S8_21: m thank you? 

In year 6, there is only a short request without a main verb: 

S6_11: what's the notes? (0.64) 

S6_12: m here (h) (1.29) 

S6_11: thank you 

The request consists of one strong hint only, followed by a quick acceptance and the handing over 

of what is requested. One year later, the same students that had this short conversation, uttered the 

request with only three turns again: 

S6+_11: can you help me for the test please? (0.72) 

S6+_12: yes you come to me home then i can tell you [((nodding))] 

S6+_11: [((nodding))] 
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The conversation is short, but includes two more strategies than the previous one: conventionally 

indirect condition regarding ability (can), and politeness (please). As previously stated, when the 

conversation is longer, more hints and preparatory moves are usually uttered. An example of this 

is the following extract from a conversation between two CLIL students in year 9 in the second 

study: 

S8+_8: [((walking towards each other)) hi: {laughter}] 1 

S8+_7: [((walking towards each other)) hi: {laughter}] (h) oh you have to help me (0.58) 2 

S8+_8: oh what happened?= 3 

S8+_7: =because the class test next week? (1.3) 4 

S8+_8: [yes?] 5 

S8+_7: [i] don't understand it really what we do in english (0.41) 6 

S8+_8: oh it's really easy (h) ok (0.78) iki you can see m: w what you don't understand? (0.33) 7 

S8+_7: m i think (0.79) all this with the sentences (0.61) 8 

S8+_8: sentences (h) 9 

S8+_7: [yes] 10 

S8+_8: [o]k m (0.32) you see m (0.48) {laughter} 11 

S8+_7: {laughter} 12 

S8+_8: (h) m (1.09) (h) (0.48) the four? the f (0.39) tenses? is m: (0.72) past perfect yes?= 13 

S8+_7: =oh ok= 14 

After this extract 15 more turns where the students make an appointment to study together follow. 

After a greeting (ll. 1-2), which does not count as an alerter as it is first articulated by the other 

party, the student uses an exclamation and a preparatory (l. 2), signalling that help is needed. The 

student thereby chooses the mood derivable imperative (have to – l. 2). Upon request, a grounder 

is given (l. 4) and expanded (l. 6). The other party does not immediately respond to the speaker, 

but there are long pauses before more concrete information is asked for. 

In three conversations of medium length, which the researcher wants to mention as special, there 

are a number of strategies used throughout the conversation: 

in the first study with CLIL students a participant pair in year 8 uses several strategies in two 

utterances: 

S8_5: oh hey benjamin (h) eh (0.56) is this french? oh= 1 

S8_6: =oh yes 2 
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S8_5: oh i'm sick yesterday: and morning is the: eh tomorrow is the (0.83) arbeit (0.58) no (h) 3 
can i have your notes? 4 

S8_6: yes wait m (0.29) these are the words you must know 5 

S8_5: [oh ok] 6 

S8_6: [and here is the] (0.29) grammatical part 7 

S8_5: (h) oh it's goo:d thanks (0.88) [{laughter} ok] 8 

S8_6: [give it back me] please m next week 9 

S8_5: yes yes ok (1.06) thanks benjamin 10 

The student starts the first utterance with an exclamation, an alerter consisting of the greeting and 

name and a mild hint (l. 1). He continues the second utterance with a grounder (l. 3) and then the 

request, using a conventionally indirect condition referring to ability (l. 4). 

In the second study with CLIL students a participant pair in year 9 uses an outstanding number of 

strategies as well: 

S8+_11: ((walking towards S8+_12)) [hey: ((hugging each other))] 1 

S8+_12: [hey: ((hugging each other))] 2 

S8+_11: m you know we: (0.39) writing an eng english test and i don't understand every[thing] 3 

S8+_12: [yeah] 4 

S8+_11: can you: (0.49) show it to me? (0.49) 5 

S8+_12: i think yes but m this afternoon is: not okay (0.3) 6 

The conversation starts with an alerter, i.e. greeting (l. 1) that is responded to by the other party. 

The student who is to request something starts with a minimal response and cajoler before uttering 

the grounder (l. 3). In a next step, the speaker performs the request, using a conventionally indirect 

condition referring to ability (l. 5). 

The third conversation of medium length with a greater number of strategies throughout the 

conversation is one between CLIL students in year 8 in the second study: 

S7+_4: m: i have a question because i (0.79) don't know about the:: (0.4) m: (2.4) 1 

S7+_5: (whispering) englischthema 2 

S7+_4: (0.81) english: (0.57) thema 3 

S7+_5: [(h)] 4 

S7+_4: {laughter} (1.18) you:: know it and understand it and so can you: (0.7) please: (2.52) 5 
help me? by (0.3) this (0.28) 6 

S7+_5: m yes of course m (0.42) shall we meet? us? (0.49) 7 
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S7+_4: yes is= 8 

S7+_5: =what time? (1.14) 9 

S7+_4: no: this afternoon is not so good but (0.46) on friday? 10 

S7+_5: on friday? yes= 11 

S7+_4: =yeah (0.6) 12 

S7+_5: of course 13 

The year 8 student uses a preparatory first, saying that what is to follow is a question (l. 1). After 

that a grounder is given (ll. 1-3). The speaker then puts the focus on the hearer, flattering the 

partner by saying that she knows the topic and appealing to the hearer’s positive face (l. 5). As a 

consequence the speaker performs the request using the conventionally indirect condition referring 

to ability and the politeness marker “please” (ll. 5-6). The partners then find a time to study 

together that suits both of them (ll. 7-13). 

One CLIL participant pair in year 9 that is willing to have long conversations in general integrates 

a lot of strategies into just one utterance in the second study: 

S8+_19: hey lukas you know that we write: a test (0.25) in english and (h) i don't understand 1 
the: thema {laughter} and could you (0.33) help me please 2 

S8+_20: yes sure when should i help you? (0.52) 3 

S8+_19: um:: at the weekend maybe? 4 

S8+_20: weekend when at the weekend? 5 

S8+_19: (h::) s::aturday evening? (0.36) 6 

S8+_20: ye:ah but i can at eight p m (0.25) 7 

S8+_19: um: m (0.28) 8 

S8+_20: it's a bit late for you? or is ok? (0.31) 9 

S8+_19: hm (0.44) i must look at the (0.63) kalender {laughter}= 10 

S8+_20: =ok talk to you tomorrow = 11 

S8+_19: =okay 12 

S8+_20: then we'll see 13 

The learner starts with an alerter consisting of a greeting and name before a cajoler and the first 

grounder referring to the class test (l. 1). A grounder and hint that the speaker does not understand 

the topic is given next (ll. 1-2). Finally the student performs the request and asks about whether 

the other student “could” help – thereby using a conditional form of the modal asking about the 

availability (l. 2). At the end of the first utterance the politeness marker “please” is used (l. 2). The 
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different strategies grounder – grounder / hint – performing the act of requesting are linked with 

“and” (ll. 1-2) 

One of the longest conversations that consequently includes many strategies is the following 

between two CLIL students in year 7 in the second empirical study:  

S7_1: what have you do yesterday 1 

S7_2: (h) o:h nothing (0.92) 2 

S7_1: m:: (0.96) this eh i mean: (0.78) eh {laughter} i mean the: m french: (0.53) test 3 

S7_2: o:h ye:s we read m tomorrow? (0.31) 4 

S7_1: yes (h) 5 

S7_2: yes i learn the vocabularies 6 

S7_1: (h) yes m: and what have you do yesterday in the french lesson? (h) (0.47) 7 

S7_2: m: (0.56) nothing we learn the vocabularies (0.67) 8 

S7_1: m (0.44) i can i have these (1.46) the yea[h] 9 

S7_2: [(high tone) letter] 10 

S7_1: {laughter} yeah 11 

S7_2: ok m: (h) but i must learning? (0.38) 12 

S7_1: ye[:s] 13 

S7_2: [{laughter}] 14 

S7_1: m (2.1) i can: (0.87) can i go to you? (0.56) eh 15 

S7_2: (high tone) at me home? 16 

S7_1: ye:[s] 17 

S7_2: [ok]? and yes we can learn 18 

S7_1: together 19 

S7_2: together yes 20 

S7_1: ok 21 

S7_2: ok (h) in french 22 

S7_1: yes 23 

S7_2: ok (0.88) m 24 

S7_1: at: a (0.56) eh two o'clock (0.36) a.m.? 25 

S7_2: m? yes two o'clock a.m. 26 

S7_1: p.m. {laugh[ter}] 27 

S7_2: [m p.m. by me] ok (laughter) 28 
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S7_1: ok i bis denn m {laugh[ter} bye bye] 29 

S7_2: [{laughter}] bye bye 30 

The initiator starts with the mild hint about what the hearer did the day before (l. 1), guiding the 

talk towards the request to get the notes from the hearer (ll. 9-11). Instead of agreeing on this, the 

students come up with the alternative solution to meet and study for the test together, so that both 

of them can have a look at the notes and revise (ll. 15-20). 

Interestingly, two CLIL students in the first study focused on the solution of borrowing the notes 

more than on finding any outcome: 

S8_17: hey tobi= 1 

S8_18: =hey 2 

S8_17: eh i was ill eh last lesson an:d (0.28) eh what do you talking in this lesson (0.59) 3 

S8_18: o:h it's real much but: today you could come to me and we: (0.42) could learn together? 4 
(0.54) 5 

S8_17: yeah (0.4) are this your notes? (0.37) 6 

S8_18: m and (0.91) this this is real much 7 

S8_17: oh (0.52) eh what (0.39) eh can i borrow this? (0.67) 8 

S8_18: ah (1.3) no (0.38) come to me and we learn together (0.74) 9 

S8_17: kay (0.41) when we: m meet us? (0.99) 10 

S8_18: (h) (1.58) i eh could i tell you? 11 

S8_17: [jo] 12 

S8_18: [eh] yeah 13 

S8_17: jo 14 

S8_18: i i ja (0.44) ok 15 

S8_17: ok 16 

S8_18: see you 17 

After an alerter (l. 1) and grounder, i.e. explanation why the notes are needed (l. 3), a mild hint is 

given (l. 3). This mild hint does not lead to the hearer’s suggestion to lend the notes, but to meet 

and study together (l. 4). As this is not the answer suggested in the role-play situation initially, the 

speaker uses an agreement followed by another mild hint leading to the request intended (l. 6). 

When no offer is the result, the speaker performs the request and asks about the possibility to 

borrow the notes (l. 8). The hearer does not accept the request, but goes back to the initial offer to 

study together (l. 9), which the partner then accepts (l. 10). 
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Turn-taking takes place with long pauses used to think about the utterance that is to follow. When 

there is overlap of speech, neither of the students complains about an interruption as CA believes 

they should do it if it was inappropriate for them (Schiffrin 1994: 278). 

5.3 Thanks 

After uttering a request, the speaker is expected to thank the other party for the help. In reply to 

that a way of acknowledging this act of thanking can but need not be used. As discussed in section 

3, the German word bitte is used more frequently and differently used from please (House 

& Kasper 1981); when uttering a request, bitte means please and replaying to thanking, bitte means 

you’re welcome. It would therefore be incorrect to reply to the giving of thanks with “please”. 

Instead, the most frequently used reply is “you’re welcome”. Alternatives like “no problem” are 

also possible. In the following table it is summarized how often the student who uttered the request 

also thanks the partner. This thanking can also go along with an intensifier. It is further noted what 

the other party says in return, if anything is said. 

In the first study with CLIL students, eight participant pairs in year 6, six participant pairs in year 

7 and eleven participant pairs in year 9 uttered a request and could therefore theoretically also 

express thanks after request. In the second study with CLIL students, eight participant pairs in year 

7, three participant pairs in year 8 and nine participant pairs in year 9 qualify. In the study with 

EFL students, four participant pairs in year 6, two participant pairs in year 8 and eight participant 

pairs in year 9 uttered a request and also expressed thanks for the help.  

Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Thanks after Request” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

8 6 11 8 3 9 4 2 8 
pairs pairs pairs 

Thanks 8 4 8 4 3 3 3 2 1 
100% 67% 73% 50% 100% 33% 75% 100% 13% 

Intensifier 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Please 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

You’re welcome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Other 
(no problem) 

0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 22% 0% 0% 0% 

Table 22: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Thanks after Request” 
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In the first study with CLIL students, all of the relevant students in year 6, about two-thirds of the 

students in year 7 and about three-quarters of the students in year 8 thank the partner for the help 

after having uttered a request. In the second study thanks is expressed less often: half of the 

students in year 7, all of the students in year 8, but only a third of the students in year 9 thank the 

other party. In the comparative group, three-quarters of the students in year 6, all of the students 

in year 8, and only one student in year 9 verbally show that they are grateful. One CLIL student in 

year six intensifies the thanks in the first study: “(h) oh very (0.59) thanks” (S6_5). Neither in the 

second study nor in the study with the students without bilingual modules are the thanks intensified 

in any way. 

In reply to thanks one CLIL student in year six uses “please” in the first study with CLIL students. 

In the second study two CLIL students in year 7 reply with “please”. None of the students uses the 

expression “you’re welcome”. In the second study with CLIL students, two CLIL students in year 

9 say “no problem” as an alternative to “you’re welcome”. 

Next to the request, thanking can also regularly follow advice. In the present study, most of the 

students accepted the advice, so that thanks could follow. Only ten per cent of the year 8 CLIL 

students in the first study and ten per cent of the EFL students did not accept the advice. When the 

advice is not accepted, the number of students who can possibly thank the other party is lower. 

The following table summarizes all of the thanks and replies to the thanking after advice. Because 

there are two scenarios of advice in the first study with CLIL students, as well as for the students 

in year 6 and 8 in the study with EFL students, the number of participant pairs listed here is higher. 

There are 16 participant pair situations in year 6, twelve in  year 7 and 22 in year 8 in the first 

study with CLIL students. The number is lower in the second study with eight such situations in 

year 7, three in year 8 and ten in year 9. In the comparative group, the number of scenarios has the 

effect that eight participant pair situations in year 6, four in year 8 and nine in year 9 are looked 

at.  

Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Thanks after Advice” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual modules 
in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

16 12 22 8 3 10 8 4 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Acceptance of advice 16 12 20 8 3 10 8 4 8 
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 

Thanks 1 0 0 6 1 6 4 0 5 
6% 0% 0% 75% 33% 60% 50% 0% 56% 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Thanks after Advice” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual modules 
in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

16 12 22 8 3 10 8 4 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Intensifier 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 

Please 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 25% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

You’re welcome 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 22% 

Other 
(no problem) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Table 23: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Thanks after Advice” 

In the first study hardly any of the CLIL students expressed thanks for the advice received, i.e. 

only one student in year 6 did so. In the second study with CLIL students there was a major increase 

in thanking: three-quarters of the students in year 7, one-third of the students in year 8 and six-

tenths of the students thanked the partner. In the comparative group with EFL students, about half 

of the students in year 6 and 9, but none of the students in year 8 thanked the partner for the advice. 

One of the year 9 students in the EFL group intensified the thanks. The other students did not. 

In reply to the thanks a quarter of the year 7 CLIL students and a third of the year 8 CLIL students 

said “please” in the second study. Two-ninths of the EFL students in year 9 replied correctly with 

“you’re welcome”. One of the CLIL students in year 8 correctly used “no problem” as an 

alternative to “you’re welcome” in the first study with CLIL students. The other students did not 

react to the thanks so directly. 

Even though thanks could also be analysed following other speech acts, only those following 

requests and advice are looked at as the speaker profits from these the most. 

5.4 Complaint 

In contrast to the request (see section 5.2) where it is hoped that the hearer will react positively, 

the hearer is expected to react positively following a complaint after an action with a negative 

effect on the speaker has occurred. In other words, different strategies are expected to be used for 

complaints. The following table summarizes the strategies used by CLIL as well as EFL students. 

As two different scenarios are used in each study, the number of pair situations is higher for this 

speech act than for the other speech acts. The conversations where an apology is made prior to a 

possible complaint and where this apology is accepted without a complaint are excluded here. In 
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the first study with CLIL students three year 6 students, two year 7 students and three year 8 

students accepted the apology without complaint. In the second study with CLIL students two 

students in each year decided not to complain but to accept the apology. In the study with EFL 

students two year 6 students and four year 9 students did not complain. In cases where the student 

states that he accepts the apology, e.g. by responding with “it’s okay”, but then still uses a strategy, 

e.g. outlines the consequence of the behaviour, it is still counted as a complaint and included in 

the table. An example of this is a situation between year 8 CLIL students in the first study where 

the complainee says: “uhm? (2.62) ok it's not very bad: hmf (2.17) but the next time you let it (1.9) 

ok? (1.51)” (S8_10). After signalling that everything is okay and that no complaint is to follow, 

he utters a request of forbearance, and therefore a complaint strategy. In this case, the conversation 

is included in the table. 

In the first study with CLIL students, thirteen year 6 pair situations, ten year 7 pair situations and 

nineteen year 8 pair situations are analysed. In the second study with CLIL students the number of 

pair situations decreases to fourteen in year 7, four in year 8 and eighteen in year 9. In the 

comparative group with EFL students six pair situations in year 6, four such situations in year 8 

and fourteen in year 9 can be looked at.  

Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Complaint” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual modules 
in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

13 10 19 14 4 18 6 4 14 
pair situations* pair situations* pair situations* 

Emotional expression 6 3 8 6 0 5 6 2 5 
46% 30% 42% 43% 0% 28% 100% 50% 36% 

Minimal response 2 3 2 5 1 4 0 1 7 
15% 30% 11% 36% 25% 22% 0% 25% 50% 

Hedge 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Preface 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 5% 7% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Hint 0 0 1 5 0 3 0 0 1 
0% 0% 5% 36% 0% 17% 0% 0% 7% 

Subjectivizer 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 

Expression of 
disapproval 

8 7 15 3 4 13 4 2 9 
62% 70% 79% 21% 100% 72% 67% 50% 64% 

Consequence 3 1 4 3 1 5 0 1 2 
23% 10% 21% 21% 25% 28% 0% 25% 14% 

Intensifier 8 5 9 0 0 3 4 1 1 
62% 50% 47% 0% 0% 17% 67% 25% 7% 

Downgrader 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 10% 11% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Complaint” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual modules 
in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

13 10 19 14 4 18 6 4 14 
pair situations* pair situations* pair situations* 

Accusation / Blame 2 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 
15% 0% 11% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 

Request for forbearance 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Request for repair 6 7 10 3 0 8 2 0 5 
46% 70% 53% 21% 0% 44% 33% 0% 36% 

Imperative 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 
0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 7% 

Modal: possibility 5 7 7 2 0 4 2 0 3 
38% 70% 37% 14% 0% 22% 33% 0% 21% 

Modal: willingness 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 0% 

Climax 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Fault is made up for 10 9 15 14 4 17 4 4 13 
77% 90% 79% 100% 100% 94% 67% 100% 93% 

Table 24: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Complaint” 

As a reaction to the non-preferred action, an expression of surprise may be uttered. In six-

thirteenths of the year 6, three-tenths of the year 7 and eight-nineteenths of the year 8 pair situations 

an emotional expression is used in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with 

CLIL students in three-sevenths of the year 7 pair situations and five-eighteenths of the year 8 pair 

situations the emotions are expressed by an “oh”. EFL students express their emotions more often. 

In all of the year 6 EFL pair situations, half of the year 8 EFL pair situations and five-fourteenths 

of the year 9 EFL pair situations an emotional expression is uttered before making an apology. 

Less often than emotional expressions minimal responses are used at the beginning. In two-

thirteenths of the year 6 CLIL pair situations, three-tenths of the year 7 CLIL pair situations and 

two-nineteenths of the year 8 CLIL pair situations a minimal response is used in the first empirical 

study. In five-fourteenths of the year 7 pair situations, one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and 

two-ninths of the year 9 pair situations time is gained with a minimal response in the second study 

with CLIL students. In the EFL group in none of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 

8 pair situations and half of the year 9 pair situations a minimal response introduces the turn.  

As a different way to gain time, a hedge can be uttered. This is done by one out of nine year 8 pair 

situations in the first study with CLIL students. It is phrased as: “so m you they you write it one 
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time again? (0.76) and then you bring it m back” (S8_2). The student starts with a hedge and a 

minimal response before requesting repair.  

To introduce the speech act complaint, a preface is used in one year 8 pair situation in the first 

study with CLIL students and in one year 7 pair situation in the second study with CLIL students. 

In the first study the year 8 student phrases the utterance with the preface as: “oh thanks (0.26) 

thank you very much (1.79) eh (0.32) i have a problem with [this p]izza (0.34) this pizza are too 

cold (0.52)” (S8_15). The student thanks the partner before gaining time through a minimal 

response and a pause before using the preface “I have a problem with this pizza” followed by an 

expression of disapproval including the intensifier “too”. EFL students do not preface their 

complaints. 

The rather indirect strategy of hints is uttered rather directly, almost resembling an expression of 

disapproval. In the way especially the wrong dish of spaghetti with tomato sauce instead of 

Spaghetti Bolognese is served, the difference between hints and expressions of disapproval is made 

in the way that when the students say e.g. “this is a:: spaghetti with tomato sauce” (S6+_16) or 

“that isn't spaghetti bolognese“ (S6+_11) without any judgements or without contrasting the dish 

ordered with the dish served, this is classified as a hint, whereby a contrast like “i will? (h) (1.05) 

spaghetti bolognese? and this is spaghetti tomato: (1.41)” (S6+_13) is seen as an expression of 

disapproval. In the first study with CLIL students hints are uttered in one-nineteenth of the year 8 

pair situations. In the second study with CLIL students hints are slightly more evenly distributed 

and found in five-fourteenths of the pair situations in year 7 and one-sixths of the pair situations 

in year 9. In the study with EFL students a hint is given in one-fourteenth of the year 9 pair 

situations. 

In combination with the complaint one year 8 student in the first study and one year 9 EFL student 

uses a subjectivizer in one situation. In the CLIL group the subjectivizer is articulated as: “m (0.4) 

when i want pizza i think m (0.67) i can have a warm pizza or hot pizza but (0.58) so cold (0.75) 

m=” (S8_12). The student states the consequence his order should have and expresses the 

disapproval that no hot pizza was offered. When outlining this, the subjectivizer “I think” is 

uttered. 

The most prominent complaint strategy is that of an expression of disapproval. Such is uttered in 

eight-thirteenths of the year 6 pair situations, seven-tenths of the year 7 pair situations and fifteen-

nineteenths of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL students disapproval is 

expressed in three-fourteenths of the year 7 pair situations, all of the year 8 pair situations and 
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thirteen-eighteenths of the year 9 pair situations. In the study with EFL students disapproval is 

uttered in two-thirds of the year 6 pair situations, half of the year 8 pair situations and nine-

fourteenths of the year 9 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL students one year 9 students 

utters the disapproval as: “oh that's very bad (0.34)” (S8+_14), highlighting this expression of 

disapproval with the intensifier “very”. 

Fewer students outline the consequence the hearer’s action has on the speaker. In three-thirteenths 

of the year 6 pair situations, one-tenth of the year 7 pair situations and four-nineteenths of the year 

8 CLIL pair situations the consequences are shown. In the second study with CLIL students the 

consequence is outlined the most, as is done in three-fourteenths of the year 7 pair situations, one 

quarter of the year 8 pair situations and five-eighteenths of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL 

group the consequences are outlined in none of the year 6 pair situations, half of the year 8 pair 

situations and one-seventh of the year 9 pair situations. An example of the usage of this strategy 

can be found in one year 8 student’s utterance in the first study with CLIL students: “oh sam now 

i (0.39) can't learn any (1.21) thing more (1.51)” (S8_14). After an emotional expression the 

student outlines the consequence that not having the notes for the exam has, that is, the inability 

to learn. 

The hints and expressions of disapproval are intensified by some students either through stress or 

lexically. In the first study with CLIL students intensifications of hints and expressions of 

disapproval are uttered in eight-thirteenths of the year 6 pair situations, half of the year 7 pair 

situations and nine-nineteenths of the year 8 pair situations. The lowest number of intensifiers is 

found in the second study with CLIL students, where intensifiers are used in none of the younger 

two groups and in only one-sixth of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group the utterances are 

intensified in two-thirds of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and 

one-fourteenth of the year 9 pair situations.  

Downgraders are used less often in combination with hints and expressions of disapproval than 

intensifiers. In the first study with CLIL students complaints are downgraded in one-tenth of the 

year 7 pair situations and two-nineteenths of the year 8 pair situations. One example of a 

downgrader in year 7 is the following: “thank you: (0.92) m: (0.42) it's a little bit too cold eh can 

i have a (0.35) warm? one please? (0.5)” (S7_6). The student thanks the waiter for the food and 

when trying it, expresses his disapproval with the downgrader “a little bit” before requesting repair 

with the modal of possibility. In the second study with CLIL students downgraders are used in 

one-sixth of the year 6 pair situations. None of the EFL students employ the strategy of using a 

downgrader.  
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The most direct way to utter a complaint is through an accusation, i.e. blame. In the first study 

with CLIL students the conversation partner is accused in two-thirteenths of the year 6 pair 

situations and two-nineteenths of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL students 

the conversation partner is criticised only in one-eighteenth of the year 9 pair situations. Because 

accusations are most often found among year 6 students in the first study, a conversation from this 

group serves as an example of the censure uttered: “WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH MY 

ORDNER?” (S6_8). The student directly asks the conversation partner about the conversation 

partner’s actions, blaming him personally. The rebuke is stressed. 

The complaint can be accompanied by requests regarding the future, namely a request for 

forbearance or a request for repair. A request for forbearance is made in one out of nineteen year 

8 pair situations in the first study, but by none of the other pairs. The student who uses a request 

for forbearance states it as: “uhm? (2.62) ok it's not very bad: hmf (2.17) but the next time you let 

it (1.9) ok? (1.51)” (S8_10). After accepting the apology the student asks the conversation partner 

not to do the action again and thereby requests forbearance. 

In contrast to the request for forbearance a request of repair is used fairly often. In the first study 

with CLIL students, repair is requested in six-thirteenths of the year 6 pair situations, seven-tenths 

of the year 7 pair situations and ten-nineteenth of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study 

with CLIL students repair is requested in three-fourteenths of the year 7 pair situations and four-

ninths of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group repair is requested in one-third of the year 6 

pair situations and five-fourteenths of the year 9 pair situations. One way the repair is requested 

can be seen when looking at the talk of a year 6 EFL student: “oh the pizza is very c:o:ld (h) can i 

have a new? pizza?=” (D6_4). After getting the pizza, the student uses an emotional expression, 

expresses his disapproval and then requests repair, asking for a new pizza. 

Especially when requests are made, more or less direct modals can be chosen in combination with 

the complaint. The most direct imperative form only occurs among the oldest CLIL and EFL 

students: the conversation partner is told what to do by the use of the imperative form in two-

nineteenths of the year 8 CLIL pair situations in the first study, one-ninth of the year 9 CLIL pair 

situations in the second study and one-fourteenth of the year 9 EFL pair situations. It is thereby 

the second most often used form. The most frequently used modal is that regarding possibility. In 

five-thirteenths of the year 6 pair situations, seven-tenths of the year 7 pair situations and seven-

nineteenths of the year 8 CLIL pair situations possibility is referred to in the first study. In the 

second study with CLIL students a modal signifying possibility is uttered in one-seventh of the 

year 7 CLIL pair situations and two-ninths of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group the 
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possibility to do something is referred to in one-third of the year 6 pair situations and three-

fourteenths of the year 9 pair situations. The least often chosen modal is that referring to 

willingness which is only uttered in one-eighteenth of the year 9 pair situations in the second study 

with CLIL pair situations and by none of the others. 

The last strategy to be discussed here is that of a climax. In two-nineteenths of the year 8 CLIL 

pair situations a climax is used. One example of a climax is: “it's COLD can you make it warmer? 

or hot?“ (S8_5). The student expresses his disapproval and intensifies the fact that the pizza is cold 

by putting an emphasis on this word. After that the request for repair is expressed with the climax: 

“warmer? or hot?”. 

As a reaction to the complaint a majority of the students make up for the fault. In three year 6 pair 

situations in the first study with CLIL students the conversation partner ends up saying that it is 

okay after the apology is uttered. In year 7 one student does not make up for the fault even though 

he is asked to do so by the conversation partner in one of the pair situations in the first study. In 

year 8 rectifying the fault is rejected in two pair situations. In one of these situations the talk ends 

with blame and a fight, in the other situation the conversation partner shows understanding and 

does not insist on the partner making up for the fault. In the second study with CLIL students one 

year 9 student rejects making up for the fault in one of the pair situations. In one pair situation in 

year 6 the EFL students do not mention compensating for a fault, so that neither the apologizing 

party nor the complaining party offers repair or requests the fault to be repaired. During one further 

EFL conversation in year 6 the conversation partner says that it is okay. In year 7 there is also an 

EFL student who allows the conversation partner not to repair the object of complaint. 

Especially in one conversation between year 7 students in the first study with CLIL students, the 

choice to offer the repair greatly depends on the complaint strategy chosen: 

S7_1: m:[:] 1 

S7_2: [hey] 2 

S7_1: hey: m[:] 3 

S7_2: [{laughter}] 4 

S7_1: (0.69) my little sister has: (h) 5 

S7_2: (high tone) oh my notICE 6 

S7_1: (hesitant) n yes of course (h) 7 

S7_2: that's not good (h) [m] 8 

S7_1: [no i know] (0.61) my little sister i am eating a little bi[t] 9 
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S7_2: [okay:?] 10 

S7_1: and my sister: (0.45) m was: in my room und m ha:d (0.7) a pencil in her hand (h) and 11 
(0.35) she thinking tha:t is: (0.42) nothing: 12 

S7_2: =a block 13 

S7_1: yes 14 

S7_2: okay {laughter} but m: (0.51) (h) (0.67) how i learn? now (0.36) 15 

S7_1: i know {la[ught]er} 16 

S7_2: [{laughter}] 17 

S7_1: ye:s 18 

S7_2: oh no shit(0.87) 19 

S7_1: ye:s 20 

S7_2: that's not good {laughter} 21 

S7_1: ja (h) 22 

S7_2: we read tomorrow? THE TEST (0.33) the french test (h) m[:] 23 

S7_1: [yes] 24 

S7_2: ok i: (0.84) i read it up (h) an:d (h) (0.47) (h) can you can you uh (0.65) can you help me? 25 

S7_1: (h) yes of course 26 

S7_2: (h) 27 

S7_1: (0.37) m (0.81) it's: really badly for me: (0.29) an:d (0.6) 28 

S7_2: yes {laughter} (fast) are you ill? (0.94) 29 

S7_1: {laughter} no {laughter} 30 

S7_2: {laughter} (h) i mean (0.75) 31 

S7_1: yes a l [(0.68) a little bit {laughter} m:] 32 

S7_2: [{laughter} a litte bit {laughter} eh yes] ok m: (0.36) 33 

S7_1: ye:s 34 

S7_2: =yes and then t 35 

S7_1: m: sorry: 36 

S7_2: (h) is ok (0.4) (h) (0.65) 37 

S7_1: m: (0.42) we ca:n read it (0.45) yes (0.56) 38 

S7_2: yes we can read it 39 

S7_1: ja {lau[ghter}] 40 

S7_2: [{laugh]ter} (h) ok m: (1.41) learning we eh we learn together? 41 
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S7_1: yes 42 

S7_2: ok (h) (0.49) but i {laughter} ca:n't see it's a bit {laughter} 43 

S7_1: (hesitant) ye:s (0.48) (fast) i can help you 44 

S7_2: ok (h) 45 

S7_1: good (0.62) 46 

S7_2: ok (0.65) bye see you {laught[er]} 47 

S7_1: [ok] 48 

The complainee uses an emotional expression (ll. 6), a hint (ll. 8, 21), an expression of disapproval 

highlighting the consequences (ll. 15, 23), and an emotional expression with a lexical intensifier 

(l. 19), which the conversation partner mainly agrees to by saying “yes” (ll. 7, 18, 20, 22, 24) or “i 

know” (ll. 9, 16). Only when the complainee then directly requests the repair asking about the 

possibility of help (ll. 25-26), does the conversation partner accept the fault. The kind of complaint 

is therefore often strongly connected to the way the apology is made and whether more directness 

is found to be needed due to the reaction of the conversation partner. 

5.5 Apology 

As discussed in the previous section (see section 5.4), complaints are only uttered when no 

previous apology was accepted. Apologies, however, are always the preferred action when 

something objectionable has occurred. Apologies are considered independently of whether they 

are uttered before or after the complaint. To give an example: 

S6_5: here are your notes (0.45) 1 

S6_6: oh god my notes! who can i learn? with them 2 

S6_5: m (h) sorry (h) my little brother have: taken this and yes m (h) 3 

Usually the notes should be returned with an apology. In this example with year 6 CLIL students 

in the first empirical study no apology is uttered when the notes are given to the conversation 

partner (l. 1). Instead, only the complaint from the conversation partner (l. 2) leads to an apology 

and an explanation of what happened involving the blaming of a third person (l. 3). The existence 

of an explanation shows that the student was not surprised that the notes were drawn on and that 

an apology could have been uttered before. Even though the student did not apologize at the 

beginning, as he could have, the strategies are still considered. 

Thus in the first study with CLIL students sixteen year 6 pair situations, twelve year 7 pair 

situations and twenty-two year 8 pair situations are included. In the second study with CLIL 
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students sixteen year 7 pair situations, six year 8 pair situations and twenty year 9 pair situations 

are analysed. In the EFL group eight year 6 pair situations, four year 8 pair situations and eighteen 

year 9 pair situations are considered. The number of pair situations is higher for this speech act as 

each pair acts out two situations. The following table summarizes all of the strategies used as well 

as how often no apology is made. 

 
Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Apology” 

 1st study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual modules 
in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

16 12 22 16 6 20 8 4 18 
pair situations* pair situations* pair situations* 

No acceptance that 
objectionable act 
occurred 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Refusal 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Preparatory 0 0 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 14% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 

Expression of surprise 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Emotional expression 4 5 7 13 4 11 5 1 13 
25% 42% 32% 81% 67% 55% 63% 25% 72% 

Expression of regret 8 5 15 12 3 9 4 2 15 
50% 42% 68% 75% 50% 45% 50% 50% 83% 

First person with regret 2 0 10 1 1 8 2 0 4 
13% 0% 45% 6% 17% 40% 25% 0% 22% 

Intensifier 0 0 7 1 1 5 0 0 4 
0% 0% 32% 6% 17% 25% 0% 0% 22% 

Request for forgiveness 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Minimal response 5 3 3 4 3 5 4 0 11 
31% 25% 14% 25% 50% 25% 50% 0% 61% 

Explicit self-blame 0 0 0 8 3 10 0 0 13 
0% 0% 0% 50% 50% 50% 0% 0% 72% 

Blame of other party 10 7 11 0 0 1 4 2 0 
63% 58% 50% 0% 0% 5% 50% 50% 0% 

Implicit 
acknowledgement 

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Downgrader 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
6% 8% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 

Offer of repair 3 5 6 11 5 9 3 4 13 
19% 42% 27% 69% 83% 45% 38% 100% 72% 

Fault is made up for 10 10 15 15 6 19 5 4 17 
63% 83% 68% 94% 100% 95% 63% 100% 94% 

Table 25: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Apology” 

Most of the students see the need to apologize. Only in one year 8 pair situation in the first study 

is no apology uttered, as the following discussion shows: 
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S8_17: hey tobi= 1 

S8_18: =hey (0.86) 2 

S8_17: eh here are your notes (0.83) 3 

S8_18: WHAT? THE HELL? (1.45) 4 

S8_17: here eh p this was my little sister i can't (0.54) can't (0.77) nothing for this (7.23) 5 

S8_18: write it new! (0.39) 6 

S8_17: {laughter} no why i should write it? (2.55) 7 

S8_18: i have to write a good (0.31) mark (1.28) 8 

S8_17: yeah i= 9 

S8_18: PLEASE (0.64) 10 

S8_17: you learn you learn you have learnt (0.39) for (1.07) you can it (1.19) 11 

S8_18: but (0.39) you're not a good friend ((walking away)) 12 

S8_17: yeah and you? 13 

The student returns the notes without any comment (l. 3) even though the problem is known (l. 5). 

After an expression of disapproval by the conversation partner (l. 4), the student only blames a 

third party and outlines his lack of influence (l. 5). Neither the request for repair in the imperative 

form (l. 7) nor the outlining of the consequence (l. 9) lead to an acceptance of the fault and to 

compensating for it (l. 8). Instead the student claims that the topic is known by the conversation 

partner so that no problem has occurred (l. 12). The conversation ends with blame (ll. 13-14). The 

student who is expected to apologize refuses to make up for the fault throughout the conversation. 

When an apology is uttered prior to a complaint some students choose to use a preparatory. In 

three-twenty-seconds of the year 8 CLIL pair situations in the first study and one-twentieth of the 

year 9 CLIL pair situations in the second study a preparatory is used. In the first study with CLIL 

students one initiation is uttered as follows: 

S8_15: hey (0.55) hey max m: (0.6) i think i have a little problem with your paper[s] 1 

S8_16: (slowly) [okay] 2 

S8_15: because my little sister have m (1.26) destroyed your papers {laughter} (0.72) 3 

The student starts with an alerter, a subjectivizer and the preparatory “I have a little problem” 

including a downgrader (l. 1). In a further step the student then expresses what happened, 

explaining the situation by blaming a third party. 
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As a first reaction to the object of complaint the speaker can express his surprise or emotions. An 

expression of surprise is uttered in one-eighth of the year 6 and one-twenty-second of the year 8 

pair situations in the first study with CLIL students. One of the year 6 pairs uses this strategy as 

follows: 

S6_2: the pizza is too cold (0.42) 1 

S6_1: oh really? (0.34) 2 

After the expression of disapproval by the conversation partner (l. 1) the student utters surprise (l. 

2) before the conversation continues with further moves. The surprise is neither expressed in the 

second study with CLIL students nor in the study with EFL students.   

More frequently the students start with an emotional expression like “oh”. In the first study with 

CLIL students an emotional expression is uttered in one quarter of the year 6 pair situations, five-

twelfths of the year 7 pair situations and seven-twenty-seconds of the year 8 pair situations. The 

emotion is expressed in thirteen-sixteenths of the year 7 pair situations, two-thirds of the year 8 

pair situations and eleven-twenty-seconds of the year 9 pair situations in the second study with 

CLIL students. In the study with EFL students an emotional expression is uttered in five-eighths 

of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and thirteen-eighteenths of 

the year 9 pair situations. 

Directly related to the apology, the speaker can express his regret. This is done in half of the year 

6 pair situations, five-twelfths of the year 7 pair situations and fifteen-twenty-seconds of the year 

8 pair situations in the first study with CLIL students and in three-quarters of the year 7 pair 

situations, half of the year 8 pair situations and two-fifths of the year 9 pair situations in the second 

study with CLIL students. In the study with EFL students half of the year 6 and year 8 pair 

situations and five-sixths of the year 9 pair situations show expressions of regret with the word 

“sorry”. 

To outline that responsibility is taken for the action, the expression of regret can be accompanied 

with the use of the first person personal pronoun “I”, i.e. “I am sorry”. This is done in one-eighth 

of the year 6 pair situations and five-elevenths of the year 8 pair situations in the first study with 

CLIL students, in one-sixth of the year 7 pair situations, one-eighth of the year 8 pair situations 

and nine-twentieths of the year 9 pair situations in the second study with CLIL students as well as 

in one quarter of the year 6 pair situations and two-ninths of the year 9 pair situations in the study 

with EFL students.  
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The expression of regret can be further intensified lexically, e.g. “I’m very/really sorry”, or through 

stress, e.g. “SORRY”. This is done in seven-twenty-seconds of the year 8 pair situations in the 

first study with CLIL students, in one-sixteenth of the year 7 pair situations, one-sixth of the year 

8 pair situations and one quarter of the year 9 pair situations in the second study, as well as in two-

ninths of the year 9 pair situations in the study with EFL students. 

As an alternative to or accompanying the expression of regret the hearer may be addressed with a 

request for forgiveness. This occurs in one-eighth of the pair situations in year 6 in the first study 

with CLIL students, although in both of these situations it is the same student who employs this 

strategy. For instance, the student says: “excuse me my little le (h) m (0.53) eh brother has it (1.1) 

eh (2.57)” (S6_13). The student starts with a request for forgiveness including the first person 

pronoun, followed by a blame of a third party. 

Before explaining what has happened some students utter a minimal response. In five-sixteenths 

of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 7 pair situations and three-twenty-seconds of 

the year 8 pair situations a minimal response is uttered. The same is done in one quarter of the year 

7 pair situations, half of the year 8 pair situations and one quarter of the year 9 pair situations in 

the second study with CLIL students as well as in one quarter of the year 6 pair situations and 

eleven-eighteenths of the year 9 pair situations in the study with EFL students. 

When then explaining what has happened the students have the options of blaming the 

conversation partner, their own behaviour, or that of a third person. None of the students blames 

the conversation partner in this study. Explicit self-blame does not occur in the first study with 

CLIL students but in half of the year 7, year 8 and year 9 pair situations in the second study with 

CLIL students and in thirteen-eighteenths of the year 9 pair situations in the EFL group. An 

example of explicit self-blame is the following utterance of a year 9 EFL student: “oh sorry that 

was my mi:stake m: (0.71) m: (0.41) i bring it to the kitchen and (1.66) m: (h) (1.2) and: (0.93) m: 

(0.59) (h) (0.21) i:: (0.54) i'm terribly sorry (2.31)” (D9_3). The student starts with an emotional 

expression and an apology. He then clearly says that it was his mistake, explicitly blaming himself. 

In consequence he then offers to make up for the fault and apologizes again using the first person 

pronoun and the intensifier “terribly”. Most often the students take on the responsibility in the 

situation where they have forgotten to bring the book.  

A third party is blamed in five-eighths of the year 6 pair situations, seven-twelfths of the year 7 

pair situations and half of the year 8 pair situations in the first study with CLIL students. In the 

second study with CLIL students the blame of a third party only occurs in one out of twenty year 
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9 pair situations. In half of the year 6 and year 8 pair situations in the EFL group a third party is 

also blamed. In the first study with CLIL students one year 8 student strongly stresses that it was 

not his fault but someone else’s fault: “this was my little sister i can't (0.54) can't (0.77) nothing 

for this“ (S8_17). The student first blames a third party before pointing out his lack of influence. 

This strategy is most often used in the situation where the sibling has coloured the notes of the 

conversation partner. 

With the blame of a third party one year 7 student implicitly acknowledges that a problem has 

occurred, stating the following implicit acknowledgement in the first study with CLIL students: 

“yes m thank you that you have: give it me (h) aber because my little brother have (0.54) drawn it 

it is a problem? (1.28)” (S7_10). The student first thanks the partner for the notes before blaming 

a third party and explaining what has happened. She then implicitly acknowledges the result of the 

action by asking “it is a problem?” 

Contrary to this, the impact the object of complaint has on the hearer can be downgraded. A 

downgrader is used in one situation each in year 6, year 7 and year 8 in the first study with CLIL 

students and in year 9 in the study with EFL students. In the first study with CLIL students one 

year 6 student employs the strategy of a downgrader as follows: “(h) hello marc kevin (h) my little 

sister have m: draw a little bit of the m: (0.32) of the french vocabulary (0.61) m sorry? (1.39)” 

(S6_15). The student starts with alerters, greeting and name, followed by the explanation 

comprising a blame of a third party and the downgrader “a little bit”. He then apologizes with an 

expression of regret. 

As a final step the student may offer repair to the conversation partner. In three-sixteenths of the 

year 6 pair situations, five-twelfths of the year 7 pair situations and three-elevenths of the year 8 

pair situations in the first study with CLIL students as well as in eleven-sixteenths of the year 7 

pair situations, five-sixths of the year 8 pair situations and nine-twentieths of the year 9 pair 

situations in the second study the speaker offers repair. In the study with EFL students repair is 

offered in three-eighths of the year 6 pair situations, all of the year 8 pair situations and thirteen-

eighteenths of the year 9 pair situations. 

Usually the students offer repair knowing that it was their fault. In one conversation in the first 

study with CLIL students, however, a year 8 student especially highlights that the complainee does 

not need to make up for the fault by stating “yes: you can: (1.04) you buy no you don't must buy 

it again=” (S8_2). 
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Unwillingness to make up for the fault can also be found in the conversations where the party that 

should apologize rejects liability, as in the following extract from a situation between year 8 CLIL 

students in the first study: 

S8_6: [here take the piz]za 1 

S8_5: ((eating the pizza)) 2 

S8_6: ((watching the customer eat)) 3 

S8_5: nyeah ((taking pizza out)) (h) it's COLD can you make it warmer? or hot? (0.5) 4 

S8_6: oh no sorry eh but you must eat this you know (1.19) 5 

S8_5: no: no thanks i can't can eat (0.62) i can't eat [a cold pizza] 6 

S8_6: [but you must pay] (0.32) 7 

S8_5: no thanks i go home ((walking away)) 8 

Even though the student apologizes (“sorry”), when asked to make up for the fault (l. 4), he tells 

the conversation partner, using a cajoler (l. 5), that the food must nevertheless be eaten. An 

imperative with the modal “must” is chosen. When the conversation partner refuses to eat (l. 6), 

he is still told to pay, again in the imperative form (l. 7). 

When no repair is offered, the conversation partner mostly requests repair (see previous section). 

In the end the fault is made up for in five-eighths of the year 6 pair situations, five-sixths of the 

year 7 pair situations and fifteen-twenty-seconds of the year 8 pair situations in the first study with 

CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL students the fault is made up for in fifteen-sixteenths 

of the year 7 situations, all of the year 8 pair situations and nineteen-twentieths of the year 9 pair 

situations. In five-eighths of the year 6 EFL pair situations, all of the year 8 EFL pair situations 

and seventeen-eighteenths of the year 9 EFL pair situations the fault is made up for and repaired 

in the end. 

5.6 Invitation with subsequent refusal 

In order not to lose face when the conversation partner does not accept the invitation, interlocutors 

have several strategy options that can be used to utter the invitation more indirectly. The following 

table shows the strategies that are used by CLIL and EFL students when inviting the conversation 

partner. In the first study with CLIL students there were eight pairs in year 6, six pairs in year 7 

and eleven pairs in year 8. One year later, there were still eight pairs in the youngest group, which 

was then in year 7, but only three pairs in year 8 and nine pairs in year 9. In the study with students 

without CLIL students, four pairs in year 6, two pairs in year 8 and nine pairs in year 9 acted out 

the scenario of invitations. 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Invitation” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

8 6 11 8 3 9 4 2 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Alerter: greeting 3 3 7 6 3 7 3 0 2 
38% 50% 64% 75% 100% 78% 75% 0% 22% 

Alerter: name 2 2 5 3 2 7 1 0 5 
25% 33% 45% 38% 67% 78% 25% 0% 56% 

Minimal response 5 1 1 1 3 3 2 0 5 
63% 17% 9% 13% 100% 27% 50% 0% 56% 

Discourse marker 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Preface 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
13% 17% 0% 0% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Conditional form of 
modal verb 

0 2 4 1 2 1 1 0 1 
0% 33% 36% 13% 67% 11% 25% 0% 11% 

Hearer-centred 7 5 9 7 1 7 2 1 8 
88% 83% 82% 88% 33% 78% 50% 50% 89% 

Speaker-centred 1 0 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 
13% 0% 18% 0% 33% 11% 25% 0% 0% 

Inclusive-we 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 
0% 17% 0% 13% 0% 11% 25% 50% 11% 

Request: availability 2 1 1 2 0 0 1 0 5 
25% 17% 9% 25% 0% 0% 25% 0% 56% 

Request: interest 2 2 7 1 0 7 1 1 2 
25% 33% 64% 13% 0% 78% 25% 50% 22% 

Future-oriented request 2 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
25% 17% 9% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Request: possibility 4 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 2 
50% 17% 0% 13% 67% 11% 25% 50% 22% 

Request: willingness 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 17% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Invitation 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 11% 25% 0% 0% 

If-clause 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 0% 0% 

Inclusion of time at first 
request 

6 6 10 8 2 8 3 2 8 
75% 100% 91% 100% 67% 89% 75% 100% 89% 

Check on availability 
first 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 

Presupposition of 
availability 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 

Table 26: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Invitation” 

At the beginning of the conversation many students, especially in the CLIL classes, use an alerter. 

In the first study with CLIL students, three-eights of the year eight students, half of the year 7 

students and seven-elevenths of the year 8 students use a greeting as an alerter. Two of the year 6 

students, one of the year 7 students and two of the year 8 students use the name with the alerter. 

One quarter of the year 6 students, one-third of the year 7 students and five-elevenths of the year 
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8 students use the name as an alerter in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with 

CLIL students more alerters are used: three-quarters of the year 7 students, all of the year 8 students 

and seven-ninths of the year 9 students greet the partner at the beginning of the conversation. Two 

year 7 students, two year 8 students and six year 9 students use the greeting in combination with 

the name. With regard to use of the name only, three-eighths of the year 7 students, two-thirds of 

the year 8 students and seven-ninths of the year 9 students call the partner by name. In the 

comparative group with EFL students, alerters are used by the youngest as well as the oldest 

students. Three-quarters of the year 6 students and two-ninths of the year 9 students greet the 

partner at the beginning. One of the year 6 students uses the name in addition to the greeting, while 

all of the two year 9 students who use a greeting also use the name of the partner. One quarter of 

the year 6 students and five-ninths of the year 9 students call the conversation partner by name. 

A minimal response used to think about what to say is used less often the older the CLIL students 

are in the first study: five-eighths of the year 6 students, one-sixth of the year 7 students and only 

one-eleventh of the year 8 students uses a minimal response. In the second study with CLIL 

students it is the youngest group who uses minimal responses the least, with one-eighth of the year 

7 students doing so. All of the year 8 students and one-third of the year 9 students utter a minimal 

response in the second study. In the group with EFL students, the second oldest group does not 

use minimal responses, while half of the year 6 students and slightly more than half of the year 9 

students do so. The following statement of a year 6 CLIL student in the first study will serve as an 

example: “m: have you: (0.95) m: (0.79) will you coming with me on the cinema m (0.52) s (0.34) 

sunday (0.46)” (S6_2). Before asking the conversation partner about the interest in going to the 

cinema and naming the date, the student uses a minimal response. 

The speech act can be introduced by a discourse marker and by a preface as a supportive move. 

The discourse marker “by the way” is the only discourse marker used and can be found in the 

speech of one out of nine year 8 students in the first study with CLIL students: “mike by the way 

m have you time on sunday to go in the cinema? (0.35)” (S8_20). After an alerter the student uses 

the discourse marker to introduce a new topic and then asks the conversation partner about the 

availability. 

In the first and second study with CLIL students some students clearly address the fact that a 

request is about to follow, using the supportive move preface. In the first study with CLIL students, 

one year 6 and one year 7 student start the invitation with “i have a question”. An example of this 

is the following utterance by a year 6 student: “hi jannik i have a question m: want you go with 

me? m on sunday in: the cinema?” (S6_8). In the second study with CLIL students, one year 8 
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student prefaces the invitation with “i would ask”, i.e. “hi m:: (0.52) i would ask you to: come to 

a party? and (0.46) we want to look fil?ms and m it's on s:::aturday (0.81)” (S7+_4). In the 

comparative group with EFL students no preface is used. 

In a minority of the CLIL students’ utterances in the first study the conditonal form is used. None 

of the year 6 students, a third of the year 7 students and four-elevenths of the year 8 students utter 

the conditional form “would”. In the second study with CLIL students one-eighth of the year 7 

students, two-thirds of the year 8 students and one-ninth of the year 9 students use the conditional 

“would”. The proportion of EFL students who use the conditional form is the lowest with one 

quarter of the year 6, none of the year 8 students and one-ninth of the year 9 students doing so. 

With the various strategies three different perspectives may be chosen: the hearer-centred 

perspective, speaker-centred perspective or inclusive-we. Among all groups of students the hearer-

centred perspective is the most prominent one. In the first study seven-eighths of the year 6 CLIL 

students, five-sixths of the year 7 CLIL students and nine-elevenths of the year 8 CLIL students 

focus on the hearer. In the second study with CLL students the proportion is the same in the 

youngest group, although it were not the same students using the hearer-centred perspective: while 

one student who did not use the hearer-centred perspective in the first study used one in the second 

study, a different student who used the hearer-centred perspective in the first study did not use the 

hearer-centred perspective in the second study any more. In the second oldest group of students in 

the second study the proportion of students who use the hearer-centred perspective is the lowest, 

at one-third. In the oldest group seven-ninths of the CLIL students use the hearer-centred 

perspective. The proportion of students using the hearer-centred perspective is the lowest among 

EFL students, where half of the year 6 students, half of the year 8 students and eight-ninths of the 

year 9 students use this perspective. The speaker-centred perspective is the second most often used 

perspective in the study with CLIL students. One-eighth of the year 6 CLIL students, none of the 

year 7 CLIL students and two-elevenths of the year 8 CLIL students orient their statements to the 

speaker in the first study. In the second study none of the year 7 students, one-third of the year 8 

students and one-ninth of the year 9 students use the speaker-centred perspective. In the EFL group 

only one quarter of the year 6 students and none of the others centre the statements on the speaker. 

The inclusive-we is the second most prominent perspective in the EFL group, where one student 

per year includes the student and the speaker. In actual figures one quarter of the year 6 students, 

half of the year 7 students and one-ninth of the year 9 students include the hearer and speaker by 

saying “we”. In the studies with CLIL students there is also up to one student in each group who 

includes both him- or herself and the conversation partner: one-sixth of the year 7 students in the 
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first study with CLIL students, one-eighth of the year 7 students and one-ninth of the year 9 

students in the second study with CLIL students use the inclusive-we. 

The invitations are either uttered in the form of a statement or a request. The request can be 

formulated in five different ways: as a request for availability, a request regarding the interest of 

the interlocutor, a future-oriented request, a request for possibility and a request regarding 

willingness. The request for availability is uttered by a minority of all students except for the year 

9 EFL students, where five-ninths refer to the availability. None of the year 8 EFL students and 

one quarter of the year 6 students refer to the availability. In the first study with CLIL students one 

quarter of the year 6 students, one-sixth of the year 7 students and one-elevenths of the year 8 

students request the availability of the conversation partner. In the second study fewer CLIL 

students request the availability with one quarter of the year 7 students doing so. An example of 

the question on availability is found in the talk of an EFL year 9 student: “hi daniel have you time: 

(0.23) f m: for the week (0.52) eh for the (0.5) m: (0.92) saturday? (0.97)” (D9_3). 

The inquiry after interest is the most prominent request, with one quarter of the year 6 CLIL 

students, one-third of the year 7 CLIL students and one-eleventh of the year 8 CLIL students 

uttering this kind of request in the first study. In the second study with CLIL students one-eighth 

of the year 7 students, none of the year 8 students and seven-ninths of the year 9 students address 

the interest of the conversation partner. One quarter of the year 6 EFL students, half of the year 8 

ELF students and two-ninths of the year 9 EFL students utter a request connected with the interest 

of the partner. The interest of the conversation partner is for example asked about in the following 

way, as done by two year 9 students in the second study with CLIL students: 

S8+_2: hey max= 1 

S8+_1: =what? (0.25) 2 

S8+_2: do you want to come with me to the cinema on saturday watch? the new film? (0.62) 3 

The student initiating the conversation catches the attention of the conversation partner by using 

the alerters greeting and name (l. 1). Then he asks about the interest in the cinema and makes his 

request more concrete by giving the day and indicating which film he means (l. 3). 

The future-oriented request is only made in the studies with CLIL students but not in the study 

with EFL students. Among CLIL students one quarter of the year 6 students, one-sixth of the year 

7 students and one-eleventh of the year 8 students address the interest of the conversation partner 

in the first study; in the second study with CLIL students one-eighth of the year 7 students but 

none of the older students ask about the interest. Most of the utterances are similar to the following 
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by a year 6 CLIL student in the first study: “will you come with me: (0.54) in the cinema? (1.23)” 

(S6_12). 

The request for possibility is widely spread among all groups of students. Half of the year 6 CLIL 

students in the first study, one-sixth of the year 7 CLIL students in the first study, none of the year 

8 CLIL students in the first study, one-eighth of the year 7 CLIL students in the second study, two-

thirds of the year 8 CLIL students in the second study, one-ninth of the year 9 CLIL students in 

the second study, one quarter of the year 6 EFL students, half of the year 8 EFL students and two-

ninths of the year 9 EFL students refer to possibility when requesting something. One example 

statement of a year 9 CLIL student is the following: “m: can we: watch a film (0.28) on (0.31) 

saturday? (0.55)” (D9_5). After a minimal response the student asks about the possibility for both 

of them to watch a film on a specific day, using the inclusive-we. 

The request for willingness is the least frequently used request with only one-sixth of the year 7 

CLIL students and one-eleventh of the year 8 CLIL students using this method in the first study 

and none of the other students employing this. The willingness is usually expressed by the modal 

verb “would”, as the following request shows: “hey m do you would you come to the cinema? m 

next satur m sunday? (0.36)” (S8_16). After a minimal response and a rephrase the speaker 

addresses the conversation partner and asks about their willingness to go to the cinema on a 

specific day. 

As an alternative to a request the student can choose to utter an invitation with a direct speech act 

using the phrase “I invite”. This is done by one year 8 student in the first study, one year 9 student 

in the second study and one year 6 student in the study with EFL students. The year 8 student in 

the first study with CLIL students is not the same as the year 9 student in the second study one 

year later. 

The if-clause is one of the least often used strategies with only one out of nine year 9 CLIL students 

employing this strategy in the second study and none of the others doing so. The utterance with 

the if-clause is the following: “=m celine on: m saturday we can go to cinema if you want to there 

are ni:ce [movies]” (S8+_8). Following a minimal response and the alerter name the student 

phrases the if-clause. The speaker makes a suggestion in the main clause and gives the conversation 

partner the option to choose in the conditional clause. 

Prior to the complete request a student can either first check the interest in an activity and not 

include the time in a first request, or check on the availability first without including the action at 

the first request. Most of the students do include the time at the first request. Three-quarters of the 
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year 6 students, all of the year 7 students and ten-elevenths of the year 8 students include the time 

at the first request in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL students 

all of the year 7 students, two-thirds of the year 8 students and eight-ninths of the year 9 students 

integrate the time when requesting the action. Three-quarters of the year 6 students, all of the year 

8 students and eight-ninths of the year 9 students in the study with EFL students include the time 

at the first request. 

Only one-ninth of the year 9 EFL students check on the availability without talking about what is 

requested as this extract from the conversation shows: 

D9_13: hi karin (0.37) m: what are you doing on suns (0.23) eh sun s: {laughter} saturday 1 
afternoon 2 

D9_14: o:h saturday afternoon: i will go with my parents to ulm? (h) we will buy: a: new mobile 3 
phone for me: (0.34) which i: m: want to have since (0.65) [two years] 4 

D9_13: [o:h] (0.44) oh i: (0.43) want you to i: (0.45) {laughter} want you to ask if you (h) come 5 
with me to the cinema to watch a film? 6 

D9_14: (h) oh but maybe we can: at m: saturday night? (0.47) because i think i will come back 7 
(0.63) at seven o'clock and maybe we can m: look at eight o'clock? (0.58) a film (0.33) 8 

At the beginning of the conversation the first student addresses the conversation partner with an 

alerter and then checks on the availability on a specific date without mentioning the reason for the 

request, i.e. the activity the student wants to carry out with the conversation partner (ll. 1-2). Even 

though the conversation partner informs the initiator about other plans for that day (ll. 3-4), the 

initiator still gives the reason in return and thereby threatens her own face (ll. 5-6). Following this 

they come up with a conclusion to meet at some other time (ll. 7-9). 

One out of nine year 9 students in the EFL group presupposes that the other person is available at 

the given time so that only the event invited to is asked about: “m: you said to me yesterday that 

you have time on: m: (0.73) saturday an:d we can go to the cinema to a {laughter} film m::: (0.32) 

kokowääh {laughter}” (D9_11). The student refers to the conversation partner having talked about 

the availability before making a request for possibility regarding what to do that day. 

In response to the invitation a refusal of the invitation follows according to the role-play scenario. 

The following table sums up the strategies used to refuse. 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Refusal of Invitation” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

8 6 11 8 3 9 4 2 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Minimal response 1 3 2 4 2 4 0 0 4 
13% 50% 18% 50% 67% 44% 0% 0% 44% 

Repetition of date 0 0 3 1 1 4 0 0 0 
0% 0% 27% 13% 33% 44% 0% 0% 0% 

Emotional expression 4 4 2 1 0 3 2 0 6 
50% 67% 18% 13% 0% 33% 50% 0% 67% 

Emotional expression 
with refusal 

4 0 3 1 2 1 2 1 0 
50% 0% 27% 13% 67% 11% 50% 50% 0% 

Partial agreement 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 17% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Thanks 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0% 

Apology 0 2 4 3 2 7 0 0 3 
0% 33% 36% 38% 67% 78% 0% 0% 33% 

Intensifier with apology 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 22% 0% 0% 0% 

Indirect refusal 0 2 1 0 0 1 1 0 3 
0% 33% 9% 0% 0% 11% 25% 0% 33% 

Direct refusal 1 3 4 5 2 6 1 1 2 
13% 50% 36% 63% 67% 67% 25% 50% 22% 

Subjectivizer 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 

Excuse (Explanation) 8 6 10 8 3 8 4 2 9 
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% 89% 100% 100% 100% 

Cajoler 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11% 0% 50% 0% 

Request for 
understanding 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Suggestion of new date 3 3 4 2 0 3 0 0 3 
38% 50% 36% 25% 0% 33% 0% 0% 33% 

Initiator suggests new 
date 

4 2 6 6 3 2 4 2 4 
50% 33% 54% 75% 100% 22% 100% 100% 44% 

Table 27: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Refusal of Invitation” 

At the beginning some students start with a minimal response and take some time to think about 

what to say. In the first study one-eighth of the year 6 CLIL students, half of the year 7 CLIL 

students and two-eighths of the year 8 CLIL students start the utterance with a minimal response. 

In the second study with CLIL students the proportions are the highest, with half of the year 7 

students, two-thirds of the year 8 students and four-ninths of the year 9 students using a minimal 

response. The minimal response is found the least in the group with EFL students, where four-

ninths of the year 9 students but none of the younger students use it. 
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As the students’ reason for the refusal is the date, one strategy is the repetition of the date in a 

question form. This is done by CLIL students, especially in the second study. In the first study 

with CLIL students three-elevenths of the year 8 students repeat the date. In the second study with 

CLIL students one-eighth of the year 7 students, one-third of the year 8 students and four-ninths 

of the year 9 students repeat the date. One pair in year 9 acts this out as follows: 

S8+_16: hey kevin (0.29) [m] 1 

S8+_15: [ja] 2 

S8+_16: [m] want you go into the cinema saturday? (0.46) 3 

S8+_15: saturday m saturday (h:) oh no (0.29) i'm sorry but there i don't have time because my 4 
eh parents have promised me that m they will buy me (h) my: new ps3 (h) eh this is 5 
really important for me so i don't can go with you (0.83) 6 

The initiator catches the other party’s attention with the alerters greeting and name (l. 1) and then 

asks about the interest in going to the cinema on a given date (l. 3). In response to this the invited 

year 9 student repeats the date twice with a minimal response in between (l. 4). After a pause for 

breathing the student uses an emotional expression with a refusal, an apology and a general and 

emotional explanation (ll. 4-6). 

To show regret, the students may use an emotional expression with or without a refusal. In the first 

study with CLIL students and in the group with EFL students there is a tendency towards using an 

emotional expression without a refusal, while the CLIL students tend to use the refusal in the 

second study as well. In the first study with CLIL students half of the year 6 students, two-thirds 

of the year 7 students and two-elevenths of the year 8 students express their emotion. In the second 

study with CLIL students only a minority, i.e. one-eighth of the year 7 students, none of the year 

8 students and one-third of the year 9 students uses an emotional expression. Half of the year 6 

students and two-thirds of the year 9 students but none of the year 8 students use an emotional 

expression. In the oldest group with EFL students one conversation pair utters the refusal with the 

emotional expression as follows: 

D9_16: eh:m have you time on saturday to watch a film in the eve after[noon?] 1 

D9_15: [o]:h on saturday that's: not so very good m: i think because (0.32) i want to go with 2 
(0.27) together with my parents shopping (1.01) an:d (0.33) buy two maybe on sunday 3 
(0.46) 4 

The initiator of the talk asks the conversation partner about his availability to watch a film at a 

specific time (l. 1). In reply to this, the partner utters an emotional expression, an indirect refusal, 

a subjectivizer with the grounder and the suggestion for a new date. 
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A combination of an emotional expression and a refusal is uttered by half of the year 6 CLIL 

students, none of the year 7 CLIL students and three-elevenths of the year 8 CLIL students in the 

first study. In the second study with CLIL students one-eighth of the year 7 students, two-thirds of 

the year 8 students and one-ninth of the year 9 students express their emotions with a refusal 

following this. In the group with EFL students half of the year 6 and year 8 students, but none of 

the year 9 students, use an emotional expression with a refusal.  

D6_1: hey m: do you have time for the kino:? (0.37) m for the cinema at sunday? (0.43) 1 

D6_2: oh no my dad (0.24) eh (0.33) fiftiest birthday is (0.24) there (1.00) 2 

The inviter approaches the conversation partner with an alerter, a minimal response and the request 

for availability date for the cinema on a specific day (l. 1). The first reaction of the conversation 

partner is the emotional expression with refusal and a grounder including a pause and hesitation 

(l. 2). 

Instead of using a refusal at the beginning of the talk, the contrary can be done with a partial 

agreement. A partial agreement is made by one year 6 and one year 7 student in the first study with 

CLIL students and in none of the other groups. The two situations are described one after the other 

in the following, starting with the conversation between year 6 CLIL students: 

S6_16: hi max (h) i'm: (1.41) m (1.71) can you go with me eh on: sa sunday eh in (0.74) is (0.79) 1 
ins kino (0.66) 2 

S6_15: (h) m yes (0.54) bu:t i: have a great birthday party with my dad (0.51) we m: (0.79) we 3 
have a great party so that hit he (0.92) he was: fifty years old (0.49) we m: (2.01) we go 4 
m: (2.82) every year in the (0.91) freizeitpark m but (1.15) then i cannot go with you (0.35) 5 
in the kino 6 

In response to the question about the ability to go to the cinema on a specific day the conversation 

partner hesitates with a minimal response and then agrees with the partner (l. 3) before giving the 

grounder for not being able to do so with the word “but” (ll. 3-5) and then disagreeing (ll. 5-6). In 

the example with year 7 CLIL students the agreement is made even more directly: 

S7_7: will you go with me on sunday into the cinema? (0.54) 1 

S7_6: o:h m: (0.76) i will go eh (0.34) m i WILL GO but m: (0.45) my dad has bir eh eh h eh my 2 
dad's birthday is on sunday (h) and he w he: (0.94) he is:: fifty years old so (0.37) eh i'm 3 
all the day with my family and i (0.41) can't go (0.41) and i can't come (h) 4 

As a reaction to the future-oriented question about going to the cinema on a specific date (l. 1), the 

conversation partner expresses his emotions, makes a minimal response and the agreement 

regarding the future, followed by a grounder about the contrary, i.e. why the date does not work 

(ll. 2-4). 
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To acknowledge the invitation in another way, thanks can be used prior to the refusal. None of the 

CLIL students but one quarter of the year 6 EFL students thank the conversation partner for the 

invitation. 

Following the first strategies, an apology can be made with reference to the refusal. In the first 

study with CLIL students none of the year 6 students, one-third of the year 7 students and four-

elevenths of the year 8 students apologize. The number of students apologizing increases in the 

second study with CLIL students, where three-eighths of the year 7 students, two-thirds of the year 

8 students and seven-ninths of the year 9 students utter an apology. In the study with EFL students 

only one-third of the year 9 students but none of the other students apologize. Two out of nine year 

9 CLIL students intensify the apology lexically in the second study as the following example 

illustrates: 

S8+_17: do you want to go eh in the cinemas with me? (0.36) 1 

S8+_18: [when?] 2 

S8+_17: [on fr]iday? 3 

S8+_18: oh sorry i'm so sorry my (0.44) my parents promised to buy me a new laptop (0.62) 4 

The initiator of the talk asks about the interest in going to the cinema (l. 1). As the time was not 

included, the conversation partner asks the day (l. 2) while the other student gives the answer (l. 

3). In reply to the invitation, an apology is uttered first, following another apology modified with 

an adverbial intensifier and a grounder (l. 4) 

While an apology can indirectly function as a refusal, there are further options to lexically give an 

indirect or direct refusal. An indirect refusal is uttered by one-third of the year 7 students and one-

eleventh of the year 9 students in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL 

students one-ninth of the year 9 students refuse the invitation indirectly. In comparison, one quarter 

of the year 6 and one-third of the year 9 EFL students give an indirect refusal. Most of the students 

uttering an indirect refusal formulate it as “isn’t good”, as in the following example: “oh sunday 

isn't good because my daddy (0.49) he: (0.48) has (0.33) birthday? (0.33) an:d (0.59) i can't go 

because the (0.4) my whole family's coming and we have big party (0.6) and yeah bu but we can 

go in m on sa saturday eh don't eh saturday or monday? (0.47)” (S7_4). Following an emotional 

expression the student indirectly refuses the invitation by saying that the date “isn’t good”, giving 

a grounder afterwards and making a suggestion for a different meeting time. 

The direct refusal occurs more often: In the first study with CLIL students one-eighth of the year 

6 students, half of the year 7 students and four-elevenths of the year 8 students refuse the invitation 
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directly. A majority of the CLIL students utter a direct refusal in the second study, with five-

eighths of the year 7 students, two-thirds of the year 8 students and two-thirds of the year 9 students 

doing so. In the EFL group one quarter of the year 6 students, half of the year 8 students and two-

ninths of the year 9 students make a direct refusal. Next to a refusal through the word “no” a more 

detailed refusal can be given, as is the case in the conversation between a year 8 CLIL pair in the 

first study: “(h) oh no next sunday: i don't have time sorry because my dad has birthday (0.76)” 

(S8_15). After an emotional expression with refusal the student refuses the invitation with “i don’t 

have time”, an apology and a grounder. 

To give their own opinion about the invitation, a subjectivizer is used by one-eleventh of the year 

8 students in the first study with CLIL students, and by one-ninth of the year 9 students in the 

study with EFL students. The year 9 student formulates the subjectivizer as: “[o]:h on saturday 

that's: not so very good m: i think because (0.32) i want to go with (0.27) together with my parents 

shopping (1.01) an:d (0.33) buy two maybe on sunday (0.46)” (D9_15). Starting with an emotional 

expression and an indirect refusal, the student continues with a subjectivizer before giving the 

grounder and suggesting a new date. 

Most of the students give a grounder, i.e. an explanation and excuse for the refusal. Except for the 

two oldest groups of students in the first and second study with CLIL students, where all students 

except one use an excuse, all of the other groups of students give a grounder. In the first study with 

CLIL students the student who did not give a grounder in the beginning is asked for a grounder by 

the partner; in the second study with CLIL students the lacking grounder is accepted and the 

conversation finished.  

One of the strategies that is hardly ever used is that of the cajoler, which occurs in one out of nine 

year 9 CLIL pair situations in the second study and in one out of two year 8 pair situations in the 

EFL group. In the talk between the year 9 CLIL students it is uttered as: “[eh] (0.49) my parents 

eh want to buy me m (h) a new ipod (0.41) you know my is broken (0.46) s[o:]” (S8+_5). The 

student gives a grounder and then asks for the hearer’s understanding by referring to something 

the hearer should have heard about before using a cajoler. In the first study with CLIL students 

one year 8 student uses a different phrase to appeal to the hearer’s understanding in the first study: 

S8_11: hey? m: do you want to date next saturday: to in the ci to the cinema with me? (0.6) 1 

S8_12: (h) next saturday m: (0.61) my da:d is (0.67) going to be fifty years and we celebrate 2 
with a big party (0.43) and (0.58) 3 

S8_11: o:[h] 4 

S8_12: [i] hope you understay 5 
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In reply to the invitation with the inquiry into interest in going to the cinema on a given day (l. 1), 

the conversation partner repeats the day, uses a minimal response and gives a grounder (ll. 2-3) 

before going over to asking for understanding (l. 5). 

Following the request a minority of the refusing students suggest a new date for a meeting. In the 

first study with CLIL students three-eighths of the year 6 students, half of the year 7 students and 

four-elevenths of the year 8 students do so. In the second study one quarter of the year 7 students 

and one-third of the year 9 students suggest an alternative date to the conversation partner. The 

lowest number of students suggesting a new date can be found in the EFL group where only one-

third of the year 9 students choose this strategy.  

More often the initiator of the invitation suggests a new date again. Half of the year 6 students, 

one-third of the year 7 students and six-elevenths of the year 8 students who initiated the 

conversation also suggest a new date in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study 

with CLIL students three-quarters of the year 7 students, all of the year 8 students and two-ninths 

of the year 9 students who invited the partner first also suggest a new date. In the comparative 

group with EFL students all of the year 6 and year 8 students but only four-ninths of the year 9 

students who initiated the conversation also suggest a new date. 

In most of the conversations between CLIL as well as EFL students one student initiates the talk 

with the invitation, which is followed by a refusal by the conversation partner. In the end most of 

the students arrange a meeting on a different date whether or not suggested by the refusing party. 

As shown in the following, one conversation between two year 9 students in the second study is 

striking for the insistence of the inviting partner on meeting on the given date instead of on a new 

date: 

S8+_6: hey willy do you 1 

S8+_5: [hey ben] 2 

S8+_6: [want to come] to me (0.47) at a weekend to watch a movie (0.24) 3 

S8+_5: in a [wee::kend] 4 

S8+_6: [in my party room] 5 

S8+_5: (0.24) m:: which day? sunday or saturday?= 6 

S8+_6: =saturday (h) 7 

S8+_5: on saturday (h) but i thi OH AH saturday i can't go with you because 8 

S8+_6: [why?] 9 
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S8+_5: [eh] (0.49) my parents eh want to buy me m (h) a new ipod (0.41) you know my is 10 
broken (0.46) s[o:] 11 

S8+_6: [oh of cour] 12 

S8+_5: (h) [so we see here] 13 

S8+_6: [come on willy] 14 

S8+_5: and (h) 15 

S8+_6: you can buy it another day 16 

S8+_5: a:h [no i nee:d it] 17 

S8+_6: [please we we can all] only da an:d and can watch the movie what we want please 18 
come to me (0.28) 19 

S8+_5: ja i don't know my parents so my father buy it to me and 20 

S8+_6: [ye:s but] 21 

S8+_5: [my parents] are not= 22 

S8+_6: =but the diana und 23 

S8+_5: [sorry] 24 

S8+_6: [matthias are] coming too (0.29) 25 

S8+_5: (h) 26 

S8+_6: come on PLEASE 27 

S8+_5: (h::::) yeah do you know i come my parent i can buy the ipod another day [without 28 
them] 29 

S8+_6: [oh that's g]reat thanks 30 

S8+_5: yeah ok 31 

The initiator invites the conversation partner to go to the cinema at the weekend (ll. 1, 3). As 

“weekend” can refer to both Saturday and Sunday, the conversation partner asks for clarification 

(l. 6). When specified (l. 7), the refusal follows (ll. 10-11). Even though the initiator reacts to the 

cajoler and shows understanding first (l. 12), he then starts trying to persuade the conversation 

partner to re-schedule the other appointment through seven turns (ll. 14, 16, 18-19, 21, 23, 25, 27) 

until the conversation partner accepts the invitation and promises to re-schedule the other 

appointment (ll. 28-29). The initiator thanks the partner (l. 30) in return.  

5.7 Advice  

The CLIL and EFL students use a number of different strategies to give advice. Because there are 

two scenarios of advice in the first study with CLIL students as well as for the students in year 6 

and 8 in the study with the students without bilingual modules, the number of pairs listed here is 
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higher. There are sixteen pair situations in year 6, twelve pairs in year 7 and twenty-two pair 

situations in year 8 in the first study with CLIL students. The number is lower in the second study 

with eight pair situations in year 7, three pair situations in year 8 and ten pair situations in year 9. 

In the EFL group, the number of scenarios has the effect that eight pair situations in year 6, four 

pair situations in year 8 and nine pair situations in year 9 are looked at. 

The following table summarizes the advice-giving strategies used by the CLIL and EFL students: 

Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Advice” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

16 12 22 8 3 10 8 4 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Emotional expression 
(“oh”) 

4 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
25% 33% 23% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Emotional expression 
and refusal (“oh no”) 

3 3 4 0 0 0 2 0 0 
19% 25% 19% 0% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0% 

Minimal response: 
thinking 

4 3 3 3 2 5 3 2 3 
25% 25% 14% 38% 67% 50% 38% 50% 33% 

Alerter: greeting 2 2 4 1 0 4 0 0 1 
13% 17% 19% 13% 0% 40% 0% 0% 11% 

Alerter: name 0 2 3 1 0 4 0 0 1 
0% 17% 14% 13% 0% 40% 0% 0% 11% 

Agreement 2 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
13% 8% 5% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 

Refusal 1 3 6 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6% 25% 27% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 

Disagreement 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13% 8% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Imperative 2 2 6 0 0 1 2 0 1 
13% 17% 27% 0% 0% 10% 25% 0% 11% 

Own (different) 
behaviour 

1 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 
6% 0% 19% 0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 0% 

Subjectivizer 0 0 4 1 2 1 0 2 7 
0% 0% 19% 13% 67% 10% 0% 50% 78% 

Grounder / Explanation 14 11 21 6 3 9 7 3 9 
88% 92% 95% 75% 100% 90% 88% 75% 100% 

Downgrader 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 1 
0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 30% 0% 0% 11% 

Comparative 7 5 7 0 0 4 3 2 0 
44% 42% 32% 0% 0% 40% 38% 50% 0% 

Intensifier 3 4 8 2 0 4 4 0 3 
19% 33% 36% 25% 0% 40% 50% 0% 33% 

Benefit for speaker 0 0 0 3 1 4 0 0 2 
0% 0% 0% 38% 33% 40% 0% 0% 22% 

Benefit for hearer 7 5 8 4 3 7 2 2 9 
44% 42% 36% 50% 100% 70% 25% 50% 100% 

If-clause 0 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 2 
0% 0% 0% 0% 67% 20% 0% 0% 22% 
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Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Advice” 
 1st study with students 

with bilingual modules 
in year 

2nd study with students 
with bilingual modules 
in year 

Study with students 
without bilingual 
modules in year 

6 7 8 7 8 9 6 8 9 
with with with 

16 12 22 8 3 10 8 4 9 
pairs pairs pairs 

Suggestion 3 3 3 6 1 4 1 2 3 
19% 25% 14% 75% 33% 40% 13% 50% 33% 

Query 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 
0% 0% 0% 13% 0% 10% 0% 0% 11% 

Modal: possibility 2 2 2 6 2 4 0 2 4 
13% 17% 9% 75% 67% 40% 0% 50% 44% 

Modal: willingness 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0% 0% 14% 13% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

Modal: imperative 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 0% 0% 11% 

Modal: suggestion 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 10% 13% 0% 0% 

Conditional form of 
modal verb 

0 0 3 2 1 3 1 0 2 
0% 0% 14% 25% 33% 30% 13% 0% 22% 

Speaker-centred 3 8 7 5 2 9 1 2 9 
19% 67% 32% 63% 67% 90% 13% 50% 100% 

Hearer-centred 8 0 12 6 1 8 3 1 1 
50% 0% 55% 75% 33% 80% 38% 25% 11% 

Inclusive-we 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0% 25% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 11% 

Acceptance of advice 16 12 20 8 3 10 8 4 8 
100% 100% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 89% 

Table 28: Politeness Strategies used with the Speech Act “Advice” 

Especially the CLIL students start the advice with the emotional expression “oh” in the first study. 

In about a quarter of the pair situations in years 6 and 8 and a third of the pair situations in year 7 

the emotional expression starts the dialogue. This emotional expression does not include any 

judgement, whereas emotional expressions in combination with a refusal (“oh no”) more strongly 

show the disagreement of the speaker with the hearer. In about one-fifth of the CLIL pair situations 

in year 6 and year 8 and a quarter of the CLIL pair situations in year 7 an emotional expression 

with refusal is used. In the second study with CLIL students neither an emotional expression nor 

the combination of the emotional expression with a refusal is uttered. In the comparative study an 

emotional expression with a refusal is uttered at the beginning in a quarter of the year 6 pair 

situations. 

A minimal response due to the need to think can be found among all groups of students. In the first 

study with CLIL students one quarter of the pair situations in year 6 and year 7 and a seventh of 

the pair situations in year 8 begin with a minimal response. In the second study with CLIL students 

three out of eight year 7 pair situations, two-thirds of the year 8 pair situations and half of the year 
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9 pair situations are uttered with a minimal response. In the comparative group three eights of the 

year 6 pair situations, half of the year 8 pair situations and one-third of the year 9 pair situations 

show that the students need time to think and start with a minimal response. 

As emotional expressions and the minimal response are available as alternatives, alerters are used 

by a minority of the students throughout all years and teaching backgrounds. In the first study with 

CLIL students, one-eighth of the year 6 pair situations, one-sixth of the year 7 pair situations and 

about one-fifth of the year 8 pair situations are uttered with the alerter greeting. In the second study 

with CLIL students the alerter greeting is used in one-eighth of the students in year 7 pair 

situations, none of the year 8 pair situations and in two-fifths of the year 9 pair situations. The 

percentage among the youngest students has not changed, but the students who utter the greeting 

are different. In the study with EFL students only one student in year 9 uses the alerter greeting in 

one pair situation. Names are used slightly less than greetings. In the first study with CLIL 

students, the name is given in none of the year 6 pair situations; in one-sixth of the year 7 pair 

situations where a greeting is uttered the name is added too. In three out of the 22 year 8 pair 

situations the name is said in the second study. This is one pair situation less compared to the pair 

situations where the partner is greeted. In the second study with CLIL students the alerter greeting 

in addition to the alerter name is used in one-eighth of the year 7 pair situations and two-fifths of 

the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group, the same student in year 9 that greeted the partner also 

calls the partner by name in one pair situation. 

As a politeness strategy, the speaker can choose to agree with the partner before disagreeing with 

the action and giving advice. In the first study with CLIL students, the partner is agreed with first 

in one-eighth of the year 6 pair situations, one year 7 pair situation and one year 8 pair situation. 

An example of a discussion between two year 6 CLIL students is the following: 

S6_10: i want this pizza (0.26) and you (0.62) 1 

S6_9: m:: (1.53) i take the pizza too (0.75) (h) but i: (0.5) (h) but the pizza (h) from yesterday? 2 
(h) (0.29) it's very cold (0.5) 3 

S6_10: m: (0.95) then i: had nimm was heißt noch mal nehmen? 4 

S6_9: take? 5 

S6_10: =then i take: (0.35) the spaghetti (0.42) 6 

S6_9: okay (2.06) yeah that's look (0.26) good 7 

The student who starts the conversation states his interest in pizza (l. 1). In reply, the other party 

explains that she will take one too (l. 2), and thereby agrees with the partner first. She then adds 

her negative experience with the cold pizza the day before (ll. 2-3). This leads to S6_10 seeing this 
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statement as advice and taking a different kind of food instead (ll. 4-6). The conversation partner 

confirms that this is a good choice (l. 7). She only comments on his decision, but does not take a 

different kind of food as a consequence of the negative experience herself. In this case, the 

agreement whereby the speaker decides on the same dish is not withdrawn. 

In the second study with CLIL students none of the students agree first. One year 6 EFL student 

however, agrees with the partner in one of the situations, as the following extract shows: 

D6_7: m i would like to buy me (h) that (0.37) kinder riegel {laughter} (2.04) 1 

D6_8: YES: but (1.04) in the super supermarket it was: (1.65) (whispering) was heißt noch mal 2 
billiger oder angebot? (0.33) 3 

R: cheaper 4 

D6_8: (0.41) cheaper (0.68) of [this] 5 

The student generally agrees with the partner’s interest in the chocolate (l. 2), but then outlines 

where the partner could buy it instead of the supermarket chosen first (ll. 2-3, 5). 

As a more face-threatening method, the student can choose not to agree and utter a refusal (“no”) 

or give a more elaborated form of disagreement. In the first study with CLIL students, a refusal to 

comment on the partner’s action is used in one of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 

7 pair situations and about one quarter of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL 

students, no refusal is uttered. In the EFL group, only one student in year 6 phrases a refusal in 

one of the pair situations. The more detailed disagreement with the partner can be found students 

in two of the year 6 pair situations, one of the year 7 pair situations and one year 8 pair situations 

in the first study with CLIL. An example of a conversation where a refusal and disagreement are 

used is one among year 8 CLIL students in the first study: 

S8_15: SO: (h) max what do you want to: buy? (0.41) 1 

S8_16: i want to order (0.41) always a pizza? (0.95) 2 

S8_15: no i don:'t n i don't think this is a good idea because the pizzas here are too cold (0.45) 3 

S8_16: that one= 4 

S8_15: ==yes when they (0.42) give it give you the pizza at the (0.53) most times they are the 5 
pizza are cold and i don't think (0.73) [you like the pizza] 6 

S8_16: [hm i don't think so] (0.56) because i ated a pizza: last week here (0.53) it was ok= 7 

S8_15: =ja it's your choice but i just want to inform you that this is not a good idea to buy here 8 
a pizza (2.43) 9 

S8_16: m: (0.38) i'll take a pizza (0.58) 10 

S8_15: ok {laughter} 11 
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The student starts by asking the partner openly what he would like to have (l. 1), and thereby gives 

him all possibilities to react. After the partner’s statement about the interest in pizza (l. 2), the 

student uses the refusal “no” and then disagrees with the subjectivizer “i don’t think” (l. 3). 

Following the disagreement a grounder is given (ll. 3, 5-6). 

Advice itself can be given more or less directly: the speaker can choose to tell the hearer what to 

do by using an imperative or by applying more polite strategies to lead the hearer to the preferred 

reaction. A minority of the students makes use of the imperative form. In the first study with CLIL 

students the number of imperatives increases slightly with age: in one-eighth of the year 6 pair 

situations, one-sixth of the year 7 pair situations and about a quarter of the year 8 pair situations 

imperatives are used. In the second study with CLIL students, imperatives are found less often: 

only one student in year 9 tells the partner what to do by uttering an imperative in one of the pair 

situations. While the older CLIL students use imperatives more often than the younger students, 

the distribution is different among EFL students. In one quarter of the EFL year 6 pair situations, 

none of the year 8 pair situations, and one out of nine year 9 pair situations the imperative form is 

used. An example of imperatives can be found in the first study with year 6 students: 

S6_12: oh yammi! (h) (0.48) 1 

S6_11: you don't buy the (0.53) sweets in aldi is cheaper (0.63) 2 

S6_12: n?ja:? okay 3 

The student who starts the conversation emotionally expresses the interest in the sweets (l. 1). The 

partner uses an imperative and advises the other party not to buy the sweets in the shop they are at 

(l. 2). Instead a comparison between the current shop and a cheaper one is given, and thereby a 

grounder for the suggestion to go somewhere else (l. 2). The advice is accepted (l. 3). 

Two more indirect strategies are to talk about one’s own possible different behaviour or to use a 

subjectivizer. One year 6 CLIL student talks about how he would behave differently and not take 

the pizza that the partner is planning on taking. A year 6 EFL student also talks about behaving 

differently from the partner, as this example shows: 

D6_3: ((looking at sweets)) [autsch ((looking at sweets)) ah ((looking at sweets)) oh yes] 1 

D6_4: [((walking towards friend))] 2 

D6_3: ((taking gum-drops)) [oh] 3 

D6_4: [i d]id (0.62) DIDN'T buy that (0.66) 4 

D6_3: why? (1.12) 5 
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D6_4: m:: because (1.3) BY (0.53) aldi? (h) (2.78) is: (0.22) that (1.52) f: (whispering) was heißt 6 
noch mal billiger? 7 

R: cheaper 8 

D6_4: (0.29) eh is that f (0.49) very cheaper (0.66) 9 

D6_3: oh thanks ((turning sweets around and putting them back)) 10 

Before starting the actual conversation, one student shows interest in gum-drops (ll. 1, 3), while 

the other approaches (l. 2). The approaching student starts the conversation by stating her own 

position, which is that she would not buy the gum-drops (l. 4). Because no grounder is given, the 

partner asks for one after a longer pause in between turn-taking (l. 5). A grounder is given upon 

request (ll. 6-9). In return, the student thanks the partner for the advice and accepts it (l. 10). 

A subjectivizer occurs more often than a more detailed statement about what the speaker would 

do differently from the partner. In the first study with CLIL students the number of subjectivizers 

is the lowest, as they are used in none of the year 6 and year 7 pair situations and in about one-

fifth of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL students, subjectivizers occur 

among all years. In year 7 and year 9 one student gives his own opinion in one of the pair situations, 

in year 8 the opinion is given in two out of three pair situations. In the EFL group subjectivizers 

giving a personal point of view occur in none of the year 6 pair situations, in half of the year 8 pair 

situations and in about four-fifths of the year 9 pair situations. 

Grounders are given by the majority of CLIL as well as EFL students, although they are found 

more often among CLIL students than among EFL students. In the first study with CLIL students, 

a grounder is given in all but one pair situation in year 6 at some time during the conversation. In 

year 6, year 7 and year 8 respectively, there is one student who only gives the grounder upon 

request of the partner in one of the pair situations, so that this does not qualify as the intended 

usage of the strategy. In the second study with CLIL speakers, a grounder is uttered in three-

quarters of the year 7 pair situations, all of the year 8 pair situations, and nine-tenths of the year 9 

pair situations. One of the year 6 EFL students only gives the grounder upon request in one of the 

pair situations, while the other year 6 students give a grounder as a strategy. In the EFL group a 

grounder is given in one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and all of the year 9 pair situations. 

Even though most of the strategies aim at highlighting reasons for the hearer to accept the advice, 

downgraders can weaken the advice and possibly strengthen the positive outcome it has for the 

hearer or save the face of the hearer by showing that he still has a choice as the impact is lowered. 

In the first study with CLIL students one student in year 7 uses a downgrader in one of the pair 
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situations. In the second study more students use a downgrader: downgraders occur in about a third 

of the year 9 pair situations. In the comparative group, the advice is downgraded in one out of the 

nine year 9 pair situations. An example of a downgrader can be found in the following conversation 

between year 9 students in the second study with CLIL students: 

S8+_20: i bought me a book to this: (0.92) thema 1 

S8+_19: [{laughter}] 2 

S8+_20: [and] eh (h) you could buy this book also (0.48) and you maybe (0.52) understand this 3 
better (0.31) 4 

S8+_19: m: how much cost the book? (0.3) 5 

S8+_20: m twenty-nine pounds (0.47) 6 

S8+_19: w:o::w {laughter} that's a little bit m:uch for a [book book] 7 

S8+_20: [i can i but i i can] borrow you the book (0.34) i i i'm nei know it (0.52) so= 8 

S8+_19: =m (0.32) 9 

S8+_20: i can borrow it [to you] 10 

S8+_19: [ja ok] if you borrow me the book that's okay= 11 

S8+_20: =ok 12 

S8+_19: (h) 13 

S8+_20: i will bring it to you tomorrow (0.47) 14 

S8+_19: ok= 15 

S8+_20: =yeah {laughter} 16 

The speaker starts talking about his own experience of having bought a book (l. 1), and continues 

by suggesting that the partner also buy the book (l. 3). This suggestion is given in the conditional 

form. The benefit for the speaker (ll. 3-4) is downgraded with the lexical downgrader “maybe” (l. 

3). The partner does not accept the advice due to the price (ll. 5, 7), so that they come to the 

conclusion that the student who made the suggestion should lend the book to the partner (ll. 8-11). 

In this case the imposition the advice has on the hearer is downgraded to the degree that the hearer 

can feel more comfortable about not agreeing. 

In contrast to downgraders of the advice that show that the effect may not always be there, 

comparatives, e.g. “better”, indicate the positive effect the acceptance of the advice will have for 

the hearer. Comparatives are used in about a third to about one half of the pair situations, where 

they are uttered. In the first study with CLIL students, comparatives are used in four-ninths of the 

year 6 pair situations and slightly more than two-fifths of the year 7 pair situations. In about one-

third of the year 8 pair situations the current outcome is compared to the preferred outcome. In the 
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second study with CLIL students, the two lowest years do not use comparatives, but they are used 

in two-fifths of the year 9 pair situations. In three-eighths of the year 6 pair situations, half of the 

year 8 pair situations, but none of the year 9 pair situations comparatives are used in the EFL 

group. 

To further strengthen the positive outcome of the advice, intensifiers can be used. In the first study 

with CLIL students, advice is intensified in about one-fifth of the year 6 pair situations, one-third 

of the year 7 pair situations and slightly more than one-third of the year 8 pair situations. In the 

second study with CLIL students intensifiers are uttered in one quarter of the year 7 pair situations, 

none of the year 8 pair situations, and two-fifths of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group the 

highest percentage can be found in year 6, where advice is intensified in one half of the pair 

situations. In none of the EFL year 8 pair situations and one-third of the EFL year 9 pair situations 

the advice is intensified lexically.  

Another strategy to strengthen the advice is to express the benefit the preferred action has for the 

speaker and/or the hearer. None of the CLIL students in the first study show the benefit the action 

had on them. In the second study with CLIL students, the benefit the action had on them is shown 

in three-eighths of the year 7 pair situations, one-third of the year 8 pair situations and two-fifths 

of the year 9 pair situations. In the EFL group the benefit on the speaker is expressed in two-ninths 

of the year 9 pair situations. 

The own positive experience with the preferred action is emphasized less than the benefit for the 

hearer. The benefit for the hearer is highlighted by students of all years and with all teaching 

backgrounds. In the first study with CLIL students the benefit for the hearer is stressed the least: 

in slightly more than two-fifths of the year 6 and year 7 pair situations and slightly more than one-

third of the year 8 pair situations the benefit for the hearer is shown. In the second study with CLIL 

students, this strategy is found significantly more often: in one half of the year 7 pair situations, 

all of the year 8 pair situations and seven-tenths of the year 9 pair situations the benefit for the 

hearer is shown. The number of students in the EFL group who emphasize the benefit for the 

hearer is higher than the number of students in the first study with CLIL students but lower than 

the number of students in the second study with CLIL students. In the EFL group the benefit for 

the hearer is stressed in one quarter of the year 6 pair situations, one half of the year 8 pair situations 

and all of the year 9 pair situations. One utterance by a year 9 EFL student shows how the benefit 

for the speaker as well as the benefit for the hearer can be combined: “i have as a little trick i have 

buy me a book (0.75) m from the: class nine in the eb ebay: (0.82) and there i can learn good and 

(1.29) (h) i think that be (0.56) for you (0.72) also good (1.15)” (D9_4). The student triggers the 
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conversation partner’s interest by first showing the impact the “trick” of buying a book had on 

him. After that, it is stressed that the hearer could also benefit from buying the book. 

The benefit for the hearer is sometimes stressed by the usage of a conditional clause. In two-thirds 

of the year 8 CLIL pair situations and one-fifth of the year 9 pair situations the conditional clause 

is used in the second study. In the EFL group, a conditional clause is uttered in two-ninths of the 

year 9 pair situations. The following conversation between two year 8 CLIL students in the second 

study shows how the conditional clause can be used: 

S7+_5: m: i have bought a: english? book to this (0.62) m: 1 

S7+_4: (whispering) theme? 2 

S7+_5: (0.58) an:d i think m if you bou eh if you buy this too? (0.3) you: would understand it 3 
(0.37) 4 

S7+_4: [oh] 5 

S7+_5: [m] too m so (0.57) 6 

S7+_4: cool m what's the name of the book? (0.53) 7 

S7+_5: m:: red line {laughter} (0.48) 8 

S7+_4: ok? (1.26) ja gut 9 

The advice giver starts the conversation by talking about her own experience with her English 

book (l. 1). She then uses a subjectivizer (“I think”) followed by the if-clause stating the positive 

outcome of understanding the topic after buying the book (l. 3). The conversation partner reacts 

positively to this advice (l. 7).  

The most direct way to express a piece of advice is by giving a suggestion of what to do. In the 

first study with CLIL students this is done the least: in three-sixteenths of the year 6 pair situations, 

a quarter of the year 7 pair situations and one-seventh of the year 9 pair situations the partner is 

given a suggestion as to what do to. One example of such a suggestion can be found in the 

conversation between two year 6 CLIL students in the first study: 

S6_8: oh look? the sweets? (0.68) i buy it all (0.76) of the sweets: (2.22) 1 

S6_7: HEY (1.37) by aldi is CHEaper you can go to aldi 2 

S6_8: why? i can buy the here? i have many kohle and give it (0.46) money (1.00) 3 

S6_7: by aldi it is m:: (quiet) wie heißt das noch mal? (0.3) 4 

S6_8: cheaper? 5 

S6_7: it's by aldi is this cheaper (0.56) 6 

S6_8: m: ok i let them here an:d (0.86) 7 
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S6_7: yeah and there (0.97) 8 

S6_8: why? (0.93) 9 

S6_7: by aldi is this cheaper? (0.32) 10 

S6_8: ok we can go to aldi 11 

S6_7: ok 12 

both: ((walking to aldi)) 13 

The first student to talk states his interest in the sweets he sees (l. 1). After a long pause (l. 1), the 

student expressing the advice first uses an alerter to get the attention of the partner (l. 2). He then 

gives a grounder for the advice, comparing the price of the sweets at the current place to the price 

at the preferred shop (l. 2). Following this he gives the advice that the partner can go to the cheaper 

shop, using the modal of possibility (l. 2). The partner asks for a better explanation (l. 3) before he 

accepts the advice (l. 7) and goes to the preferred shop with the partner (l. 12).  

The kind of suggestion is similar among all years and among all students with the different 

teaching backgrounds. In the second study with CLIL students, a suggestion is used the most: in 

about three-quarters of the year 7 pair situations, one-third of the year 8 pair situations and two-

fifths of the year 9 pair situations a suggestion is given. In the EFL group, the partner receives a 

suggestion about what to do in one-eighth of the year 6 pair situations, half of the year 8 pair 

situations and one-third of the year 9 pair situations. 

A strategy that is also direct but includes the opinion of the hearer more is that of a query. One 

year 7 student and one year 9 student ask the partner whether he would like to have the preferred 

item in one of the pair situations in the second study with CLIL students. In the EFL group, one 

year 9 student utters a query in one of the pair situations. The extract from a conversation in which 

a query is uttered by a year 9 CLIL student can serve as an example of this strategy: 

S8+_6: hey willy for your english exam tomorrow i have a book for you (0.3) do you want it? 1 
(0.3) 2 

S8+_5: eh YES of course (0.34) 3 

The advice-giving student approaches the conversation partner with alerters to get his attention. 

He then gives the reason for his approach and offers a book to the conversation partner, followed 

by a query about whether he would like to have it (l. 1). The conversation partner responds 

positively to the question and thereby accepts the advice (l. 3). 

The various strategies can be accompanied by modal verbs of possibility (“can”, “could”), 

willingness (“would”), imperatives (“have to”, “must) or suggestions (“should”). The most 
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prominent kind of modal verb used is that of the possibility. In the first study with CLIL students 

the modal of possibility occurs in one-eighth of the year 6 pair situations, one-sixth of the year 7 

pair situations and one-eleventh of the year 8 pair situations. In the second study with CLIL 

students, the modal of possibility is used strikingly more often: in three-quarters of the year 7 pair 

situations, two-thirds of the year 8 pair situations and two-fifths of the year 9 pair situations the 

advice is articulated with modals of possibility. In the study with EFL students, the modal 

expressing possibility is found in half of the year 8 pair situations and four-ninths of the year 9 

pair situations.   

The modal verb referring to the willingness of the conversation partner to do something is used 

only by a minority of CLIL students and by none of the EFL students. The modal of willingness 

is used in about one-seventh of the year 8 pair situations in the first study with CLIL students and 

one-eighth of the year 7 pair situations during the second study with CLIL students.  

The more direct modal of an imperative is also used very seldom. None of the CLIL students use 

it in the first study; in the second study, one year 9 student employs this strategy in one of the pair 

situations. In the EFL group, it is also one year 9 student who utters a modal verb functioning as 

an imperative in one of the pair situations. 

The modal verbs for suggestions also occur seldom. They are uttered in one conversation between 

year 9 students in the second study with CLIL students, as well as in one pair situation between 

year 6 EFL students.  

As a modification of the modals of possibility, willingness and suggestions, the conditional form 

can be used. This is done in about one-seventh of the year 8 CLIL pair situations in the first study, 

and by one quarter of the year 7 CLIL pair situations, a third of the year 8 CLIL pair situations, 

and three-tenths of the year 9 CLIL pair situations in the second study. Furthermore, the 

conditional form of the modal verb is used in one-eighth of the year 6 EFL pair situations and two-

ninths of the year 9 EFL pair situations. 

With all of the above-named strategies a perspective has to be taken that can be speaker-centred 

(“I”), hearer-centred (“you”) or can include the speaker and the hearer at the same time (inclusive 

“we”). Most often, a speaker-centred method is chosen. In three-sixteenths of the year 6 CLIL pair 

situations, two-thirds of the year 7 CLIL pair situations and almost one-third of the year 8 CLIL 

pair situations the statements is oriented to the speaker in the first study with CLIL students. In the 

second study with CLIL students, the speaker-centred perspective is the most prominent one 

among all years looked at: in five-eighths of the year 7 pair situations, two-thirds of the year 8 pair 
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situations and nine-tenths of the year 9 pair situations the speaker-centred perspective is used. In 

the EFL group students the speaker-centred perspective is used increasingly more the older the 

students get. The speaker-centred perspective is applied in one-eighth of the year 6 EFL pair 

situations, one half of the year 8 EFL pair situations, and all of the year 9 EFL pair situations.  

The hearer-centred perspective is the second most often taken. In half of the year 6 CLIL pair 

situations and slightly more than half of the year 8 CLIL pair situations the statements are centred 

on the hearer in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL students the 

hearer-centred perspective is used in three-quarters of the year 7 pair situations, one-third of the 

year 8 pair situations and slightly more than three-quarters of the year 9 pair situations. In the study 

with EFL students the hearer-centred perspective is found the least: this perspective is used in 

three-eighths of the year 6 pair situations, one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and one-ninth 

of the year 9 pair situations.  

The inclusive-we is used the least. It occurs in the minority of all conversations, and is not found 

at all in the second study with CLIL students. In the first study with CLIL students, the speaker 

and the hearer are included in one quarter of the year 7 pair situations and one-twenty-second of 

the year 8 pair situations. In the study with EFL students the inclusive-we-perspective is employed 

in one quarter of the year 8 pair situations and one-ninth of the year 9 pair situations. 

As shown above, there are a great number of strategies that the CLIL and EFL students use to give 

advice. The most prominent strategy is that of a grounder. In addition, a lot of students tend to talk 

about their own positive experience and the benefit the preferred action already had on them. The 

advice itself in the form of a suggestion is given by a minority of all students, except in the second 

study with CLIL students in year 7 where three-quarters of the students suggest to the speaker 

directly what he or she should do. Other strategies are among others downgraders, subjectivizers, 

comparatives, intensifiers, if-clauses and different modal verbs to express possibility, willingness, 

imperatives or suggestions. As a result of the usage of the various strategies, almost all of the 

conversation partners accept the advice: only one year 9 student in the first study with CLIL 

students and one year 9 student in the study with EFL students does not accept the apology. The 

non-acceptance is not due to the way the advice is made, but rather due to the choice of the partner 

who did not want to change his or her behaviour.  

5.8 German dialogues  

In addition to the English dialogues the same situations were filled out in the form of a DCT in 

German. In the following only the situations where different strategies were used in German than 
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in English, as well as comments relating to pragmatics rather than grammar or vocabulary are 

represented. 

Different wordings are especially found when complaining or apologizing. Two CLIL situations 

are noteworthy regarding the usage of the complaint. One of them is written by a year 7 student in 

the second study with CLIL students (S6+_15):  

Du: Hey Moritz ich hab ja deine Notizen ausgeliehen meine kleine 3Jährige Schwester hat sie 1 
als Mahl papier benutzt 2 

Freund: Das kann doch nicht sein jetzt sein ich hab mir voll viel mühe gegeben ich leihe dir nie 3 
wider was aus. 4 

Du: ich habe es es dier mit dem PC Ausgeschrieben. 5 

The student starts with an apology in which he explains what happened, blaming a third party (ll. 

1-2). The friend then complains not only by expressing disapproval (l. 3) and by stressing that in 

consequence nothing will be lent any more, so that the fault of the conversation partner cannot 

occur again (ll. 3-4), but also stressing the degree of loss suffered (l. 3). In a final turn the fault is 

made up for (l. 5). 

The other CLIL student, a year 9 CLIL student in the second study complains as follows (S8+_5): 

Du: Hey ich hatte doch dine Notizen. Mein kleiner Bruder hat ihn Bemahlt. 1 

Freund: Was? Das ist ein Scherz. 2 

Du: Nein aber es tut mir leid. 3 

The student starts the conversation with an explanation as to what happened, blaming a third party 

(l. 1). In the first utterance no excuse is included. As a reaction, the friend then states that this must 

be a joke (l. 2) and thereby requires the partner to react to the situation and to explain his actions 

again. An expression of regret follows (l. 3). 

Four students use politeness formulae for apologies in German that do not occur in English. One 

of them, an appeaser, is used by a year 6 EFL student (D6_3): 

Du: Meine Schwester hat auf die Notizen gekritzelt. Es tut mir leid 1 

Freund: Es ist OK! 2 

Du: Oh danke. Hier, ein Geschenk als Entschuldigung 3 

In a first turn the student explains what happened, blaming a third party and then expressing regret 

(l. 1). In return the friend accepts this apology and says that it is all right without complaining (l. 

2). The conversation ends with thanks for the acceptance of the apology as well as an appeaser (l. 

3). A present is given as an apology, whereby the present is not connected to the offence.  
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In a second example of an apology a CLIL student justifies the hearer’s opinion as follows 

(S6+_16): 

Freund: Wenn du nicht besser auf ausgeliehene Sachen aufpassen kannst, dann bekommst du halt 1 
meine Notizen nicht mehr. 2 

Du: Ich verstehe deine Wut aber mein Bruder hat sie zerkritzelt. 3 

The conversation starts with an indirect complaint that the conversation partner should have been 

more careful, phrased, though, as an ultimatum that if violated will result in nothing being given 

to the conversation partner anymore (ll. 1-2). After this expression of disapproval the student 

justifies the hearer’s opinion and says that he understands the interlocutor´s anger before 

explaining what led to the object of complaint by blaming a third party for it (l. 3). 

In another situation with year 8 CLIL students the student who should apologize also complains 

about the third party whose fault it was (S7+_4): 

Du: Das tut mir leid aber mein Bruder kann man nicht und unbeaufsichtigt lasse 1 

Freund: Und das ist mir egal schreib das nochmal für mich 2 

Du: Ok. 3 

The student initiates the talk with an expression of regret and blame of a third party (l. 1). This 

blame is accompanied by a complaint about the third party, saying that the brother cannot be left 

without supervision (l. 1). Who would have been responsible for supervising him is not said. The 

reaction is not acceptance but a command to make up for the fault (l. 2). Making up for the fault 

is accepted in a final turn (l. 3). 

In the last situation to be looked at, the year 8 CLIL student in the second study with CLIL students 

defends the third party (S7+_6): 

Du: Es tut mir leid, mein Bruder wusste es nicht. Tut mir wirklich leid. 1 

Freund: Ist schon okay. Du kannst sie ja nochmal für mich schreiben… 2 

Du: Klar, mach ich. 3 

The student starts the conversation with an apology consisting of an expression of regret, an 

explanation that the third party who was responsible did not know better, thereby defending the 

third party, and again an expression of regret (l. 1). The friend then accepts the apology but requests 

repair (l. 2) which is accepted (l. 3). 

When the students need to evaluate whether they would behave differently in English than in 

German, the comments are mostly related to the ability to speak the foreign language, i.e. knowing 

the vocabulary or phrasing the sentence with the correct grammar. An example is a comment by a 
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year 9 student in the second study with CLIL students: “Nein, weil es einfach ist es zu erklären” 

[“No because it is easy to explain”] (S8+_8). In the second study with CLIL students one year 8 

student outlines the lack of understanding for a need to talk differently in English and German: 

“Wieso sollte ich??” [“Why should I??”] (S7+_7). Politeness is commented on very seldom. The 

situations where the students say that they would be more direct, indirect, polite or impolite in 

English are outlined subsequently in the order of the speech acts as discussed before: requests, 

thanks, complaints, apologies, invitations and refusals. 

Three students comment on the way they utter a request. A year 7 CLIL student phrases a request 

in English as: 

S6+_1: hello? (0.39) can you help me with the english class test? (0.6) 

S6+_2: yes (0.29) 

S6+_1: i don't understand the (0.46) m: (0.2) simple past of (0.5) present per {laughter} 
perfect (0.81) 

In comparison, the German DCT is written as (S6+_1): 

Du: Kannst du mir bitte sagen, was ihr gestern gemacht habt? 

Freund: Ja klar, hier! Schreib sie zu Hause ab und bring sie mir morgen wieder! 

Du: OK. Danke! Bis morgen.  

A comparison of the two versions shows that the German request is slightly more polite, as the 

politeness marker “bitte” (please) is integrated, while the rest is equally polite. Contrary to the 

articulation the comment on the behaviour is: “Ja, ich würde im Englischen eher höflicher sein als 

im Deutschen, weil ich ja dort in England niemanden verletzen oder verärgern will.” [“Yes, I 

would be more polite in English than in German because I do not want to hurt anybody or make 

anybody angry in England”] (S6+_1). 

Two year 6 EFL students who acted out the same role-play situation claim that they would be more 

polite in German. In English they played as follows: 

D6_5: can i have your: (0.35) notes please because i was (0.36) sill? (1.01) 

D6_6: eh yes of course (0.8) there you are 

The initiator decides to write the German DCT as (D6_5): 

Du: Hi, Tom Ich war krank. Kannst du mir Notizen über Französisch geben 

Freund: Klar kann ich dir Notizen geben. 

Du: Danke Tom. Tschau 
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Comparing the German and the English version, one sees that the order of the grounder and the 

requests is changed: in the English version the request is uttered before the grounder, while the 

grounder is given prior to the request in German. In the English version a speaker-oriented 

perspective is chosen, while the hearer-centred perspective is opted for in the German version. The 

English request is uttered with the politeness marker “please”. Nonetheless with regard to acting 

differently in German the student says: “Naja ein bischen schon. Ich hätte die Sätze höflicher 

gespielt.” [„Oh well, a bit. I would have played the sentences more politely.”] (D6_5). However, 

as a politeness marker is only used in English, the situation is in fact played more politely in 

English, not in German. 

The conversation partner reacts in a similar way to his peer in the German DCT (D6_6):  

Du: kannst du mir ein paar Notizen von französisch geben. Die ich dann bei dir zuhause 
abschreiben 

Freund: Klar kann ich dir die Notizen geben. 

Du: Danke ich komme dann gleich nach dem Mittagessen zu dir 

He also changes the perspective to hearer-centred and does not use a politeness marker. In addition, 

a grounder is missing in the German version. The student argues with regard to more politeness in 

German: “Naja ein bisschen schon ich häte die Sätze anscheind in der herzlichen form (please) 

geschrieben [“Oh well, a bit I would have written the more hearty form (please)”] (D6_6). The 

example of the “hearty form” is given with the English politeness marker “please”, but not with 

the German equivalent “bitte” despite arguing that more politeness would be used in German. 

Four complaint situations are commented on after the German DCTs. One student discusses two 

of these complaint situations that were uttered by him. The first of these complaint situations was 

articulated in English as: 

D9_10: eh you: have my book (0.38) about an other theme (0.24) 

D9_9: [oh] 

D9_10: [have] you:: (0.32) 

D9_9: oh yes of course eh sorry i have forgotten (1.06) m: (0.6) today: (0.76) to bring with 
me m: can i (0.96) give it back tomorrow? (0.35) 

D9_10: yes you can (0.57) 

D9_9: ok (0.42) 

D9_10: thank you 
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In the English version, the apology is accepted and no complaint is uttered after the expression of 

regret, the explanation and an offer of repair by the conversation partner. In the German version 

of the DCT the friend also accepts the apology (D9_10): 

Du: Tut mir echt leid. Ich hab das Buch von Gestern zuhause vergessen 

Freund: Kein Problem. Hat es dir beim lernen geholfen. 

Du: Ja es hat sehr geholfen. 

The student does not only accept the apology as was the case in the English version, but also 

politely adds a wish for the partner. Commenting on different behaviour in English and German, 

the student comments on being “Vielleicht etwas aggresiver” [“Maybe a bit more aggressive”] in 

German (D9_10). In the comparison, however, no more aggression can be seen in the German 

version. 

In the second of the complaint situations it is the conversation partner who articulates the 

complaint, so that a comparison can only be made if they are seen as having been cooperative in 

the decision, and only with reservations. In English the complaint is made as follows: 

D9_9: m: oh sorry eh i have::: (0.61) m: i want to have a spaghetti bolognese no: [(quiet) 
spaghetti with tomato sauce] 

D9_10: [o:h sorry i:] bring it (1.26) 

D9_9: the next 

D9_10: ((walking away and coming back with spaghetti bolognese)) 

D9_9: oh thank you very much 

The conversation partner articulates the complaint with an expression of disapproval. The student 

in question also hints at disapproval in the DCT situation:  

A: Ich hätte gerne Spaghetti Bolognese 

B: Hier sind ihre Spaghetti mit Tomatensauce 

A: Ich hatte doch Spaghetti Bolognese bestellt. 

B: Oh das tut mir leid. Ich werde ihnen die andren Bringen 

The student hints at the dish being the wrong one without further complaint strategies. As was the 

case with the other complaint situation the student also claims that he would react “Vielleicht etwas 

aggresiver” [“Maybe a bit more aggressive”] in German (D9_10). However, in the comparison, 

again, no more aggression can be seen in the German version than in the English one. 

Another student who comments on politeness is a year 9 EFL student whose conversation partner 

has the role of the complaining party in the English role-play situation: 
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D9_3: yes ok m: (0.76) ja (0.26) jetzt ham wir später (0.33) {laughter} (0.7) m: yes here is: 
(0.25) your: (1.33) m: spaghetti: bolognese (1.01) 

D9_4: i: (h) (0.91) yes but that's no spaghetti bolognese (0.45) there's only sh m: spaghetti 
with: (1.26) with: (0.89) tomato sauce: (1.09) and i have bestellen (0.99) t m: the 
spaghetti bolognese (1.03) 

D9_3: oh sorry that was my mi:stake m: (0.71) m: (0.41) i bring it to the kitchen and (1.66) 
m: (h) (1.2) and: (0.93) m: (0.59) (h) (0.21) i:: (0.54) i'm terribly sorry (2.31) 

D9_4: ye:s m: how it (0.51) take time: to have spaghetti bolognese? (0.28) 

D9_3: m: it time (0.22) takes time (0.7) for ((clearing his throat)) (0.76) m: (1.1) ten minutes? 
(0.48) an:d for the mistake you: (1.19) m: (0.46) get the: (1.19) spaghetti: bolognese 
(0.62) eh (0.39) m: (0.8) for free (1.17) 

D9_4: yes that's great ok (0.77) 

D9_3: ok then bye 

The waiter hands the spaghetti with tomato sauce to the customer, claiming that it is Spaghetti 

Bolognese. The student then complains by expressing his disapproval. An apology and repair 

follow. In the German DCT the student reacts in a similar way to that of the conversation partner 

in the English role play (D9_3): 

A: Hallo, Guten tag was hätten sie gern? 

B: Ja, ich hatte Gerne Spaghetti Bolongnese und ein großes Spezi 

10 Minuten Später 

A: Hier ihre Spagheti Tomatensouce und ihr Spazi 

B: Was? ich hatte Spaghettie Bolognese bestellt ich hätte gern meine Spagheti Bolognese 

The student expresses his disapproval in the German DCT. Giving feedback on a different 

behaviour in German, he comments: “Ja weil im Deutschen kann man viel höfflicher reden” [“Yes, 

because one can talk much more politely in German”] (D9_3). Contrary to this comment, no more 

politeness is found when the same kind of complaint is uttered in German. Here, too, an apology 

after the complaint is missing. 

The last comment about a different behaviour when complaining is made by a year 7 CLIL student 

in the second study with CLIL students. In the following extract of the role play, a complaint is 

uttered by the conversation partner of the student in question: 

S6_5: [oka]y ((going away and coming back with the pizza)) here is your pizza (0.9) 

S6_6: thank you 

S6_5: ((going away)) 

S6_6: mhm sorry? 

S6_5: (h) yes= 
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S6_6: =m this pizza is too cold (0.54) 

S6_5: oh: sorry (h) m i talking the pizza: in the: (0.3) eh (0.3) an:d give you a new pizza= 

S6_6: =thank you 

S6_5: ((going away and coming back with a new pizza)) here is the new pizza 

S6_6: thank you (h) mhm this very leck eh lecker (1.17) very good (0.34) 

The complaining student expresses his disapproval with the lexical intensifier “too”. In the German 

version, the student commenting on the pragmatic differences is more direct, as can be seen in the 

following (S6+_5): 

A: Hallo ich würde gerne diese Pizza bestellen. 

B: Hier ist sie. 

A: Aber das ist doch unerhort die Pizza ist Eiskalt und (essen) ungenießbar. 

B: Okey dann hole ich eine neue. 

The student expresses his lack of understanding for the object of complaint and his disapproval. 

The intensiveness of his anger is also commented on: “Ich würde mich in Deutsch riesig aufregen 

und e.v das Restorant wechseln.” [“I would be very upset in German and maybe leave the 

restaurant and go to another one”] (S6+_5). 

Three students comment on different behaviour when apologizing. In the first of these situations, 

a year 9 EFL student comments on her different behaviour. In the English role-play situation the 

conversation partner had the role of apologizing: 

D9_1: ((walking away and coming back with spaghetti with tomato sauce)) here please (0.53) 

D9_2: OH that's spaghetti: napoli (0.5) i would have spaghetti bolognese 

D9_1: oh sorry 

D9_2: can you bring me a new (1.45) meat eh a new (0.85) eh: (1.02) new MEAL (0.61) 

D9_1: yes of course (0.54) 

D9_2: thanks 

D9_1: ((walking away with spaghetti with tomato sauce and coming back with spaghetti 
bolognese)) here sir (0.3) 

D9_2: oh thanks 

The complaining student utters her disapproval about the meal. In return the conversation partner 

apologizes with an emotional expression and an expression of regret. The complainee then requests 

repair which is accepted. In the German version the year 9 EFL student writes the following 

dialogue (D9_2): 
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A: Ich hätte gerne die Spaghetti Bolognese 

B: Oh hier sind ihre Spaghetti mit Tomatensoße 

A: Aber ich wollte Spaghetti Bologese 

B: Entschuldigen sie ich bringe ihnen etwas neues 

The complaining student expresses her disapproval. In return the other party requests forgiveness 

and offers repair. The apology is therefore more polite in the German version as repair is offered 

directly without the complaining party having to ask for this. The comment about a more polite 

form of behaviour is based on something different: “Ja ich würde es mit höflicher Anrede machen” 

[“Yes I would do it with a polite address”] (D9_2). In German either the formal form of address 

“Sie”/”Ihre” or the informal form of address “du”/”dein” can be chosen, while there is no such 

distinction in English. 

A second year 9 EFL student also comments on the degree of politeness used when apologizing. 

In the English version of the role play the conversation partner expresses the apology as follows: 

D9_18: excuse me (h) i: (0.87) i ordered a: a: (0.22) 

D9_17: sh 

D9_18: i ordered (0.5) spaghetti bolognese but i: (0.36) got (1.18) (whispering) wie heißt 
das? (0.69) (whispering) tomato (quiet) spaghetti: (0.39) 

D9_17: (whispering) with tomato sauce (0.67) 

D9_18: m: (0.37) spaghetti with tomato sauce {laughter} 

D9_17: {laughter} (h) m: im so sorry i: can bring it back to the kitchen and i bring you a new 
one (0.89) 

D9_18: thanks 

D9_17: ((pretending to walk away; coming back with spaghetti bolognese)) here you are your 
spaghetti bolognese (0.55) 

D9_18: thank you (0.7) f:or this one (0.5) (h) 

The complaining student expresses his disapproval about the wrong dish. In response the student 

acting as a waiter expresses his regret using the first person pronoun and an intensifier and offers 

repair afterwards. In the German version the DCT situation is written as (D9_18): 

A: Entschuldigung? Ich habe Spaghetti Bolonese bestellt aber Spaghetti mit Tomatensauce 
bekommen. 

B: Oh entschuldigen Sie, ich bringe ihnen gleich das richtige. 

A: OK, danke 

The complaint is uttered with an expression of disapproval, and the apology with a request for 

forgiveness and an offer of repair. The strategy differs in the way that instead of an expression of 
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regret with two further politeness strategies by the conversation partner in English, forgiveness is 

requested in German. The comment on differences is phrased as: “Ich konnte besser sagen was 

schief geloffen ist.” [“I could say what went wrong better”] (D9_18). Even though the student 

claims to be able to explain more, she does not do so in the German DCT. 

The third person who comments on the apology is a year 9 CLIL student in the second study. In 

this conversation it is also the conversation partner who had to apologize one year before in the 

first study with CLIL students. The English role play is acted out as follows: 

S8_9: here are your english vocabularies (0.27) i'm really sorry but my little brother has: 
(3.09) m painted it (h) (0.93) 

S8_10: uhm? (2.62) ok it's not very bad: hmf (2.17) but the next time you let it (1.9) ok? 
(1.51) 

S8_9: ok the next time i will say (1.62) my brother that he (3.61) won't do it (h) (0.31) 

S8_10: ok (0.82) then (high tone) bye? (0.36) 

S8_9: bye 

When the student gives the notes back to the conversation partner, she expresses her regret with a 

first person pronoun and a lexical intensifier as well as an explanation blaming a third party. The 

apology is accepted, but forbearance is requested. In the German DCT the year 9 CLIL student 

phrases the apology and complaint as follows S8+_10:  

Du: Hier sind deine Hausaufgaben. 

Freund: Was hast du damit gemacht? Jetzt darf ich sie neu machen. 

Du: Es tut mir so leid. Mein Bruder hat sie bekritzelt. 

The student who should apologize gives the notes back without an excuse. Instead the conversation 

partner complains and brings up the matter through censure and adds the consequence. Only then 

does the student apologize and explain what happened, blaming a third party. This different 

behaviour is also commented on: “Im Englischen würde ich höflicher anfangen.” [“In English I 

would start more politely”] (S8+_10). 

One speech act that can hardly be said to be expressed pragmatically differently in English 

compared with German is that of a refusal after an invitation. Invitations are not commented on 

pragmatically at all. One year 9 EFL student claims to vary the articulation of the refusal depending 

on the language. In English it is the conversation partner who refuses in the following 

conversation:  

D9_18: e:h vanessa (0.32) do you want to: watch a film at saturday? (0.59) 
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D9_17: i'm sorry my: m parents: m: (0.96) bought with me: a new: (0.52) electronic article 
on saturday (0.29) afternoon (0.67) 

D9_18: but i already bought the tickets (1.41) 

D9_17: m: can you ask someone else:? (0.63) 

D9_18: e::h maybe i look for someone else (0.48) 

D9_17: oka:y 

After the invitation, the conversation partner expresses her refusal and explains why she cannot 

come. In the German DCT the student phrases the invitation and refusal as (D9_18): 

Freund: Hättest du lust mit mir am Samstag in Kino zu gehen? 

Du: Ja lust hätte ich schon aber am Samstag wollen mir meine Eltern das T-Shirt kaufen, das 
ich schon ewig will. 

Freund: HM… aber ich habe die Tickets schon gekauft? 

Du: Tut mir leid… Frag doch wen anderst. 

After the invitation the student first partly agrees by stating personal interest, but then explains 

what else was planned for that day and the importance of this other appointment. In the German 

DCT the difference between interest and time is clearly delineated. With regard to differences the 

student states: “Ich konnte besser begrunden warum der Freund nicht mitkam.” [“I could explain 

better why the friend could not accompany the person inviting”] (D9_18). Bearing in mind that 

the English refusal is uttered by the conversation partner of the student giving this statement, we 

can see here that an explanation is given in both versions, but the importance of the other 

appointment is actually outlined more clearly in the German version.   

Last but not least two year 9 CLIL students discuss advice-giving strategies and claim to be more 

polite in German. The first of these students had not uttered the advice in the English role-play 

situation one year before in year 8, but only the conversation partner had done so: 

S8_2: wow (0.45) hey max (0.41) at aldi it's: all cheaper (h) (0.25) 

S8_1: oh= 

S8_2: =why you (0.39) buy this 

S8_1: (0.83) i will 

S8_2: it's a shit (0.67) 

S8_1: hm (0.6) ok i go to aldi: 

The conversation starts with an emotional expression, alerter and advice, giving information (“it’s 

cheaper”) in an exaggerated manner (“all”) and using a comparison. After an emotional expression 

by the partner, the advice-giving party gets more direct, questions the hearer’s behaviour and 
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outlines the disapproval of the hearer’s behaviour. Finally the student accepts the advice. In the 

German DCT situation advice is given as follows (S8+_1):  

Du: Hi, stop hör auf das zu kaufen bitte! 

Freund: warum? 

Du: Beim Aldi hier um die Ecke gibt es die gerade statt hier für 1 € 30cent! 

Freund Ohh danke! 

After an alerter, advice is given in the imperative form with the politeness marker “bitte” 

[“please”]. Following the request for further information more information is given. Commenting 

on differences between the articulation in German and English, the student says: “Ja im Deu. kann 

man netter sein” [“Yes, in Ger. one can be more polite”] (S8+_1). Compared with the articulations 

of the conversation partner in the English role-play situation, however, the imperative form and 

the lacking information in German are more direct and therefore more politeness is used in English, 

despite the diverging comment. 

The other year 9 CLIL student articulated the advice in the previous year as follows:  

S8_9: m i want to buy these (h) (0.42) 

S8_10: (h) no these are too (0.42) exPENsive (1.65) 

S8_9: i don't think so (1.18) 

S8_10: by aldi it's m (0.57) it's cheaper 

S8_9: {laughter} ok (2.72) m let's go there (0.5) 

S8_10: ok 

Referring to the conversation partner’s interest in buying sweets the advice-giving student clearly 

refuses and gives an intensified grounder/reason for not buying them. A comparison and more 

information are given after the conversation partner has expressed unbelief. This convinces the 

conversation partner and leads to acceptance of advice. In the German DCT the following 

conversation is written (S8+_10):  

Du: Kauf sie nicht. Weißt du nicht beim Aldi gibt es drei dafür 

Freund: Die schmecken aber besser, als diese No-Name Produkte 

Du: Du weißt ganz genau, dass die genauso schmecken 

The student advises the hearer not to buy the sweets using an imperative and giving reasons. 

Commenting on different behaviour in German, the student claims to be “höflicher” [“more 

polite”] (S8+_10). Why more politeness should be seen in the German version is not explained.  

Comparing the actual advice given, the German and English renderings are similar: in English a 
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refusal is used and in German an imperative. In both cases the student gives information. Thus it 

cannot be said that more politeness is contained in the German version. 

All but one of the students considers the conversations to be realistic. The student who judges an 

advice situation as less realistic says: “nein es war oke ich würde eigentlich nichts verandern nur 

ein bisschen es sagt fast nieman lass uns zum aldi gehen nur weil es billiger ist aber ich fand es 

aber schon ganz oke.” [“no it was ok actually I would not change anything except that hardly 

anyone says let’s go to aldi because it is cheaper but I thought it was ok”] (D8_1).  

The students all agree that the level of language difficulty of the situations is acceptable. 

5.9 Teacher questionnaires 

To see the performance of the students from a different perspective, teachers were asked to give 

their judgement as to whether the students should be able to perform the speech acts and whether 

and when they were taught about them in class. Four teachers of the CLIL students – all of them 

also English teachers – and five EFL teachers returned the questionnaire, although not all of them 

filled them in completely.  

The appropriateness of the situation of requests was commented on by all but one EFL teacher. 

Half of the teachers of the CLIL students and half of the teachers of the EFL students perceived 

requests as appropriate from year 6 onwards, and the other half from year 7 onwards. Requests 

were said to be part of the English lessons in years 6, 7, and 8, according to two teachers in the 

CLIL school. One teacher said that she had started with requests one year later in years 7, 8 and 9. 

One other CLIL teacher ticked having used requests in years 6 to 9 in CLIL as well as in English 

lessons. One of the EFL students used requests in years 6 and 7, while the other four claimed to 

use them from years 6 to 9. The teachers of CLIL students give different examples of requests: 

“asking the way, classroom phrases” as well as “Ordering in a restaurant, deli, formal English, 

casual English” (T_C1), “ordering food in a restaurant” (T_C2), “asking the way, classroom 

phrases, ordering food” and “deli”” (T_C3) and “Immer, wenn SuS Unterricht versäumt haben u. 

HAs oder andere Infos benötigen” [“Whenever students missed classes and need homework or 

other information”] (T_C4). Only two EFL teachers give concrete examples with “Um etwas bitten 

(jemand hilft einem andern etwas zu tragen, frägt nach dem Weg, …) (auch Rollenspiele)” 

[“asking for someting (asking someone to carry something, asking the way, …) (also role plays)”] 

(T_N3) and “ordering food“ (T-N5). One EFL teacher comments on requests more generally with 

“Immer wieder” [“again and again”] and “situationsbedingt” [“as needed in context”] (T_N5). 
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Like requests, the teachers also judge apologies as being appropriate from year 6 or year 7 

onwards. Two teachers of CLIL students and three teachers of EFL students think that the apology 

situation with the borrowed notes are appropriate from year 6 onwards, while two teachers of CLIL 

students and two teachers of EFL students judge them as being appropriate from year 7 onwards. 

One teacher of CLIL students says that apologies are used in years 6 and 7, one teacher uses them 

in years 7 to 9, one from years 6 to 8 in English classes and one in years 6 to 9 in English and 

CLIL modules. Three EFL teachers tick using apologies in years 6 to 9. More or less specific 

examples are given by all of the teachers of CLIL students: “asking the way, asking for help, 

politely saying sorry” (T_C1), “apologizing” (T_C2), “asking for help, asking the way, being 

polite” (T_C3) and “Es geschieht immer wieder, dass Materialien anderer beschädigt werden” [“It 

happens again and again that materials of others are being damaged”] (T_C4). Three EFL teachers 

also specify the situations: “Nicht als Rollenspiele, nur als Sprechakt eines LC- oder RC-Textes 

im Buch (im Text)” [“Not as role plays, only as speech acts of a LC or RC text in the book (in the 

text)”] (T_N3), “situationsbedingt / z.T. im Buch” [“as needed situationally / partly in the book”] 

(T_N4), “excuses (wenn Vorschläge kommen und man keine Zeit hat z.B. mit ins Kino zu gehen)” 

[“when suggestions are made and one does not have time e.g. to go to the cinema”] (T_N5).  

Advice about what sweets to buy is judged as being appropriate slightly later than requests and 

apologies. The four teachers of CLIL students say that the advice on where to buy sweets is 

appropriate from year 7 onwards. Two of the teachers claim that they use advice-giving strategies 

in years 7 and 8, and one teacher also adds year 9 to this. Two EFL teachers state that the advice 

situation is appropriate for the students from year 6 onwards. They use advice strategies in years 

6 to 9. Only one EFL teacher agrees with the opinion of the teachers of CLIL students who judge 

the situation to be appropriate from year 7 onwards. She ticks the box saying that she uses advice 

in years 6 and 7. One of the EFL teachers does not respond to the questions regarding advice and 

a further EFL teacher claims no interest of the students in offers at Aldi given, so that she does not 

judge this situation as appropriate at all (T_N2) and thus does not respond to the other questions 

following. Three teachers of CLIL students and two teachers of EFL students give examples of 

advice strategies used in their classrooms. The CLIL teachers name: “giving advice in different 

situations“ (T_C1), “giving advice, making suggestions” (T_C2), “giving advice, suggestions, 

recommendations” (T_C3), and the EFL teachers add: “Making suggestions, KL 7/8 für Freizeit-

Unternehmungen” [“for free time activities”] (T_N3) and “Vorschläge machen (what about…?)” 

[“giving advice (what about…?)”] (T_N5). 
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The other advice-giving situation where advice not to buy a pizza is given is mostly judged as 

appropriate later than the previous advice-giving strategy where advice to get a better offer for 

sweets is given. Three of the teachers of CLIL students say that the situation is appropriate from 

year 8 onwards, and one of them ticks using this in year 8. Only one teacher of CLIL students finds 

this appropriate from year 6 onwards, and therefore earlier than the other advice-giving strategy. 

Only three out of five EFL students judge this situation: one teacher sticks to the opinion about 

using this from year 6 onwards (T_N3), one teacher delays the judgement about the other situation 

by one year to year 8 (T_N5) and the teacher who did not judge the other strategy as realistic said 

that the advice not to buy pizza was appropriate from year 9 onwards, as she also uses advice there. 

As the previous advice-giving situation had been commented on already, less detail is given here. 

The teachers of CLIL students wrote: “making suggestions” (T_C1), “expressing opinion” (T_C2), 

“suggestions” (T_C3) and “Dialoge entwickeln” [“developing dialogues”] (T_C4). Only one EFL 

teacher gave an example, which was: “Preparing for the Eurokom -> Alltagssituationen” [Eurocom 

is a part of the final eximination in English that tests the communication skills of students at 

Realschule; Alltagssituationen are everyday situations] (T_N5). 

The teachers’ opinions about the speech act complaint are varied, especially among EFL teachers. 

The teachers of CLIL students judge the speech act as appropriate rather late in year 8 or 9 with 

two teachers each saying so. Two teachers say they focus on advice only in year 9, one does so in 

years 8 and 9 and one in year 8. All of the teachers of CLIL students also give examples and go 

into detail: “complaints, letter of complaint” and “in a restaurant” (T_C1), “expressing complaints” 

(T_C2), “letter of complaint” and “shop, restaurant” (T_C3) and “Dialoge entwickeln: Im 

Restaurant” (T_C4). One EFL teacher does not reply, the answers of the others range from year 6, 

which two teachers say, to year 9. One teacher finds it appropriate from year 7 onwards. The years 

in which complaints are talked about also vary, according to the respondents: years 7 to 9, years 6 

to 9, years 6 and 7 and year 9. One EFL teacher who said that complaints were appropriate from 

year 6 onwards gives “ordering food in a restaurant” (T_N5) as an example. The other teacher who 

thinks complaints are covered early gives examples with additional information on which year 

they are used in: “- In a restaurant (ab Kl. 6) -> Schüler bestellen; - Beanstandungen bei „Booking 

a room“ (Kl. 7) - …” [“-In a restaurant (from year 6) -> students order; -Complaints at “booking 

a room” (year 7)”] (T_N3). 

Opinions about the suitability of the speech act invitation also vary. One teacher of CLIL students 

says that invitations are suitable from year 7 onwards, two teachers think they are appropriate from 

year 8 onwards and one teacher even delays this to year 9. The teacher who  said that the invitation 
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to the cinema was appropriate from year 7 onwards focuses on invitations in years 7 to 9. One of 

the teachers who regards them as appropriate one year later uses invitations in years 7 and 8. 

Examples given by the two teachers are: “apologising, to cancel appointment” (T_C2) and “z.B. 

telephone talk” (T_C4). Two EFL students find invitations appropriate from year 6 onwards 

already and use them in years 6 to 9. One EFL teacher starts with invitations in year 8 and thus 

finds it suitable from then onwards. This teacher explains the use of invitations and refusals during 

“Vorschläge machen und Absagen geben” [“making suggestions and refusals”] (T_N5). 

All in all the teachers especially find requests, apologies and advice in the sweets situation suitable 

early, while opinions about complaints, advice regarding pizza and invitations vary. 

5.10 Student interviews 

In addition to written comments about DCTs by the students (section 5.7) and teachers (section 

5.8), the students were interviewed more in detail. As was the case with the replies to DCTs, most 

comments by the students focused on different phrasing due to a lacking knowledge of vocabulary. 

Out of 15 EFL students interviewed five said that they had difficulties with vocabulary. Two EFL 

students said that they would use more colloquial speech in German and one student explained 

that only easier words could be chosen in English. The lacking knowledge as a cause of difficulties 

was commented on even more often by CLIL students, as 11 out of 21 CLIL students said that 

their vocabulary was limited. 

Along with the knowledge of vocabulary six CLIL students said that they would be able to talk in 

more detail in German. One year 7 CLIL student explained: “Also, ich denk im Englischen da 

versucht man alles so kurz wie möglich zu fassen, wenn man ja die ja manche Wörter dann nicht 

so hat. Jetzt im Deutschen würd man vielleicht dann keine Ahnung mit anderen Wörtern das sagen 

und nen bisschen keine Ahnung eh feile oder so. Im Englischen da fallen einem dann die Wörter 

nicht so schnell ein und dann sagt man mal einfach.” [“Well, I think that in English one tries to be 

as brief as possible when one does not know some of the necessary words then. Now in German 

one would maybe I don’t know say that in other words and a bit, well, eh polish that up or 

something. In English it does not occur to one so fast and then one just says something”] (S6+_5). 

So lack of vocabulary in English makes the utterance shorter than would have been the case with 

the given knowledge in German. 

Three CLIL students further point out that they could talk more fluently in German. A student in 

year 7 says: „Ja, eh, ich hab also ich sprech halt anders. Also nicht so wie im Deutschen so flüssig, 

sondern nur so ja, so stockend.” [“Yes, eh I have…, well, I just speak differently. So not like in 
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German so fluently but only so, yes, halting.”] (S6+_12). A year 9 CLIL student has a similar 

opinion and says with regard to behaving differently in German: „Ja, auf jeden Fall lockerer. 

((lacht)) Weil man das ja alles schon so weiß, was man sagen.” [“Yes, definitely more relaxed 

((laughter)). Because one knows everything that one wants to say.”] (S8+_15). 

The EFL students make similar statements as the CLIL students: Five of the EFL students say that 

they can speak more fluently in German: One EFL student in year 9 expresses it thus: “Also es 

wird wahrscheinlich net so sch so stotterig rüberkommen. Also mehr flie flüssiger und man weiß, 

was man gleich sagt, weil man ja die ganzen Wörter schon im Kopf hat. Im Englisch da braucht 

es halt, weil wenn jetzt von jetzt in fünf Sekunde da mei Bestellung aufgebe muss, muss man jetzt 

erst mal nachdenken was heißt des? was heißt des?” [“Well it will probably not appear so 

stuttering. So more fluently and one knows what one is about to say because one has all of the 

words in one´s head already. In English it just takes some time because when right now within 

five seconds I have to place my order I have to think what is this and what is that in English?”] 

(D9_2). Because the student cannot call up the vocabulary so fast, then, the reaction in English is 

not as it would be preferred and done in German. Also regarding the vocabulary a year 9 student 

comments: “aber man würd's halt ich glaub mehr ausschmücke, wenn man halt mehr Wörter 

weiß.” [“but I think one would add more details when one knows more words”] (D9_7). Because 

of the lacking vocabulary the conversation is short. 

Only a minority of the comments in the interview are related to pragmatic competences rather than 

the vocabulary. One year 9 CLIL student said he would be angrier in German if he got a wrong 

dish in the complaint situation: “Ich weiß nicht. Ich glaub, ich würd im Deutschen austicken, wenn 

ich meine Spaghetti falsch krieg. Wenn ich jetzt Hunger hab und ich such irgendwie was zu essen 

und ich das falsche bekomm. Entweder würd ich's essen oder ich würd ausrasten. […] Das kann 

ja nicht sein. Das ist ja hier ich zahl ja was dafür, dass ich das Essen krieg. […] Is voll überteuert 

sogar. Also, ich dann darf ich doch da mal meine Ansprüche drauf stellen.” [“I don’t know. I think 

I would lose it in German if I got wrong spaghetti. If I am hungry now and I look for something to 

eat and then get the wrong thing. Either I would eat it or I would lose my temper. […] That cannot 

be. That is, well, here I pay something to get my food. […] And on top of that it´s totally 

overpriced. So I can make demands.”] (S8+_17). So the student explains that in German his 

behaviour would be different, and justifies this by saying that he deserves to be served the right 

dish because it is paid for. In German he would be able to articulate his rights better. During the 

interview the student complains directly about the situation.  
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Two further CLIL students say that they would be more direct in English if they had better 

vocabulary. One student puts this as “Ja, man lernt das halt nicht so in der Schule.  Man die lernen 

jetzt nicht unbedingt einem, wie man jetzt böse ausflippt oder so.” [“Yes, one does not learn this 

like that at school. They do not teach one how to go wild angrily or something like that.”] 

(S6+_15). So because this year 7 CLIL student had not been taught at school how to complain 

directly, he was not as direct as he wanted to be. 

One year 9 CLIL student reflects on the politeness necessary in English: “Schon eigentlich höflich, 

weil ich glaub, das ist so eh zum Beispiel jetzt mal angenommen England oder so sind die Leute 

ja eigentlich schon sehr höflich erzogen oder die Art von denen denk ich mal. Und da muss man 

halt auch höflich antworten können. Halt nicht gerade so unhöflich, weil das kommt halt schlecht 

an.” [“In fact really polite because I think that is so eh for example now let’s take England or 

something, the people are really very politely raised or their behaviour, I suppose. And there one 

has to also be able to answer politely. Just not so impolitely because that would not be 

appreciated.”] (S8+_15). In other words, this student in year 9 has experienced English people as 

being more polite either because they are this way or they are taught to behave like that, so that he 

chose to act differently in English for cultural and pragmatic reasons. 

Two EFL students also respond with regard to politeness in English. One year 9 CLIL student 

explains: “[…] weil da hab i net so richtig gewusst, was ich da sagen soll. Da könnte man's echt 

freundlicher auf m Deutsche formuliere.” [“because I did not really know what to say there. It 

really would have been easier to formulate that in a more friendly way in m German.”] (D9_14). 

That is, the student would have liked to be able to react more politely in English but was not able 

to do so due to lacking knowledge of what to say. A year 6 EFL student referred to the difference 

between “please” in English and “bitte” in German: “Ja m da man hat ja m im Deutschen da: sagt 

man ja nicht so bitte in Englisch wie ich dann so please immer hinten dran hänge. Und beim 

Deutschen hät tät ich ja nicht dran hängen so.” [“Yes m because one has yes m in German one 

does not say “bitte” in the same way I add please to it in English. And in German I would not add 

this at the end like that.”] (D6_8). So according to this student the politeness marker “please” is 

uttered more often in English than the politeness marker “bitte” is used in German. 

A CLIL student in year 9 reflects that his actions are dependent on the conversation partner: “Ja, 

bei mir kommt's eigentlich auch so nen bischen auf die Person an. Wenn ich jetzt die Person nicht 

wirklich mag ((lacht)), eh dann oder mir halt auch noch ja noch mir eins reinwürgt, dann bin ich 

vielleicht nicht so begeistert. Würd ich vielleicht irgendwie anders reagieren.” [“Yes, for me it 

actually depends on the person a bit as well. When I do not like the person really ((laughs)) eh then 
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or when someone is mean to me, I am not so happy maybe. Then I would react differently 

somehow maybe.”] (S8+_2). Depending on the relationship to the conversation partner, or the 

wish to maintain a good relationship, the student would react accordingly.  

One EFL student in year 9 also talks about the dependency on the reaction of the conversation 

partner: “Kommt drauf an, wie es da vorkommt wird. Des es da jetzt irgend irgendjemand ist, wo 

man jetzt eben beruflich oder so macht oder jemand, der so nur nen Privatmensch ist.” [“It depends 

on how it occurs there. That it is someone doing it professionally, or someone who is only a private 

person.”] (D9_6). So in business contexts the student would behave differently from the way he 

would if the same situation occurred in private life. 

Among the EFL students there was only one student who said that he would not act differently in 

English from the way he does in German; among CLIL students, six said that they would not react 

differently. A CLIL student in year 8 explains it as: “Ist ja kein Unterschied, ob man Englisch oder 

Deutsch redet.” [“There is no difference at all between talking in English or in German.”] (S7+_8).  

When asked about possibilities to practise conversations like these in English classes, two CLIL 

students and one EFL student recognize the restaurant situation from school where they had to 

practise serving and ordering (S8+_20, S6+_3, D6_8). 

One CLIL student remembers a situation similar to the invitation situation from a student 

exchange: “Ja, letztes Jahr hatten wir den Englandaustausch und das war halt auch so, dass uns 

jemand ins Kino eingeladen hat und wir dann aber doch nicht konnten, weil wir da ja, oder dass 

man nicht Zeit hatte” [“Yes, last year we were on an exchange in England and there it was like 

that too that someone invited us to the cinema and we could not come in the end because we did  

not have time”] (S8+_7). The other students negate being familiar with such situations from their 

English classes. One of the year 9 CLIL students expresses this directly as: “Ja, man halt im 

Unterricht nicht wirklich, wie man dann im in der Situation. Weil sonst hat man ja immer den Text 

vor und dann weiß man ja nie, wie man das dann aus dem Kopf raus sagen könnte.” [“Yes, one 

just in classes, it´s not really how one then is in the situation. Because otherwise one always has 

the text in front of one and then one never knows how to say that off the top of one´s head”] 

((S8+_19). The student mostly experiences text-work, so that he has problems saying something 

from memory. A year 9 EFL student sees this in a similar way: “Also ja, weil im Englischunterricht 

da spricht man ja gar nicht so. Die erklärt einem was, die Lehrerin, und das war's dann.” [“So yes, 

because in English classes there one does not talk like this. There the teacher explains something 

to one and then that’s it.”] (D9_2).  
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6 Discussion of results 

As discussed in the previous chapter, it can be seen from the rather long pauses as well as from 

the comments in the interview that neither group of students knows role-play situations from 

school and that the students do not practise using adjacency pairs that follow each other quickly. 

Even if special information about the articulation of a speech act or a culture-specific way to 

articulate the speech act are part of the curriculum, they are either not recognized by the students 

or not obeyed. 

Even though the questionnaire on the basis of which the students were selected for the study at 

hand ruled out great differences between the students with regard to motivation and further input 

of the English language, there are still individual learner differences that cannot be traced back to 

one of the factors influencing language learning as discussed when introducing the questionnaire 

(see section 4.1). The fact that there are individual learner differences has also been found in Ellis’s 

(1992) study on Arab learners of English. Ellis observed internal modification (lexical and phrasal 

downgraders) and external modification (supportive moves) of Arab learners of English and a 

native speaker of English through DCTs, finding that (1) the NS used the greatest number of 

modifications, and (2) there are individual learner differences, and the number of modifications 

used by the advanced learner is significantly greater than that by the intermediate learner. This can 

explain individual learner differences. However, what is of interest to the present study is whether 

or not the teaching method CLIL can help more students to gain better pragmatic language skills 

than pure EFL instruction. 

Both CLIL and EFL students use a variety of strategies, but there is no clear tendency towards a 

greater use of strategies by CLIL students to be seen, even though it could well be assumed that 

CLIL students have higher pragmatic competences due to the greater exposure to the language. 

In the following sections the speech acts requests, thanks, complaints, apologies, invitation with 

subsequent refusal and advice are discussed individually with regards to their occurrence among 

CLIL and EFL students (sections 6.1-6.6).  It is then analysed where the CLIL and EFL students’ 

English role play/role enactment utterances differ from their German utterances in a DCT (section 

6.7), and how the students evaluate their own behaviour with regard to differences between 

German and English (section 6.7). Prior to going into more detail about the students’ judgements 

about their articulations as shown in the student interviews (section 6.9), the teachers’ assessment 

from the teachers’ questionnaires are discussed (section 6.8) 
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6.1 Request 

A great number of request strategies has been used by EFL and CLIL students, and especially by 

the latter. 

Alerters occur among all groups of students (see section 5.2). Whether or not they are meant as an 

alerter or a simple greeting as the students know it, for example, from greeting the teacher at the 

beginning of the lesson, is questionable. As the older students have heard greetings more often 

during their school career, there should be a correlation between the year of instruction and the 

alerters if they were meant as greetings. In the second CLIL study, however, the youngest group 

of students uses most of the alerters. Only in the first study with CLIL students, as well as in the 

study with the EFL students, do the oldest students use the most alerters. Thus the first study with 

CLIL students and the study with EFL students support the assumption that greetings are used as 

alerters. All in all, however, this remains a theory, as the outcome in the second study is different. 

Further studies are needed to see whether the second study is an exception or whether the use of 

alerters is just arbitrary. Neither a correlation between age and the use of alerters nor between the 

teaching background and the use of alerters can be seen. Therefore, neither teaching background 

has led to a greater use of alerters as a strategy to start requests. 

Preparatories are not used in the first study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL 

students, preparatories do occur, and indeed an increase related to age and therefore year of 

instruction can be seen. Nonetheless it needs to be mentioned that the number of students who use 

preparatories is still low. In the comparative group, only one student in the lowest grade uses a 

preparatory, so that again a slightly negative correlation between age and the use of the supportive 

move preparatory can be seen. The fact that none of the CLIL students use this strategy in the first 

study and the fact that one EFL student uses it could indicate that preparatories are not part of the 

teaching lessons as such, or alternatively are not recognized by most of the students. In this regard 

there is no difference between CLIL and EFL students. Neither one group of students articulates a 

considerable number of preparatories; considering the outcome there was either no learning effect 

or no input regarding preparatories. 

Looking at the supportive move of mild hints, there is a tendency to use the strategy more the older 

the students get in the first CLIL study, as well as in the study with EFL students. In the second 

study with CLIL students, however, the younger students use them the most, and only one of the 

older students does so. If there was only the first study with CLIL students and the study with EFL 

students, it could have been assumed that there is a learning effect regarding mild hints the longer 
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the English instruction of the students lasts. The second study with CLIL students, however, puts 

this assumption in a different perspective, as the outcome in the second study is contrary to it. 

Therefore, no such learning effect is shown overall. With regard to the main question of the present 

study, there is also no positive effect of CLIL instruction regarding mild hints. 

The supportive move of strong hints only occurs in the first study with CLIL students. It can neither 

be found in the second study, nor in the EFL group. Strong hints are not widely used and again no 

correlation between the use of this strategy and the teaching method can be observed. On the one 

hand strong hints seem to occur more among CLIL students than in the EFL group, but on the 

other hand the fact that there is no occurrence of strong hints in the second study with CLIL 

students shows that the CLIL students do not practise the articulation of strong hints the more 

CLIL instruction they have received. 

One of the strategies that is most widely spread among CLIL and EFL learners is that of a grounder 

or explanation. It can be found the least in the first study with CLIL students and the most in the 

second study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL learners as well as in the study 

with the EFL students, grounders are given the most by the youngest group of students. The 

increase in the usage of the grounder/explanation from the first to the second study with CLIL 

students could be an indication of a better command of grounders. Only looking at the greater 

usage of grounders in comparing the first and the second study with CLIL students, one could 

assume that there was a learning effect for CLIL students based on the input they received during 

their English and additional CLIL lessons. However, if that was the case, the older students who 

received more instruction would also have to use grounders more often than the younger students 

who have not received that much CLIL instruction yet. As this is not the case, there is no positive 

output connected to more CLIL instruction. Comparing the performance of the EFL students to 

the outcome of the first study with CLIL students, the EFL students use the strategy significantly 

more often. Comparing the usage of grounders/explanations by EFL students to the outcome in 

the second study with CLIL students, no clear difference can be seen. Both groups of students use 

this strategy often, but a correlation with the teaching method cannot be observed. 

Except for the CLIL students in the first study and the younger EFL students, the perspective 

chosen is mostly hearer-oriented. When this is not the case, the speaker-oriented perspective is 

usually taken. Focussing on what the speaker needs rather than on what he wants the hearer to do 

is less face-threatening for the hearer. Therefore, the students with less English education tend to 

be more polite than the students who have undergone more instruction. However, it is questionable 

whether the speaker-oriented perspective is chosen for politeness reasons or because one of the 
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first things students learn in English lessons is introducing themselves (“My name is …”) and 

talking about themselves. Comparing the articulation of the CLIL students with that of the students 

in the EFL group, the speaker-oriented perspective occurs more among EFL students. The older 

the students get, the less often the speaker-oriented perspective is used, so that no correlation 

between the years of instruction and the usage of this strategy can be found. Whereas the 

comparison between the teaching methods can lead to the assumption that EFL students have learnt 

to vary the perspective more, the fact that the older EFL students use the hearer-oriented 

perspective more indicates that the use of the one or the other perspective is coincidence rather 

than knowledge and practice. Thus the students’ output does not suggest that CLIL lessons have 

led to a greater variety of the perspective. 

Modal verbs are used by the majority of all students. They occur more in the speech of EFL 

students than in the conversations of CLIL students. However, the oldest groups of CLIL students 

as well as EFL students use modals less frequently than the second oldest groups of CLIL students, 

as well as the younger groups of the EFL students. In contrast to the fact that modal verbs are more 

regularly found among EFL students, the conditional form of the modal verb occurs more often 

among CLIL speakers when the overall articulation of CLIL and EFL students is compared. In the 

first study of CLIL students, one student in year 8 used this strategy. In total numbers of students 

this is the same as the EFL students in year 8. In the second study with CLIL students, the 

conditional form is used by one student in years 7 and 8 and by two students in year 9, and therefore 

more than by the EFL students. Thus EFL students use modal verbs more often than CLIL students, 

but CLIL students are able to modulate them more and use conditional forms. Thus when using 

modal verbs, CLIL students show a greater ability to vary them for politeness reasons. The increase 

in the use of the conditional form also suggests a greater training of the conditional form the more 

English instruction the students have undergone. However, the numbers of students using the 

conditional form is low, so that more studies are needed to prove this finding. 

The modal verb strategies mentioned in the CCSARP are conventionally indirect conditions 

regarding willingness (would) and conventionally indirect conditions regarding ability (can / 

could). Although the conventionally indirect conditions are only found once among CLIL speakers 

in the first study and therefore more often by CLIL students than by EFL students, the 

conventionally indirect conditions regarding ability are more frequently found among EFL 

learners than among CLIL speakers. This goes hand-in-hand with the overall finding of how often 

modal verbs are used by the speakers of the two groups with the different teaching background. In 

contrast, in Nashaat-Sobhy’s (2014: 196) study that was carried out subsequent to the present 
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study, CLIL students were better at articulating conventionally indirect conditions regarding 

ability than EFL students. Thus if we take both studies into consideration, there is no positive 

effect of either one teaching method related to conventionally indirect conditions regarding ability. 

Only one CLIL student in the second study and none of the students without CLIL modules use a 

future-oriented request (will) in combination with the conditional clause. The use of the conditional 

clause is not only a strategy to utter a request politely, but also shows an advanced understanding 

of grammar. Whether or not the use is caused by a better understanding of pragmatics or by a 

greater knowledge of grammar as it was found for CLIL speakers in other CLIL studies (Varchmin 

2007) is questionable. 

A further strategy that is only found among the oldest group of CLIL speakers in the second study 

with CLIL students is the downgrader cajoler (you know). Also, lexical intensifiers are only used 

by one year 9 CLIL student in the second study. The low number of students may suggest an 

exception. Further studies are needed to increase the number of cases and to find out whether the 

percentage of students using the cajoler and lexical intensifier remains the same, so that there is 

indeed a greater learning effect the longer the CLIL students have undergone their instruction, or 

whether the greater number of students would lead to other groups of students also uttering cajolers 

and lexical intensifiers or to fewer older CLIL students using them, so that the findings in this 

study are a coincidence. With the small number of cases only, no valid conclusion can be drawn. 

As illustrated in section 5.2, the students employ a number of strategies in combination. The 

conversations shown in detail are the most outstanding regarding the usage of certain strategies or 

the most skilful combination of a number of strategies. Especially CLIL students were able to 

combine many strategies in short as well as long conversations. The most striking conversation 

shown by EFL students is one where one speaker threatens the face of the partner when the partner 

talks about difficulties understanding the topic. Except for this, both groups of students are able to 

use a number of strategies and show that they are able to utter requests politely. Thus CLIL as well 

as EFL lessons have enabled the students to request something in a polite way. The extra lessons 

for CLIL students have not led to a greater ability to utter requests. 

In general, no correlation between the number of years under instruction and the employment of 

strategies can be found. However, in the study at hand the age factor is important when looking at 

the outcome of the studies with EFL or CLIL students separately. The older the EFL students are 

the more they use the hearer-oriented perspective and the less they use the speaker-oriented 

perspective in return. The future-oriented request with will, the conditional clause and the lexical 
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intensifier are only found with one year 9 student in the second study with CLIL students, so that 

if that was not an exception, older CLIL students use this strategy more often. The usage of cajolers 

by one-third of the year 9 CLIL students in the second study is not an exception due to the higher 

number of students uttering it. It can therefore be said that the longer the students are enrolled in 

the CLIL program, the more cajolers they use. Thus differing politeness strategies in expressing 

requests are used by CLIL as well as EFL students the longer they have undergone their instruction. 

Neither the politeness strategies used by EFL students nor by CLIL students can be said to be more 

important than the other. The diverging strategies chosen suggest a different focus in the EFL and 

CLIL lessons, whereas if there was a difference, this is only marginal, as the strategies are usually 

also prominent in the speech of the other group of students. Where a speech act is only used by 

CLIL and not by EFL students, the number of cases is too low to conclude the occurrence of the 

politeness strategy in CLIL lessons but not in EFL lessons. 

Whereas some strategies (preparatories, conditionals, conventionally indirect conditions regarding 

willingness) are used more by CLIL students, other strategies (speaker-oriented perspective, modal 

verbs, conventionally indirect conditions regarding ability, interrogatives) are more often found in 

the speech of EFL students. Some strategies, however, are solely used by CLIL speakers and not 

by EFL students (strong hints, conditional clause, cajoler, lexical intensifiers). Because some of 

the strategies that occur more among students with one teaching background than with the other 

are only used by one student and not by a group of students, no correlation between the overall 

pragmatic ability to utter requests and the teaching method can be found, especially because the 

older students who had English instruction for a longer period of time do not always use more, or 

more native-like, strategies. Thus judging from the data at hand, there is a bias neither towards 

CLIL instruction nor towards EFL instruction with regard to a learning effect of request strategies 

shown in the output of the learners. More data would need to be collected for more general 

conclusions to be drawn. With more dialogue pairs it would become clearer if strategies or impolite 

utterances that are used by one pair are an exception or if the percentage of students who articulate 

requests like this stayed the same.  

6.2 Thanks 

In the first study with CLIL students the highest percentage of thanks occurs among the youngest 

group of students after their request was answered positively; in the second study with CLIL 

students and in the study with EFL students, the second youngest group of students utters thanks 

most often. In the second study with CLIL students and in the study with EFL students the lowest 

percentage of thanks is uttered by the oldest group. In the first study with CLIL students, the two 
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oldest groups of students utter fewer instances of thanks than the youngest students, although the 

oldest group thanks a little more often than the second oldest group of students. There is therefore 

no increase in thanking due to age as could have been expected. The occurrence in the first years 

of instruction shows that the learners have come across the phrases “thank you” / “thanks” and 

that they have learnt that these can be used as a way to thank another party. However, in the course 

of the years, thanking seems not to have become as important to the students anymore as it was in 

the first years. Despite the ability to articulate thanks, the students may not have learnt the 

pragmatic impact of thanks, which then leads to a lacking emphasis of thanks later on. 

Overall, the highest number of instances of thanks can be found in the first study with CLIL 

students, and the lowest in the second study with CLIL students. The difference in the incidence 

of thanking between the CLIL students in the second study and the EFL students is minor. Due to 

the outcome in the first study, CLIL students can be said to utter thanks more often after requests 

than EFL students. It needs to be mentioned, however, that there is no behavioural consistency 

regarding thanks after requests, as the difference between the first and second study with CLIL 

students is very noticeable. Therefore, the data at hand does not allow the conclusion of a better 

understanding of the necessity to utter thanks by CLIL students than by EFL students. Both groups 

have learnt to express thanks, but the data does not show a lasting understanding of the necessity 

to give thanks. 

An intensifier can only be found once in the first study with CLIL students in year 6. Because there 

is no increase in the usage the older the students get, and because it only occurs once among CLIL 

students, this can mostly be neglected as an exception. Only when more data is gathered in future 

studies with more students, can it be seen whether intensifiers are used more often by CLIL 

students in general, so that a correlation between the teaching method and the usage of intensifiers 

can be found. The decrease in intensifiers goes hand-in-hand with the decrease in the use of of 

thanks, which is present in the earlier years but less so in the latter years. In contrast to the 

pragmatics of thanks, which is already learnt in the early years of English instruction, intensifiers 

either have been neglected in class or the students did not think of them as being important in a 

situation when thanks was required. Thus both CLIL and EFL lessons should focus on using thanks 

with intensifiers more often, and especially so in the latter years. 

In response to the thanks one CLIL student in year 6 in the first study, and two CLIL students in 

year 7 in the second study say “please”. The student who used the incorrect reply in the first study 

did not respond to the thanks in the second study, so that a total of three students did not understand 

the double meaning of the German word “bitte” which in English can be rendered respectively by 
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“please” and “you’re welcome”. In contrast to this, two CLIL students in year 9 use the alternative 

“no problem” in the second study as a correct alternative to “you’re welcome” and thereby use a 

pragmatically correct alternative of the German “bitte”. Because the EFL students do not react to 

the thanks, it cannot be seen if they understand and know the correct translation of “bitte” in this 

context. The only conclusion that can be drawn is that CLIL instruction has not led the younger 

students to react correctly. Instead, direct translations and transfer of the German “bitte” (“please”) 

and “kein Problem” (“no problem”) are used. As there is no use of the phrase “you’re welcome”, 

none of the students show that they have learnt the correct equivalent of “bitte” after thanks. For a 

pragmatically correct articulation by the students, “thank you” and “you are welcome” need to be 

learnt in combination more often in both CLIL and EFL classes. 

A closer look at the articulations of thanks can be taken when considering the behaviour after 

advice is given. In the first study with CLIL students only one student in year 6 thanks the partner 

after the advice. This is a strikingly low number compared with the students in the second study 

with CLIL students, as well as with the EFL students in the comparative study. Considering the 

low incidence of thanks, the reaction to the thanks is 100%. The student chooses the correct 

alternative “no problem”. As was the case after requests, thanks were mostly uttered by the 

younger CLIL students. 

In the second study with CLIL students the highest incidence of thanks can be found. Three- 

quarters of the students in year 7, a third of the students in year 8 and more than half of the students 

in year 9 thank the partner after the advice. None of the students in year 9 react to the thanks. A 

quarter of the students in year 7 – this is one-third compared with the total number of students who 

could react to the thanks – use the incorrect response “please”. A third of the students in year 8, 

and thereby all of the students who could react, also use the incorrect response “please”. Whereby 

the CLIL students in the second study show high pragmatic competences with the high incidence 

of thanks compared to the CLIL students in the first study, the CLIL students in the second study 

use the incorrect reply “please” strikingly often.  

In the comparative EFL group half of the students in year 6 and more than half of the students in 

year 9 thank the partner. Two out of the five year 9 students who could possibly react to the thanks 

utter the commonly used phrase “you’re welcome”. Thus when there was a reaction to the thanks 

in the EFL group, it was correct, whereas not all of the CLIL students reacted correctly. The 

teaching method CLIL does not lead to better pragmatic competences regarding responses to 

thanks. Instead, the use of words seems arbitrary. 
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Summing up, the distribution of thanks among CLIL and EFL students is similar. The strategy that 

goes along with thanking, i.e. an intensifier, occurs seldom and is unevenly distributed. The greater 

incidence of thanks in the early years shows that the students have learnt how to utter thanks, but 

have either decided not to thank conversation partners in the latter years anymore, or have 

forgotten about the strategy. This is especially striking as thanks would have also been required 

according to German politeness rules. A greater focus on the pragmatic impact of the words learnt 

in class is needed in EFL and CLIL lessons with regard to thanking. 

After the thanking in reply to a request, a response can be uttered optimally (Edmondson et al. 

1984: 119). However, when the students do choose to respond, this should be done correctly. After 

thanking in reply to a request, the less common but also possible variant “no problem” that can be 

directly translated by “kein Problem” in German is uttered by two-ninths of the year 9 CLIL 

students in the second study. It is therefore possible that the longer instruction of CLIL students 

leads to the CLIL students’ ability to use a variety of phrases to thank the conversation partner 

after a request. However, this is not the case after the thanking in reply to advice, where the 

students correctly choose not to react to the thanking of the conversation partner. It is also striking 

that only CLIL students use the incorrect reply “please”. Both the correct alternative “no problem” 

and the incorrect reply “please” correlate with the teaching method CLIL, so that as no response 

would have been needed, CLIL does not have a positive effect on the students’ ability to react to 

thanks, especially in consideration of the fact that a reply is not obligatory, so that it can be left 

out. This outcome shows that especially in CLIL classes thanking in combination with the phrase 

“you are welcome” is not very prominent, or not integrated into the output of the CLIL students. 

As the incorrect “please” does not occur in combination with thanks by the teacher, the 

performance of the students can be explained by individual differences, especially with regard to 

noticing the correct phrase. The individual differences in noticing have also been observed as a 

learning phenomenon by Schmidt (2010: 731). 

However, this does not allow the conclusion that no politeness rules are learnt in CLIL classes. 

After all, used in a correct context such as “Could you give xy to me, please”, the word is used 

correctly and politely. Thus CLIL students have some understanding of the importance of the 

German word “bitte”, even though there is great confusion about the false friends. 
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6.3 Complaint 

When complaining, the speaker wants the hearer to make up for a deficit in the outcome of an 

expectation directed at the hearer. More directness can therefore be expected to be expressed 

during the act of complaining than during the act of requesting (see section 6.1). 

At the beginning of the complaint, some students utter an emotional expression. Such an emotional 

expression correlates positively with the teaching method EFL. Among these EFL students the 

younger students use emotional expressions more frequently than the older students.  

While minimal responses like “mmh” can be used to show agreement (Wooffitt 2001: 80), these 

responses can also be used in hesitational speech and thus as fillers to gain time when they function 

as continuers (Norrick 2015: 252). The students then signal that they want to continue talking. By 

doing this they hold the floor while searching for a word. This is also often the case in the dialogues 

at hand. A minimal response can be found the most in the second study with CLIL students and 

the least in the first study with CLIL students. Due to the difference between the first and second 

study with CLIL students, no overall correlation between the strategy of minimal responses and 

the teaching method is present. Looking at the percentages only, minimal responses are found 

more among the younger CLIL students in the second study than among the older students. 

Looking at the number of students, in the second oldest group of CLIL students there is only one 

student who uses a minimal response. As minimal responses are not used age-dependently in the 

first study with CLIL students, the ambivalent outcome of the second study can be neglected for 

an overall correlation. In the study with EFL students, there is a positive correlation between the 

years of instruction and the usage of minimal responses. 

Another way to gain time is through a hedge. This only occurs in the oldest group of CLIL students 

in the first study, and only with one student. As the oldest group of CLIL students in the second 

study does not use a hedge, no clear correlation between the years of instruction and the hedge 

strategy is found. Obviously, when comparing the outcome in the EFL group to the CLIL group 

in the first study, one finds a positive correlation between the teaching method CLIL and the hedge; 

when comparing EFL students’ utterances to those of the CLIL students in the second study, one 

sees no difference. Thus no clear correlation can be observed. As minimal responses like “mhm” 

as well as hedges can function as means of holding the floor and gaining time while talking and 

thinking about the choice of wording, they can be used as alternatives. This can serve as an attempt 

to explain the lacking usage of minimal responses in the first study with CLIL students and the 
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greater occurrence of a hedge – though the number of hedges is still too low to allow a more 

generalized hypothesis regarding the strategies used. 

A preface stating that there is a problem is only used by CLIL students. There is thus a positive 

correlation between the preface and the CLIL teaching background. In the first study it is one of 

the oldest students, whereas it is one of the youngest students in the second study with CLIL 

students who prefaces the complaint. Overall, no correlation between the years of instruction and 

the usage of a preface can be found, so that there is no indication that more CLIL instruction leads 

to a greater usage of prefaces, even though only CLIL students utter them. 

After the preface the complaint follows. The least direct strategy is that of a hint: the hints uttered 

in this study, though, are strong rather than mild hints and almost resemble expressions of 

disapproval.  In the first study with CLIL students and in the study with EFL students it is one 

student each in the oldest group that uses hints the most. In the second study with CLIL students 

there is no such trend towards a greater use the longer the students have undergone English 

instruction. Instead, the youngest group of students uses hints the most in the second study with 

CLIL students and the second oldest group does not use them at all. Only due to the outcome in 

the second study with CLIL students is there a correlation between hints and the CLIL teaching 

method. Comparing the outcome of the first study with CLIL students to that of the study with 

EFL students, one sees no difference. One reason why this depends on the study considered is that 

hints are mostly used in combination with the situation where a wrong dish is served and the 

students hint at this being the wrong dish either by saying what they got or what they did not get. 

Subjectivizers accompany a complaint in the oldest group in the first study with CLIL students, as 

well as in the study with EFL students. Judging from the first study with CLIL students, more 

years of CLIL instruction leads to the use of more subjectivizers. As no subjectivizers are used in 

the second study with CLIL students, there is neither a decrease nor an increase in the number of 

subjectivizers, so that the assumption of a greater use of subjectivizers is only based on the first 

study with CLIL students. As the CLIL students do not use subjectivizers in the second study, 

although a great number of them do in the first study, no overall correlation between subjectivizers 

and the years of instruction can be found. In percentages there is a correlation between the EFL 

teaching background and subjectivizers, whereas in numbers there is no such correlation when 

comparing the EFL study to the first study with CLIL students only. 

Among all but one of the groups of students an expression of disapproval is the most often chosen 

strategy. In the second study with CLIL students it is only a minority of the year 7 students who 
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express their disapproval, while more students give a hint that almost resembles an expression of 

disapproval. Only in the first study with CLIL students do more years of instruction correlate 

positively with the expression of disapproval. The usage of the strategy correlates positively with 

the teaching background CLIL. As was the case with hints, expressions of disapproval are mostly 

uttered in association with one of the situations in particular, that is, the situation with the wrong 

dish that was served. They are less often found in connection with the situation where the notes 

were drawn on. 

The consequence the hearer’s action has on the speaker is mostly stated by CLIL students. An 

increase the older the students get is only found in the second study with CLIL students. In terms 

of number, the oldest among the CLIL students in the first study also utter most of the 

consequences for the speaker. Only in terms of percentage does the youngest group of students 

express most of the consequences in the first study with CLIL students, while there are hardly any 

students in the second oldest group who utter consequences. Judging from the second study with 

CLIL students and the number of oldest students in the first study with CLIL students, CLIL 

instruction leads to a greater ability to use the indirect strategy of naming the consequence the 

hearer’s action has for the speaker. However, this has to be verified in a further study with more 

participants. 

Intensifiers are expressed the most in the first study with CLIL students and the least in the second 

study with CLIL students. It therefore depends on the study considered whether CLIL or EFL 

students use intensifiers more often. Overall it is the EFL students who intensify their utterances 

more than the CLIL students. In the first study with CLIL students, as well as in the EFL group 

there is a tendency towards a greater use of intensifiers the younger the students are. In the second 

study with CLIL students it is the contrary, so that no clear correlation between the years of 

instruction and intensifiers can be seen. 

As downgraders are not used by EFL students at all, this strategy correlates with the CLIL teaching 

background strikingly. In the first study with CLIL students, the percentage of year 7 and year 8 

students using downgraders hardly differs. In numbers, however, the increase is visible more as 

one student in year 7 and two students in year 8 employ this strategy. Thus the use of downgraders 

correlates positively with more years of English instruction among CLIL students.  

The most direct complaint is that of the accusation or blame. Such accusation is only made by 

CLIL students and not by EFL students, so that the strategy accusation correlates positively with 

the teaching method CLIL. Whereas there is an increase in the usage of accusations the older the 
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CLIL students get in the second study, no such tendency is visible in the first study with CLIL 

students.  

To come to a more future-oriented perspective, two different kinds of requests can be uttered: the 

request for forbearance and the request for repair. The request for forbearance is only made by one 

of the oldest students in the first study with CLIL students. Overall, the request for forbearance 

therefore correlates positively with the teaching background CLIL, although it depends on the 

study considered, as the request for forbearance occurs neither in the second study with CLIL 

students nor in the study with students without bilingual modules. Furthermore, it needs to be 

mentioned that the low number of students, i.e. one student, could also mean that this is an 

exception. As a promise of forbearance is not used in apologies (see section 5.5), forbearance does 

not seem to play an important role in CLIL classes either. In the first study there is an increase in 

the use of the request for forbearance, but in the second study this tendency cannot be attested as 

it does not occur anywhere. Also, the number of students uttering the request for forbearance, i.e. 

one student, is too low to allow a generalization. 

The request for repair is used the most in the first study with CLIL students and the least in the 

second study with CLIL students, although the difference between the second study with CLIL 

students and the study with EFL students is minor. Overall and in consideration of the first study 

with CLIL students there is a correlation between the request for repair and the CLIL teaching 

background, although more studies with a greater number of students need to be carried out to 

account for the difference between the first and second study. With a greater number of students, 

a more valid mean of students requesting repair in the individual years can be estimated. 

Modals or imperatives can be used in connection with the field of complaint, although in all groups 

of students the modal referring to possibility is the one most often chosen and the modal referring 

to willingness the least often chosen modal. The usage of imperatives correlates with the years of 

English instruction strikingly as only the oldest groups of students employ this strategy in the 

studies carried out. Imperatives further correlate positively with the teaching background CLIL. 

The modal referring to possibility is the most widely used modal among all groups of students. 

The distribution of the modal regarding possibility varies, however. The modal of possibility is 

used the most in the first study with CLIL students and the least in the second study with CLIL 

students. Overall, the modal referring to possibility correlates positively with the CLIL teaching 

background, but due to the difference between the first and second study with CLIL students more 

studies would need to be carried out to verify such a correlation. The difference between the first 

and second study with CLIL students suggests that the articulation depends on something different 
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from the teaching background. The usage of the modal regarding willingness also differs 

depending on which study with CLIL students is considered, as only one student uses the modal 

of willingness in the second study with CLIL students. In the second study with CLIL students the 

usage of the modal correlates positively with the years of English instruction, although it needs to 

be considered that it is only one student who uses this and that it could therefore also be an 

exception. 

A strategy that is not discussed in the literature but applied by a minority of students is that of a 

climax. In the first study the employment of the climax correlates positively with the CLIL 

teaching background and especially the older CLIL students. As a climax is not used in the second 

study with CLIL students this could also be a vocabulary or grammatical aspect but not a pragmatic 

strategy acquired and used for complaints. Either the CLIL students in the first study had 

difficulties finding the correct word, and therefore needed several attempts to find the articulation 

they preferred from “not cold” to “hot”, or they had a pragmatic strategy to slightly increase the 

impact the situation really had on them. Thereby the first part of the climax is an 

understatement/downgrader while the latter refers to the actual request.  

Summing up, some of the strategies correlate with the different teaching methods. The EFL 

teaching method correlates with the usage of emotional expressions. The CLIL teaching method, 

in contrast, correlates positively with the strategies preface, expression of disapproval, 

consequence, downgraders, accusation/blame, imperatives and climax. Thus CLIL students 

employ more varied complaint strategies than EFL students, though some of them (emotional 

expressions, preface, expression of disapproval, consequence, downgraders, and climax) are more 

indirect and therefore more polite than others (accusation/blame and imperatives). CLIL students 

can utter more varied but not necessarily more polite strategies than EFL students when 

complaining. With the usage of downgraders the CLIL students’ articulations are more close to 

those of NS of English than the EFL students’ utterances are (Trosborg 1995: 358), while the 

directness through accusation/blame is not found in NS complaints as often as in the CLIL 

articulations in the present study (ibid.: 364). While CLIL students are equipped with more 

complaint strategies than EFL students, they have not fully acquired the importance of a polite 

way to complain yet. 

Among EFL students more years of instruction correlate negatively with the usage of emotional 

expressions and intensifiers and positively with hints and subjectivizers. Among CLIL students 

more years of English instruction correlate positively with the usage of downgraders and the modal 

referring to willingness. In the first study with CLIL students more years of instruction correlate 
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positively with the strategy preface, whereas more years of instruction correlate negatively with 

the strategy preface in the second study with CLIL students. All of these strategies are 

pragmatically favourable, so that more instruction has indeed let to a greater pragmatic competence 

with regard to these strategies. However, CLIL as well as EFL students utter more imperatives the 

more years of instruction they have undergone, even though NS of English do not use imperatives 

as often (ibid.).  

Especially hints and expressions of disapproval are uttered context-dependently, i.e. mostly in the 

role-play situation where a wrong dish is served and less in the role-play situation where the notes 

were drawn on. The students therefore do not use a fixed strategy for their complaints but vary 

their strategy depending on the situation. 

6.4 Apology  

Most of the students apologize as a consequence of the object of complaint. A refusal and a lacking 

acceptance that the object of complaint has occurred is found with one of the oldest CLIL students 

in the first study. The refusal therefore correlates positively with the CLIL teaching background. 

Again, however, it needs to be said that it is only one student who reacts in this way and that this 

could therefore also be an exception. This dispreferred impolite reaction as a way to save face 

instead of performing an apology may therefore be a personal trait rather than a learnt strategy. 

The second study with CLIL students, where none of them use a refusal, supports the assumption 

that refusals are not a typical articulation by CLIL students, so that this impoliteness is not due to 

CLIL but due to the student’s diverging decision to use the refusal.  

A preparatory is only found in the oldest groups of CLIL students in the first as well as in the 

second study. Thus the usage of a preparatory correlates positively with the teaching background 

CLIL and especially with more years of English instruction experienced by CLIL students. Even 

though the older students use preparatories the most in each individual study, the number of 

preparatories does not increase from the first study to the second study with CLIL students. 

Therefore, the finding that preparatories are used more with more years of instruction needs to be 

seen within its limits, even though a clear tendency can be observed. 

The expression of surprise as a reaction to the object of complaint is only found with a minority 

of the CLIL students in the first study. Overall, the expression of surprise correlates positively 

with the teaching background CLIL; however, if only the second study with CLIL students and 

the study with EFL students are considered, no such correlation can be found.  
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As an alternative to an emotional expression, expressions of surprise are uttered the least in the 

first study with CLIL students. There is a significant difference between the articulations in the 

first and the second study with CLIL students as well as between EFL and CLIL students in the 

first study. Overall, there is still a correlation between the expression of emotions and the CLIL 

teaching method, but more studies are needed to get a better insight into whether the first or the 

second study with CLIL students is more representative. Expressions of surprise and emotional 

expressions combined as expressions of first reactions correlate positively with the CLIL teaching 

background without exception. 

The expression of regret is a strategy that is also most often applied by NS of English so that 

students with a good command of English should apply this (Trosborg 1995: 399). In the second 

study with CLIL students regret is expressed slightly more often than in the first study with CLIL 

students, so that a slight learning effect could be present. However, looking at the individual groups 

reveals that there is only an increase in the usage of the expression of regret among the two 

youngest groups, but not in the oldest group of students. Overall an expression of regret correlates 

positively with the EFL teaching background, where there is also a positive correlation with more 

years of instruction. EFL students therefore develop a more NS-like ability than CLIL students. 

As expressions of regret are found the most among EFL students, it is especially striking that the 

combination of the first person personal pronoun and the expression of regret is more prominent 

among the CLIL students. The combination does not only correlate positively with the teaching 

background CLIL. In the second study with CLIL students all of the expressions of regret uttered 

by year 9 students are accompanied by the first person personal pronoun. 

The expression of regret is intensified only by a minority of all students, although the usage of the 

intensifier correlates positively with the teaching background CLIL. For CLIL as well as EFL 

students there is also an increase in the usage of intensifier the more years of English instruction 

the students had. This is striking as a greater usage of intensifiers does not go hand-in-hand with a 

greater usage of expressions of regret, as only the first is uttered more with more years of 

instruction. 

The request for forgiveness is only uttered by one year 6 student in the first study with CLIL 

students. Although a correlation between the CLIL teaching background and the use of the request 

for forgiveness could be assumed, this strategy neither occurs in the second study to verify this 

finding, nor is this found among more students. 
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Minimal responses are used by almost all groups of students. Only in the group of year 8 EFL 

students do the students use pauses instead of filling them lexically with a minimal response. 

Overall, however, minimal responses correlate positively with the teaching background EFL. 

Whether these minimal responses are uttered to show a lack of knowledge regarding the phrasing, 

or whether they are used as a strategy to show that it is difficult to find adequate words due to the 

fault, is not clear. 

Depending on the situation and on the responsibility the student is willing to take, the student can 

explicitly blame himself, a third party or nobody. At first sight it can be seen that the CLIL students 

in the first study and the two younger groups of EFL students tend to blame a third party rather 

than taking on the blame themselves and that the CLIL students in the second study, as well as the 

oldest EFL students, tend to blame themselves. This difference between the first and second study 

as well as between the two younger and the oldest EFL students is due to the situation: when a 

wrong or cold dish is served, the strategy chosen is mainly that of repair, and only in some cases 

does the student blame the chef or take the responsibility for having mixed up something. In the 

first study with CLIL students and in the two younger EFL student groups the situation given is 

the one in which the sibling drew on the notes, and this is mostly clearly said. In the second study 

with CLIL students and in the oldest EFL group the role-play situation where the student left a 

book at home is given, and the blame is mostly oriented towards the speaker himself. CLIL as well 

as EFL students therefore tend to blame the person who was responsible according to the role-play 

situation, even though a measure of self-blame, for example, could have also been included when 

the sibling drew on the notes, as the student had not taken precautions to make sure they were out 

of the sibling´s reach. The students use the blame to explain what happened rather than to apologize 

for its own sake in the situations of the forgotten or defaced notes. Only in the restaurant situation, 

and thus where there are more than half of the students acting out something, can a general strategy 

be derived. The CLIL students blame a third party while the EFL students explicitly blame 

themselves more in the restaurant situation. Thus in the restaurant situation the use of explicit self-

blame correlates positively with the CLIL teaching background and attaching blame to a third 

party correlates positively with the EFL teaching background. 

In connection with the blame of a third party one student acknowledges the difficulties for the 

conversation partner and asks the conversation partner whether this is a problem. This strategy is 

used only once, so that this could be an exception rather than a hint suggesting a correlation 

between the CLIL teaching background and the implicit acknowledgement. 
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Instead of expressing regret and taking responsibility, some students choose to downgrade the 

apology by minimizing what has happened. When a downgrader is used, the speaker tries to keep 

his face but with the effect that the hearer then threatens the speaker’s face more by possibly 

complaining afterwards. Downgraders are found the most in the first study with CLIL students, 

but not at all in the second study with CLIL. It therefore depends on the study considered whether 

there is a positive or negative correlation between downgraders and the CLIL teaching 

background. Overall, CLIL students use downgraders more often, but the second study with CLIL 

students suggests that the usage of a downgrader is neither learnt nor assumed more among CLIL 

students. In the study with EFL students the usage of downgraders correlates positively with more 

years of instruction, but again it needs to be borne in mind that there is only one pair situation 

where a downgrader occurs so that this could also be an exception. 

After the complaint and the explanation of what has happened through assignment of blame to a 

third party or oneself, an offer of repair is the preferred follow-up. In the EFL group this is done 

the most, so that it positively correlates with the EFL teaching method.  

Especially in the second study with CLIL students and in the two older groups of EFL students the 

fault is made up for in the end. In the first study with CLIL students as well as in the youngest year 

of EFL students the fault is not made up for. In most of these cases the conversation partner says 

that everything is all right and that no offer of compensation is necessary. Only in one year 7 

situation and two year 8 situations in the first study with CLIL students and in one year 9 situation 

in the second study with CLIL students does the speaker clearly state that he does not want to 

make up the for fault despite being asked to do so. On the one hand talking about theoretically 

making up for the object of complaint shows that the conversation partner recognizes some sort of 

compensatory need, as well as a necessity to talk about this need. However, the obvious decision 

not to do so blatantly shows a lack of willingness, especially on the part of CLIL students. 

In summary, most of the CLIL students and all of the EFL students utter an apology. The refusal 

and lacking acceptance that the object of complaint occurred only arise in one situation with CLIL 

students, so that this rejection correlates positively with the CLIL teaching method. As an apology 

is always the expected and preferred reaction after an objectionable act has occurred, the lacking 

reaction is especially unfavourable pragmatically – in the students’ mother tongue German as well 

as in their L2 English.  As a reaction is required in the L1, transfer from the L1 cannot explain the 

missing apology; rather it is a lacking understanding of the necessessity to apologize, especially 

when the objectionable act is not acknowledged. When apologizing the strategies of preparatories, 

first person with regret and intensifier correlate positively with the CLIL teaching method. The 
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strategies of an expression of regret, minimal responses and offer of repair correlate positively 

with the EFL teaching background. 

In the EFL group more years of instruction correlate positively with the strategies expression of 

regret and downgrader. Among CLIL and EFL students more years of English instruction correlate 

positively with the strategy of intensifiers. 

As mainly a regret and an explanation of what happened are needed for an NS-like ability (ibid.) 

and as NS were reported not to lengthen the apology elsewhere much (Rintell & Mitchell 1989: 

253), EFL students show better abilities in uttering apologies. 

Expressions of surprise, the request for forgiveness and implicit acknowledgement only occur in 

the first study with CLIL students, so that more studies would be needed to see an overall 

correlation. 

The role-play situation is also responsible for the strategy chosen. When the role-play situation 

outlines the fault of a third party, this is also stressed when apologizing, while the responsibility is 

taken when the role-play situation outlines that one forgot something oneself. The students 

therefore show a sensibility of varying strategies depending on the situation, and therefore display 

pragmatic competences. 

6.5 Invitation with subsequent refusal 

In the first study with CLIL students there is an increase in the usage of alerters the older the 

students get when they start a conversation where they invite the conversation partner to do 

something with them. In the second study with CLIL students the year 8 students where all of them 

greet the conversation partner forms an exception to the upward trend the older the students get. 

The number of alerter greetings is high in general. The alerter name is used more the older the 

students get, which correlates with the finding of the first study with CLIL students. In the EFL 

group the lack of alerters in year 8 is especially striking. However, it should be mentioned that 

only two students in year 8 participated in this scenario so that the outcome could have been 

different if more year 8 students had wanted to participate and conform to the guidelines regarding 

the amount of exposure to English. The younger EFL students greet the conversation partner more 

often than the older students, but the older students call the conversation partner by name more 

often than the younger students. Comparing CLIL and EFL students shows that CLIL students use 

the alerters greeting and name strikingly more often than students without a CLIL background.  
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While there is a negative correlation between the usage of minimal responses and the years of 

English instruction in the first study with CLIL students, it is the youngest group of students who 

use minimal responses the least, and the second oldest group who use them the most in the second 

study. The correlation that could first be assumed is disproven in the second study. In the study 

with EFL students no correlation between the strategy and the years of instruction can be seen. 

Among CLIL students the number using minimal responses is mostly low, with the exception of 

five-eighths of the year 6 students in the first study and all of the year 8 students in the second 

study. CLIL students use this strategy slightly more, although this can mostly be neglected because 

the group of EFL students who do not use minimal responses at all only consists of a total of 2 

students, so that a different outcome could be expected if more students had participated. 

As an introduction to the invitation, only one out of nine students from the group with the most 

years of English instruction uses a discourse marker in the first study with CLIL students. As none 

of the year 9 students use a discourse marker in the second study with CLIL students or in the 

study with EFL students, no correlation between the years of instruction and the use of discourse 

markers can be found. Whether the one student in year 8 who uses a discourse marker in the first 

study with CLIL students is an exception would need to be verified in further studies with more 

students.  

Prefaces are more prominent than discourse markers. No correlation between the years of 

instruction and this strategy can be found. As none of the EFL students uses a preface, a correlation 

between the CLIL teaching method and prefaces can be seen clearly. 

In the first study with CLIL students the percentage of students using the conditional form of the 

modal verb increases the older the students are. In the second study, however, it is the second 

oldest group who uses the conditional form the most, so that no overall correlation between the 

years of instruction and the usage of the conditional form can be seen. The years of instruction are 

also irrelevant for the usage of the conditional form among EFL students. Comparing CLIL and 

EFL students reveals that there is a strong correlation between the CLIL teaching method and the 

use of the conditional form. 

As regards the different perspectives, the hearer-centred perspective is the one chosen by the 

majority of the students in all years, as well as by both groups of students. Only the year 8 CLIL 

students in the second study use the speaker-centred perspective as often as the hearer-centred 

perspective – although it needs to be mentioned that each is only used once in total. In the study 

with EFL students the year 8 students also use another perspective as often as the hearer-centred 
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perspective, namely the inclusive-we. While the use of the hearer-centred perspective is spread 

throughout the different years of instruction in the second study with CLIL students, there is a 

decrease in the usage of the hearer-centred perspective the more years of English instruction the 

students in the first study with CLIL have. In the study with EFL students, however, the speaker-

centred perspective is used more the longer the students have had English classes, although the 

percentage is the same among the youngest and medium-aged group of EFL students. Thus there 

is no overall correlation between the years of instruction and the speaker-centred perspective. The 

same applies to the other two perspectives, where no connection between the years of English 

instruction and the usage of a particular perspective can be found. This means that no perspective 

is increasingly picked up in classes as being preferred. Overall, the hearer-centred perspective and 

the speaker-centred perspective correlate positively with the CLIL teaching method. Due to the 

greater impact involved when interlocutors are addressed directly, the hearer-centred perspective 

assumes a positive reply to the invitation. It is also more face-threatening when the speaker then 

has to refuse the invitation later. Among EFL students the speaker-centred perspective is only 

found among the youngest group of students. The inclusive-we strongly correlates with the 

teaching method EFL. The inclusive-we positively integrates the speaker and outlines the 

togetherness of the speaker and the hearer, making the reply more likely to be positive, but in the 

case of a refusal also more face-threatening for the speaker and the hearer. 

In overall percentages the request about the interest is the most common one among both CLIL 

and EFL students, followed by possibility, availability, the future-oriented request and finally the 

request about willingness. The request for availability occurs more the younger the CLIL students 

are in the first as well as in the second study. In the EFL group no such correlation can be found. 

The usage of the strategy request for availability strongly correlates with the EFL teaching 

background. Contrary to the request for availability the request referring to the interest of the 

conversation partner is made more often by the CLIL students than by the EFL students, although 

due to the year 8 students in the second study with CLIL students, where none of them utter this 

kind of request, the interest inquiry is found more often in the first study with CLIL students than 

in the study with EFL students, but slightly less often in the second study with CLIL students. In 

the first study with CLIL students there is an increase in the incidence of this request the older the 

students are; in the second study with CLIL students the oldest group of students also uses the 

request referring to interest more than the youngest group, but due to the year 8 students no overall 

correlation between this request and the years of instruction can be found. Strong correlations can 

be found between the future-oriented request and fewer years of English instruction, as well as 

with the CLIL teaching background. However, it is questionable whether the request is indeed 
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meant to be a genuine future-oriented request (i.e. asking whether something should work that way 

in the future), or whether the word “will” is used as a false friend to the German willst meaning do 

you want to instead of will you. If that was the case, it would be related to interest and not to the 

future. The request for possibility is unevenly distributed among the different years. It correlates 

positively with the teaching background EFL, especially when compared to the first study with 

CLIL students. The least frequent request for willingness is only found in the first study with CLIL 

students, so that overall a correlation between this strategy and the CLIL background can be found, 

but not when comparing the second study with the EFL group. No correlation between the years 

of instruction and the request for willingness is visible. 

The direct speech act of an invitation is only uttered by one student each in the first study, the 

second study and in the comparative group. In studies with CLIL students there is a positive 

correlation between the years of instruction and this speech act; in the study with EFL students 

there is a negative correlation between the years of instruction and this speech act. 

As the if-clause only occurs with one out of nine year 9 students it is arguable whether this indicates 

a positive correlation between this strategy and the teaching method CLIL, as well as more years 

of instruction of CLIL students, or whether this is an exception. The way the if-clause is used in 

this instance saves the face of the conversation partner, who gets the option to choose what to do 

and thereby also the allowance to reject the invitation. The if-clause therefore does not only show 

advanced grammatical competence but also a greater pragmatic ability on the part of the student, 

as the purpose is a pragmatic and face-saving one. 

A majority of the students include the time at the first request. The percentage of students doing 

so is similar among all groups of students, so that no correlation between the teaching background 

and the strategy of leaving out the time at the first request can be seen. Furthermore there is no age 

factor regarding this strategy. The check on availability that is suggested when requesting 

something (Trosborg 1995: 218) only occurs with one out of nine of the year 9 students in the EFL 

group. This is either an exception or shows a tendency of the EFL students, and especially the 

older EFL students, to use this. 

Even though both conversation partners knew that there would be a rejection of the invitation due 

to the time, one of the year 9 EFL students presupposes the availability of the conversation partner. 

This shows that the students are able to imitate their actual behaviour in a real-life situation. On 

the one hand this is a good strategy when trying to reach an agreement, but on the other hand this 
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student knows that the rejection following will be more face-threatening for the conversation 

partner after the availability had been presupposed. 

For the following strategies, correlations between the teaching method and the strategy can be 

found: the alerters greeting and name, prefaces, conditionals, the hearer-centred perspective, the 

speaker-centred perspective and the future-oriented request occur strikingly more among CLIL 

students than among EFL students. The inclusive-we, the request for availability, the request for 

possibility and the check on availability occur more frequently among EFL students than among 

CLIL students. 

An age-factor cannot be ruled out for all students, but can sometimes be found only for the students 

with one teaching background. The older the CLIL students get, the more they use the alerters 

greeting and name with the speech act invitation, and the less they utter the request for availability 

and the future-oriented request. The older the EFL students are the less they use the speaker-

centred perspective as well as the direct speech act invitation, and the more they check on the 

availability and presuppose the availability.  

In response to the invitation various approaches are used as well. The usage of the minimal 

response correlates positively with the CLIL teaching background. Even though it is found more 

in the second study with CLIL students than in the first study, a learning effect cannot be found in 

connection with the length of time they have been studying English. In the EFL group only, 

however, there is a correlation between the years of instruction and the usage of the minimal 

response. 

The strategy of repetition of the date correlates positively with the teaching background CLIL and 

with the years of instruction the CLIL students have undergone. The repetition of the date indicates 

that the invited person has a problem with it and at the same time it also gives the inviter the 

possibility to come up with a new suggestion before the actual refusal is expressed. As the students 

are both familiar with the situation, the date is known by both students so that this repetition cannot 

be mistaken for an actual question about the date, but can only be seen as a strategy. 

The emotional expression without a refusal is used the most in the first study with CLIL students 

and the least in the second study with CLIL students. Therefore, no steady correlation between the 

emotional expression and the teaching method can be seen. Also, there is no correlation between 

the years of instruction and the emotional expression. The emotional expression with a refusal is 

also not age-dependent. However, there is a correlation between the usage of the emotional 

expression with refusal and the EFL teaching background. 
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The partial agreement only occurs in the first study with CLIL students, so that a correlation 

between this strategy and the teaching method can be seen in the first, but not in the second, study 

with CLIL students. In the example of year 6 CLIL students the agreement is clearly meant as an 

agreement, as the word “yes” (S6_15) is used. In the example of year 7 CLIL students the phrase 

“i will” (S7_6) is used in reply to “will you” (S7_6), whereby the reply can either be understood 

as an agreement in the sense that the student is planning on doing this or as a false friend meaning 

“want to” (German: will) and not “will”. In the context the latter is more likely. The agreement 

therefore does not necessarily refer to a politeness strategy but more to the inability of the student 

to articulate himself correctly. The dependence of the agreement on the CLIL teaching method is 

therefore limited in the first study as well. 

As no thanks is uttered by CLIL students, this method correlates positively with the EFL teaching 

method and especially with the younger EFL students. As in terms of total numbers it is only one 

student thanking the conversation partner, more studies are needed to show if this is an exception 

or whether the EFL students are indeed more likely to utter thanks in response to an invitation. 

As one further politeness strategy that was also discussed in the previous section when used after 

a complaint (see section 6.5), an apology can be uttered in reference to the refusal, either following 

the latter, or as an alternative to it, as an apology indirectly shows that a refusal would have to 

follow. In all of the studies carried out, i.e. the first study with CLIL students, the second study 

with CLIL students and the study with EFL students, there is an increase in the usage of the 

apology the longer the students have undergone English instruction. In the EFL group only the 

oldest students and none of the younger students apologize. Thus for both teaching backgrounds 

there is an increasing awareness of the apology as a strategy. The use of the apology correlates 

positively with the CLIL teaching method. 

As intensifiers are only used with the apology by year 9 students in the second study with CLIL 

students, this strategy correlates positively with the age of the CLIL students as well as with the 

CLIL teaching method, even though it needs to be recognized that because intensifiers are lacking 

in the first study with CLIL students this outcome could be different if another study was also 

carried out with students without CLIL modules. It could, however, also indicate that intensifiers 

are learnt late among CLIL students, as they only appear to occur in year 9. 

A number of students choose to utter the refusal indirectly or directly lexically, so that the 

locutionary and illocutionary acts are the same, instead of leaving it to the conversation partner to 

find out that the apology or grounder, i.e. explanation, is meant as a refusal. The usage of the 
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indirect refusal correlates positively with the EFL teaching background, while the years of 

instruction do not have an effect on the employment of this strategy. A direct refusal is uttered 

only slightly more often in the first study with CLIL students than in the study with EFL students. 

The percentage of students directly refusing in the second study with CLIL students is strikingly 

higher than in the two other studies. Overall, the usage of the direct refusal correlates positively 

with the CLIL teaching method, even though it needs to be kept in mind that the difference between 

the first study with CLIL students and the study with EFL students is hardly existent, so that a 

further study with EFL students could also lead to a different outcome.  

When the refusal of the invitation is accompanied by a subjectivizer the degree of the refusal is 

downgraded, as the statement is attributed to the speaker’s opinion rather than a fact. This is done 

by one student each in the oldest group in the first study with CLIL students and in the oldest group 

of the EFL students. As no subjectivizer is used in the second study with CLIL students there is 

no overall correlation between the years of instruction and the usage of the subjectivizer. No clear 

correlation between the teaching background and the subjectivizers can be found. 

The grounder, i.e. an excuse through an explanation, is the most frequent strategy. This is a positive 

finding, as grounders are essential according to Tanck’s (2002: 9) study on refusals in English. 

The usage of the excuse correlates positively with fewer years of education among CLIL students 

as well as with the EFL teaching background. The fact that the CLIL student whose partner did 

not give a grounder/excuse in the first study requests one shows the importance of the usage of 

this strategy. The conversation partner’s request points to the fact that giving a grounder or not 

depends on the behaviour of the individual student: while the one partner is aware of the need to 

give one, the other either did not know about the need to, or deliberately decided against this 

politeness strategy. Overall, the extra lessons with English as a medium of instruction have not led 

CLIL students to utter grounders more often, so that contrary to the assumption of this dissertation 

CLIL has not had a positive effect on grounders. 

The cajoler is one of the least often-used strategies when refusing. In the second study with CLIL 

students as well as in the study with EFL students, it is one student in each respectively who uses 

the cajoler “you know”, appealing to the hearer’s understanding. Thus no correlation between 

cajoler and the teaching background is visible. Only among CLIL students is there also a 

correlation between the employment of the cajoler and the years of instruction, so that in this case 

more years of CLIL instruction have led to the usage of cajolers. 
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As an alternative to a cajoler, a request for understanding is uttered by one of the students in the 

oldest group of CLIL students in the first study. This correlation is not reflected in the second 

study. When seen as equivalent to the cajoler, one student in each study appeals to the hearer’s 

understanding. 

As observed by Tanck (2002: 9) an offer of an alternative should follow the expression of regret 

(apology) and excuse (reason). In the present study only a minority of all students use this strategy, 

and thereby recognize this need of an alternative. The suggestion of the new date correlates 

positively with the CLIL teaching background. In the CLIL group no increase depending on the 

years of English instruction can be found, while there is a correlation between the years of 

instruction and the EFL teaching background. In the majority of the cases where the refusing party 

does not suggest a new date, the initiator does so instead. This shows that it is expected that a 

conclusion with a new appointment is reached.  In this sense, the students support Tanck’s 

observation that an alternative should be suggested. However, when the initiator suggests a new 

date, he risks threatening his own face again, so that it is more favourable when the regretting 

partner makes a suggestion instead. The suggestion of the new date by the initiator correlates 

positively with the EFL teaching background and especially with the younger years where fewer 

refusing students suggest a new date. Therefore, CLIL and not EFL has led to a pragmatically 

favourable strategy, with a greater usage of alternatives by the regretting party. 

Summing up the strategies used for refusals of an invitation, there is a positive correlation between 

the CLIL teaching background and minimal responses, the repetition of the date, apologies, an 

intensifier with an apology, direct refusals and suggestions of a new date by the refusing party. 

The EFL teaching background correlates with the usage of the strategies emotional expression 

with refusal, thanks, indirect refusal, and excuse/grounder. 

Among CLIL and EFL students more years of instruction correlate positively with an apology. 

Only in the EFL group do more years of English instruction lead to a greater usage of minimal 

responses and the suggestion of a new date by the refusing party. In the CLIL group only there is 

a positive correlation between the years of instruction and a greater use of the repetition of the 

date, intensifiers with apologies and cajolers, as well as a negative correlation between the years 

of education and the strategy excuse/grounder. 

The strategies that need to be considered the most for refusals are an appreciation of the invitation, 

the expression of regret (apology), the excuse (reason) and the offer of an alternative (Tanck 2002: 

9). While an apology, an intensifier in combination with an apology and the suggestion of the new 
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date by the refusing party are found more among CLIL students, EFL students utter thanks and an 

excuse/reason more often. CLIL students therefore articulate slightly more of the necessary 

strategies.  

Both CLIL and EFL students show an increasing understanding of the need to utter an apology the 

older they get, i.e. there is a learning effect for both teaching backgrounds. EFL students tend to 

suggest a new date more, the longer they have had English instruction. Among CLIL students there 

is a favourable increase in intensifiers with apologies and a non-favourable decrease in the use of 

excuse/reason, the longer they have had English instruction.  

The most face-threatening conversation is held by two year 9 CLIL students in the second study, 

where the initiator of the conversation and invitation persuades the conversation partner not to 

refuse but re-schedule the other appointment that was given as an excuse for the refusal throughout 

seven turns (see section 5.6). After the invitation, as well as after each attempt to persuade the 

conversation partner, the conversation partner’s negative face is threatened and in return the 

conversation partner has to threaten the positive face of the initiator. The pragmatically weakest 

conversation was among CLIL students, despite the fact that most of the CLIL students use more 

NS-like strategies than EFL students. Each time the student wants to save his face by trying not to 

be rejected, he in fact loses his face as the rejection is upheld. Possibly the student’s reaction can 

be explained by the way the data was collected, i.e. that the student may have seen it as his task to 

make an appointment at the given time, so that he gave his best trying to reach the aim of the task. 

6.6 Advice  

As it is favourable but not needed according to Hinkel (1997: 12–13), the advice given in the 

present study is modified in many different ways. This starts with the introduction of the advice 

which is marked by emotional expressions and alerters. Emotional expressions can especially be 

found in the first study with CLIL students. No correlation between age and the usage of this 

introduction can be seen. Because of the great variation between the articulations in the first and 

the second study with CLIL students, no clear correlation between the teaching background and 

the usage of this strategy can be seen. If only the first study was considered, CLIL students would 

have used it more often; if only the second study was looked at, EFL students would have used the 

strategy more often. 

The minimal response that is uttered when the speaker needs to think of what to say next occurs 

the most in the second study with CLIL students, followed by the study with EFL students. The 

strategy can signal insecurity, either regarding language use or regarding the speech act. Neither 
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one is necessary, as a more straight-forward approach is sufficient (ibid.). Because EFL students 

use more minimal responses than the CLIL students in the first study, but fewer than the CLIL 

students in the second CLIL study, no clear correlation between the teaching method and the usage 

of minimal responses can be seen. The fact that there is an increasing number of minimal responses 

from the first to the second study with CLIL students, shows that there was no learning effect 

within those years looked at. 

The usage of alerters to get the attention of the conversation partner correlates strongly with the 

CLIL teaching method students. A tendency towards a greater use of this strategy the older the 

students get can also be found, with the exception of the year 8 students in the second empirical 

study with CLIL students, who do not use alerters at all. On the one hand this can show a greater 

command by CLIL students as well as by older students. On the other hand, the alerters can simply 

function as greetings, as they are also found at the beginning of conversations in German and are 

thus a sign of transfer.  

An agreement with the conversation partner about the behaviour that the partner is later asked to 

change is only found in the first study with CLIL students and in the lowest year in the study with 

EFL students. In percentages there is a decrease in the usage of agreements among CIL students. 

In the study with EFL students the years of English instruction correlate with this strategy here 

also. 

Strikingly, in the same groups where agreements are found, there are also students who utter a 

refusal. While the agreement is mainly expressed by a “yes”, the refusal is mostly articulated with 

“no”. In both cases the wording is simple, but the pragmatic effect is strong. In the first study with 

CLIL students the number of refusals increases the older the students get, even though only a 

minority refuse. In the second study with CLIL students, refusals do not occur. Due to this no clear 

correlation between a greater usage of refusals and the age of the CLIL students can be drawn. In 

the study with EFL students the number of students who utter a refusal is low, as a refusal is only 

given by one of the youngest students. This could either be the case because the younger EFL 

students are slightly more likely to utter a refusal than the older EFL students, or because the year 

6 student was merely an exception. As it is the youngest student refusing, the refusal can also be 

explained by the greater simplicity of the vocabulary having led to more directness. The 

comparison between the two teaching backgrounds mainly depends on the study looked at: 

comparing the EFL students to the CLIL students in the first study reveals that the latter use 

refusals more often. Comparing the behaviour of the EFL students to the articulations of the CLIL 

students in the second study shows that the former utter refusals more often. 
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While refusals are defined as consisting of the short word “no”, or a phrase with a similar meaning, 

disagreements involve a more extended statement. Similar to these refusals, disagreements are also 

mainly found among a minority of CLIL students in the first study, while they do not occur in the 

second study with CLIL students or in the comparative group. The percentage of students who 

disagree with the partner’s behaviour decreases, the older the students get. The decrease could 

indicate that the older students have learnt more polite forms that they then also use in the second 

study with CLIL students, where no disagreement is found.  

One further direct way to approach the conversation partner is to use an imperative form. This is 

done by a minority of all students. As was the case with the other two direct strategies named 

above, i.e. refusals and disagreements, imperatives are mostly used by the CLIL students in the 

first empirical study. The older the CLIL students in the first study, the more they use imperatives. 

In the second study with CLIL students it is arguable whether there is also an age factor, as on the 

one hand there is an increase from none of the year 7 and year 8 students to one-tenth of the year 

9 students, but on the other hand it is only one year 9 student who uses an imperative form at all. 

In the study with EFL students there is no clear correlation between the age and the usage of the 

imperative form. Also, no dependency on the teaching method can be found. 

Instead of judging the behaviour of the hearer or telling the hearer what to do, the focus can be put 

on the speaker. This is done through stating one’s own (different) behaviour or by using a 

subjectivizer. The contrast between their own behaviour and that of the hearer is found among a 

minority of the CLIL students in the first study. As none of the year 7 students express their own 

different behaviour, no age-dependent increase can be observed. In the second study with CLIL 

students this strategy is not found. Again, therefore, no dependence on the teaching background 

can be seen. In the study with EFL students only one-eighth of the year 6 students explain their 

own different behaviour. This can either be seen as an exception or as a tendency of the younger 

EFL students to use this strategy more. For a clear correlation, more data would be needed. 

In contrast to the expression of their own different behaviour, subjectivizers are used more in the 

second study with CLIL students than in the first study. In the first study with CLIL students, only 

the oldest students use a subjectivizer. In the second study, however, it is the second oldest group 

of students who use this strategy the most. Thus, in contrast to the first study with CLIL students, 

no correlation between age and the use of this strategy can be seen in the second study with CLIL 

students. In the EFL group there is an age-dependent increase in the use of subjectivizers. The year 

9 students in the second CLIL study are therefore the exception to the overall finding that the older 
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students utter more subjectivizers. Overall, subjectivizers are found more among EFL students 

than among CLIL students.  

The strategy that is used the most by CLIL as well as EFL students is that of the grounder. The 

great majority of all groups of students give a grounder as a strategy. Where no grounder is given 

immediately, the conversation partner usually asks for one, which shows the great importance of 

this strategy. Except for the second study with CLIL students, where the second oldest group uses 

the most grounders, there is a tendency towards the greater use of a grounder the longer the 

students undergo English instruction in the first CLIL study and in the study with EFL students. 

Overall the usage of this strategy correlates positively with the CLIL teaching method. 

Downgraders are uttered very seldom. In the first study with CLIL students no age factor can be 

found. In the second study with CLIL students, the oldest students use downgraders more often 

and none of the younger students do so. Therefore, a correlation between age and the usage of 

downgraders can be seen in the second study with CLIL students. A correlation between age and 

the usage of downgraders can also be found in the EFL group. As was the case in the second study 

with CLIL students, a minority of the oldest group of students use a downgrader, but none of the 

other students do so. As the total number of EFL students who downgrade the advice is low, with 

only one student doing so, further studies would be needed to see if this is an exception or whether 

a clear tendency can be seen. 

A strategy that is more prominent is that of comparatives. The preferred behaviour is compared 

with the disfavoured behaviour the most by the CLIL students in the first study. A decrease in the 

usage the older the CLIL students are, can be found in the first study, even though this decrease is 

only slight. In the second study with CLIL students, the correlation between age and the usage of 

comparatives is the opposite, as comparatives are only found in the oldest group of students. Due 

to the difference between the first and second study, no clear correlation between the usage of 

comparatives and the years of English instruction is visible. The study with EFL students does not 

give an indication of a correlation between this method and the age either. A comparison of the 

CLIL students with the EFL students shows that it depends on whether the first or the second study 

with CLIL students is considered: the CLIL students in the first study use comparatives more often 

than the EFL students, whereas the EFL students use more comparatives than the EFL students in 

the second study. The usage of comparatives can therefore be attributed neither to age, nor to the 

teaching background.  
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Intensifiers seem to be distributed depending on the age of the students when one looks at the first 

study with CLIL students. In the second study, the year 8 students form an exception to this, as 

none of them intensify their expressions. Looking at the year 7 and year 9 CLIL students only, one 

finds an increase in intensifiers the older the students are. As the number of year 8 students 

participating in the second study with CLIL students is low, this lack of test subjects can explain 

the non-occurrence of intensifiers in this group. When this group is not considered, there is a 

dependency on the years of instruction. This correlation between years of instruction and the usage 

of intensifiers can only be seen for CLIL students and not for EFL students, again with the 

exception of the year 8 CLIL students, who do not use this strategy at all. Therefore, no overall 

correlation between the years of teaching and the strategy can be observed. Comparing the 

outcome of the first study with CLIL students to that of EFL students, one finds that CLIL students 

use intensifiers more often. Comparing EFL students’ intensifiers with those of the CLIL students 

in the second study reveals that EFL students use intensifiers more often. 

The benefit for the speaker is not highlighted by the students in the first study with CLIL students; 

in the second study with CLIL students a minority of the students does so with no correlation 

between the years of instruction and the benefit for the speaker. In the study with EFL students, 

only a minority of the nine year 9 students comment on the benefit for the speaker. This could 

indicate a correlation between the benefit for the speaker and age, although this is not visible in 

the CLIL group. A comparison between the teaching methods can hardly be made due to the 

difference between the first and second study with CLIL students. In the first empirical study the 

CLIL students mention the benefit for the speaker less often than EFL students, but in the second 

empirical study they show it more often than EFL students. 

Not only the benefit for the speaker but also the benefit for the hearer is expressed less often in the 

first empirical study with CLIL students than in the second study with CLIL students. The benefit 

for the hearer is highlighted more often than the benefit for the speaker. The percentages of the 

usage are unevenly distributed: whereas there is a slight downward trend in the articulation in the 

first study with CLIL students, no correlation between the benefit for the hearer and the years of 

instruction is visible in the second empirical study. In the study with EFL students the number of 

students who show the benefit for the hearer increases the older the students get. As this is not the 

case among CLIL students, no overall correlation between age and the strategy of showing the 

benefit for the speaker can be found. 

Although none of the students use if-clauses in the first study, a minority of the year 8 and year 9 

students do so in the second study. Due to the greater number of year 8 students who use the if-
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clause in the second study, no correlation between the years of teaching and this strategy can be 

found among CLIL students. In contrast to this, only the oldest students in the EFL group use if- 

clauses. Compared with the CLIL students in the first study, EFL students use if-clauses more 

often; compared with the situations in the second study with CLIL students, EFL students use if-

clauses less often. 

Suggestions are more evenly distributed. Among neither of the groups can an age-dependency be 

found. In the first study with CLIL students, suggestions are found the least; in the second study 

with CLIL students they are uttered the most. Overall, CLIL students use suggestions more often 

than EFL students, whereas the difference between the first and the second study with CLIL 

students suggests that this correlation may not be strong if a further study was also carried out with 

the EFL students.  

Advice is mostly uttered through statements and only seldom in the query format. Overall, 

questions seem to be an exception in the CLIL as well as in the EFL group, and no correlations 

can be found.  

Many of the strategies go along with modal verbs. In every group the modal verb referring to 

possibility is used the most, so that the overall tendency towards one modal verb is independent 

of the teaching method. The number of students who use the modal of possibility in the first study 

with CLIL students differs strongly from the number of students who use this strategy in the second 

study; there is an increase from the first to the second study. In the group with EFL students none 

of the youngest students use the modal of possibility. The strategy is only employed by the two 

oldest groups. No correlation between age and the usage of this strategy can be found. Looking at 

the teaching background shows that correlations depend on the study considered: in the first study 

with CLIL students the modal verb of possibility is used less often than in the study with EFL 

students, whereas it is used the most in the second study with CLIL students.   

Even though it hardly ever occurs in the speech of the students, the modal verb referring to 

willingness is the second most often used modal verb. Although no correlation between the number 

of years under English instruction and the usage of this strategy can be found, there is a correlation 

between the modal referring to willingness and the CLIL teaching method, as only CLIL students 

utter them. 

The modal verbs referring to imperatives and suggestions are each used by a total of two students 

in the three studies. Imperatives are uttered by one year 9 CLIL student in the second study and by 

one year 9 student in the EFL group. A correlation between the number of years under English 
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instruction and imperatives can therefore be seen with the limitation that it is only two students 

who utter an imperative. One possible explanation for the use of imperatives could be that as shown 

in the interviews with students, the students see directness as a way of mastering the vocabulary 

(see section 5.10). The modal expressing suggestions is also used by one year 9 CLIL student in 

the second study, but contrary to the case with imperatives, by one student in the youngest group 

of EFL students. While the CLIL study suggests an increase in the usage of suggestions in 

connection with more English input, the EFL study shows the contrary. As modal verbs are part 

of EFL as well as CLIL lessons, both groups of students should be familiar with them in year 6. 

The reasons for using or not using them seem to be arbitrary in the light of the different years when 

they are used. 

Some of the modal verbs are uttered in the conditional form. As only a minority of the CLIL 

students use modal verbs in the first study, the number of conditionals is also low. In the two 

youngest groups none of the students uses the conditional form, while in the oldest group only a 

small minority does so. In relation to the total number of modals used, three-fifths of the modals 

are in the conditional form. In the second study a greater minority than in the first study with CLIL 

students use the conditional form of the modal verb. Compared with the total number of modals, 

almost one-tenth of the year 7 students and half of the year 8 and year 9 students use the conditional 

form of this modal. The conditional form-modal-ratio therefore increases the older the CLIL 

students get even though the total number of conditionals does not. In the EFL group the tendency 

towards more conditionals in relation to the number of modals cannot be seen as all of the modals 

used by the youngest students are in the conditional form, but only two-fifths of the year 9 students’ 

modals. The EFL students in year 8 do not use any conditionals. Due to the low number of 

conditionals in the first study with CLIL students, no overall correlation between the teaching 

method and the usage of this strategy can be found. 

For all the above-named strategies three different perspectives can be chosen when giving advice, 

although a shift from one perspective to the other is possible. The speaker-centred perspective and 

the hearer-centred perspective are the most prominent ones. The hearer-centred perspective occurs 

the most among the year 6 and year 8 CLIL students in the first study, the year 7 students in the 

second study and the year 6 EFL students. The speaker-centred perspective is the most often used 

in all of the other groups. Most shifts in the perspectives occur in the second study with CLIL 

students, where high percentages of the speaker-centred as well as hearer-centred perspective are 

found. The inclusive-we is only used by a minority of the two oldest groups in the first study with 

CLIL students, as well as the two oldest in the EFL group. No correlations between the teaching 
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method or the years of English instruction and the perspective can be found. Rather, CLIL as well 

as EFL students prefer the speaker-centred and hearer-centred perspectives.  

Some strategies are used strikingly less in the first study with CLIL students than in the second 

study with CLIL students (minimal responses, subjectivizers, benefit for speaker, benefit for 

hearer, if-clauses, queries, modal: possibility, conditionals, speaker-centred perspective, hearer-

centred perspective), while other strategies are found strikingly more in the first study with CLIL 

students than in the second study with CLIL students (e.g. emotional expressions, emotional 

expressions with refusal, agreements, disagreements, refusals, imperatives, the speaker’s own 

different behaviour, comparatives, inclusive-we). This great difference shows that no specific 

strategies seem to have been learnt by the students, as the CLIL students vary the strategies. Rather, 

they are familiar with a number of grammar or vocabulary aspects that they use or neglect to use 

in some situations. 

A number of strategies strongly correlate with the teaching method, as they are found more among 

CLIL students (alerters, grounders, downgraders, suggestions, modal: willingness) or among EFL 

students (subjectivizers).  

The clearest tendency towards a greater usage of the strategy the longer the students undergo 

English instruction is found for the strategy alerters. Imperatives are also more prevalent among 

older CLIL students than among younger ones, although it was only one student who used them. 

Contrary to this, a tendency towards uttering agreements is found as a strategy among younger 

students. 

Some of the strategies are only used more or less, the longer the students have learnt English in 

relation to one of the two teaching methods. EFL students tend to use emotional expressions in 

combination with a refusal, refusals, their own (different) behaviour, the modal referring to 

suggestions and the hearer-centred perspective more often in the lower years. Hedges, 

subjectivizers, grounders, the speaker’s own experience, the benefit for the hearer, the benefit for 

the speaker, queries, if-clauses and the speaker-centred perspective are used more by EFL students 

after more years of English teaching. 

The strategies used by CLIL students are mostly independent of the years of instruction, with the 

exception of those already named for all groups of students. Only the modal referring to 

suggestions and the conditional form-modal-ratio increase the older the CLIL students get. 

CLIL students show that they are able to use diverse strategies to modify the advice and to make 

it even less face-threatening. The older the CLIL students get, the more polite they are and the 
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more strategies they employ. Even though directness is accepted by NS to a certain degree, the 

EFL students’ usage of refusals shows a lack of knowledge about expressing requests in a 

pragmatically acceptable way. Despite these findings, it needs to be pointed out that there are 

differences between the first and second study with CLIL students, so that while the CLIL students 

showed a greater variety of strategies, there was no clear consistency in the usage of these 

strategies, as only alerters correlate with CLIL instruction and more years of this instruction. 

6.7 German dialogues  

The strategies chosen in the English role-play situations and in the German DCTs are mostly 

similar, at least regarding the kind of strategy – though not necessarily the distribution. The 

distribution of the strategies will not be commented on here, as by the nature of the method more 

can be said in role plays than can be written within a restricted number of turns. 

Most differences between the use of strategies can be found for complaints and apologies.  

The two strategies that are found among two CLIL students in the second study, i.e. “Das kann 

doch nicht sein jetzt sein ich hab mir voll viel mühe gegeben” [“You must be joking i have taken 

a lot of care”] (S6+_15) and “Was? Das ist ein Scherz” [“What? That must be a joke”] (S8+_5) 

both show how unbelievable the situation seems to be to the interlocutors. One of the students 

further mentions his own involvement when preparing everything. Both strategies threaten the 

hearer’s face and request further apology or explanation by the conversation partner who then 

loses face again by having to do so. 

For apologies four different strategies are applied in German that do not occur in English: an 

appeaser (“Hier, ein Geschenk als Entschuldigung” [“Here, a present as an excuse”]) (D6_3), a 

justification of the hearer’s opinion (“Ich verstehe deine Wut” [“I understand your anger”]) 

(S6+_16), a complaint about a third party (“mein Bruder kann man nicht und unbeaufsichtigt 

lasse” [“my brother cannot be left unattended”]) (S7+_4), as well as a defence of a third party 

(“mein Bruder wusste es nicht” [“my brother did not know”]) (S7+_6). Out of these four strategies 

the first two, the appeaser and the justification of the hearer’s opinion, are also found in the 

literature as possible moves to apologize, in addition to an explanation and an expression of regret. 

The fact that the strategies are used in German shows that the students are pragmatically capable 

of producing these strategies but had decided against them in English, either because the student 

did not think the strategy to be necessary in English or because the phrasing seemed too difficult 

from the point of view of vocabulary and grammar. The third strategy (“mein Bruder kann man 

nicht und unbeaufsichtigt lasse” [“my brother cannot be left alone”]) (S7+_4) cannot only be 
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interpreted as a complaint about a third party but also as a way to indirectly show the speaker´s 

own failure to stop the object of complaint from occurring. The student chooses a neutral 

perspective “man” instead of saying that she also failed to help, as she left the brother unattended 

knowing that something could happen. It is therefore also a hint of the student’s own culpability. 

With the neutral form the face of the speaker is saved in comparison to the speaker-centred 

perspective. The last strategy used in German, that of the defence of the third party, allows a regret 

on behalf of the third party that is blamed. It is therefore more polite than blaming a third party to 

show one´s own lack of involvement. All four strategies add politeness and would have also been 

suitable in English. 

When having to comment on the differences between the articulations in German and in English, 

the students mostly focus on the grammar and vocabulary. This probably resembles the focus in 

language teaching which is also more oriented towards the wording and the grammar. Especially 

when the students did not think that the situation was difficult to understand, it was perceived as 

being expressed in the same way in German as it is in English. 

Where differences between English and German were commented on, the comments did not 

always resemble the actual way something was uttered, as can be seen by the example of the year 

7 CLIL student in the second study who claimed to want to be more polite in English but in fact 

used more politeness formulae in German. The two year 6 EFL students who claimed to utter 

requests more politely in German actually used the politeness formulae in English but not in 

German. All three students’ judgements about the preferred language use diverges from their 

actual use of the language. This shows an inability to use politeness strategies in the preferred way. 

While the CLIL student was able to see that more politeness would be needed in English, CLIL 

teaching has not equipped him to use more strategies, although possibly still to notice the need to 

be polite. The EFL students show that they have picked up English politeness strategies by 

coincidence, as they use them without seeing a need to be as polite in English as they would be in 

German. 

In the complaint situations four situations were claimed to be uttered more or less politely in 

German, although this was not reflected in different behaviour. Only one year 7 CLIL student 

stated that she was more direct and upset in German, which could also be seen in the DCT. Why 

the student would be more upset in German than in English, though, is not explained. 

When commenting on the apologies, one year 9 EFL student (D9_2) stated that he had used the 

polite address in German but not in English. The politeness strategy chosen is therefore part of the 
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differences that can be made in German, but not in English, where no equivalent distinction 

between the German formal “Sie” and the informal “du” exists. A year 9 CLIL student comments 

on starting more politely in English (S8+_10). This is also reflected in that the student would wait 

for an accusation in German before apologizing, whereas regret is uttered first in English. Why 

the student would behave differently is not commented on, rather the student leaves the question 

about the Why (“Warum?”) unanswered. As the German DCTs with comments were collected and 

read after the interviews, the interview also could not get a greater insight into the related thoughts 

of the students. In contrast to the above-named year 7 CLIL student and the two year 6 EFL 

students whose attempted utterances did not correspond to the actual ones, the year 9 CLIL 

student’s desire to be more polite in English is in fact fulfilled, since she expresses herself 

accordingly. 

The one student who comments on different behaviour when refusing claims to be able to explain 

herself better in German (D9_18). In fact, the explanation is of similar length to that of her 

conversation partner. However, the importance of the other appointment is outlined more and a 

general interest in the action is contrasted to the lack of time in German. 

Advice is claimed to be uttered more politely in German by two year 9 CLIL students, though in 

fact one of the students is equally polite in the German DCT as in the English role play and the 

other is even more direct in the German DCT compared with the conversation partner’s role-play 

articulations.  

Independent of the speech act commented on, only a portion of the evaluations reflects the actual 

behaviour. The students’ willingness or understanding of politeness is therefore does not always 

reflected in their talk.  

Except for one student all of the students thought the situations to be realistic. Even if this situation 

was said to occur less in their life, the student’s comment shows that he was also capable of 

adapting. 

6.8 Teacher questionnaires 

According to teachers of CLIL and EFL students the students should be comparably capable of 

uttering requests, as both groups find the request situation appropriate from year 6 or 7 onwards. 

As one CLIL teacher said that requests are also part of the CLIL classes, there should be more 

possibilities for CLIL students to learn requests. Especially CLIL teachers can underline the usage 

of requests with specific topics, although only a minority of the EFL teachers give examples of 
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such topics. Neither of the groups of teachers give concrete examples of the language used, and 

only one EFL teacher explains to use requests in role plays in class (T_N3). This could enhance a 

learning environment that resembles everyday scenarios in the L2 environment, as was the case in 

the present study. Judging from the teacher questionnaires, CLIL and EFL students should both be 

able to express requests. On the one hand the additional time spent in CLIL lessons may enable 

CLIL students to be better than EFL students. On the other hand, due to the fact that one EFL 

teacher uses role plays in the lesson, the EFL students could be at an advantange, as they are 

familiar with the form already. However, as no response was given by the CLIL teachers regarding 

the occurrence of requests, it may be that role plays are used by CLIL teachers as well. The data 

gathered in the present study supports the assumption that both groups of students are able to utter 

requests similarly: both groups show a great variety of indirect strategies, and no difference in the 

pragmatic performance can be found (see sections 5.2 and 6.1). 

For apologies the teachers of CLIL and EFL students also agree on the years where the speech act 

should be understood. Again, one CLIL teacher says that a situation like the apology because of 

the scribbled notes is not only covered in the English classes but also in the CLIL classes, so that 

the CLIL students should be at an advantage. The examples of the teachers in CLIL classes are 

again more detailed, except for the one teacher who mainly mentions the speech act of apologizing. 

Two EFL teachers are rather unspecific: one mentions the speech act of excusing and a further one 

is very general in saying that it is situational. One EFL teacher is specific, saying that apologies 

are covered with the help of the book. Whether the phrases are different from the ones that would 

be used in everyday spoken language is not mentioned. For the study at hand, CLIL students should 

be favoured, due to the extra input they receive in the CLIL lessons, although both groups of 

students have been familiarized with apologies and should be able to express them appropriately. 

Contrary to the teacher’s judgement that assumes apologies to be expressed better by CLIL 

students, EFL students used native-like strategies when apologizing (see section 6.4). This is 

mainly the case because some CLIL students denied the object of complaint and therefore did not 

apologize (see section 6.4). As an apology is required in their L1 and L2, and as CLIL teachers 

report covering apologies, it is especially dubious that a minority of the CLIL students denied the 

object of complaint. 

Advice about which sweets to buy is judged as appropriate from year 7 onwards, according to 

teachers of CLIL students, and from year 6 or year 7 onwards according to EFL teachers. The 

additional practice could therefore enlarge the EFL students’ abilities in giving advice. One of the 

teachers of EFL students judged the situation to be unrealistic (T_N2) and thereby agrees with the 
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student who also judged this situation as less likely to be of interest to him (D8_1) (see section 

5.8). It needs to be said, however, that the majority of the students did not claim this situation to 

be unrealistic (see section 5.8), so that the perception of the teacher reflected only the opinion of 

one student and not that of the majority. Nonetheless, it does indicate that role play rather than role 

enactment was the methodology chosen for this scenario (see section 4.2.1 for the discussion of 

the differences). Where reference was made to the classroom, examples and details of advice-

giving could be named. One of the teachers of EFL students here gives a concrete wording “what 

about…?” (T_N5). Interestingly, when looking at the conversations of EFL students, none of the 

EFL students used this phrase. The suggestions given by the teachers are also not uttered as such 

in the role plays. Instead, only a minority used suggestions – except for the year 7 CLIL students 

in the second study who used them often. The input and the intake therefore diverge with regard 

to advice-giving. It would be interesting to observe in further studies whether phrases used in the 

classroom are mainly perceived as vocabulary, or as having a grammatical function, or whether 

they are also taken up as being relevant pragmatically, and related to this, whether the teachers 

actually point out the pragmatic necessity of uttering speech acts in a specific way. 

Remarkably, the further advice strategy given in the questionnaire is perceived differently from 

the first advice strategy by all but one teacher who judged this to be appropriate from year 6 

onwards, independent of the exact wording. The other teachers mostly seemed to find this situation 

more difficult and did not perceive it as appropriate until later, mostly from year 8 onwards 

(T_N3). Only one teacher of CLIL students seemed to think differently, as he judged this situation 

to be appropriate one year earlier (T_C2). The difference in judgement could indicate a focus on 

the general ability to phrase something by using specific words, rather than on the speech act, 

which was in fact the same. This is especially notable as the technical term “Sprechakt” (speech 

act) was mentioned in the questionnaire, so that in addition to the oral explanation about the study, 

an indication of the interest in the speech act rather than the wording was given. This again means 

that pragmatics is likely not to be at the focus of instruction, so that students are also likely to focus 

on the wording rather than on what is pragmatically expected of them if they are in the L2 

community. 

Complaints are seen as appropriate for the two oldest groups of participating students by the 

teachers of CLIL students. While one EFL teacher agrees with that by judging them as appropriate 

from year 9 onwards, two teachers find them appropriate from the beginning. One teacher even 

gives clear examples and names the years in which they are used (T_N3). Theoretically the 

awareness of the EFL teacher where complaints are used in class and the earlier focus on complaint 
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strategies could enable EFL students to perform better than CLIL students. The data gathered 

through the role plays/role enactments is ambivalent: on the one hand, CLIL students use a greater 

variety of strategies than EFL students, so that they are pragmatically better than EFL students 

despite the preference of EFL students as reported by the teachers. On the other hand, CLIL 

students overuse direct complaints such as accusation/blame and imperatives, so that the more 

balanced and limited use of strategies by EFL students is favourable.  

EFL teachers presume their students to be capable of inviting and refusing earlier than CLIL 

students, so that they could be at advantage. While EFL students do use a number of favourable 

strategies when refusing, CLIL students use slightly more required strategies, so that contrary to 

the teachers’ judgement, the CLIL students perform better when refusing. Judging from the data 

gathered in the empirical study (see section 5.6), both groups of students utter an increasing 

number of expressions of regret the longer they undergo English instruction, so that the strategy 

that is mainly picked up by EFL as well as CLIL students is identical. 

Summing up the comments, teachers of CLIL and EFL students mostly agreed that requests, 

apologies and advice regarding sweets could be expressed early. The other speech acts, including 

another advice situation, are judged as being appropriate later. There is a tendency towards an 

earlier start by some EFL teachers as well as towards a greater variety in judgement. Looking 

especially at the comments about starts between years 6 and 9 (see complaint about the pizza), the 

teachers are either not completely sure about when the speech acts occur, as they do not pay special 

attention to teaching the pragmatics of speech acts, or how well the students can articulate the 

speech acts is teacher-dependent rather than dependent on the teaching method. 

It is striking that the teachers’ judgements do not always comply with the distribution of actual 

articulations by the students. Instead, there are deviances between the perception of what the 

students should be capable of and their articulations. This was especially prominent when teachers 

expected suggestions that were only uttered by a minority of the students. This shows that the 

intake differs from the pragmatic input. Regarding the pragmatic input, it needs to be mentioned 

that the teachers’ focus is less on pragmatics than on grammar and vocabulary, as shown in the 

different assessments of the two advice situations: even though the same speech act was required, 

teachers did not judge the students as being able to articulate them at the same time. In this context 

the focus on the wording is independent of the teaching method.    
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6.9 Student interviews 

The focus on vocabulary is also portrayed in the student interviews. The CLIL as well as EFL 

students who participated in my study mostly referred to the knowledge of vocabulary when 

talking about the differences between English and German. Their competence in using words to 

talk more fluently, in a relaxed manner and in detail was in the focus of the CLIL as well as EFL 

students’ reflections.  

The lacking knowledge of vocabulary was sometimes linked to a shorter conversation and to going 

into detail less. For the present study this means that the students could use fewer politeness 

strategies, as it was found that longer conversations lead to the usage of more politeness strategies. 

It is also remarkable that one EFL student and six CLIL students do not make a difference between 

the articulation of the speech acts in English and German at all. This is either the case because the 

students do not see and articulate any differences between these two languages, or because their 

command of the two languages is equally good and they differentiate between the politeness 

strategies automatically but rather intrinsically. In the present study, the students named were 

neither pragmatically advanced, nor pragmatically behind their peers. The reflection of a different 

behaviour therefore seems more advanced among EFL students, who find more variations and can 

comment on them meta-linguistically. It would be interesting in further studies to observe when 

the meta-linguistic comments actually lead to a better pragmatic articulation by the students. 

Only a minority of the students consider the pragmatic competences, although these are often also 

seen as dependent on the knowledge of vocabulary. The differences between German and English 

named are only partly correct. It is therefore arguable whether these differences are based on 

personal experience in the classroom or on assumptions made by the students. 

The assumption that “please” is used more often in English than “bitte” in German (D6_8), as 

stated by a year 6 EFL student, is incorrect according to House (1989). In her study she found that 

German speakers often used “bitte” (please) after an imperative, whereas the British phrase 

requests more politely in the first place. The student was therefore right in assuming that politeness 

is needed in English and that more had to be articulated indirectly (see Edmondson et al. 1984: 

119), although not with regard to the frequency of the usage of the words “please” / “bitte”. 

The dependency of the language use on the conversation partner and the difference between private 

and business talk (D9_6) is correct (Holmes 2001: 2). Even though the EFL student who named 

this dependency is mainly exposed to one register in the English classroom, the student is correctly 

able to reflect that the (sometimes teacher-fronted) language use inside the classroom (with IRF 
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cycles and a clear power distribution) may deviate from that outside the classroom with regard to 

certain pragmatic features. 

The interest of the speaker in maintaining a good relationship to the conversation partner may 

reflect a different language choice, as stated by a year 9 CLIL student (S8+_2). Strikingly, the 

student’s focus was not on being more polite when talking to a person he likes, but rather on being 

less polite when the other party is also impolite. The focus is therefore on rudeness rather than on 

polite indirectness. 

The assumption that numerous politeness strategies are needed, as said by a CLIL student in year 

9 (S8+_15), is true (Edmondson et al. 1984: 119). This being a general statement, the CLIL student 

has a broad understanding about politeness, so that more detailed pragmatics teaching is likely to 

lead to good learning effects on the part of the student. It would be interesting to observe in further 

studies whether students who show an awareness of politeness strategies being needed are faster 

at acquiring specific pragmatic strategies than their peers. 

The statements of three CLIL students that they would be more direct in English if they knew the 

words contradicts the pragmatic competences of these students. The explanation of one CLIL 

student that direct statements are not taught in English classes, shows that the teachers act 

according to the necessary politeness strategies in English, but that the students do not recognize 

this strategy. The fact that the input the teachers perceive as having been given diverges from the 

actual articulations of the students was also shown in the previous section (see section 6.8). More 

explicit pragmatic teaching is therefore required for the students to notice the lacking directness 

needed. 

The focus on vocabulary in the discussion by the students seems to reflect the focus in the language 

classroom. It is especially remarkable that more CLIL than EFL students would not react 

differently in English at all and that some CLIL students argued that they would have liked to be 

more direct, and therefore impolite, if they had known the words. The language choice of the 

students as shown in the role plays therefore does not always reflect their pragmatic considerations, 

but rather their inability to phrase the utterances differently. Here it could be asked why the 

language was used that way in the role plays, i.e. whether they tried to transfer as much as they 

could, or whether they were only able to use the vocabulary like that because they had in fact been 

taught to be more polite.  

All in all, the reactions of the students seemed, with a few exceptions, to be intuitive. The reactions 

to the familiarity of the situations from the classrooms show that pragmatic competences are not 
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part of the classrooms, that role plays reflecting situations that would occur in everyday life are 

usually not practised in the classrooms, except for the restaurant situations, or that the students do 

not recognize such examples, as their focus is more on vocabulary and grammar than on 

pragmatics.  While this constant focus on vocabulary and grammar in EFL and CLIL lessons has 

led CLIL students to outperform their peers in these respects, the lacking focus on pragmatics leads 

to varied results in the pragmatic competences of the students where neither CLIL nor EFL 

students are strikingly better than the other party. 
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7 Conclusion 

The aim of the present study has been to show whether or not the pragmatic competences of CLIL 

and EFL students differ. Depending on the results, it can be discussed whether CLIL is effective 

and if anything could be done to improve the pragmatic competences of either group of students.  

The present study shows that CLIL as well as EFL students are able to utter numerous strategies 

when articulating requests, thanks, complaints, apologies, refusals to invitations, and advice. Out 

of these speech acts, requests have meanwhile been researched with regard to differences in the 

articulation of CLIL and EFL students (Nashaat 2012, Nashaat-Sobhy 2014). 

Nashaat-Sobhy carried out a pilot study with 38 students from 4 CLIL classes (Nashaat 2012) and 

later a main study with 402 participants from CLIL and EFL classes in different years (Nashaat-

Sobhy 2014: 94). The data for the main study was gathered at a single time. Request modifiers and 

strategies of CLIL and non-CLIL students were compared through a Written Discourse 

Completion Test and a reception Multiple Choice Discourse Completion Test (ibid.: i–ii). As was 

the case in the present study, the CCSARP was used as the basis, but modified subsequently (ibid.: 

ii). The outcome of the study is varied. The older CLIL students that had more years of English 

instruction used more softeners like cost minimizer, understatements and downtoners than EFL 

students (ibid.: 214), so that there is a positive effect of CLIL. The older CLIL learners get, i.e. the 

greater their experience with English, the less they use “can” and the more they say “could” (ibid.: 

162), so that they are able to modify their request more the older they get. However, in a student-

student situation, CLIL students used “can” more and “could” less than EFL students (ibid.: 194), 

so that EFL students showed more politeness. The outcome was similar for CLIL and EFL students 

in the advanced years with regard to using grounders more than other modifiers (ibid.: 188). 

Furthermore, no significant differences between the articulations of CLIL and EFL students were 

found regarding “intrasentential please (please in mid position), hedges, understatements, 

consultative devices (openers) and downtoners” (ibid.: 191–192). In a number of instances CLIL 

students were more direct and thus less polite than EFL students. Only the most advanced 

CLIL students used upgraders in student-student situations, e.g. “the noise... is impossible” and 

“shut the fuck up” (ibid.: 201). These upgraders stress the negative impact of the hearer’s action 

and thus the imposition the action has on the speaker. The hearer’s face is threatened more. 

Furthermore, the older CLIL students used imperatives more often than EFL students (ibid.: 203). 

Thus, while CLIL students are able to modify and soften their requests on the one hand, they are 

also more direct and use more commands than EFL students. No overall positive effect of CLIL 

on the performance of requests could be found. One possible reason for the outcome is that teachers 
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do not assess pragmatics, as it is “[n]ot part of the academic syllabus” (Nashaat 2012). As with 

Nashaat-Sobhy’s students, some of the CLIL students in the present study also stated that they 

would like to be more direct. To some CLIL students, directness is therefore not a sign of impolite 

behaviour but rather of a good command of vocabulary. If this is to change, the focus needs to 

switch to pragmatics, and the teachers and students need to be familiarized with the fact that while 

written analysis needs to be as clear and direct as possible, this is not the case with oral discussion 

of everyday subjects. At the same time, there needs to be shift away from mainly written tests on 

scientific and academic topics towards oral tests of everyday discussions. During these everyday 

discussions, teachers need to not only allow but rather encourage seemingly ‘imperfect’ language 

use with hesitations, repetitions, and other politeness strategies. 

Looking at the outcome of the present study, CLIL students showed more politeness when 

requesting. Requests are uttered with more politeness by CLIL students than by EFL students, as 

CLIL students were observed to use strategies such as preparatories, conditionals, hints and 

cajolers more than EFL students. Possibly this is due to additional possibilities in the CLIL classes 

to request information or help etc. from the teachers. 

No difference in the articulation of thanks is visible between CLIL and EFL students. The reaction 

to thanks, however, is more diverse among CLIL students. Even though CLIL students know an 

alternative to “you’re welcome”, students in this group are also the only ones who utter the 

incorrect “please”. Considering that no reply to thanks would have been necessary and that only 

CLIL students articulate an incorrect variant, one would diagnose the abilities of CLIL students 

here as being weaker than those of EFL students. The overuse of the incorrect “please” thus 

contradicts the previously named focus on vocabulary in the language classroom. The fact that this 

is a false friend shows that CLIL students have learnt the translation “please – bitte”, but have not 

learnt it in the correct context well enough yet. 

The distribution of polite complaint strategies is varied: whereas the polite preface and 

downgraders are found more among CLIL students, EFL students tend to use more hints and 

subjectivizers. The most direct strategies, such as consequences, blame and imperatives, are found 

most among CLIL students. Even though CLIL students use imperatives more often overall, CLIL 

as well as EFL students tend to use more imperatives the more years of instruction the students 

have undergone. All in all, due to the direct strategies that are found more among CLIL students 

than EFL students, EFL students express complaints slightly more politely than CLIL students. In 

uttering complaints more baldly, CLIL students show their knowledge of straight-forward 
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vocabulary. According to the interviews, especially CLIL students see directness as a way to 

master the words in the target language. 

While there is only a tendency towards a more polite use of complaint strategies by EFL students, 

the results regarding apologies are clearer. The strategies that were observed to be used by NS of 

English were also found more by EFL than by CLIL students. CLIL and EFL students have in 

common that they blame a third party if that third party was responsible for the cause, and that 

they blame themselves if the failure was their fault. They both orient the blame towards the person 

directly articulated in the role play situation, and usually do not diverge from this by a usage of a 

different strategy. 

Most of the refusal strategies that are used by NS of English such as apologies and suggestions of 

a new date of the refusing party are also used more by CLIL students than by EFL students. 

Therefore, CLIL students are pragmatically stronger with regard to refusals. 

Generally, CLIL students utter more of the favourable advice strategies than EFL students. 

However, CLIL as well as EFL students use a great number of imperatives the older they get, and 

therefore neglect politeness strategies. This may be due to an increase of vocabulary knowledge, 

so that the students are able to utter advice more directly knowing the words that they could first 

describe only. 

The correlations between the individual speech acts and the teaching method have its limits, as 

this correlation should go hand-in-hand with a greater usage of the politeness strategies the more 

experienced the CLIL or EFL students get. Only when there is a correlation between the teaching 

method and the politeness strategy as well as between the years of instruction of that group of 

students and the politeness strategy, can it be suspected that (more) instruction through the 

teaching method is favourable. As long as there is only a general correlation between the teaching 

method and the individual speech act, the students do not gain better knowledge the longer they 

have undergone CLIL or EFL instruction. Thus, the above-given results need to be seen within 

their limits and are only tendencies that would need to be verified in further studies. The current 

study only found tendencies for all CLIL students and all EFL students participating in the study, 

but cannot verify that more instruction through one or the other teaching method is favourable for 

the general development of pragmatic competences. The fact that no teaching method is favourable 

for all speech acts also suggests that neither EFL nor CLIL students profit from their possible 

politeness instruction more than the other group. Rather, the outcomes may be simply coincidence. 

This coincidence can be explained by the lack of implicit or explicit instruction of politeness, and 
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by the failure of students to notice pragmatic principles used in class (see Schmidt’s 1990, 2012 

Noticing Hypothesis) or by a failure to notice the correction that is made (see Schmidt’s 2010: 724 

“noticing the gap” hypothesis). A further possible explanation for deviances can be the students’ 

active and voluntary decision against target-language norms and a will to stress their own language 

identity (Davis 2007) with the effect that they do not observe L2 norms but L1 norms as they feel 

closer to their L1 culture. 

Whether or not more participants would lead to a different outcome that also shows a correlation 

between the years of instruction and the teaching method, is a factor that will have to be researched 

in the future. Currently no overall preference of one teaching method has been found. 

Especially EFL students utter more politeness strategies in German than in English, as was shown 

in the German DCTs. In contrast, the strategies that CLIL students used in the German DCTs, but 

not in the English role plays, were more direct. Judging from the comparison of the utterances, 

CLIL students show recognition of a necessity to use more politeness strategies in English than in 

German. The reflections on the differences between the articulations in German and English, 

however, only partly reflect the positive politeness strategies in English actually exhibited. Instead, 

when the CLIL students comment on being more or less polite in German compared to English, 

this sometimes, but not always, reflects their actual behaviour and articulations. Thus, the 

knowledge shown in the role plays is not necessarily the metaknowledge they have about 

languages. 

Not only the students’ intuitions but also the teachers’ judgements do not always correspond to the 

articulations of the students shown in the role plays. The perception that requests, apologies and 

advice regarding sweets, but not advice about pizza, can be uttered earlier than the other speech 

acts is not borne out in the role plays. Only intensifiers are used more in apologies the older the 

students get; the other pragmatic strategies do not correlate positively with more years of English 

instruction. CLIL students tend to utter more positive politeness strategies in two of the seemingly 

easier speech acts, while EFL students tend to utter more politeness strategies in one of the 

seemingly easier speech acts. Even though the judgements of the teachers are the same, these three 

strategies are favourable for the CLIL students. The students therefore do not pick up all of the 

speech act strategies that the teachers reported they had covered in class. Instead, a greater focus 

seems to be laid on vocabulary. 

Complaints and refusals to an invitation are generally judged as being appropriate earlier by EFL 

teachers than by CLIL teachers. Nonetheless, an earlier command of such speech acts by EFL 
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students than by CLIL students is not seen in the role plays. On the one hand, EFL students tend 

to show favourable behaviour regarding complaints, so that the earlier focus on complaint 

strategies by EFL teachers has a positive effect on the students’ articulations. On the other hand, 

more years of instruction correlate positively with hints and subjectivizers uttered by EFL students 

and not by CLIL students, so that a learning effect is seen in the later years by the students who 

were said to be capable early on. The EFL teachers’ opinion that their students should have been 

able to refuse an invitation early is not reflected in the role-play situations, as it is CLIL students 

who are pragmatically stronger. 

It is therefore questionable how much the students pick up in classes pragmatically, as the students’ 

utterances diverge from the teachers’ judgement. At the same time it needs to be mentioned that 

the teachers’ assessments may not solely have been related to the students’ pragmatic 

competences, but to the students’ overall competence in being able to react to the situation given. 

An indication of this is the diversity of judgements about the two advice situations: whereas the 

students are said to be able to utter advice about sweets early, the evaluations of the advice situation 

regarding pizza diverge, i.e. a great number of teachers think that this advice situation can be 

expressed only considerably later than the advice about sweets. 

The theory that vocabulary has a great impact on the judgements is even more obvious in the 

students’ statements during the interviews. Knowledge about vocabulary was commented on 

strikingly more often than knowledge about pragmatics. This applies to CLIL as well as EFL 

students. Possibly this goes hand-in-hand with Dalton-Puffer’s (2007a: 230) finding that 

vocabulary is most often corrected in the classroom, while other errors are touched on less often. 

The outcome that vocabulary is commented on most when concentrating on the differences 

between English and German is also supported by Mesquida and Juan-Garau (2013). Looking at 

CLIL and EFL students performing role plays and focusing on the negotiation strategies, Mesquida 

(2013: 131) found that in the self-initiated repairs and reformulations that were the most frequently 

used negotiation strategies, more than half of the self-repairs concerned the lexicon (ibid.: 132). 

While grammar and pronunciation were also sometimes self-repaired (ibid.: 133), no observations 

regarding the pragmatic competences and reformulations connected with politeness were 

commented on. 

To show a good knowledge of pragmatics it would not only be necessary to concentrate less on 

vocabulary, but also to observe (cultural and pragmatic) differences between English and German. 

A general understanding of this is seen the least among CLIL students, as learners from the group 

of CLIL students state that they do not differentiate between articulations in German and English 
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most often – at least when seeing this statement against the background that these CLIL students 

did not outperform their peers though implicit knowledge. The explanations concerning deviances 

between German and English pragmatics that are given by EFL students are only partly correct. 

Whereas EFL students correctly observed that politeness is needed and that the language use has 

to be adapted depending on the conversation partner, the assumption that “please” is more common 

in English than “bitte” in German is false. The latter, however, shows a strong interest on the part 

of the EFL student to be polite in English, and possibly an over-interpretation of politeness rules 

either based on the EFL student's false comprehension of classroom talk, or an EFL teacher's 

exaggerated focus on politeness in English to the disfavour of the teaching of the specific rules 

about “please”. In contrast to the overall favourable understanding of the necessity to adopt the 

appropriate pragmatic speech patterns by EFL students, only some of the CLIL students observe 

politeness rules correctly, i.e. they state that the articulations are dependent on the conversation 

partner and that numerous strategies are needed when talking. Other CLIL students seem not to 

have comprehended the need for indirectness in English, but rather stress that they would be more 

direct in English if they knew the words. 

The students’ role-play utterances therefore need to be seen against the background of the 

observations during the DCTs and interviews. Especially the CLIL students’ utterances need to be 

re-interpreted, as it is questionable whether the strategies are employed due to their understanding 

of English rules or due to a failure to be more direct. On the one hand, the utterance of polite 

strategies shows that the students are able to articulate speech acts in a pragmatically favourable 

way, whatever the reason for their language choice may be. Possibly the students articulated the 

speech acts in a way that had been learnt at school, even though they are not able consciously to 

recognize that speech behaviour as being the preferred one. On the other hand, it can be suspected 

that the students would be more direct once their vocabulary was enlarged, so that the outcome 

would then not be the preferred one any more. 

Coming back to the research question regarding differences between CLIL and EFL students’ 

pragmatic competences, it can be said that no positive effect of CLIL teaching in contrast to EFL 

instruction could be observed. Instead, among CLIL as well as EFL students there are some 

students who have better pragmatic competences and others who lack such competences. The 

articulations of the students do not always conform to the metaknowledge that they show in the 

comments about the DCTs and in the interviews.  

Resulting from the finding that there is no difference between the pragmatic competences of CLIL 

and EFL students, the next question to be answered is that concerning how pragmatic competences 
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could be enhanced in the language classrooms. There are different theories as to whether pragmatic 

competences “automatically” increase the more proficient the learners are. While there are 

researchers who say that students with high overall competences in the L2 also have higher 

pragmatic competences and therefore do not need any further pragmatic instruction (see e.g. 

Roever 2005, Abdukarimova & Bezborodova 2014: 7), other researchers do not see an increase in 

the students’ pragmatic competences going hand in hand with higher language proficiency (see 

e.g. Jianda 2006: 1). What most researchers do agree on is that pragmatics and speech acts are 

teachable (Rose 2005; Jianda 2006: 1). This accords with Wyner’s and Cohen’s (2015: 541) 

conclusion following a discussion of research carried out in the field of pragmatic acquisition by 

L2 learners of a language: “a graded approach to teaching pragmatics should be developed, with 

the knowledge that lower level learners may simply not have the grammatical ability to produce 

the range of options considered pragmatically appropriate”. Even at a stage when not all 

grammatical forms are available to the student yet, he should nevertheless be familiarized with the 

norms in the target language.  

Like Nashaat-Sobhy (2014: 324), who could not find an overall positive effect of CLIL on the 

pragmatic competences, the researcher of the present study also believes that formal pragmatic 

instruction is needed. Suggestions by Wyner and Cohen (2015) regarding how this instruction can 

take place are blogs, pen-pal contacts in the target community, discussions about pragmatic 

constructs in a newspaper article, and textbooks about pragmatics, along with teacher-training in 

pragmatics. Teachers and students need to be familiarized with the pragmatic peculiarities instead 

of concentrating solely on the grammar, vocabulary and content of the language. As long as the 

students only concentrate on saying things as clearly as possible using the most concrete (and 

thereby direct) vocabulary, the pragmatically necessary politeness will be lacking. 

Agreeing with the finding that explicit teaching is most promising for conveying pragmatic 

knowledge, Glaser (2013) additionally observed whether pragmatic teaching should be made 

deductively or inductively. When teaching deductively, rules are given prior to exercises (Glaser 

2013: 152). When teaching inductively, examples are given as a basis, and the students are to 

discover activities before they are doing exercises on the phenomena again (Glaser 2013: 152). 

Glaser (2013: 154) found that explicit-inductively taught students outperformed their peers that 

were taught explicit-deductively. An example of how students can be taught explicit-inductively 

is given (Glaser 2013: 155–157): before introducing a pragmatic phenomenon, students can be 

asked to act out a specific situation in role-plays which are videotaped in order to be able to look 

at the initial assumptions on how to act out the scenario beforehand. After that, a sequence from a 
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TV series or film can be shown to the students so that they can see material from the target 

language community that aims at being authentic. Discussing the films, the students can find 

features seen in the films and can collect their experiences on the blackboard. They are invited to 

talk about their own ideas and to look for a more general pattern behind the phenomenon.  

Looking at Green Line New (for short GLN), the school book for students at Gymnasium, the most 

advanced German secondary school, Ogiermann (2010: 121) found numerous instances where 

pragmatic competences were touched on in the early years of language learning. To give concrete 

examples, the following phrasal elements are taught in GLN I in year 5: indirect requests with 

“can”, functions of the modal verbs, expressing regret with “sorry”, and the politeness marker 

“please” (ibid.). Within this framework, new vocabulary and grammatical structures can best be 

introduced within a dialogue that is pragmatically valuable (ibid.). However, the older and more 

advanced the students get, the more the focus shifts from teaching grammar, and incidentally also 

pragmatics, to text-work. Already in GLN II more narrative texts are used, and thus less pragmatic 

competence is conveyed (ibid.: 122). The explicit input the students receive on pragmatics 

decreases the more proficient the students get, as “the focus moves from communication to 

narration” (ibid.: 124). Thus, most school books do not provide enough pragmatic input for 

students (Bardovi-Harlig 2001: 24). Either “course book designers need to go beyond the 

requirements of the curricula” (Ogiermann 2010: 120) and integrate more pragmatic input or 

teachers need to give the students more opportunities for pragmatic input that goes beyond the 

curriculum and beyond the course book. 

Summing up current research on pragmatics, one can say that explicit teaching of pragmatics is 

more promising than implicit teaching; however, when done properly, implicit teaching can also 

lead to good results (Alcón Soler & Martínez Flor 2008: 11). Two examples of implicit pragmatics 

teaching that failed are the studies by Kondo (2008) and Lose (2007). In Kondo’s (2008: 162) 

study, utterances of Japanese learners of English were compared to the data of NS of English with 

the result that even though forms were implicitly taught, the necessary forms could only be found 

in the data of NS of English, but not in the data of Japanese learners of English. Kondo summarizes 

the result saying that students need to have opportunities to reflect on their linguistic choices and 

to compare them with others in the classroom, and that explicit teaching is necessary (ibid.: 153). 

Lose (2007) looked at year 11 students’ oral utterances in a CLIL biology class. The students had 

been having CLIL lessons for two years and were prepared for the programme prior to this (ibid.).  

Lose found that even though most forms should be familiar from the English lessons, the 

CLIL students used only some of the phrases that would have been appropriate for the discourse 
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functions explaining, speculating, hypothesizing, expressing opinions and describing (ibid.). Thus, 

even though teachers were able to realize discourse functions in practical usage, they did not show 

declarative knowledge (ibid.) and did not teach these functions to the students directly, leading to 

weaker competence on the part of the students. As research has generally shown the benefit of 

explicit over implicit language teaching (Basturkmen & Nguyen 2017: 566), this should also be 

done to increase the competence of CLIL and EFL students at German schools. 

In the past, several ways to teach English pragmatics explicitly have been chosen. Huth (2006: 

187) compared opening sequences of phone conversations by Americans and Germans for 

purposes of pragmatic instruction. Others have similarly pointed to the effectiveness of comparing 

the speech acts of FL learners and native speakers (Choraih, Loutfi, & Mansoor 2016: 187). In this 

way differences between the L1 and L2 can be clearly detected, so that less transfer is made from 

the L1 and so that the students clearly learn the rules of the L2. Regarding possible transfer, lingua 

franca research has often tackled the question of how well students should be able to perform in 

relation to NS, as they usually correspond with NNS of English (Nikula et al. 2013: 85) rather than 

NS. Many researchers still see pragmatic competence in terms of closeness to NS talk. However, 

as English is a lingua franca, some researchers now view pragmatic competence differently. A 

possible view taken can be the consciousness of differences between the mother tongue and the 

foreign language (Basturkmen & Nguyen 2017: 570), so that the students should be familiar with 

the differences even when they choose to diverge from some of the NS norms when talking to 

speakers from a different culture. 

Pragmatics can also be learnt through teacher-student interaction, pair-work or role-plays (ibid.: 

564), with role plays being more favourable for pragmatics learning than teacher-fronted 

instruction (Ohta 1995). Through role plays students can learn to articulate the phrases that they 

have previously learnt. They reflect on their knowledge and performance. Other language teaching 

methods often provide only limited opportunities for the incidental learning of pragmatics 

(Basturkmen & Nguyen 2017: 564). 

The methods named here should be taken seriously, especially against the background that they 

not only increase students’ pragmatic competences, but are also a source of enjoyment for students. 

Questioned about what students liked about their English lessons in elementary school, they 

frequently stated that they enjoyed acting out a story (Schlemminger & Herold 2013: 196) and 

playing theatre (ibid.: 199), admittedly, though, the latter was very dependent on the individual 

student, probably due to the different personalities involved (Schlemminger & Buchmann 2013: 

220). All in all, the CLIL students in Schlemmiger and Buchmann's (ibid.) study liked role plays 
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best, followed by discussions and theatre performance. The students in the present study also stated 

in their feedback that they would enjoy more role plays in their classrooms.   

The hypothesis that CLIL students have better preconditions for pragmatic learning than EFL 

students and that they should therefore show greater pragmatic competence was not shown to be 

the case in the present study. While CLIL students do outperform EFL students in some respects, 

EFL students are better than CLIL students in other areas. It has been assumed that because CLIL 

students have more opportunities to observe the teacher talking and to practise discussions, they 

are also pragmatically more competent. While this may be the case to a certain degree, EFL as 

well as CLIL students do not simply pick up speech acts in the incidental ways that many teachers 

assume they do. Further studies are needed to verify that these findings hold when a larger number 

of pairs are involved in experimental observation. The present study needs to be seen within its 

limits, as it was sometimes a single student undergoing EFL or CLIL instruction who produced 

utterances with strategies that deviated from the rest. 

Judging from the present study, more explicit input would be needed to enhance students’ powers 

of noticing. Here, CLIL may be at a disadvantage, as the teaching methodology underlying it 

implies that language should be learnt naturally, with as little code switching as possible and that 

when content information is conveyed, the focus is on the content rather than on a pragmatically 

correct wording. For a pragmatically favourable output by students, more explicit focus has to be 

placed on pragmatics, that is, on teaching pragmatics and on correcting pragmatic errors. As 

suggested in the literature, this can be done through theatre plays, discussion of pragmatic 

constructs in written work, and pragmatics textbooks. More role plays or dialogues can be used to 

practise talking in a pragmatically favourable way. Further research concentrating on different 

strategies used to convey pragmatic knowledge explicitly in EFL and CLIL lessons is needed. 
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8 Limitations of the present study and further research 

The present study was carried out at two Realschulen (medium level secondary school), one using 

mainstream English instruction (EFL) and the other a modular English CLIL programme (CLIL).  

In order for the students to have a similar language background and to be comparable with one 

another, only students with solely German as a mother tongue and with a medium amount of 

contact to English outside the classroom were allowed to participate. The number of students 

involved was therefore limited. While the limited number of students did allow conclusions about 

tendencies among CLIL and EFL students, these need to be verified in further research, especially 

with regard to the instances where only one student used articulations different from the other 

peers. In alignment with that, students who are especially high or low performers could be 

surveyed more about their individual language decisions made. That way it can be grasp better 

whether differences are caused by individual learner decisions, i.e. the leaners’ active decision to 

deviate from a norm because of their own cultural identity that differs from the target language 

norms, or whether other strategies were not known to the students. 

Furthermore, it would be interesting to observe whether pragmatic learning effects are the same at 

Gymnasium (advanced level secondary school). On the one hand, students at Gymnasium 

generally have better competences, though on the other hand this leads to academic text work 

instead of dialogues and a discussion of the pragmatic suitability of language forms. While a 

general higher language achievement may also cause better pragmatic competences (Roever 

2005), and therefore CLIL students at Gymnasium level to have better pragmatic competences 

than other EFL students, the exact opposite may be the case when there is an increasing focus on 

vocabulary at Gymnasium level CLIL classes. When more words are known, students are also able 

to use more direct utterances, that are then more impolite. 

Together with that, it would be interesting to know whether more CLIL input in general would 

have led to a different result, i.e. if the differences in the articulations between CLIL and EFL 

students would have been visible if the students looked at were not simply participants in modular 

programmes but were being taught rather in bilingual settings where whole subjects and not only 

individual topics were taught in the L2. In the case of bilingual branches, however, it is important 

to differentiate between the additional instruction that many CLIL students receive as preparation 

to CLIL classes in years 5 and 6, and the effect that CLIL classes have, as was observed for general 

English proficiency, interest and EFL self-concept by Rumlich (2015). The extra EFL instruction 

the CLIL students receive significantly contributes to their better performance compared to 

students in regular classes who do not have extra English lessons. 
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In the study at hand, deviances between students’ perception and their actual articulations could 

be found, e.g. when students who reported that more politeness was needed in German actually 

used more politeness strategies in English and vice versa (see section 5.8). Longitudinal studies 

are needed to see either when the students’ perception changes or when the students’ perceptions 

are mirrored in their production.  

When questioned on their performance during the role plays, most of the students in the present 

study only commented on their use of vocabulary. Only a limited number of students also 

acknowledged pragmatic competences (see sections 5.10 and 6.9). With regard to the students’ 

metalinguistic competences, it still needs to be observed if students’ – correct or incorrect – 

acknowledgement of pragmatic competences leads to an earlier development of pragmatic 

competences compared to students who did not comment on pragmatics. Possibly, even though it 

is false that more “please” is needed in English, the fact that the student sees a greater need for 

politeness features might lead this student to also acquire other – correct – strategies faster than 

the peers who do not consider politeness features at all. 

As especially CLIL teaching involves a lot of preparation work and as the curriculum needs to be 

met by CLIL and EFL teachers who have a limited time-frame to concentrate on topics that go 

beyond the curriculum, it would be helpful if researchers designed course books that gave 

instruction and exercises on pragmatic fields previously touched on incidentally in written 

dialogues or texts. Afterwards, a comparison of the benefit of new course books could be carried 

out. Prior to creating course books, it could be helpful observing whether there are specific stages 

that all learners follow when acquiring pragmatic competences, possibly in alignment with the 

stages followed when acquiring grammatical competences (Processability Theory by Pienemann 

1998, Pienemann 2005). 

Generally, more research is needed on pragmatics, as also on the behaviour of students that goes 

beyond what can be observed in the classroom. So far most of the research on CLIL has 

concentrated “on teacher-led classroom and whole-class interaction” (Nikula et al. 2013: 73) or 

only on limited aspects of pragmatics, such as just the speech act of requests (Nashaat-Sobhy 

2014). With more research carried out, the results of this study, which is only explorative, due to 

the limited number of students, can be verified or falsified. 
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10 Appendix 

10.1 Questionnaire – Pilot Study 

Fragebogen 

Kreuze bitte die auf dich zutreffenden Antworten an, bzw. schreibe deine Antworten auf die 

vorgegebene Linie 

Kurze Info zur Person 

1) Wie heißt du? 

________________________________ 

2) Welchen Künstlernamen hättest du gerne? 

_________________________________ 

3) Wie alt bist du? 

_________________________________ 

4) Bist du männlich oder weiblich? 

 männlich  weiblich 

Sprachhintergrund 

5) Wie viele bilinguale Module hast du belegt? 

Zirka _____. 

6) Welches ist deine Muttersprache? 

 Deutsch  Englisch  Sonstige _________________ 

7) Wann hast du angefangen Englisch zu lernen? 

Mit ca. _____ Jahren. 

8) Wie oft warst du schon im Urlaub in einem englischsprachigen Land wie Australien, 

England, Kanada, USA, etc.? 

Etwa _________ Mal. 

9) Warst du schon mal für mehr als 2 Wochen im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja  Nein 
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10) Hast du Freunde im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja  Nein 

11) Hast du Familie im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja  Nein 

Lesen 

12) Wie lange liest du durchschnittlich außerhalb der Schule auf Englisch? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

Schreiben 

13) Hast du eine/n englische/n Brieffreund/in? 

 Ja  Nein  Derzeit nicht mehr 

Film und Fernsehen 

14) Wie lange guckst du durchschnittlich auf Englisch fern (inkl. Kino)? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

15) Guckst du dir englische Filme lieber im Original oder auf Deutsch an? 

 im Original  auf Deutsch 

Radio and CD 

16) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich englisches Radio wie BBC, etc.? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

17) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich Musik auf Englisch? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

18) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich englische Hörspiele? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

Sprechen 

19) Wie lange sprichst du durchschnittlich mit Personen auf Englisch außerhalb der Schule? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

20) Wie lange chattest du durchschnittlich mit Personen im Internet auf Englisch? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 
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Meinung zur Sprache 

21) Wie sehr magst du Englisch als Unterrichtsfach? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

22) Wie sehr magst du Englisch generell? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

23) Wie sehr magst du es, dich auf Englisch zu unterhalten? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

24) Wie sehr magst du es, anderen beim Englisch reden zuzuhören? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

25) Macht dir Englisch Spaß? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

26) Würdest du gerne mehr auf Englisch sprechen? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

27) Wie sehr magst du die Leute, die Englisch als Muttersprache haben? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 

28) Würdest du gerne Leute kennen lernen, die Englisch als Muttersprache haben? 

 Sehr  Eher mehr  Geht so  Eher weniger  Nicht 
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10.2 Questionnaire – Main Study 

Fragebogen 

Kreuze bitte die auf dich zutreffenden Antworten an, bzw. schreibe deine Antworten auf die 

vorgegebene Linie 

Kurze Info zur Person 

1) Wie heißt du (Vor- und Nachname)? ________________________________ 

2) Wie alt bist du? _________ Jahre alt. 

3) In welcher Klasse bist du (Jahrgang und Buchstabe)? __________________ 

4) Bist du männlich oder weiblich? 

 männlich    weiblich 

Sprachhintergrund 

5) Wie viele bilinguale Module (Projekte auf Englisch) hast du bis jetzt belegt? 

Zirka _____. 

6) Welches ist deine Muttersprache? 

 Deutsch    Englisch    Sonstige _________________ 

7) Wann hast du angefangen Englisch zu lernen? 

Mit ca. _____ Jahren. 

8) Wie oft warst du schon im Urlaub in einem englischsprachigen Land wie Australien, 

England, Kanada, USA, etc.? 

Etwa _________ Mal. 

9) Warst du schon mal für mehr als 2 Wochen im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja    Nein 

10) Hast du Freunde im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja    Nein 

11) Hast du Familie im englischsprachigen Ausland? 

 Ja    Nein 

Lesen 
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12) Wie lange liest du durchschnittlich außerhalb der Schule auf Englisch (Chat-Nachrichten, 

Zeitung, Magazine, Briefe, etc.)? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

Schreiben 

13) Hast du derzeit eine/n englische/n Brieffreund/in? 

 Ja    Nein    Derzeit nicht mehr 

Film und Fernsehen 

14) Wie lange guckst du durchschnittlich auf Englisch fern (inkl. Kino)? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

15) Guckst du dir englische Filme lieber im Original oder auf Deutsch an? 

 im Original    auf Deutsch 

Radio and CD 

16) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich englisches Radio wie BBC, etc.? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

17) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich Musik auf Englisch? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

18) Wie lange hörst du durchschnittlich englische Hörspiele? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

Sprechen 

19) Wie lange sprichst du durchschnittlich mit Personen auf Englisch außerhalb der Schule? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

20) Wie lange chattest du durchschnittlich mit Personen im Internet auf Englisch? 

Etwa _____ Stunden _____ Minuten pro Woche. 

Meinung zur Sprache 

21) Wie sehr magst du Englisch als Unterrichtsfach? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

22) Wie sehr magst du Englisch generell? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 
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23) Wie sehr magst du es, dich auf Englisch zu unterhalten? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

24) Wie sehr magst du es, anderen beim Englisch reden zuzuhören? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

25) Macht dir Englisch Spaß? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

26) Würdest du gerne mehr auf Englisch sprechen? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

27) Wie sehr magst du die Leute, die Englisch als Muttersprache haben? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

28) Würdest du gerne Leute kennen lernen, die Englisch als Muttersprache haben? 

 Sehr    Eher mehr    Geht so    Eher weniger    Nicht 

29) Welches war deine letzte Zeugnisnote in Englisch? 

 Sehr gut    Gut    Befriedigend    Ausreichend    Mangelhaft     

Ungenügend 

Wünsche für die Videostudie 

30) Welchen Künstlernamen hättest du gerne? 

________________________________ 

31) Mit wem würdest du gerne das Rollenspiel durchführen? 

________________________________ 
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10.3  Role play/Role enactment scenarios – Pilot Study 

School life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You stay at school to study with a friend. Then you hear loud music coming from a room close 

by. You don’t know the student who is in the other classroom listening to music, but you want 

to ask him/her to turn the music down. What would you say?” (Rose 1994: 13) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You cannot take a bus directly after 

school. You stay in your classroom 

and study because you have a test 

soon. Then you hear very loud music 

from another classroom. You know 

there is no music lesson. You want 

the student to stop the music. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You stay in your classroom after 

school and listen to music because 

your school bus does not come until 

later. 

Props: 

book to study 

Everyday life – request 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You get on the bus to go home and you are carrying a lot of books. You are tired and you want 

to sit down. You do not find any free seats until you see that a student is taking up two seats. 

You want to ask this student to move over so you can sit down. What would you say?” (ibid.) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have been shopping and have 

bought a lot. Now you have many 

bags, and you decide to go home by 

bus. There is only one free seat next 

to someone. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You are sitting in a full bus. The only 

free seat is next to you where you 

have your bag. 

Props: 

bags 

Everyday life – request 

(Original DCT-situation) 
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 “You are having dinner with your friend’s family. The food is good, and you want to ask your 

friend’s mother/father for more. What would you say?” (ibid.) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You visit your friend and have 

dinner. You like the food and after 

eating one plate you are still hungry. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have invited a friend home and 

have made dinner. You are now 

sitting at the table with your friend, 

eating. 

Props: 

food 

School life – apology/complaint 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You borrow a classmate’s notes because you and your lab partner missed class. You photocopy 

the notes and then give the notebook to your lab partner to photocopy as well. Your lab partner 

returns the notes to you and you return them to the classmate. When your classmate opens her 

notebook, she notices that coffee has been spilled on some of the pages and they are ruined. 

Classmate: Hey, what happened here? 

You: __________________________________________________________________” 

(Tanck 2002: 21) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You borrow a classmate’s notes 

because you and your friend did not 

understand the topic. You then 

photocopy the notes, and give them 

to your friend to photocopy as well. 

You have just got the notes back 

from your friend when you see your 

classmate. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have lent your notes to a 

classmate who has not understood 

the topic. Your classmate just gives 

the notes back to you and you see 

that black tea has been spilled on 

some pages. 

Props: 

dirty notes 

Everyday life – refusal 

(Original DCT-situation) 
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“A classmate that you have known for a couple of years stops by your desk at the library and 

invites you to lunch. You want to leave school early today, so you would rather work through 

lunch and get ahead on your project. 

Classmate: Hi. How have you been? Hey, do you want to go to the cafeteria and get a bite to 

eat? 

You: __________________________________________________________________” 

(ibid.) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

It is your birthday in a week – 

November 30th. You want to invite a 

friend to come to your birthday. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You want to meet a friend on 

November 30th. 

Props: 

- 

Everyday life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

 “The waiter in an expensive restaurant brings fried chicken instead of bœuf à la maison to a 

surprised customer.” (Blum-Kulka et al. 1989b: 15) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You sit in a restaurant and order a 

coke. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You work in a restaurant. A guest has 

ordered something to drink, and you 

bring him/her a Sprite. 

Props: 

picture of a 

Sprite 

Everyday life – complaint/apology 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“At the College teacher’s office 

A student has borrowed a book from her teacher, which she promised to return today. When 

meeting her teacher, however, she realizes that she forgot to bring it along. 

Teacher: Miriam, I hope you brought the book I lent you. 

Miriam: __________________________________________________________ 
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Teacher: OK, but please remember it next week.” (ibid.: 14) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have borrowed a book from a 

friend and promised to bring it with 

you today and return it. When you 

see your friend, you notice that you 

have forgotten it. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You have lent a book to a friend. You 

have said that you want it back today. 

Props: 

- 

Everyday life – advice 

(Original DCT-situation) 

“You see N H working in the library very late in the evening. N H looks tired. What would you 

say in this situation?” (Hinkel 1997: 24) 

(Adaptation for student 1) 

You have met a friend in the city. 

He/She tells you that he/she wants to 

watch his favourite movie all night 

today. He/She looks very tired and 

you think he/she should sleep 

instead. 

(Adaptation for student 2) 

You look tired today. You are in the 

city and meet a friend there and tell 

him/her that you plan to spend the 

coming night watching your 

favourite movie. 

Props: 

- 
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10.4 Questionnaire for role play/role enactment evaluation – Pilot Study 

Meinung zu den Rollenspielen 

29) Wie fandest du die erste Situation (Musik im Klassenzimmer)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

30) Kommt dir die erste Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

31) Wie würdest du die erste Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

32) Wie fandest du die zweite Situation (viele Tüten im vollen Bus)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

33) Kommt dir die zweite Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

34) Wie würdest du die zweite Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

35) Wie fandest du die dritte Situation (Essen beim Freund)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

36) Kommt dir die dritte Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

37) Wie würdest du die dritte Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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38) Wie fandest du die vierte Situation (Fleck auf Notizen durch Freund)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

39) Kommt dir die vierte Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

40) Wie würdest du die vierte Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

41) Wie fandest du die fünfte Situation (Geburtstagseinladung)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

42) Kommt dir die fünfte Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

43) Wie würdest du die fünfte Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

44) Wie fandest du die sechste Situation (Sprite statt Cola bekommen)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

45) Kommt dir die sechste Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

46) Wie würdest du die sechste Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 
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47) Wie fandest du die siebte Situation (Buch vergessen zurückzugeben)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

48) Kommt dir die siebte Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

49) Wie würdest du die siebte Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

50) Wie fandest du die achte Situation (Müde fernsehen statt ins Bett gehen)? 

 Sehr einfach    Eher einfach    Geht so    Eher schwer    Sehr schwer 

51) Kommt dir die achte Situation bekannt vor? 

 Ja, aus dem Unterricht  (  aus den Modulen in Englisch   aus dem Englischunterricht) 

 Ja, durch Unterhaltungen außerhalb der Schule    Nein 

52) Wie würdest du die achte Situation insgesamt beurteilen? 

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________ 

53) Fandest/Findest du es besser, dich selbst zu spielen oder jemand anderen? 

 Mich selbst    Jemand anderen 

54) Findest du es besser, die Situationen auf einer Karte zu lesen oder sie mündlich erklärt zu 

kriegen? 

 Schriftlich    Mündlich 

55) Findest du es leichter, die Situationen natürlich nachzuspielen, wenn Materialien vorhanden 

sind, wie Tüten, Getränke, etc.? 

 Leichter mit Material    Egal    Leichter ohne Material 
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10.5 Role play/Role enactment scenarios – First Main Data Elicitation 

Scenario 1: request 

Übermorgen schreibst du eine Klassenarbeit in Französisch. Da du gestern krank warst und nicht 

zur Schule kommen konntest, hast du die wichtige Vorbesprechung nicht mitbekommen und 

brauchst Notizen von einem Freund/einer Freundin, um die Klassenarbeit gut bestehen zu können 

und möchtest sie zu Hause abschreiben. 

Scenario 2: apology/complaint 

Du hast dir von einem Freund/einer Freundin Notizen ausgeliehen und mit nach Hause genommen. 

Als du kurz außer Haus warst, hat sich dein kleiner Bruder/deine kleine Schwester, der/die erst 3 

Jahre alt ist, über die Notizen her gemacht und diese bekritzelt. 

Scenario 3: advice 

Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich gerade überteuerte Süßigkeiten kaufen. Du weißt, dass 

es gerade bei Aldi ein Angebot gibt und möchtest deinen Freund/deine Freundin darauf hinweisen. 

Scenario 4: complaint/apology 

Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst eine Pizza. Als du die Pizza bekommst, 

merkst du, dass die Pizza völlig kalt und ungenießbar ist, so dass du gerne eine neue möchtest. 

Schüler B: Du bist die Bedienung 

Scenario 5: advice 

Du bist mit einem Freund/einer Freundin im Restaurant. Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich 

eine Pizza bestellen. Da du schon mal in dem Restaurant warst, weißt du, dass die Pizza dort nicht 

sonderlich gut schmeckt. 

Scenario 6: refusal 

Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem Freund/deiner Freundin am Sonntag verabreden, um mit 

ihm/ihr ins Kino zu gehen. 

Schüler B: Am Sonntag wird dein Vater 50 Jahre alt und du wirst den ganzen Tag bei der 

Familienfeier sein. 
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10.6 Role play/Role enactment scenarios – Second Main Data Elicitation 

Scenario 1: request 

Kommende Woche schreibst du eine Englischarbeit, findest das Thema aber etwas schwierig. Dein 

Freund/deine Freundin beherrscht das Thema sehr gut, und du würdest es dir gerne von ihm/ihr 

erklären lassen. 

Scenario 2: advice 

Dein Freund/deine Freundin hat etwas Probleme mit dem aktuellen Thema in Englisch. Du hast 

dir selbst zum besseren Verständnis ein Buch über das Thema gekauft und denkst, dass es gut 

wäre, wenn dein Freund/deine Freundin dies auch lesen/kaufen würde. 

Scenario 3: apology/complaint 

Du hast dir nach dem Lernen das Englischbuch deines Freundes/deiner Freundin ausgeliehen und 

versprochen, es am nächsten Tag zurückzugeben. Als du ihn/sie siehst, merkst du, dass du es leider 

zu Hause vergessen hast. 

Scenario 4: complaint/apology 

Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst Spaghetti Bolognese. 

Schüler B: Du bist die Bedienung und bringst versehentlich Spaghetti mit Tomatensauce. 

Scenario 5: refusal 

Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem Freund/deiner Freundin am Samstagnachmittag zum 

Filme gucken verabreden. 

Schüler B: Am Samstag bist du mit deinen Eltern einkaufen, weil sie dir versprochen haben, dir 

die neue Kleidung/den neuen Elektroartikel zu kaufen, die/den du schon immer wolltest. 
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10.7 German dialogues 

Die Situationen, die du hier liest, kennst du so oder so ähnlich bereits. Ich möchte dich dieses Mal 

bitten, auf DEUTSCH den möglichen Gesprächsverlauf anzugeben. Die Lücken kannst du 

ausfüllen oder leer lassen. Du darfst aufschreiben, was gesagt wird oder auch was jemand macht. 

Da du die Situationen aus den Rollenspielen schon auf Englisch kennst, wäre es nett, wenn du 

nach jeder Situation kurz sagen und begründen würdest, ob du im Englischen auch so handeln 

würdest. 

 

Übermorgen schreibst du eine Klassenarbeit in Französisch. Da du gestern krank warst und nicht 

zur Schule kommen konntest, hast du die wichtige Vorbesprechung nicht mitbekommen und 

brauchst Notizen von einem Freund/einer Freundin, um die Klassenarbeit gut bestehen zu können 

und möchtest sie zu Hause abschreiben. 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Freund: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Du hast dir von einem Freund/einer Freundin Notizen ausgeliehen und mit nach Hause genommen. 

Als du kurz außer Haus warst, hat sich dein kleiner Bruder/deine kleine Schwester, der/die erst 3 

Jahre alt ist, über die Notizen her gemacht und diese bekritzelt. 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Freund: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich gerade überteuerte Süßigkeiten kaufen. Du weißt, dass 

es gerade bei Aldi ein Angebot gibt und möchtest deinen Freund/deine Freundin darauf hinweisen. 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Freund: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Du: __________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst eine Pizza. Als du die Pizza bekommst, 

merkst du, dass die Pizza völlig kalt und ungenießbar ist, so dass du gerne eine neue möchtest. 

Schüler B: Du bist die Bedienung 

A: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

B: _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

A: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

B: _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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Du bist mit einem Freund/einer Freundin im Restaurant. Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich 

eine Pizza bestellen. Da du schon mal in dem Restaurant warst, weißt du, dass die Pizza dort nicht 

sonderlich gut schmeckt. 

Freund: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Freund: ____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Du: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem Freund/deiner Freundin am Sonntag verabreden, um mir 

ihm/ihr ins Kino zu gehen. 

Schüler B: Am Sonntag wird dein Vater 50 Jahre alt und du wirst den ganzen Tag bei der 

Familienfeier sein. 

A: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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B: _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

A: ________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

B: _________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Würdest du hier im Deutschen anders agieren als im Englischen? Warum? 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Möchtest du noch etwas bezüglich der Rollenspiele anmerken? (Spaßfaktor, Schwierigkeit, 

Realitätsnähe, sonstiges) 

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
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10.8 Teacher Questionnaire – Main Study 

Liebes Englisch-Lehrer-Team der Realschule [Name], 

derzeit schreibe ich meine Doktorarbeit an der Pädagogischen Hochschule Ludwigsburg über die 

pragmatischen Sprachkompetenzen von Schülern mit bilingualen Modulen im Vergleich zu 

Schülern, die ausschließlich regulären Englischunterricht bekommen. Ich möchte anhand von 

Rollenspielen herausfinden, in wie weit die Schüler in der Lage sind, das im Unterricht Gelernte 

auf alltägliche Situationen zu transferieren. 

Ich durfte dafür freundlicher Weise am [Datum] meine Hauptstudie bei Ihnen durchführen. Vielen 

Dank an alle, die in ihrem Unterricht für meine Studie geworben haben und die teilnehmenden 

Schüler während der Durchführung vom Unterricht befreit haben. 

Die Schüler sollten bei meiner Studie 5 bis 6 Situationen nachspielen und anschließend angeben, 

ob sie ähnliche Situationen aus dem Unterricht kennen. 

Nun möchte ich Ihnen zum einen die Situationen vorstellen (ein paar Schülern habe ich leicht 

abweichende Situationen gegeben), damit Sie einen besseren Eindruck von der Studie bekommen, 

und Sie zum anderen bitten, anzugeben, ob ähnliche Situationen in Ihrem Unterricht vorkommen 

und ob Sie davon ausgehen, dass die Schüler in der Lage sein sollten, die Situationen gut zu 

spielen. Bitte füllen Sie dafür den beigefügten Fragebogen aus. 

Vorab schon mal vielen Dank für Ihre Hilfe. 

Birte Varchmin 
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Fragebogen 

Hintergrundinformationen 

1) Wie heißen Sie? ________________________________  

(in der Doktorarbeit werden alle Daten anonym behandelt) 

2) Die Schüler der [Klassenangabe] haben an meiner Studie teilgenommen. Haben Sie die 

Schüler aus einer der Klassen bereits unterrichtet? Wenn ja, kreuzen Sie bitte die 

entsprechende Klasse an. 

 6a  6b  6c  6d  7a  7b  7c  7d  8a  8b  8c  8d  9a  9b 

 9c  9d  keine der genannten 

3) Bieten Sie auch Sachfachunterricht auf Englisch an? 

 Ja   Nein 

a. Wenn ja: Welches Fach unterrichten Sie auf Englisch? 

_______________________________________ 

b. Wenn ja: Sind die Schüler derzeit in einer der folgenden Klassen? Kreuzen Sie 

bitte entsprechendes an: 

 6a  6b  6c  6d  7a  7b  7c  7d  8a  8b  8c  8d  

9a  9b  9c  9d  keine der genannten 

------------------------------------------------- Situationen -------------------------------------------------- 

Situation 1: Übermorgen schreibst du eine Klassenarbeit in Französisch. Da du gestern krank warst 

und nicht zur Schule kommen konntest, hast du die wichtige Vorbesprechung nicht mitbekommen 

und brauchst Notizen von einem Freund/einer Freundin, um die Klassenarbeit gut bestehen zu 

können und möchtest sie zu Hause abschreiben. 

4) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

5) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „Bitte“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 
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b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

6) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

Situation 2: Du hast dir von einem Freund/einer Freundin Notizen ausgeliehen und mit nach Hause 

genommen. Als du kurz außer Haus warst, hat sich dein kleiner Bruder/deine kleine Schwester, 

der/die erst 3 Jahre alt ist, über die Notizen her gemacht und diese bekritzelt. 

7) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

8) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „Entschuldigung“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 
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b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

9) Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________ 

10) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Situation 3: Dein Freund/deine Freundin möchte sich gerade überteuerte Süßigkeiten kaufen. Du 

weißt, dass es gerade bei Aldi ein Angebot gibt und möchtest deinen Freund/deine Freundin darauf 

hinweisen. 

11) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

12) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „Vorschlag“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor?  

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 
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b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

13) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor?  

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor? 

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Situation 4: Schüler A: Du bist in einem Restaurant und bestellst eine Pizza. Als du die Pizza 

bekommst, merkst du, dass die Pizza völlig kalt und ungenießbar ist, so dass du gerne eine neue 

möchtest. Schüler B: Du bist die Bedienung 

14) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

15) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „Beanstandung“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 
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b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

16) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor? 

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Situation 5: Du bist mit einem Freund/einer Freundin im Restaurant. Dein Freund/deine Freundin 

möchte sich eine Pizza bestellen. Da du schon mal in dem Restaurant warst, weißt du, dass die 

Pizza dort nicht sonderlich gut schmeckt. 

17) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

18) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen?  

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor?  

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 
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b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

Situation 6: Schüler A: Du möchtest dich mit deinem Freund/deiner Freundin am Sonntag 

verabreden, um mir ihm/ihr ins Kino zu gehen. 

Schüler B: Am Sonntag wird dein Vater 50 Jahre alt und du wirst den ganzen Tag bei der 

Familienfeier sein. 

19) Ab welchem Schuljahr ist diese Situation Ihrer Meinung nach geeignet? 

 ab 6. Klasse  ab 7. Klasse  ab 8. Klasse  ab 9. Klasse 

20) Haben Sie in Ihrer Klasse den Sprechakt „Ablehnung“ besprochen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor?  

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

21) Sollten die Schüler diese oder eine ähnliche Situation aus Ihrem Unterricht kennen?  

 Ja  Nein 
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a. Wenn ja: In welchem Unterricht kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation vor?  

 Sachfach auf Englisch  Englischunterricht 

b. Wenn ja: In welchen Jahrgangsstufen kommt diese oder eine ähnliche Situation 

vor?  

 6  7  8  9 

c. Wenn ja: Schildern Sie bitte die Situation näher. 

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

------------------------------------------------- Weiteres -------------------------------------------------- 

Weiteres 

22) Haben Sie noch weitere Anmerkungen? 

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________ 

23) Möchten Sie die wichtigsten Ergebnisse der Studie per E-Mail zugeschickt bekommen? 

 Ja  Nein 

a. Wenn ja: Wie lautet Ihre E-Mail-Adresse? 

______________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 


